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PREFACE

This thesis is a study of the evangelical pulpit in Scotland in the

nineteenth century, % purpose is to analyze the changing and variegated face

of the sermon in this period. My approach is that of a historian, not a theolo¬

gian, Therefor© I have given a more extensive place to the social setting of

preaching in nineteenth century Scotland, However preaching and theology are

interdependent disciplines, Gerhard libeling has succinctly vrittem "Theology

without proclamation is empty, proclamation without theology is blind. I have

titled this thesis "preaching and theology" for in tracing the altering emphases

of the seraon, one is talking about the theological diversity of the pulpit.

This thesis is based on the promise that preaching does not occur in a

vacuum, Preaching functions within a given context. In part the context of

preaching is theological for it is the task of theology to "instruct the preacher"?
2

theology is "© preaching to preachers." A second aspect of the context of preach¬

ing is ecclesiastical. The preacher functions as a minister of a particular

Church, denomination, and must therefore meet the ordination requirements of that

Ghurch, requirements which usually reflect the view of preaching and the ministry

in that Church. Finally, the context of preaching is social, A man speaks in

1Gerhard bbeling, Theology and lYoclaaatlon. London, William Collins and
Con, 1966, p. 20,

Heinrich Ott, Theology and Preaching. Philadelphia, The Westminster
•ress, 1965, p. 23.
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and to a given situation and his message is in part molded by the "provisional

character" of this historical setting.^ Consequently the first part of this thesis

is an analysis of the theological, ecclesiastical and social context of the

evangelical sermon in the nineteenth century,

I have called this a study of the "evangelical sermon" and the word

evangelical requires clarification. First I do not mean to delimit this thesis

to a study of the preaching of the evangelical Party in Scotland as it was anti¬

thetical to the Moderate Party, I am using the tern evangelical in a broader

sense. By evangelical preaching I mean what Alexander Whyte called the proclama-
2

tion of "the good tidings from God to sinners," evangelical preaching is that
3

preaching "concerned with Iramanuel, God with us J" Thus evangelical preaching

is at once Christocentric and soteriological. It is the good news of God's action

for man's salvation. Its primary concern is the salv tion of man as that salvation

is variously interpreted, Evangelical preaching by no means precludes natural

theology, but it accentuates the doctrines of "revealed theology,"^
My methodology has been to examine the sermons of the prominent as well

as some less prominent preachers in Scotland in the nineteenth century. The men

whose sermons form the basis of this Etudy aret Andrew A, Bonar, Horatius Bonar,

A, K. K, Boyd, John Brown of Broughton Place United Presbyterian Church, Edinburgh,

John C&ird, John Cairns, Robert S, Gondiiah, Thomas Chalmers, William Cunningham,

1Karl Barth, The Preaching 0£ Tlje Gospel, Philadelphia, The Westminster
Press, 1963, pp. 39, 54.

The British weekly. August 19, 1887, p. 249. This is a report of a
speech given by Alexander Whyt© on "Evangelical Preaching,"

3Karl Berth, wvnr*.:elical Theology. Jew York, Holt, rdnehart and Winston,
1963, pp. 5ff.

APaul Tillich, • effgaegtives & Iftnetqonth j-nd Tyeqtieth Century Theology.
London, SGM, 1967, p, 14.
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Marcus Dode, Henry Dromond, John Duncan, John ,adie, Robert Flint, Robert

Gordon, Thomas Guthrie, Edward Irving, John Kennedy of Dingwall, John Ker,

Robert M. M*Cheyne, Norman MacLeod, John Forves, Robert Rainy, John Robertson

of Glasgow Cathedral, George Adaia uaith, waiter C. Uaith, Andrew Comerville,

R» H, Story, Andrew Thomson, John Tullooh, James Veitch, and Alexander mbyte.

Other preachers are referred to from time to time but in the main I havo proceeded

on the assumption that a sore balanced historical judgment of a man*s sermons,

indeed preaching in general, can only be made when a larger number of sermon

extracts belonging to one man are available for analysis. I have restricted

the scope of this study to preachers representative of the Church of Scotland,

the Free Church of Scotland, and the United Presbyterian Church. Since this thesis

is primarily historical I have attempted to let men speak for themselves and have

therefore quoted extensively from the preachers themselves. This method is also

more compatible with the subject of this thesis, iuxtensive quotations not only

illustrate judgments made, they also give a flavor of the style and substance

of the sermons themselves. In spelling I have attempted to follow the standard

American spelling except in quotations where I have retained the spelling of

the source being quoted. For style, I have followed the format found in Turabian,

Maznal For wr&tejp of X§£m Papqpg, Thepis lAgpertfitjonp,.

It is ay pleasure to acknowledge with gratitude those persons who have

made possible this study. % appreciation is due to my family, numerous friends,

ray Church and ray teachers in America, The staffs of the various libraries in

Edinburgh and particularly New College Library and Edinburgh University Library

have spared no effort to secure the materials requested for this research. Dr.

william Ferguson of the Scottish History Department, Edinburgh University, made

several valuable suggestions in reference to chapter three. In particular ay

advisors, .Professor A. C. Cheyne and Professor John Mclntyre, have been most

helpful in their counsel and judgment.



SUMMARY

This iilstorical analysis of preaching is concerned with both the context

and content of the evangelical sermon, breaching does not occur in a vacuum;

it functions within a given context. The context of preaching; in the nineteenth

century was threefold: theological, ecclesiastical and social, ^ach made

specific contributions to preaching and each placed specific demands upon preach¬

ing.

The theological influence was the Westminster Confession of Faith, While

the Confession cast theology into specific categories explicitly outlining the

function of preaching, the preachers of the nineteenth century interpreted and

utilized these categories with latitude. The Confessional directive in preaching

was fourfold: the Bible was to be the basis of the sermon; preaching was to

function as a means of grace; the great objective of preaching was man's salva¬

tion; the effectuation of this objective was contingent on the Holy Spirit, "With

this legacy the evangelical pulpit was at once soteriological, aggressive,

biblically orientated and supremely Chrictocentric. The three sections in the

Confession particularly pertinent to the evangelical pulpit were "of God's eternal

Decrees,..of Christ the Mediator...of Caving Faith," The treatment of these

themes is illustrative of the continuity and the disparity in evangelical preach¬

ing in the nineteenth century.

The ecclesiastical objective was a qualified preacher. Good character,

academic proficiency and. practical ability were the terms describing a qualified



preacher. 'Use system Insuring a qualified preacher centered around the univer¬

sity, the divinity hall and the probationary period, in over-saturated ministry,

a changing philosophy of theological education and an ineffective probationary

period resulted in the abatement of practical training. Consequently the academic

accent of the Scottish pulpit in the nineteenth century was no accident but a

reflection of an ecclesiastical emphasis on scholarship.

The social demand was a popular preacher. The collapse of the parish

system, the growth and appeal of Presbyterian Dissent coupled with the emphasis

given the sermon in public worship all contributed to the emergence of the popular

preacher. Urbanization and secularisation were the major social movements con¬

ditioning popular preaching. Popular preaching was also influenced by a variety

of parochial patterns. In country parishes traditionalism was usually the key

to popularity. The city judged popular preaching from the perspective of a

stratified society. The social criterion for popular preaching was often of a

non-theological nature.

The content of the evangelical sermon was that of diversity and develop¬

ment. The change occurring in preaching in the course of the century was from

a more rigid evangelicalism to a more liberal evangelicalism.

The older evangelical sermon dominated the pulpit throughout the first

half of the nineteenth century, if not until 1860. A scholastic soteriology and

a formal boolletical style were the chief characteristics of the older evangeli¬

cal sermon, Man was a sinner and the first task of the preacher was to convince

man of his sin. In turning sinful man to the Christ, the preacher emphasized

an atonement which was not open to all men. Salvation was essentially a matter

of the status of the elect before God. Life itself was a pilgrimage for mih was

on probation attempting to secure mid enhance his ultimate status with God,

The sermon was doctrinal for the Bible was basically a repository of proof
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texts for the doctrines of the kesta&aater Confession of Faith. The sermon had

a definite, often detailed outline which was based on a formally stated proposi¬

tion.

The older evangelical sermon usually oscillated between dogmatism and

pietism. A more comprehensive view of salvation, an objective emphasis on God's

action as opposed to man's response in salvation, and the belief that right doctrine

would issue in right living were the leading traits of the older evangelical ser¬

mon tending toward dogmatism. The older evangelical sermon tending toward pietism

accentuated the conversion experience and legalised the life of Christian holi¬

ness demanding a radical religion of the heart.

1855 to 1880 was the period of transition in th® evangelical pulpit.

This was the first phase of a more liberal evangel!calism. There was a growing

anti-dogmatism reacting ©gainst the neat but sometimes cold system of scholastic

Calvinism. The demand was for practical preaching in place of the more doctrinal

disputation. The sermon was to be attractive and a descriptive style replete

with literary illustrations, anecodte and graphic story appeared. The formally

stated proposition began to disappear and the outline was more often concealed.

Theologically the incarnation came to be given more prominence than the atonement.

The love of God was emphasized instead of the righteousness of God. Salvation

was proclaimed as a simple but sincere belief in Josus.

1880 to 1900 was the second phase in the emergence of a more liberal

evangelical sermon. Evolution and higher criticism were accepted without serious

question. Preaching came to be associated with religion not theology for whereas

religion was spiritual, theology was intellectual. The Bible gained a new im¬

portance. It was viewed as a human book to be studied and applied in a human

and practical way. Salvation was related to man's moral character for Christianity

vil



was essentially a way of life in this world. The fatherhood of God, the personal

experience of God and the kingdom of God were the themes most common to the more

liberal evangelical sermon.
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THi£ CONTEXT OF OVAMliiLIGAL PREACHING

"There is unquestionably a preaching
for the age. There is a style, a tone,
a scope, a speciality of object in the
administration of God's Word which pe¬
culiarly befit the times.,.,It is right
that the progress of society in every
form of talent, taste, and science,
should tell on preaching,...Nor is this
right alone| it is a thing certain to
be. The characteristics of the Pulpit
will change from generation to generation.
The traits of preaching in one age will
be supplanted by other traits."

Thg ByitiPft SQd *'9,avap^elica], review. 1S5X



CHAFTifit I

THE THEOLOGICAL INFLUENCE! THE WESTMINSTER CONFESSION OF FAITH

The religious climate of nineteenth century Scotland was largely condi¬

tioned by the Westminster Confession of Faith# In the schools the Confession was

often the text by which children learned to read.'' In public affairs the Con¬

fession was the gauge by which moralists judged and denounced such practices as

2
trains running between Glasgow and Edinburgh on cunday. In the University until

1853 the Confession confronted each professor as the document demanding his
3

signature before he could be admitted to his Chair# In the Church nearly all

religious life was circumscribed by the Confession. Elders and deacons as well

as ministers were compelled to subscribe to the standards of the Church.^ Theol¬

ogy, practical as well as theoretical, innovative as well as traditional,

R. K. Webb, "Literacy Among The working Classes In Nineteenth Century
Scotland,* ..oottj,,^, H^sto^ic^ ..yvifff# Vol. 33, PP. 104-105. Also f|}e Ohrifftjpn,
Journal. Vol. 8, 18*5, p. 152. I ,/

2
The Scotsman. .Edinburgh, January 6, 1847J September 16, 1848.

3
Ronald Garswell, Brother coots. London, 1927, p. 16.

^The Church of Scotland, .acta wf The General i-sseablv. 1889 and 1690.
The I'Tee Church of Scotland, Acts u£ The General Assembly. 134.6. In the IFee
Church subscription was required of both elders and deacons. The United Free
Church, Acts cf 'The General Assembly. 1900. Here elders subscribed to the
Westminster Confession and deacons to the shorter Catechism.

The subscription required of all ministers was traditional in all three
emergent Churches. In 1879 the United Presbyterian Church revised and broadened
the subscription formula. They were followed by the Free Church in 1892 and the
Old Kirk in 1910.
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ultimately had to come to terms with the Confession. Thus it is imperative to

observe the manner in which preachers viewed the Confession and the ways in which

they interpreted its statements relating to preaching.

Various Vieyq 0£ Ctypfrjygipq G£ xaith

Religious life was conditioned by the Confession of faith, but the Con¬

fession of faith was not paid universal homage. While to some the Confession

was the pillar of religious truth, to others it was a barrier to the freedom of

thought and action. Thus John Cairns, the traditional and respected theologian

of the United Presbyterian Church, subscribed to the Confession but not without

producing a lengthy paper at the time of his licensing expressing his discontent

with certain ideas stated in the confession.1 George Gllfillan, once called "the

least strait-laced of the Scotch preachers" said of the Confessiont 8I do not

consider myself bound nor do I ever design to bind others, to its every jot of

clause and tittle of word, to its plait phraseology and minute shade of distinc-
2

tion." Marcus Cods observed in his "Inaugural Leoture" at wew College in 1889

thata ,

If it is true, as Calvinistic writers have so often averred, that
the Calvinist becomes an xrminian when he preaches, the Arminian a
Calvinist when he praysj then we are justified in desiring a creed
more in touch with the actual Gospel we preach.3

In 1865 Norman MacLeod defended the liturgical changes of Robert Lee of Edinburgh's

Old Greyfriarg Kirk with these words*

I do not know whether Paul would have made all the office-bearers
sign the Confession of Faith—but I am sure of this, that he of all
the fathers of the Church that ever lived, not only in his preaching
but his life, carried out the old adage, "In things essential, unltyj

2U MaoLwen, Llft> ajid yetyeyff of MB. £&Lt»ft* p. 212. "
2
George Gilfillan, Alpha and Omega. 1860, p. 71. Also TJja Westminster

Review. Vol. ICVI, 1871, pp. 21-22.
3
Marcus Dods, Recent Progress In Theology, p. 15. Also pp. 13, 19.
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in things indifferent, libertyj in all things, charity." Now it
is this spirit which should guide the Church of Scotland.'

The reserve with which ministers subscribed to the Confession of Faith was so coal¬

man by 1886 that The --.cotaaan newspaper noted* "It is enough to say at present

that creed subscription as practised now-ar-days is in most cases an act of doubt-
2

ful morality#"

In view of the reserve and disparity with which the clergy subscribed

to the Confession, one must inquire as to the Attitudes with which these preachers

viewed the actual function of the Confession* Pour attitudes seem aost apparent#

To some the Confession was the living corpus of divine truth. To others it was

the supreme testimony of the belief of the Church. Officially it was declared

to be a "subordinate" standard to the Bible# Increasingly in the century, the

Confession was viewed historically as but the testimony of the Church at a cer¬

tain moment in her existence.

The view of the Confession as the living corpus of all divine truth was

most common among the Free Church leaders of the poet-disruption era# In 1847

the Moderator, K# J# Brown, convened the General Assembly of the Free Church

with these words:

Wherefore, with the Word of God in one hand and in the other our
publicly recognised Standards, so richly furnished with unalterable
truth, incessantly looking up with suppliant eyes to our Heavenly
Father for the wisdom that cometh from above, let us sit in grace,
earnest and holy convocation. Questions of doctrine will not chiefly
occupy us, for those are happily beyond the hazard of ambiguous con¬
structions.

It is said of Principal William Cunningham of New College, that "in the Standards

of his Church he recognised the exact sense and full amount of Scripture#••as

1Donald MacLeod, Memoir Q£ Norman MacLeod. Vol. 2, p. 182.

2ag. tSSSBMarch 3, 1886, p. 6.

^Pree Church of Scotland, Proceedings. 1847, p. 3.



the Confession Is the meaning of the Bible."^ With his typically legal twist

of mind Professor John Duncan called the Confession the "juridical codes" of the
2

Church. In 1883, Horatiue Bonar proclaimed with a dubious mixture of defiance

and idealismi

We have all subscribed one creed, a creed neither untried nor in¬
definite, a creed that has stood the scrutiny of more than two
centuriesj a creed that has not yet become a fossil, or a catacomb
"full of dead men's bonee."^

The view of the Confession as a testimony of the belief of the Church to

be publicly preserved and defended was predominant among the mors traditional

theological professors particularly in the first half of the century. To such

men the Confession was a legal leverage against dissent and heresy. Professor

James Banner®an saw the Church as the "authorized custodian and teacher of Divine

4.
truth" as incorporated in the Confession. Bis cold conclusion was that "there

•enters into the essence of a Church nothing but what is assigned to it in the

Westminster Confession."^ In the old iCirk the formative influence of the deceased

Principal Hill of St. Andrews was still prevailing. Hill said of the subscription
l

required of ministersi

As a private Christian he [the ordained minister] might have enjoyed
the liberty of publishing any opinions which do not disturb the public
tranquillity, but by subscribing the Confession of faith at his ad¬
mission, he concurs with the community of teachers in the general
views upon which that Confession was compiled and published. If, after
his admission, his mind undergo such a revolution that he imbibes new

^'William Cunningham, D.D., versions from 1828 to I860, p. xxi.
2
John uncan, Colloauia rerlnatetica. edited by William Knight, p. 146.

^Horatius Bonar, u^r H^niqtpyt How & Touchy The .ueetions d£ jh&
Age, p. 17.

4jabjqs Barmenaan, The Church of Christ. Vol. I, p. 289.

5Ibid., p. 62.
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opinions in religion...he ought also to feel an obligation to re¬
nounce the station which he holds.1

In the United Presbyterian Church, Professor John Brown viewed the Confession

as the legal limitations within which all theological thought was to take place.

K® greeted new divinity hall students with these wordst

It is perfectly obvious, from the very constitution and design of
the seminary, that a young man in the prospect of entering It as a
regular student, with the intention of becoming a minister...if he
act conscientiously and judiciously, will carefully read our symboli¬
cal booksj and it will only be if he find, that so far as he is
capable of judging, there is nothing in these books inconsistent with
his convictions, that he can ask or accept admission. He enters it
with the full understanding that the theology to be taught in the Semi¬
nary to him, and in the churches by him, is to be the theology of
the Bible as defined in these symbolical books....while he retains
the character of a student, he is to abstain from exciting doubts in
the minds of his fellow students? and on discovering that he has a
fixed conscientious conviction, irreconcilable with the symbolical
books, it is his duty to withdraw from the Seminary**

In 1881 a Church of Scotland preacher, John Storie,published a pamphlet condemuLig

a collection of sermons entitled „cotch Sermons because they departed from the

traditional understanding of the Confession of Faith. He said: "we have here

to deal not with clerical proclivitie, but with Public Paw. A Church stands

established...its faith defined,It wag this rigid and legal utilization of

the Confession which caused some more able minds to abandon their plans for the
4

ministry and what they viewed as a life of "perpetual intellectual servitude,*

Officially, the Confession was called a "subordinate standard." let this x

objective was not easily maintained, Personal taste tended to carry the application

1
George Hill, Counsel tSSSSScHM. ntpog of Thg. Pastoral C£fi££, p.

37. Alexander Hill, the son of Principal Hill, was Professor of Theology at
Glasgow and read to his students portions of the Counsels.

^John Brown, MMs IS. d£ Qj.vj.nlty, pp. 33-34.

John Storie, The Scotch Sextaona. p. 36.

^•Tbe Scotsman. Play 29, 1886, p. 8.



of the Confession to either extreme of veneration or hypocrisy.

In the first half of the century men viewing the Confession as a sub¬

ordinate standard had to contend with the danger of extreme veneration. It is

said that Thomas Chalmers declared with no little emotion:

I look on Catechisms and Confessions as mere landmarks against heresy
....It's putting then out of their place to look on them as magazines
of truth. There's some of your stout orthodox folk just over ready
to stretch the Bible to square with their Catechisms? all very well,
all very needful as a land-mark, but(kindling up)what I say is, do
not let that wretched mutilated thing be thrown between me and the
Bible.1

Principal Harper said with equal firmness:

W@ do not hold Confessions to be a divine testimony, but the Church's
response to that testimony. They axe not an oracle of Heaven but an
echo of the Spirit's voice as we hear it in the word.

In the last half of the century the Confession existed under the lengthen¬

ing shadow of hypocrisy. Thus the preachers viewing the Confession as a subordi¬

nate standard did so with increasing tolerance. They made fewer overt references

to tho Confession in their sermons. In part their silence was indicative of

reservation*^ In part their silencs was symptomatic of tho growing concern for

a practical and experimental faith in place of a dogmatic and doctrinal religious

Adaas Philip, & Maa* P.

2
Professor Harper, Bicentenary iff 'The passably 0£ divines At ^stainstor.

"Address by Professor Harper", p. 193*

3John Sadie of the United Hresbyterl&n Church is on© example of a man
whose silence betrays reservations. As a divinity student, Sadie reacted against
theological systems which sought "logical consistency." While Sadie was not one
to initiate change, he did go along with the initial acts of some of the revision¬
ists in the Church. Thus he sided with Korraan MacLeod when the latter became em¬
broiled in the Sabbath controversy in 1866. See James Brown, The Life Of John
Ladle. pp. 44, 164.

Addressing the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1886, Dr.
John Cunningham boasted that for "nearly half & century" no minister had been
deposed, for heresy. This suggested that th® great silence in sermons concerning
the Confession witnessed more to restive deviation than common agreement. See:
The SftErtjRftgfo June 3, 1S86, p. 4.
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beliof.1 To such men, tho Confession was truly subordinate to the Bible with the

result that most of than come to support, though with modoration, the revision

of the Confession. John Cairns in the United rresbyterisn Church, Robert xiainy

of tho free Church and A* H. Charteris of the old Kirk were such men, la a sermon

preached at the opening of the United xresbyterian Synod in 1873, John Cairns

saidt

We may revise our Confession, if called nor© distinctly than we
seem yet to have been in the Providence of God to th&t workj tout we
shall not mutilate it.2

The last quarter of the century witnessed a freer atmosphere and in the

free Church and United Presbyterian Church a revised formula of subscription.

This was also the period in which there ©merged an increasing tendency to view

the Confession historically. To mary the Confession was the testimony of the be¬

lief of the Church at a certain point in her history. Thus John Stevenson described

creeds as tut "the reflection of the thought of the ages which gave thea birth.

In a sermon on "Individualism And The Church," Thomas finis suggested that the

"creeds and ordinances conformable to one agelsay not he conformable to tho next,
A

and man is to judge how far and in what direction they need modification." To

most of these men tho Church was wrong in accepting "blindly the theological

1
Thomas Guthrie subordinated the Confession to the religious experience

of men. In on© sermon he saidj "Religion does not consist in doctrinal or prophet¬
ical speculations, nor lie like a corpse entombed in old dusty confessions. She
lives in action and walks abroad among mankind.11 Sees Thomas Guthrie, tfen And
The Gospel, p. 105»

2John Cairns, The Trial Cf Patience. 1873, p. 11. Also sees Arthur
Gordon, life jfflfii BBfafiEfafr £*£•» P* AZZ; Patrick C.
Simpson, Xhl Wfi, zL Mai» Vol. 2, pp. 113, 121.

3John Stevenson, "Religion - Theology - auclegiaeticie®," Ccotch Peraonsr
P« 3AA»

^Thomas Rain, "Individual!®! And The Church," Ccotch sermons, p. 286.



1
traditions handed down from the past." Walter G, Smith advised hi® parishioners

to f'leave out of sight" the standards of the Church and instead to come straight
2

to "the simple, touching, convincing, and far-reaching words of Jesus," Then,

Smith continued, "you will learn to sea in the Church's creeds and systems the

natural effort of the human mind to give definite shape to a revelation which is
3

too vast for us to grasp as a whole," In his closing address to the General

assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1886, the Moderator, John Cunningham, said

that the Confession of Faith was to be viewed as "a noble monument of phases of
4

thought through which the Church has passed," Thus the progressive preachers of

the Old Kirk accepted their own existence in a Church whose tradition had tra¬

versed the Westminster Assembly of Divines,

The variance with which men looked to the Confession of Faith suggests

that throughout the nineteenth century theology was subject to constant change

and conflict. Consequently in turning to an analysis of the statements of the

Confession itself relative to preaching, one must reraember that these statements

will be variously Interpreted. With this understanding three questions must be

addressed to the Confession, First, what does the Confession explicitly say about

preaching'/ Second, how were these statements interpreted by the preachers of the

nineteenth century/ Third, what particular doctrines stated in the Confession

were of primary significance to the evangelical pulpit?

*W. L. M'Farlan, "Authority", ,-ootch Demona. p, 198, Also p, 225,

alter C. Caith, J^naon^, P. 194.

3im.
■ cotsnian. June 3, 1886, p. 4.
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The Concept vf Preaching ~.aer;:ent Jn The Confession

a. As Pound la The Confession Itself

In the official standards of the Church the preacher discovered the

theological foundation of his task. While the Confession itself only made five

direct references to preaching, the scattered statements in the Larger and ..shorter

Gatechlsn together with the fuller section on preaching in the Directory For
1

Worship all combined to give preaching its theological authorization. The con¬

fessional directive in preaching was fourfold. First, the basis of the sermon

was the Bible, for preaching was the proclamation "of the word," Second, the

function of preaching was an a "means of grace." Third, the objective of preach¬

ing was man's salvation. Fourth, the ultimate effectuation of preaching was con¬

tingent on the Holy Spirit.

Preaching was primarily the proclamation of the word of God. "The

preaching of the word" was described as a means of dispensing the covenant of
2

grace, "The ministry of the word" was said to be the way "by which the Spirit

effectually calls people."-* The "grace of faith" as the human act essential to

man's salvation was "ordinarily wrought by the ministry of the word,"^
But what was the "word" to be preached? On the one hand the unequivocal

answer to this question in the Larger Catechism wast "The holy scriptures of the

Old find Hew Testament are the word of God."'5 un the other hand in the Confession

1
All references to the Confesrdon of Faith in this section will be desig¬

nated CF in the footnotes. The Larger Catechism by LC. The Shorter Catechism
by SC and the Directory of Public worship by DFw. The five references mentioned
in the CF are Chapter VII, #6j Chapter X, #1, 3» 4j Chapter XIV, Plj Chapter XV,
m Chapter UC, #5.

^CF« Chapter VII "Of God's Covenant With Man," #6.

3CF, Chapter X "Of effectual Calling," #4*

*CF. Chapter XIV "Of Saving Faith," #1.

5LC. #3.
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of Faith there was the suggestion a word of God which was unwritten existed be¬

cause the Confession designated the holy scriptures as "the word of God written."^
Throughout the remainder of the Confession and the Larger Catechism as well as

in the Directory of worship, the terms "preaching of the word" and "ministry of

the word" were used without clarification leaving the precise meaning of this

terminology open to question. It is only by means of en analysis of the con¬

textual usage of these terms that one can determine the concept of preaching

emergent in the Confessional Standards,

First then, the terms "preaching of the word" and "ministry of the word"

appear to be the simple affirmation that the sermon is to be based on the Bible,

In the words of the Larger Catechisms "The spirit of God aakoth the reading,

but especially the preaching of the word, an effectual means of enlightening,

convincing, and humbling sinners,In this section the "word of God" is clearly
3

taken to be "the holy Lcrlptures,"^ The clearest statement relating the "preaching

of the word" to the Bible is in the Directory of worship where the preacher is

advised that*

Ordinarily, the subject of his sermon is to be some text of scripture,
holding forth some principle or bead of religion, or suitable to some
special occasion emergent; or he may go on in some chapter, psalm,
or book of the holy scripture, as he shall see fit,'*

In affirming that the Bible was to be the basis of the sermon the Con¬

fession also sought to insure an intelligent use of the Bible in preaching. The

Confession itself seems to acknowledge "that there are some circumstances

"'of. Chapter I "Of The Holy 6cripturn," #2.

2hC, #155.

3LC. #155, 156, 157.

^DPW. "Of The Breaching Of The Word."
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concerning the worship of God" necessitating an incisive and intelligent use of

Dcripture. To this ©nd the function of preaching was restricted to those who
o

were "sufficiently gifted,,.duly approved and called to that office," In the

Directory of Worship it was written:

It is presupposed that the minister of Christ is in some good
measure gifted for so weighty a service, by his skill in the origi¬
nal languages, and in such arts and sciences as arc handmaid unto
divlnityj by hie knowledge in the whole body of theology, but most
of all in the holy scriptures, having his senses and heart exercised
in the® above the common sort of believers,3

Furthermore there was a series of examinations barring a man's way to ordination

because the preacher was expected to be "duly qualified.

In this quest for an intelligent utilization of the Bible the Westminster

Standards did not leave the preacher on his own in the composition of a sermon,

first, the preacher was given the basic rule for the interpretation of the Bible:
5

"The infallible rule of interpretation of scripture is the scripture itself,"

Secondly, the preacher was told how to develop a text in preaching:

Let the introduction to his text be brief and perspicuous, drawn
from the text itself, or context, or some parallel place, or general
sentence of scripture.

If the text be long let him give a brief sum of it; if short,
a paraphrase thereof, if need be: in both looking diligently to the
scope of the text, and pointing at the chief heads and grounds of
doctrine which he is to raise from it.

In analysing and dividing his text, he is to regard more the
order of matter than of words; and neither to burden the memory of

CW, Chapter I "Of The Holy scripture," „-6. Also see the comments on
this section in: George 3. Hendry, The Westminster Confession for Today, pp. 34»
35. 5

T.C. #158.

%PW. "Of The drenching Of The word."

^cee The form 0£ vE^h-Gpyerpfaent, "Touching The Doctrine
Of Ordination." Also so® Chapter Z of this thesis.

5CF. Chapter I "Of The Holy Scripture," #9.
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the hearers in the beginning with too many mambers of division, nor
to trouble their ainds with obscure terras of art#
V * v *a t-

finally, the preacher was informed that the sermon was to be an exposition of

"sound doctrine" and he was given a series of principles calculated to achieve
2

this end#

In raising doctrines from the text, his car© ought to be, first,
That the matter be the truth of God. Secondly, That it ba a truth
contained in or grounded on that text, that the hearers may discern
how God teacheth it from thenee. Thirdly, That he chiefly insist
upon those doctrines which are principally Intended, and make for the
edification of the hearers#

The doctrine is to be expressed in plain terrasj or, if any
thing in it need explication, it ia to be opened, and the consequence
also from the text oleared. The parallel places of scripture, con¬
firming the doctrine, are rather to be plain and pertinent, than many,
and somewhat insisted upon, and applied to the purpose in hand.

The arguments or reasons are to be solid, and, as much as raay
be convincing#

He is not to rest in general doctrine, although never so much
cleared and confirmed, but to bring it home to special use, by applica¬
tion to his hearers.-'

These suggestions for the treatment of the Bible were given that "the word of

God fmight] be preached,,.diligently, plainly, faithfully, wisely, zealously,

sincerely#

In the Confession the term "preaching of the ..ord" is sometimes ambiguous

because the sermon is more than the static and sterile appropriation of the words
\

of the Bible. Preaching is always in the present tense and is to be dynamic and

virile# Thus the Confession of Faith suggests that ia worship "the reading of

the Scripture with godly fear" is not synonyaoua with "the sound preaching and

1DPW. "Of The Preaching Of The Word."

ha. #159.

^DPW, "Of The Preaching Of The word,"

*LC. #159.
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conaclonable hearing of the word."1 The sermon is not simply the means by which

tourists visit an ancient monument. The sermon is the living word in a contempor¬

ary setting. It is God acting now. Thus in the prayer before the sermon, the

preacher is described as a "servant now called to dispense the bread of life un-

to fels household," "The word" is described as one of the ways "whereby [God j
3

makes himself known" to men in the present. Commenting on the doctrine of the

word in the Confession, Professor George S, Kendry has written* "The word is not

only a record of what God did and said once, it is the instrument through which

he speaks to us and acts in us. That is why the Confession stresses our hearing

as well as the reading and preaching of the vord."^
The "preaching of the word" and "the ministry of the word" is secondly

5
a reference to the function of the sermon. Preaching is to be a means of grace.

In the words of the Shorter Catechism* "The Spirit of God aaketfa the reading,

but especially the preaching of the word, an effectual means of convincing and

converting sinners, and of building them up in holiness and comfort, through

faith, unto salvation,"^ The "ministry of the word" is the normal means by which
7

"the elect" are called. Saving faith ie described as "ordinarily wrought by the
8

ministry of the word," The preamble of the section on preaching in The Directory

\c. Chapter XXI "Of Religious Worship, And The Sabbath-day,"

%>PW, "Of Publlck Prayer Before The Sermon,"

3LC, #112.

^George S. Hendry, o£. clt.. p. 190.

5SC. #88.

6SC. #89.

7WC. Chapter X "Of Effectual Calling," #4.

®WC, Chapter XIV "Of Saving Faith," #1, Also LC #154.
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of /orship beglnst

Preaching of the word, being the power of God unto salvation, and
one of the greatest and most excellent works belonging to the ministry
of the gospel, should be so performed, that the worfasan need not be
ashamed, but may save himself, and those that hear him.5

While the revelation of God preceded the Bible, this revelation was not intended
2

to become fossilised in scripture. Indeed it is argued in the Larger Catechism

that scripture justifies its claim to b® the word of God primarily by what it

does.

The scriptures manifest themselves to be the word of God, by their
majesty and purity} by the consent of all the parts, and the scope
of the whole...} by their light and power to convince and convert
sinners, to comfort and build up believers unto salvation,3

It would seem that it is the test of the sermon as the means of grace, to become

the living revelation of the Christ of scripture. Thus it is the prayer of the

preacher and his congregation that in the sermon!

Christ nay be so formed in them, and live in them, that all their
thoughts may be brought into captivity to the obedience of Christ,,
end their hearts established in every good word and work for ever.

As the basis of preaching was the Bible and the function of preaching to

be a means of grace, so the specific objective of the sermon was to bo man's

salvation. In the "preaching of the word...grace and salvation" vera said to be
5

"held forth in more fulness, evidence, and efficiency to all nations." In the

Bible itself it was claimed that there was unparalleled clarity with reference

to "those things which are necessary to be known, believed, and observed, for

1DFW. "Of The Preaching Of The Word."

%eorge S» Hendry, op. eft., pp. 24-26.

3LC. #4.

^DPW. "Of Publiek Prayer Before The Sermon."

5LC. #35.
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4

salvation," Man's salvation was the objective of the seraon and this was mm%

to give the seraon precision. In Its noat direct pronouncement on preaching, the

Confession of Faith declared: "Repentance unto life is an evangelical grace, the

doctrine whereof is to be preached by every sinister of the gospel, as well as
2

that of faith in Christ." The Directory of ..orship was equally forthright stat¬

ing that "the servant of Christ" is to seel "the conversion, edification, and

salvation of the people.

How then did the sermon become the means of grace and secure its objective

in man's salvation? The Westminster Standards declared that the ©ffactuation of

preaching was contingent on the work of the Holy Spirit. The ministry of the

word and the work of the -.pirit were like the two hands of God effecting salvation.

All those whom God hath predestinated unto life, and those only, he
is pleased, in his appointed and accepted time, effectually to call,
by his word and Jpirit, out of that state of sin and death in which
they are by nature, to grace and salvation by Jesus Christ; en¬
lightening their minds spiritually and savingly to understand the
things of Godj taking away their heart of stone and giving unto thea
an heart of flesh} renewing their wills, and by his almighty power
determining thee.to that which is good; and effectually drawing them
to Jesus Christ,4

In making the effectuation of preaching contingent on the Holy Spirit

the Confession does three things, Negatively it substantiates the doctrine of

double predestination by which only the elect can be saved and takes salvation
$

completely out of the visible grasp of man. To quote Professor Hendry, it

\c» Chapter I "Of The Holy Scripture," #7,

2JC, Chapter XV "Of Repentance Unto Life," #1.

3»TU, "Of The Preaching Of The Word."

*WC. Chapter X "Of Effectual Calling," #1.
5

In The 6haae Uf Ghriatologv. Professor John hclntyre has correctly
noted that the doctrine of double predestination effects all the other doctrines
of the Confession, p. 71.



reduces "the freedom of grace to sheer caprice,"

This effectual call is of God's free and special grace alone, not
from any thing at all foreseen in man; who is altogether passive
therein, until, being quickened and renewed by the Holy spirit, he
is thereby enabled to answer; this call, and to embrace the grace
offered and conveyed in it.

Others not elected, although they may be called by the ministry of the
word, and may have some common operations of the Spirit, yet they
never truly com® unto Christ, and therefore cannot be saved,3

Positively, the work of the Holy Spirit points to the mystery which stands at the

heart of salvation and renders inconclusive an exact relationship between God's

action and man's response.

The Spirit of God aaketh..,the preaching of the word an effectual
means of salvation,^

That the word may become effectual to salvation, we must attend there¬
unto with diligence, preparation, and prayer; receive it with faith and
love, lay it up in our hearts, and practise it in our lives.5

Ultimately, the work of the Spirit in effectuating man's salvation answers

to how preaching achieves its purposes in man's salvation. The mystery is not

removed but it is resolved. It would seem that the solution the Confession offers

to the effectuation of preaching is similar to the way it resolves the matter of

the Inspiration of the Bible, Certainly the message of the Bible and the object

of preaching seem to be parallel, namely "that knowledge of God,..which is neces¬

sary unto salvation."^ Just as the inspiration of the Bible turns on "the inward

1

'George S. Hendry, og. cit.. p. 131.

V Chapter 1 "Of effectual Calling" #2.

*WC. Chapter X "Of Effectual Calling," #X»

*SC. #89.

53C. #90.

^WC. Chapter I "Of The Holy Scripture," #1,
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vork of the Holy Spirit, bearing witness by and with the word in our hearts" so

man's salvation as achieved by means of the preaching of the word is verified by

the inward witness of the Holy Spirit,^ It is in the final analysis a matter of
2

faith. Faith in God in the person of the Holy Spirit,

The grace of faith...is the work of the Spirit of Christ in their
hearts and is ordinarily wrought by the ministry of the word,-3
Such as truly believe in the Lord Jesus...may in this life be cer¬
tainly assured that they are in the state of grace...an infallible
assurance of faith, founded upon the divine truth of the promises of
salvation, the inward evidence of these graces unto which those
promises are made, the testimony of the .spirit of adoption witnessing
with our spirits that we are children of Godt which Spirit is the
earnest of our inheritance, whereby we are sealed to the day of
redemption.^ i v

On this faithful work and witness of the Holy Spirit hinged the concept of preach¬

ing as found in the Westminster Standards of the Church of the nineteenth century.

b. Is Utilised By The Evangelical Hulplt

The concept of preaching couched in the Confession gave a definite sense

of direction to the evangelical pulpit.

First, the conviction that the sermon was to function as a means of grace

and that its objective was to be man's salvation determined the emphasis of the

evangelical pulpit, ^reaching was to be soteriologlcal for its theme was God's
action for man's salvation. Thomas Chalmers, the most famous preacher and theolo¬

gian in the first half of the nineteenth century, informed his studentsi
Your function...is to preach this gospel. It is to cast the seed into
the ground, which groveth up you know not how...,The Bible is the
instrument...the Holy Spirit is the agent.5

*WG. Chapter I "Of The Holy Scripture," »'5.
2
George 3. Hendry, 2E« cit.. p. 32.

3CW, Chapter XIV "Of Saving Faith," *1.

^CW. Chapter XVIII "Of Assurance Of Grace and Salvation," #1, 2.

^Thomas Chalmers, systematic Theology. Vol. I, p. 263.
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John Dick, whose systematic theology was the text in the United Presbyterian

Divinity Hall,spoke of "the superior efficacy of preaching" as the mesne of sal¬

vation, not because such was simply an "article of faith" in the Confession but

because this truth was "a deduction of experience."^ Professor James Robertson

of the Old. Kirk saidt "The duty of preaching the gospel is the means of saving
2

souls and extending the kingdom of the Redeemer," In a pamphlet published in

1368, John Philip of Pordoun declared that the end of preaching was "the saving
3

of men's souls," A, K. H, Boyd of St, Andrews noted in one sermon that "the

great matter of all good preaching is the Gospel of Salvation through Christ,"^
In a letter to one of hie assistants about to be ordained, Alexander Whyte wrote?

"Take the title of one of Lewraans sermons as your prayer and aim all the day,
5

'The salvation of the hearer, the motive of the preacher,*" as preaching was

primarily sotexlological, Alexander «hyte concluded that "the evangelical pulpit

has an eacclusiveness and a sanctification about it altogether peculiar to itself."

The objective of the sermon was man's salvation, let preaching for man's

salvation was open to a variety of interpretations. The Larger Catechism itself

used three terms to define the purpose of preaching* "conversion, edification,
7

salvation," Thus Robert M, M'Cheyne stressed preaching which solicited a

1John Dick, Lectures Gg, Theology. Vol. 4, 1834., PP» 106-107. Also see
Rbeneser Porter whose book* Lectures On Homiletlcs and preaching. was prescribed
in the United Presbyterian Divinity Hall, p, 12,

2
James Robertson, Truths, p, 130,

-*John Philip, The Pulpit &£. Tjb& Bar, p. 10. Also see p. 30,

h. K, H. Boyd, pe^de Tfoaiqgp axndajrg, sgd p. 116.

5g. F. 3arbour, The Li£a o£ P» *96.

^Alexander Whyte, Bible Characters? uuy Lord's Characters, p. 11.

7LC. #159.
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1
"conversion experience." John Ker, the professor of practical theology in the

United Presbyterian Divinity Hall, encouraged preaching which would both "aim at
2

conversion...and cultivate growth." Professor Robert Flint of Edinburgh viewed

salvation as the end not the beginning of the Christian life. Consequently he

advocated the comprehensive proclamation of salvation as continuous and progres¬

sive in man,

A true estimate of the proper end of preaching and of the fitness as
a means to attain that end is a primary and indispensable qualifica¬
tion of successful preaching. That end is to bring men to God in
Christj into a right relationship of mind, heart, and life to Him}
to increase the blessedness and intimacy of this Divine fellowship;
to transform and beautify them and build them up until, by a myster¬
ious and Divine assimilation, they are in all respects conformed to
the charaoter and example of Christ. This is the design which all
preaching should have in view; and the true test of successful preach¬
ing is its adaptedness to accomplish this design.^
To other preachers the variance with which salvation was proclaimed hinged

on the relationship between the academic and practical treatment of this doctrine.

In the 1840's the contentious ecclesiastical scene led some preachers to lay more

stress on the proper understanding of salvation. This resulted in more of an aca¬

demic and doctrinal treatment of salvation.^ Oven Robert S. Gandlish noted this

and plead in the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland for preaching

which exhibited "the faithful and close application of God's word to the hearts

and consciences of living saen.*'^ Later, John her declared;

We must aim at dealing with the breadth of a man's nature. If we
address the mind alone, we ahall make hard, cold dogmatists; but if

1Andrew Bonar, Memoir u£ ftpfrfrt lMIIM. HS&Matb P* 335.
2John Ker, Lectures uq J&2. History ^reaching, p. 211,
^Robert Flint, 0& Theological. Biblical and uther Subjectsf pp. 52-53.

^"See Chapter 4, "The Older Lvangelical Sermon."

5The Free Church of Scotland, Proceedings. 1843, p. 143.



we address the heart alone, we shall produce weak end narrow senti¬
mentalists* !

In the ISSG's and 1890'e the accent wae on salvation as practical and a way of

life* This later emphasis also brought a change In the understanding of salva¬

tion itself* It was Henry Drumaond who most forcefully insisted that whereas

"the old Svangeliso in its conception of salvation" had stressed man's changed

"status" before God the "New evangelism" would stress salvation as centered in
2

man's own "character*" Marcus Dods, who probably influenced Druamond's own

theological stance more than any other individual, proclaimed salvation as a way

of life to be lived in the secular world*

as the salvation God introduces into the world is a practical every¬
day salvation to deliver us from the sins which this life tempts us to,
so God introduced this salvation by means of the natural affections and
ordinary arrangements of human life...bo that if we are to make any
advance in appropriating to ourselves God's salvation, it can only be
by submitting ourselves implicitly to His providence, and taking care
that in the commonest and most secular actions of our lives we are

having respect to His will with us.*
Nods' close friend, Alexander Whyte, once described "every evangelical Church as

an interpreter's house" and every minister as "an interpreter of all the lessons

requisite for our salvation." Obviously the preachers were not at one as to what

those lessons were nor how they were to be interpreted* let their conviction

that preaching was to aim for man's salvation kept the evangelical pulpit from

drliiing to "pointless generalities*

Second, the emphasis on preaching as soteriological gave the evangelical

1John Ker, hectares up The History Of £reaching, p* 211.

%enry Drummond, Jjgw ^vangellsa and other Papers, p. 18*

^Marcus Dods, Isaac. Jacob and Joseph, p* 39*

^Alexander Whyte, Mffl *lrst Series, p. 76.
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pulpit an aggressive character. Hie view of preaching as a means of grace magni¬

fied the importance of the sermon. The Christian Treasury, a journal of pronounced

pietistic tendencies, declared that "Preaching is a most important ordinance} it

holds a place in the system of means."1 Robert Murray McGheyne declared with his

usual revivalistic fervors "Preaching is the grand instrument which God has put
2

into our hands, by which sinners are to be saved." James Yeitch of St# Cuthberts
3

in Edinburgh concluded: "Preaching is every minister's great work."v Thomas

Chalmers enunciated the source of an aggressive evangelicalism when he said that

it was the relationship between the sermon and man's salvation that "gave im¬

portance to the business of the pulpit.

The aggressive character of the evangelical pulpit also stemmed from the

recognition that as a means of grace the sermon itself was the word of God.

Professor James Bannerman, of hew College, wrote:

Nothing will rightly follow from truth whence it is derived. So
that whatever by just consequences is drawn from the word of God,
is itself also the Word of God and truth Infallible..,.This is that
on which the whole ordinance of preaching is founded.5

Most men were not as dogmatic as Professor fiannerm&n, yet they did acknowledge

that there was a sense in which the sermon was the living word of God, Thomas

Chalmers wrote: "The Bible, of itself and without the enforcement of a human ex¬

pounder, is not the great instrument of chrietianization.James Veitch described

Cforlfitlqn Tryagflry, 1848, p. 288.

^Andrew Bonar, jjgSBlZ && MUSiUi 2L i&kSI* H^MY .'fcChftyne, p. 356,
3
«Jssaes Veitch, Sermons, pp. 356-357.

^Thomas Chalmers, Posthumous ..orks. "Sermons," Vol. 6, p. 280.

James Banneraan, ag,. cit.. Vol. I, p. 413.

^Thomas Chalmers, Christian Revelation. Vol. 2, p. 379.
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preaching as not "merely,..man®s speaking to us*..it is man's speaking to us tho

word of God, then it is virtually God's speaking by man to us»"^ In the practi¬

cal theology lectureship of 1899, Jataas Robertson of the Old Kirk called the sermon
2

"a divine gift,.,God's gift and inspiration," James Stalker of the Free Church

wrote: "Preaching is not merely the speaking of a man, • .preaching is the voice
3

of God," Such theology nurtured m. aggressive pulpit, iiobertcon fiicol, the

Free Church minister from Kelso and later the editor of The British -eeklv. wrote

in 2ha fflWfih §m, JBaSStol ii§2to W&i "Evangelicalism is nothing

unless it is absolutely certain,"^
The aggressive character of the evangelical pulpit was also nurtured by

the conviction that the preacher himself was an indispensable link in the chain

of salvation. He was a personal emissary bearing the word of man's salvation.

Thus the preacher spoke of himself so a messenger, an ambaseadour, a herald, a

watchman, a witness. A, H. Charteris said: "Xou have a message to deliver; it

is not yours; it is God's."*' it, 3, Candlish described the ambassador as 8a personal

emissary with a personal message,"^ Thomas Chalmers emphasised that the content
7

of this message was "the unconditional tender of forgiveness and friendship."

korman MacLeod declared: "Ambassadors.,.beseech all whom they address not to

1James Veltch, go. cit.. p. 357.

2Jaraes Robertson, J&2. MIS PP. 63, 72.

3James Stalker, Mis Mgll» PP. 23-24.

Robertson Nlcoll, "Yale Lectures Un Breaching," The britlsh and
£2£gto -voPf-elrlqal ueyj.ey, Vol. 27, 1878, p. 530.

Arthur Gordon, TJio yje H^ltop, Ch^rterip,, p. 183,

^Robert S. Candliah, Tbg. Gospel ror^lvonesB. p. 463.
7
Thomas Chalmers, Institutes Theology. Vol. I, p. 273.
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1
receive the grace of God in vain, but to be reconciled to God," John robertson,

the young minister of Glasgow Cathedral whose premature death robbed him fame,

notedi

The pulpit is not a place for human speculations! the merit of the
preacher is not the merit of a discoverer in science or in art! the
highest end of the ministerial office is to save immortal souls,*

In an ordination sermon, Alexander Duff said that it was the duty of the preacher

toi "Declare who are to be warned.,,proclaim the wrath to come..,point out the

way of escape...enforce all his warnings by most urgent exhortations.In 1888,

Charles Jerdan wrote! "The chief end of preaching is to declare the evangel...to

testify the Gospel of the Grace of Qod."^ evangelicalism was nothing if it was

not fervent and aggressive.

Third, the description of preaching in the Confession as the "preaching

of the word" gave the sermon a distinctly biblical foundation. Thomas Chalmers

called the minister a steward and charged him with the responsibility of insuring

"that the things which are written pass without change or injury from the Bible

to the pulpit."** John Cairns used three words to describe the task of the steward!

"preservation, transmission and diffusion."^ While the fathers of the Disruption

tended to become more doctrinal in their preaching and more dependent on a rigid

appeal to the Confession, an alternative movement was developing back to the Bible.

Moraan MacLeod, Good .tords. 1866, p. 422.
2
John ax>fcertson, ...or-aons ...xoositions. p. 7.

"Alexander Duff, .titu&l fotj&p, ana of rftptoy
People, hew College Library Pamphlet, pp. 1, 11, 13, 16.

^Charles Jerdan, "The Range Of The Christian Pulpit," The British and
joyqiffl evangelical Review, Vol. 37, 1888, p. 82.

JThomas Chalmers, Institutes a£ Theology. Vol, 1, p. 263.

^John Cairns, 4^ Horning Otar and other -^ersaons. pp. 262^263.
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In 1863 a contrite.tor to the North British hevlew wrote*

We do not object.*.to doctrinal preaching, but only to a kind of
doctrinal preaching..*.It is not doctrine, but mere doctrine, hard
and stiff doctrine, narrow, one-aided doctrine—doctrine divorced
from the Scripture exegesis, divorced from experience, divorced from
human life—doctrine that may be carried about in a formula, and passed,
without thought, a feeling, or heart-conviction, from hand to hand.
We want water, drawn not from mere human tanks—whether Oxford, or
Geneva, or Westminster—but from the divine living spring,'

In his paper "The New Evangelism," Henry Drummond declared that the newer evangeli¬

calism would be biblical not doctrinal.

In theology truth is propositional, tied up in neat parcels, systema¬
tized and arranged in logical order. In the Bible, truth la a fountain.
There is an atmoephere here, an expanslveness, an infinity.

Throughout the century the preacher appealed to the; Bible on different

grounds and for different reasons. let the pulpit was at one in accepting by faith

the fact that the Bible was to b© the only basis of the sermon. In 1854 in his

Inaugural address Professor John Tullooh described the Bible aat

a fountain-head of divine truth ever welling forth afresh under what¬
ever corruptions may overlay it. It is a symbol of sacred meaning
which, never changing Itself, may yet ever be read anew, under richer
lights, and yield a deeper significance to the reader. Infallible
Itself, it lays no restraint on the freest Inquiry.'

Although preachers embraced various theories of inspiration, the pulpit was not

concerned with the particular theory the preacher endorsed.^ In the heat of the

1North British Review. 1863, p. 445.

%!enry Drumraond, The New Evangelism, p. 23.
e
"Vohn Tttlloch, Theological Tendencies Of The Age. p. 31.

^Professor George S» Hendry in Iti£ fiaa&igstea ssl Mil
pp. 29-30 says that the Confession is not committed to any particular theory of
inspiration, Thomas Chalmers appears to have held a mediating position stressing
the Bible as the "medium..,through which God holds converse" with humanity. See
Institutes of Theology. Vol. 2, p. 107. Likewise Principal Robert Rainy said*
"Whatever view of inspiration you hold, there is nothing more certain than that
the inspiring influence takes the man as he is, formed in part by the experience
of life, the habits of speech, the influence of race, country and agej and in his
message, in his manner of delivering it, there are the effects due to his
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Robertson Amith trial in 1878, Sir Henry Moncrioff admitted that the "Confession

of faith laid down no theory of inspiration."1 the primary concern of the pul¬

pit was that the "Bible lay its impress on every sermon."^ Horatiue Bonar pro¬

claimed with almost naive confidencet

Our duty is to believe, not to reconcile. There are many things
which in this life we shall not be able to reconcile! but there is
nothing in the Bible which we need to shrink from believing.3

The simplicity of faith's acceptance of the Bible did not elude the "newer

evangelical" at the end of the century. Professor Robert flint soldi

The reading of a portion of Scripture is much more like Apostolic
preaching than the delivery of a modern sermon. It has the same end
as the sermon while it possesses an authority to which the sermon
can lay no claim. It is prlra&ryj the sermon is secondary.... The
preached word must always support itself on the written word, and can
never without usurpation displace it

For these men th© Bible was "authoritative because true, not true because author¬

itative."^ Thus William M*Farlan could conclude one sermon on "Authority"i

influence," Bee §m. 3&B2&g&» iBWEKBl *-ddresg, p. 27. Moving to
the right, Principal -.illi&m Cunningham advocated "plenary verbal inspiration"
which meant that "the author of the book of Scriptures was guided by the Holy-
Spirit to record and that under this divine guidance he has recorded correctly,"
See Cunningham's geological Legtqyep, p. 350, A. N. Aomervill© was more pre¬
cise saying that 'Scripture is inspired in its language," See 4 Modern Apostles
Alexander N, ooaerville. by George A. Smith. Moving to the left was Advard
Irving who protested against verbal inspiration labelling it the "idolatry of
the written word." See T]& Cp^jLepted &3&flgg 0£ Adyaitf ^vftng, Vol. 3, PP, 13-
14- and Vol. 4# P» 82. The contributors to the Aeotch Sermons would have nothing
of verbal Inspiration, D. J. Ferguson was typical of their honest and intellec¬
tual quest when he said that Biblical criticism brings "into the question the
authenticity" of the records themselves. Gee Acotch Aeraons. p. 82,

1The Free Church of Scotland, Proceedings And Debates. 1878, p, 85,

^Thomas Chalmers, Theological Institutes, Vol. 2, pp. 170-171.
3
"Aloratlus Honor, Truth and hrror. p. 48.

^Robert Flint, Q& Ideological, D^blfcal, ffid Otftajr P. 40.
5
W. L. M'Farlan, "Authority," Acotch Demons, p. 213,
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To simple and devout souls the Bible will still be the Book of
life whatever theory in regard to its inspiration the thoughtful and
cultured may adopt.

The evangelical, in particular, accentuated the utility of the Bible in

preaching. The preacher spoke of himself as an "interpreter" an "expounder"
2

and "a guide". Men following the example of Principal George Hill saw the Bible

as the depository of the "revealed doctrines.*"* Other preachers such as A. H.

Charter!® and Charles Brown stressed the "preaching of the very words of the

Book itself" indicating that there should be as few words as possible spoken by

the preacher himself.^ Still other sen utilised the Bible on the ground that it

"ministered life."'' To the evangelical preacher the Bible was the "chart of life"
6

containing those truths which were to be proclaimed with certainty.

fourth, since preaching was soteriological, the pulpit of the nineteenth

century emphasized the focal point of God's action for man'b salvationi Jesus

Christ. Evangelicalism was Christocentric in its preaching.

The most cossaon phrase the preacher used to describe his task was the

phrases "preaching Christ." John Robertson envisioned the preacher to be an

1Ibid., p. 216.

^Andrew Bonar, Heaoir of Robert Hurray HeChavaa. p. 72. Marjory Bonar,
Reminiscences y)£ Andrew A. Bonar. P.P.. p. 152. Alexander Duncan, Synopsis G£

Ia '^eofofgr itesii PP. 35-36.
John Dick, o&. cit.. p. 107.

30eorge Hill, •J^^agtpr && ±££XS& 9I &8B£l P. *3.

^Arthur Gordon, W& 91 Archibald iiam.ilton Chartorlg,, p. 284.
Charles J. Brown, ireachim-i Its Properties, Place, and Power, p. 11. Brown
used the word: "Seriptursful" meaning "Scriptural thoughts conveyed to a large
extent in the very words of the sacred volume."

3John Cairns, Mpt Mgnflnfi £&§£ a^d utfcey 9SSMM> P« 302. David
woodside, Tho ioul 0£ &, Scottish Church, pp. 281-282,

^John Ker, Persona, p. 163.
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1
"Ambassador of Christ.11 By this, Robertson meant that "Christ must appear in

2
all our discourses....His name must run through all our exhortations and warnings."

In similar tone Professor Alexander Hill defined "preaching Christ" as allowing

"the staple of your preaching the great subject of your discourses, [to3 bo
•Christ Jesus the Lord.Professor Robert flint used this phrase to denote the

"central and unifying object of the Gospel" In preaching.^
All true preaching must be essentially preaching Christ. It is
presenting Christ to the contemplation of the soul as being what
lie really is. This is the groat immediate design of preaching,
through which it can alone accomplish other ends} through which
alone, especially, it can accomplish its ultimate end. Christ in
His Person, .ork, and kingdom} Christ as revealing God the father
through the teaching of the prophets, through His own incarnation
find atonement and their consequences, through Lis Apostles and through
the guidance and government of Hie Church and through His gift of the
Holy Spirit and all spiritual gifts} Christ in all His offices, and in
all His excellences} this is the grand theme, many-sided, yet one....
'Preaching Christ1 is not, as some sees to fancy, simply repeating
over and over again certain general statements about Christ} It is
not that so-called •preaching Christ crucified,•»...It is a vast work}
it is not only to declare all that Christ did and suffered, but it is
to apply what he did and suffered to human life in Its entire length
and breadth, in all its issues, in all its relations. It is to seek
to make the whole of life sacred, to make the whole of life Christian,
by bringing Christ, so to speak, into it, so that the Gpirit of Christ
will shine forth in all that men doj in their religious exercises
indeed, hut not less also in their daily business and amusements} in
all that they do as individuals, as members of families and of
general society* of the State and the Church, nothing less than all
this is implied in preaching Christ, and earth can show no work more
capacious or as glorious.5

It seems that the phrase "preaching Christ" was a general testimony to the Chrlat-

ocentrlc emphasis of the evangelical pulpit.

^John Robertson, Sermons and ^positions, p. 401.

2MA', P. 11.
3
^Alexander Hill, Appendix fey Counsels, by George Hill, p. 111.

^Robert Flint, oa ItiP9loj&9& nj,blic.?l ^nd other oubjectp, p. 51.

Ibid.. pp. 48-50.
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Of course this phrase, preaching Christ, was not immune to sore restric¬

tive interpretations. For aany the phrase "preaching Christ crucified" served

as the more accurate motto of the evangelical pulpit for in the first three quar¬

ters of the century more emphasis was given to the cross and the atonement than

to the incarnation.^ A. N. Soaerville found the phrase, preaching Christ, to be

a succinct summary of his evangelistic efforts for her© his purpose was "to com-

2
mend Christ." Professor James B&nneraan of Hew College, emphasized the spiritual

and individual aspect of this phrase. He said that in preaching Christ, "Christ

is presented directly to the understanding, and heart, and the truth addressed
3

singly to the spiritual nature of man," The British and Foreign evangelical

itevlew defined "preaching Christ" as the announcement of "God in Christ recon¬

ciling the world unto himself and not imputing their trespasses."^ Alexander

Wbyte commenced a series of sermons on the person of Jesus Christ because his

life was to be primarily an example of everyman's.
1 invite you, then, to the study of our Lord's character and walk
end conversation} and, in that, to the parallel study and improvement
of your own character and walk and conversation. For, first His
character, and then your own, those are the two things that most
concern you and men in all this world....Come then, and let us begin
to study the character of Christ, in order to put it on.**

"Preaching Christ" provided the preacher with a wide range of subject

matter. Preachers varied in what they chose to accentuate in the life and work

of Jesus. In the main the early evangelical pulpit laid emphasis on the atonement

^dee this chapter "Of Christ The Mediator."
2
.Andrew K. Somervilla, £ Bgjr naodicea. p. 73.

James Barmeraan, The Church of Christ. Vol. I, p. 6.

facato jaaasaUgaiL lsvism# vol. 6, 1857, p. 95.

5Alexander yhyte, The walk, Conversation and Chayaqtey 2£ 2&UL Chriqt,
pp. 16-18.
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while the later evangelical pulpit stressed the incarnation. Thus the common

motto "preaching Christ" was primarily a description of the emphasis of the ser¬

mon within the trinitarlan formula. In preaching salvation, the evangelical

pulpit of the nineteenth century accentuated the message of God the Son,

The evangelical pulpit discovered the concept of preaching emergent in

the Confession to be both specific and general. It was specifio in that it stated

the basis, the function, and the objective of preaching as well as the manner in

which preaching was effectuated. It was general in that the major terms so cru¬

cial to evangelical preaching were open to both wide and narrow interpretation.

Specifically, preaching was integral to man's salvation. With this legacy the

evangelical pulpit was at once soteriological, aggressive, biblically orientated,

and supremely Christocentrie, 1 «

£ifi2S2£& QL Dm 0£ X^e Confo&sLon ^feotinc Preach^

A critical review of the book of sermons by Thomas Guthrie entitled*

The Gospel Of Gzeklel, stated* "Dr. Guthrie seeas to think that aaekiel signed
1 i

the Confession of Faith." The Westminster Confession of Faith did mure than in¬

fluence the view taken of the function and objective of preaching. The Confession

also influenced the content of the seraon. The proclamation of salvation was

particularly shaped by those dootrines which the Confession headed* MCf God's

internal Decrees," "Of Christ The Mediator," "Of Saving Faith,"

a. Of God's eternal Decrees'4

Of all the doctrines of the Confession, it was the belief in what is

1John Ker, Lectures o& ^reaching, p, 364.

^CF, Chapter III, "Of God's eternal Decrees" is the title of this
chapter in the Confession and hence this section of this chapter, however, in
the text 1 shall be using the term* "double predestination,"
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oalled "double predestination" which was the most crucial to evangelical preach¬

ing, On the one hand predestination was one source of the certainty and the

sens© of authority which marked the evangelical pulpit. Conversely, this doctrine

threatened to nullify the freedom with which salvation was offered to men and

turn preaching into a mechanical farce. Consequently, the preacher had to make

peace with this doctrine of double predestination if his own vocation was to

remain intact. In the end peace did not come easily, if indeed it cam© at all.

For many preachers this doctrine introduced confusion and uncertainty into their

sermon. For most men predestination appears to have been one cause of embarrass¬

ment necessitating theological gymnastics and apology.

The discomfort which this doctrine of double predestination presented to

the preacher is evident in the "special care" with which tradition dictated it

should be handled. "Special prudence and care" was in fact the attitude sug¬

gested by the Confession itself.^ In this manner Thomas Chalmers cautioned his

divinity students*

It does not follow that because the theoretical exposition of this
doctrine coses suitably from the academic chair, it is equally suit¬
able for the pulpit. There I have ever thought that there should be
the utmost delicacy and reserve in the introduction of it,,.,It is a
doctrine in fact which has less to do with the outlet of the Christian
course, than with the progress or the close of it,^

With this wisdom Principal Hill would have concurred for he advised his students
3

to avoid all doctrines of "debate" or "uncertainty" in their sermons,

1II/8 "The doctrine of this high mystery of predestination is to be
handled with special prudence and care," Professor Hendry has pointed out that
this is the only place in the entire Confession where the authors "hint at mystery,"
See The Westminster Confession For Today, p. 15.

^Thomas Chalmers, Posthumous Porks. Vol. 8, pp. 52-54.. Yet Chalmers
preached at least one sermon on this subject, bee T. Chalmers, Ceraons Preached
In John's Church, pp. 294Gf.

3Ceorge Hill, Counsels, p. 40.
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Try as he sight, the preaoher could not eliminate the ramifications of

predestination from hie preaching, John Cairns saidi "if you drive out predesti¬

nation at one point, it comes in at another."^ The preacher might strike the

words "election" and "predestination" from his vocabulary but Invariably the same

idea entered his sermon under the term "sovereign grace."

The most common reference to predestination in the average preacher's

vocabulary was "grace". The common grace of God's action in Christ for humanity

was Ignored. The preacher emphasised a narrower view of grace delimited to the
2salvation of the individual. Thus man's personal salvation was "all of grace."

This grace, the preacher defined as the "good pleasure of God to rear up from the

most unpromising situations."^ For the preacher grace was "the conqueror of the

heart.Grace was "free love,..absolute and unconditional."^ Grace was the
^ &

action of God qualified by the adjectives "sovei*eign" and "irresistible."

Horatius Bonar whose evangelicalism was bold and at times strident saidj

A Christian is on© who is called not by self, or man, but by God. The
voice that calls him is almighty, irresistible. He must needs obey.
He is born "of the will of God."™

James Veitch who usually refrained from any strong references to predestination

1
Alexander E. Mac&ven, Life and Getters of John Cairns, p. 669. This

statement was made by Cairns at the 1877 Synod of the UF Church in support of a
motion to appoint a Committee to consider the revision of the Confession.

S. Gondiiah, Djsco^es Ugon cpnyhta Byptheffrogfl
2l Believers, p. 168.

3
Andrew N. Gomerville, Precious heed. Sown In Many Lands, p. 176.

^John MacFarlane, Free Church Sermons. Vol. 1, p. ^88.
K
^Roratius Bonar, Li^ht and Truth, pp. 159, 195.

6A. R, MacLwen, life and Letters of John Cairns, p. 669# "God's
people are necessarily distinguished by sovereign grace."

7
Horatius Bonar, Light and Truth, p. 342.
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stlll found in this doctrine the framework for his proclamation of grace and

salvation.

So far from grace leading to ungodliness, it is just because our
calling and reward are of grace, that all carnal confidence is cut
off, and that ever/ man is roused to activity and watchfulness, lest,
a promise being given of entering into rest, he should seem to come
short of It.

Even John Sadie, whose evangelicalism always seemed a bit strained in the strait-

jacket of traditionalism,said: "God's grace alone, Christie work alone, and the

Spirit's influence alone, are the one basis of hope, and the one means of deliver-
2

ance." In talking about "grace" it would appear that the preacher was talking

about predestination to life.

The preacher further found It impossible to escape some reference to pre¬

destination because ultimately he had to speak of the cross. But one could not

speak of the cross, or the death of Jesus without answering the question for whan

did he die? Thus the discomfort of "double predestination" re-asserted itself

in the debate over a limited or universal, atonement.

To the older, more rigid evangelical, a limited atonement was simply part

of an orderly and coherent system of theology. Principal William Cunningham was

most emphatic stating that he embraced "an atonement, limited us to its destina¬

tion and its personal objects as opposed to a universal, unlimited, indefinite
3

atonement." His colleague at hew College, John Duncan, stressed the "vicarious

^James Veitch, clt.. p. 182. This statement by Veitch illustrates
Professor Hendry's contention that "a doctrine of predestination which refers
salvation ultimately to a secret and inscrutable decree effectually undermines
the assurance of salvation," <5£. clt.. p. 131.

2
John Eadie, The Divine Lover p. 2L5.

^William Cunningham, Dermone. p. 412.
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sacrifice of Christ on behalf of His people.Kobert a. Candlish prefaced his

major work on the subject of the atonement with the admission that "limitation
2

or restriction" was the "characteristic feature of Christ's work." He said:

A crowd of criminals, guilty and depraved, are kept in prison,
waiting for the day of doom. What is ray office, as a preacher of
righteousness among them? Is it to convey to them from my Master
any universal proclamation of pardon, or any intimation whatever of
anything purchased or procured by him for them all indiscriminately?
Is it to carry a bundle of reprieves, endorsed with his sign-manual,
which I am to scatter over the heads of the miscellaneous multitude,
to be scrambled for at random, or picked up by whosoever care to stoop
for them? That, certainly, is not my message? that is not ay gospel.
They are not thus to be dealt with collectively and 'en masse'j nor
are they to be fed with crumbs of comfort from the Lord's table.
The Lord himself is at hand, and my business is to introduce hi® to
you, that individually, and one by one, you may deal with him, and
suffer him to deal with you.3

On th® whole, the United Presbyterian Church was more open to the idea of a uni¬

versal atonement. However, John Dick on whose theology their preachers were in

part trained was unequivocal in his embrace of a limited atonement. He writesi

Our Lord, speaking of those for whoa he died, calls them his sheep.
"I lay down my life for the sheep." He explains who his sheep are
by saying, th&t they are such persons as "Hear his voice and follow
Hiaj" and he adds "that he gives to them eternal life, and they
shall never perish, neither shaJl any pluck them out of his hand."
Does it not plainly follow from his words, that those for whom he
died shall be saved, that he died for none but those upon whoa the
gift of faith should be bestowed.4
To some, the proclamation of a limited atonement placed great weights on

preaching. This was particularly true of men whose theology clashed with their

evangelistic vigor. Thus Horatius Bonar and John Parves sought to evade the

problem of a limited atonement by seying that the message of the gospel is not

David Brown, Life jjije Late John i-uncan. p. 386.
2
itobert 3. Candlish, A& inquiry Into The Completeness And extent v£

j&ft ■-tenement, p. xxxii.
3
Ibid., p. 131.

L
John Dick, p£. cit., p. A83.
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vhether Christ died for the elect or for all men. "The Gospel is that Christ
1

died for sinnerg." In the United Presbyterian Church, Principal Harper cast his

vote with the traditionalists in the atonement controversy of the 18^0's in his

church. It appears that while Harper believed that Christ died only for the

elect he still could offer the gospel freely to all men because he did not know
2

who the elect were. This was one common solution to the atonement problem set

forth by men who wanted to preach a free gospel while theologically embracing a

theory of a limited atonement.

Another body of men openly bolted from any connection with a limited

atonement and articulated in their preaching a universal atonement..,the fact

that Christ died for all men. The most notorious of these protagonists was

M'Leod Campbell who in his pulpit in Kov brought the atonement controversy into

the open with the firm declaration that "God loves you all,,..Christ died for
3

every one of you," M'Leod Campbell's influence is evident in the preaching of

his cousin, Norman MacLeod, the latter confessing of the heretic of how that
L

"I have learned from him as from no other." In the United Presbyterian Church,

the movement towards an openly articulated universal theory of the atonement was

most obvious and apparently most tolerated. Two of the foremost preachers of that
5

Church, John Ladle and John Ker, did not disguise their embrace of this view. In

1
Horatius Bonar, Truth and -uror. p, 87. John Purves, cermons Touching

aaaa ££&«M &stI T.^t^yerted £t ^resent, p. 92,
2
Andrew Thomson, l»ife v£ Principal Harper, p. 136,

3John M'Leod Campbell, 'Ms. QM1 9L fetflmfll Ljjfc, p.
96. Also see* JM he,fiestas, p. 157.

L
Good ords. 1872, p. 353. The proclamation of an unlimited atonement

was a common ingredient In the later sermons of Norman MacLeod.
5
John iadie, The i-lvine Love, pp. 27, 25, "»'© proclaim a gospel of in¬

finite merit and universal adaptation....The gospel is offered to the world
without discrimination." John Ker, erraons. p. 91. "The arms of God are as
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1863, George Gilfillan, the United Presbyterian minister in Perth, recorded with the
candor marking a private journal: "Some churches would not permit the full free

1
doctrine of the atonement to be preached, but ours, I trust, is different." A#

the century wore on, the theory of a universal atonement became less a dream to be
2

recorded in diaries and more a reality proclaimed in the pulpits#

To some preachers, predestination was not a harsh or cowardly doctrine to

be avoided or disguised. Principal *1111as Cunningham felt that this doctrine e-

voked a sense of wonder and humility because "the salvation of all those who will

be saved is traceable ultimately to the love of God#"^ John Purves, whose defence

for this doctrine grew out of his activity in the revivals in the Jedburgh area

in the 18/40*8 said that "in this doctrine alone," there was "that one entire

attribute of the Godhead##.the most Godlike of all..#his absolute sovereignty."^
Contrasting the Church of Scotland with the Church of England, Cdward Irving said

vide as his call and the power of Christ*s atonement is as unlimited as the in¬
vitation to it# Each one of us knows here, not merely what God is doing for our¬
selves, but for every other man of the race, and can say with confidence, 'Gome
with me into this broad and blessed sunlight} it is for thee as for me.*"

1
George Gilfillan, George qiTOlftp: mi P- 311#

o

In 1856 in a private letter to his sister Jane, ftoraan MacLeod wrote:
"As to John Campbell*s book on the atonement, it is like himself, dark, but deep,
and vary true# I think it has led me captive. I shall read it again; but it
finds me, and fills up a huge void# I fear that no one has read it but myself
p# 51 from Memoir of Norman MacLeod. Vol. 2,

3Wllliam Cunningham, Geraons. p# 27#

^John Purves, o£, cit.. p, 65# In the preface to this collection of
sermons John Furves writes: "The writer was anxious to put something into the
hands of his own people, which, while not affecting to be s formal discussion
of the points referred to, might serve at least as his personal testimony to the
fact that there is no inconsistency between proclaiming the Gospel to sinners at
large, as freely and openly as words can do, and at the same time claiming all
the saving results of this to God*s sovereign discriminating grace alone#" p. vi.
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that in Scotland, the doctrine of election had "stirred up tha might of men as

individuals, and delivered them from the lethargic corruption of aggregate

masses#In particular the more pietistic of the older evangelicals appear to

have proclaimed both a doctrine of double predestination and a free gospel to all
2

men. They appear to have been avare of the tension between freedom and election

but to them this was a paradox which was not theirs to resolve,-' They adhered

to the counsel of Professor Duncan who saidi

Preach the antinomies of truth, and carry each out as far as it is
possible to carry It but don't attempt to reconcile them. These two
lines will meet if produced far enough.^
An equally interesting group of preachers refused to discuss or mention

5
such "abstract problems" as predestination in their sermons. These were men

1
Edward Irving, T|ie Co^eq^ QL UfattBi Vol. 5, P. 181.
2
See Andrew Bonar, Diary and Letters.pp. 363-364.. David Xeaworth,

Robert Hurray McGheyne. A Ph.D. Thesis, Dew College, University of Edinburgh,
1957, p. 248, Both Andrew Bonar and Robert Murray McGheyne proclaimed a free
gospel to all while believing in the old doctrine of double predestination. A, N,
Comerville, & Day In Laodloea. pp. 103-104.. In a rather typical excerpt from a
sermon, Comer-vi lie says? "Dinner, true it is that salvation is wholly of grace.
It is the privilege of Christians to say to each other, 'God...hath quickened uc
together with Christ.r Faith is the gift of God. Yet think not that sovereign
grace superseeds the opening of the door on your part, according to the call of
Jesus. The Lord opens, and we open. The Lord makes us willing in the day of
His power, and we give consent to Christ's entrance. The Father draws the soul
to Jesus, but He does not drag it."

3
Horatius Bonar speaks best for this solutions "People say, how can you

preach a free gospel and yet believe in election? I answer, I believe in both,
because I find both in the Bible, I have no authority for preaching an uncon¬
ditional gospel but what I find in the Bibles and I iiave the same authority for
preaching an unconditional personal election. God has told me both axe true."
"Let us not be so anxiously asking how can this be? How can we harmonize the
Spirit's free agency with man's free agency? Let us leave difficulties in the
hand of God." See Truth and Crror. pp. 6, 48 by Horatius Bonar.

^Moody Stuart, ,.eqoilectj.o,a^ 0£ P.mff.BPy P* 212,

"'Good Cords. 1862, p. 387. Here Korman MacLeod wrote: "To know Cod we
must turn away from such abstract problems to the living person."



such as John Robertson of Glasgow Cathedral, Lorman MacLeod also of Glasgow,

Robert Rainy, that enigmatic figure in the Free Church, and John ~.adlo, John Ker

and George Gilfillan of the United Presbyterian Church. These*, were all? men with

more of a practical concern in preaching, as a group they tended to emphasise

the love of God. To them the sovereignty of God was the sovereignty of divine

love. They were men capable of living with mystery and thus their sermons did

not necessitate the explication of the doctrine of election. It does not appear

that any of them renounced this doctrinej they simply did not believe that it had

a place in the pulpit. Norman ilacLeod said that such questions as "God's eternal

decrees, foreknowledge, predestination" should all be by-passed for they ''breed
1

erroneous impressions of God's character." In one sermon John Cairns raised the

issue of "God's elect" but quickly abandoned it by sayings

loa do not need to solve this question whether or not you belong
to the elect, ere you are warranted to look up and rejoice in His
light. He shines for you as men, for every one of you and to all.

In the words of John iiobertson predestination pointed to the "hiddonness" of God's
3

action and this was a "mystery" with which the preacher could best cope in silence.

Thus, the preachers who were among the most prominent in the 1860's and 1870's

chose to abandon rather than resolve the thorny issue of double predestination.

The last quarter of the century witnessed the entry of a group of preachers

Ibid. Good -ords. 1864, p. 252, "It is not men who are knocking at
Christ's door, bolted and barred against them by some unknown, mysterious and
inexplicable decree, tut it is men shutting their door against Christ, bolting
and barring it by the degree of their own self-will, itself the mystery of
iniquity."

2
John Cairns, Christ. The ..ornlna w-tar and Other persons, p. 109. In

another sermon in this volume, Cairns evades the question of predestination by
raising the red herring of universal salvation, p. 157.

^John Robertson, persons and expositions, p. 24. In another book by
Robertson, fastoral Counsela. p. 20,he criticises the creed for "descending
too much into details and seeking to limit thought upon points on which...it
sight have been left unfettered," See p. 232.
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vho, going on® stop further, repudiated the doctrine of double predestination.

The thought and hoailetlc&l approach of these men is best formulated in the con¬

troversial collection of sermons t Dcoteh -ermons. In part their thiaaiag is

reflective of an age in which a new found sense of history defined the limitations

of old dogmatic declarations such as creeds.1 In their optimistic quest for a

salvation which was for all men they emphasized man's action. They stressed a

2
religion of the spirit. They sought to create a living body of faith free from

dogma, haong the dogmas to be severed was "the redemption in Christ of an elec¬

tion according to grace and the quickening in the elect of a new life.""'
iimning through the nineteenth century the doctrine of double predestina¬

tion was a ribbon of embarrassment. The obvious uneasiness with which this doc-

tine of double predestination was held gave rise to various attempts to resolve

the dllemaa. Ironically, most of these innovations were the fruit of men un¬

willing to relinquish their belief in predestination. The discomfort of these

man was not with election or predestination to life, it was with the decree to

"wrath.0

William Mackintosh, "The Eenovating lower Of Christianity," Qcotch
p. 190. "The second Reformation will start with a more sweeping

principle, and proceed more thoroughly to work, for it will not only discard
whatever of the popular creed is hostile to the higher life, but will be a
protest against making of any faith or dogma, which is not necegsary for the
lifting of human life, a condition of salvation." dee p. 8 of thesis, also
see "Development and Diversity In Scottish * rasbyterianiBm, ■ New College Bulletin.
Volume II, No, 1 by Professor C, Cheyae, p. 17.

^Patrick Btevenson, "Unity," Scotch Sermons, p. 359. "-hat we need is
to breathe again the air He breathed who was no maker of dogma or of ritual,
whose work was to call up in humanity the spirit of the child, and to teach that
the true worship of God is that 'in spirit and in truth'."

\l, L, M'Parian, "The Things Whieb G&nnot Be Chaken," -notch demons.
p. 220, In this passage M'Parian says that it is the theology relating to "sin
and salvation" which is now untenable and includes this statement on election
under his explanation of what he considers to be the untenable theology of "sin
and salvation."
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The most common modification was to Introduce a clear distinction between

the doctrine of predestination and the proclamation of the Gospel to all men,

Thomas Chalmers phrased this argument most clearly:

By implicating, as some theologians most unwisely do, the doctrine
of election with the primary overtures of the gospel, they, instead
of pointing it with sure aim to any, do in fact place it beyond the
reach of all. In no place of the Bible is pardon addressed to any
man on the basis that he is on® of the- elect? but in all places of
the Bible pardon is addressed to every man on the footing that he is
one of the species,'

In the face of nature's unbelief, and though under the scowl, it
may b® gf & misunderstood theology, let me have you make the
proclamation of a free gospel in the hearing of all, and for the
acceptance of all....You are the heralds of a grace universal.
There is not^a universal willingness on the part of man—there lies
the barrier.

John Duncan, Thomas Guthrie, Horatius Bonar and Principal harper were ail advocat¬

ing a similar distinction, For these men the basis of this distinction was in

part an admission of their humanity...they refused to play God. John Duncan

said:

I preach a free gospel to every man, or 1 don't preach the gospel
at all, but I know that its acceptance without the help of the Spirit
is an impossibility. I am not going to hinder a man from attempting
an impossibility,"

Thomas Guthrie said that he was at liberty to preach a "free gospel" since he
L

did not know who were the elect.

Other preachers attempted to alter the understanding of predestination

itself. Ddward Irving was the most conservative ami pedestrian9simply insisting

^Thomas Chalmers, Inat^tut^ g£ Theology, Vol. 2, p. 407. ^J-bo see
John Purree, 22. cit.. pp. 16-21.

2Ibid., p. 109.

3John Duncan, £g&afflU*» Porlpatptlca, p. 86.

^Thomas 'Guthrie, The yocpel In P. 316. MMiM 22ml*
p. 450. Here Guthrie said that "man cannot be saved unless elected."
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thst one cannot talk about election without at the same time talking about re¬

demption. He believed in both election and an unlimited atonement. He called
i

redemption "the porch which Introduceth us into the temple of election."

The commonness of th© redemption and the personality of the election,
do stand, and prop each other up: they can only stand together....
The former without the latter degenerates into universal salvation?
the latter without th® former degenerates into blind and absolute
fate, partiality, or favouritism. But where the two are held fast,
they become the two poles upon which the goodness and beauty and
solidity of the Divine purpose revolve,*

Moody Stuart sought to give the decree© an existential significance by taking

them out of the past and making them decrees in the eternal present. He saidt

You will recall that we are taught here that God's will in the present
is perfectly free and uncontrolled. He is, therefore, not bound or
fettered by any past decree. Of whatever nature th&t decree is spoken
of in our Confession and Gcripture, it is merely one aspect of the
present will of God, which acta in eternity and therefor© is called
eternal rather than temporal. But there is no past in it; it is
present....You are left face to face only with God*s present will,
the will of une whom you can pray to, and plead with and reason with.
He himself invites you to do so.5

John Ker suggested that statements concerning predestination and election begin

with man himself. He says;

-lection, that is, the sovereignty of grace, is made the handmaid
of pride instead of that of humility. Its meaning in the Bible is,
"whatever may be good in me comes from God." The mistake in con¬
fessions of faith is, th&t they begin with divine decrees and reason
down, instead of beginning with man's nature and reasoning up.^

George Qilfillan was perhaps the most radical. He viewed predestination as

dependent on God's foreknowledge in relation to the decree to life eternal."*

1£dverd Irving, The yq■ 2SUABM & MmX£&MKi Vol. 5, p. 251.

^Ibid.. p. 182.
3
Kenneth Moody Stuart, i'.lexander Moody Gtuart. P.P.. pp. 262-263.
L
John Ker, Thoughts ior Heart and Life, p. 203.

5
^George Gilfillan, gg. cit.. p. 14. "The freedom of man's will is a fact

as undeniable as God's own being....But...God knew all the influences and events
that were to modify the actions of that will, and had ordained many of them, and
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Ae to the decree to wrath, Gilflllan tended toward destructionisa."'
Ultimately the pain "of God's eternal decrees" was exacerbated by those

who tended to confuse faith with logic. As the older evangelicals with their

more rigid rationalistic approach to the Christian life passed from the scene,

the movement was away from faith as notitia and towards faith as fidneia. In¬

creasingly the preacher was content to see the relationship between God's action

and man's response as the "great mystery of life and thought."-*

b. Of Christ The Mediator

In the nineteenth century the pulpit responded favorably to the challenge

to "preach Christ." In the idiom of the Westminster Confession of Faith to
4

preach Christ was to proclaim the good news of "Christ The Mediator." "Christ

the Mediator" was also that section of the Confession concerned with the general

theme "salvation through Christ."'* In as much as the Confession itself spoke of

preaching as a "means" of salvation the preacher's appropriation of this doc¬

trine is most significant.

It has already been suggested that the nineteenth century was an age

accentuating the way of salvation, as that salvation was variously understood.

foresaw, even with the determining voice of the 'casting-vote' of the will, what
the issue in every case would be.

1
George Gilflllan, betters and Journal, p. 14-5. "I incline to Destruo-

tionisfflj or rather the idea of God selecting His own children from among the mass,
and leaving the others silently to die away. I believe in the word of the
Apostle, 'Elect unto everlasting life.'"

2
George S. Hendry, o£. clt.. p. 56.

3John iiobertson, raetoral Counsels, p. 20.

^CF VIII, This chapter is titled; "Christ The Mediator,"

^George S. Hendry, 221* clt.. p. 94*
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This emphasis on salvation issued in a corresponding stress on the priestly
i

work of Christ the mediator. Professor Hendry says that in the Confession it¬

self it is the atonement which stands at the heart of the mediatorial work of

2
Christ. The "Shorter Catechism" curtly states*

Christ executeth the office of a priest, in his once offering up of
himself a sacrifice to satisfy divine justice, axid reconcile us to
God, and in making continual intercession for us,3
As the cross stood at the center of the scheme of salvation as outlined

in the Confession so the cross was one of the dominant themes in the sermon.

The central!ty of the cross in the sermon was no mere passive acceptance and re¬

flection of the theology of Westminster, un the contrary, the preacher of this

general era emphasized the cross with a fervency and vitality which betrayed

both a depth of conviction and hinted at possible contention. The preacher

enunciated the imperative of the cross in two stock phrases* "rTeaching the

Cross" and "Preaching Christ crucified."

On the one hand it seems that these two phrases were sometimes used

vindictively to stir the emotions and perpetuate discord. Thus the phrases were

interchanged with other more general expressions such as "preaching Christ,"

or "preaching the gospel.In part, the popular use of these phrases reflects

the lingering animosity of the disruption i^ra.^ In still other oases such phrases

^CF VIII, 3. Here the mediatorial activity of Christ is related to the
"mysteries of salvation" which are revealed to us "in and by the word" thus impli¬
cating preaching. CF VIII, 4# 5 are the principal sections of the chapter re¬
lating to the priestly work of the atonement.

p
George 3. Hendry, 2a* SiUi** P* 110*

^Charter Catechism #25*

Church Vol. 8» 1851, p. 154. The £kgUUftB.
1350, p. 372.

^This "lingering animosity" is illustrated in the sermon preached in
1851 by Nathaniel Peterson, the Moderator of the General Assembly of the Free
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wero the bludgeon with which the preacher could trounce those with whoa he dis¬

agreed. Thus Andrew Bonar boasted that his prayer was that no one would ever

occupy his pulpit "who does not preach Christ and Him crucified." iiven Thomas

Guthrie who was usually uninvolved in theological controversy said in the heat of

the 1840*04 "It is no gospel church unless Christ crucified is preached in it."

As a banner to be waved, "preach Christ crucified" provided a rallying point for
v

those preachers who wanted people to know that their sermons were to be especially

revered, ".reach Christ crucified" was indicative of a precision and restrictive

quality lacking in the phrase "preach Christ." In this spirit Andrew Bonar wrote

that while usbert Murray McCheyne preached all of the doctrines of the Confession

of Faith, "it was not doctrine alone that he preached, it was Christ and him

crucified."'* As banners to be waved "preach Christ crucified" and "preaching the

cross" were illustrative of the pettiness of the pulpit and of the inherent tempta¬

tion in preaching to self-vindication via self-righteousness,

On the other hand, the frequency, as well as the fervency, with which the

cross was proclaimed points to a significance beyond mere polemics. The cross,

or the death of Jesus, was the culmination of his life and "preaching the cross"

or "preaching Christ crucified" appears to have been a generalization, a summary,

of the message to be proclaimed, .uadrew Thomson saids "we must make Christ and

him crucified the great theme of our addresses.John Cairns called this

Church, at the dedication of New College. "During a half century of* Dark Modera-
tlesa, in the preaching of the Gospel there was indeed the naming of the sun of
righteousness, but almost a total eclipse of hie beams,"

Wjory Bonar, fif Aqdrew A„, P« *33.

^Thomas Guthrie, "The Presence of God Promised To Hie Church," The Tree
Church Pulpit. Vol. 2, pp. 259-260.

3Andrew Bonar, Memoir £nd ppmainp o£ Aqfrert Hqrrpy j&£fefZa&i p. 73.

^Andrew Thomson, Beraons uji fidelity, p. 432.
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redemptive work of Christ the "essence" of the "gospel",1 John nadie said that

salvation by the cross was "the great truth of the gospel" and confessed that it
2

had been the constant them© of his preaching, Thomas Chalmers declared that

"the first and foremost article is the doctrine of Christ crucified,"3 Professor

James Robertson described the mediatorial work of Christ as "the sua and substance,

the alpha and omega of pulpit ministration."^ John Rer in his lucid manner said

that "the darkness of the cross" is the "centre of our faith" and "our key to

llfe."^ Robert Flint saids "The cross of Calvary is the centre of history",^
From a different theological point of reference, William M'Parlane said that the

7
death of Christ was one of three prepositional truths which could not be shaken,

Lbenezer Porter summed up the general meaning of the phrase "preach Christ

crucified" as including "all that is implied in salvation by grace,...It is the
8

sum of Christianity," The cross emerged as the fountainhead of evangelical

preaching because it was the focal point of the gospel.

Preaching the cross further emphasized the basis of salvation. Professor

John Dick declared that the cross took salvation completely out of the hands of

*

John Cairns, Christ. The Horning htar and Other Persons, p, 357,

^James Brown, hifa of John nadle. p, 83, This statement was made by
Sadie at the conclusion of 25 years of his ministry,

3Thomas Chalmers, jLnflt^tqF Tfoepjogy, Vol. 2, p. 95.

^James Robertson, 0^ Truths, p. 133.

3John Ker, Letters 0£ j&g. r ev. John i&£, 1866-1885. p. 23.

^Robert Flint, and ytjhff a&UfijJb ?• 27*

^William M'Farlan, "The Things Which Cannot Be Lhaken," scotch neraons.
p. 230, "Christ died, not to save them from dying, hut to enable them to die
with him to everything that is evil."

8
Kbenezer Porter, £lSSSMS£# P* 68.
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man and Bade it entirely an act of God, In the 1840's when the Church was

ardently aggressive in its evangelism, The Christian Journal, an organ of the

United Secession Church said: "The blood of Christ is the only remedy for man's
2

moral diseasef and where this remedy is kept out of sight, there can be no life."
to »

To the evangelical "the great end of the Christian ministry was to save sinners"

and such was not possible "till Christ was preached as the atoning sacrifice, as

the lamb of God,"-' In the more uncertain atmosphere of the late 1860's, A. H,

Gharterie re-iterated the necessity of "preaching the cross" as the only means

of man's salvation:

By the preaching of the cross, God has chosen to save the world. It
ie foolishness to the natural man, but it has been mighty to the
pulling down of strongholds everywhere, let how few use it,,,as be¬
lieving on its power! How few soeat to feel, that in the most
decorous and contented congregations are possibly, probably, many, very
many who have not been born again, and to whom, therefore, the Gospel
in its divine power has yet to coaeP

Even Doraan MacLeod, whoa some older evangelicals accused of a heterodoxy,

proclaimed*

May we all be led to examine ourselves carefully regarding our fitness
for the 'inheritance of the saints in light,* Do we believe in Jesus,
through whose blood alone there is remission for the sins that are
past? Are we reconciled to God, and at peace with him through faith
in His love, manifested in this, 'that he sent his Son to be a pro¬
pitiation for our sins?'5

For the evangelical preacher the cross and salvation were mutual concerns comple¬

menting and necessitating each other.

^John Dick, ftp, cit.. p. 94*

^The Christian Journal. Vol. 8, 1345, p* 244*

-*J. Smith, Public worship: or Praise. Prayer and Pre^hi^r London,
1855,PP. 171, 168.

^A. H. Charteris, £4 There Fa^tfc Goon The ^arth: 4 Sermon. 1867, p. 17.

Gorman MacLeod, Good Words. 1861, p. 700.
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A pulpit no tuned to the theme of the cross also posed a theological

threat...the threat of a truncated gospel. In the words of one critics "There
•j

is danger of turning the great gospel message into one particular fact or incident."

John Robertson of Glasgow Cathedral was also sensitive to this danger for he in¬

sisted that the preacher move on from the cross with its message of "the forgive¬

ness of sins" to an emphasis on "the attainment in the future of a righteousness
2

that is seen to he most precious and desirable." earlier Kdward Irving had given

similar advice in an ordination sermons

Preach the gospel} not the gospel of the last age, or of this age,
but the everlasting gospel} not Christ crucified merely, but Christ
risenj not Christ risen merely, but Christ present in the Spirit,
and Christ to be again present in person,-'

Professor Robert Flint scathingly denounced "preaching Christ crucified" as "in

reality, crucifying Christ by preaching, since it sets forth only a mean and

mutilated simulacrum of Christ."4
The danger of a gospel only consisting of the cross arose from the deci¬

sive and isolated manner in which the preacher articulated the message of the

cross. One periodical writer saidi

Preach Christ crucified I Turn not aside from this under the tempta¬
tion of meeting some question of the day or some bearing of the
public mind.*

fLobart Gordon of Edinburgh's High Free Kirk said that the death of Jesus on the
6

cross "was the great purpose for which the don of God became incarnate." Robert

J. Smith, op. cit.« p. 93•
2
John Robertson, Mil ^IBaiiUSHMU P- 96.

Edward Irving, foU+cted wUUMP QL rdyftrd i£2±M, Vol. 5, p. 375.
4 okert Flint, iMSL pp. 49, 50.

5T&e Christian Treasury. 1850, p. 96.

Robert Gordon, Sermons, p. 80.
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S, Gandlish indicated that any preacher who wished to follow the pattern of the
1

Apostle Paul need only preach the death and resurrection of Jesus. Principal

Willia® Cunningham apparently recognized the danger of a pulpit emphasizing only
2

"one topic"...the cross. Yet Cunningham said that the atonement as dependent

on the cross was "the great Cardinal principle" he kept in the forefront of every

sermon.3 Cunningham's preaching substantiates this claim. His preaching is

doctrinal, yet every doctrine which Cunningham examines in the pulpit is passed
L

through th© prism of the atonement in the course of the sermon. Marjory Sonar

quoting largely from what her father, Andrew Bonar, had written aaysi

The atoning sacrifice of the Con of God formed the central point
of all his preaching. Th© Cross was "the breaking of God's
alahaeter-box, the fragrance of which has filled heaven and earth."
This little world was "th© altar of the universe on which lay th®
Almighty Sacrifice. The Incarnation was but the scaffolding for
the Atonement.

During the first three quarters of the century, the "scaffolding" of the Incarna¬

tion was threatened with demolition. ^ yg

In proclaiming the cross, the preacher focused attention on the forensic

nature of the atonement. Among the older evangelicals there was almost unanimous

adherence to a substitutionary atonement. Jesus was the "proper propitiation"

^Robert 3. Candlish, life In 4 Aisen Saviour, p. 14. "The gospel which
Paul preached was very simple....The articles of the creed on which he insisted
were few and plain—'Christ died} he was buried} he rose again.'" Also see The
Gosoel pjf Forgiveness, p. 460.

rtilliaa Cunningham, beraonsj From 1823 to I860, p. 123.

3Ibld.. pp. 122-123.

*9y this I mean that in a sermon on the doctrine of providence or the
Trinity or prayer, ultimately that doctrine was related to the atonement. Of
the 28 sermons in this book no less than 14 of them deal primarily with th© doc¬
trine of the atonement and in all of the sermons the cross or the atonement is
at least a secondary theme.

^Marjory Bonar, Aeminisconceg if Andrew A, Bon&r, P.P.. pp. 133-134.
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for man's sins. Some of these preachers proclaimed the substitutionary atone-
2

meat with a rather matter-of-fact bluntness. Thus Alexander B. Jomervillo saids

"Fy doctrinal watchword wherever 1 go, will be 'Christ for us a substitute!
3

with us no substitute for Christ.'" Other preachers were concerned with the

defense of this doctrine in the face of liberalising tendencies.^ John Cairns

declared, that the whole idea of the atonement was lost if anything but the sub-
5

stitutionary aspect of it was emphasised, hobert S. Candlish was equally dog¬

matic i

Every theory that has been or can be proposed of the suffering life
and cruel death of Jesus, the Holy One of God, apart from the recog¬
nition of his vicarious character and standing, fails, and must fail,
to satisfy a simple mind. The whole story is a confused, inconsistent,
inextricable, incomprehensible enigma,...It is the doctrine, or rather
the fact, of ,hi« substitution for you, which alone harmonises and
hallow® all.

The less dogmatic evangelicals did not abandon the substitutionary view

of the atonement, but their utilisation of this doctrine in preaching was less

contentious and more circumspect and charitable. John iioberfcson's openness was

indicative of the increasingly tolerant spirit of these men. He said}

Different views may be taken as to the nature of the atonement and
the grounds upon which an atonement was required. You may think,

■j
John -^adie, Tfee Divine Love, p. 250.
2
James Veiteh is an excellent example of this matter-of-fact presentation

of the atonement. Lee Sermons by James Veiteh, pp. 47, 71, 123, 226.

"^George Smith, 22* <**•*,»« P« 166*

*In 1868 the Free Church of Scotland circulated a "Pastoral Letter on

Prevailing Sins." Among the "sins" mentioned was that of rejecting the substitu¬
tionary atonement and thereby turning the cross into "merely an example of self-
sacrifice." See Acts of General Assembly, 1868, p. 543* Dohn Philip, 2&. cit.«
called the substitutionary atonement "the very backbone of the Bible, the pith
and marrow of the Gospel-schemes," p. 26.

5
John Cairns, Christ. The Horning Star, p. 252,
6
Hobert S, Candlish, Sermons, p. 45.
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and rightly, that a complete theory on either branch of the subject
is beyond the powers of the human mind, But there cannot be a doubt
that the scriptures do teach that we are indebted to the life and
death of Christ for the good hope toward God we are permitted to
cherish, that life and that death having been needful that our sins
might be forgiven.^

Robert iiaiqy's restraint in his handling of the doctrine of the atonement is

symptomatic of men wanting to embrace the essential core of a doctrine without

firm commitment to the particular logic of the doctrine*

Whatever the burden was, whatever the difficulty that stood against
sinners, Christ in His atonement bore the strain of it, and pit it
away* Christ bore the whole burden of our sins, as these barred the
way for us to real and eternal welfare.*

Yet, these were not insipid, vacillating preachers. These were men exuding

charity as to the peripheral trappings of doctrine but firm In their commitment

to the principle doctrines of the Confession itself, Norman MacLeod's basic

alignment to traditional orthodoxy is thus evident in this entry in his Journal

in 18701

I have been astounded by a most influential member of the Church
saying to rae, "what is it to me whether Christ worked miracles or
rose from the Dead I We have got the right idea of God through Him.
It is enough, that can never perish!" And this truth is like a
flower which has grown from a dung-hill of lies and myths! Good
Lord, deliver me from such conclusions! If the battle has come,
let it| but before God I will fight with those only, be they few or
many who believe in a risen, living caviour....Nothing can possibly
move ae from Jesus Christ, the living Saviour, the Divine Saviour,
the Atoning Saviour, whatever be the philosophy of that atonement,^ X

In preaching the substitutionary atonement was articulated within the

framework of justice. Justice was proclaimed as both the demand of God and the

demand of man* As the demand of God, John Cairns viewed the atonement as the

1
John Robertson, Germons |©d ^positions, pp. 134-135.
2
Robert uainy, u?.1,ourping -ltd. God, p. 231,

Donald MacLeod, &R3& g£ agnm ^achepd, Ma# Vol, 2, pp. 3*1-3 *2.
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satisfaction of the law of God.

Salvation is procured for guilty and miserable sinners, by the
righteousness of one who satisfies the law of God, and who recovers
the transgressors to harmony with that law and its righteous demands.
This salvation of God...a salvation resting on the perfect righteous¬
ness of God's own Son as the sinner's substitute, applied to believers
in Him for justification.

As the demand of man, Cairns said the atonement was the need of the conscience,

which is "the voice of God within us.""6,

how this demand of conscience is what the glorious sacrifice of
Christ meets} for this demonstrates the righteousness of the penalty
affixed to sin, and thus upholds the authority of the Lawgiver} and
as every one who is willing to accept the benefits of this sacrifice
may be looked, upon an having his sin punished in the person of his
substitute, even conscience tells his that he map himself go froe.
This doctrine of the atonement may seem stern and awful, but it must
be so to meet the stern and awful demand of conscience...the con¬

science is now pacified by the blood of Christ.3
The preachers heralding the forensic nature of the atonement in a harsh

and unbending manner said little regarding the benefits of redemption. In their

theology the atonement issued in an "imputed righteousness." However, in their
/

preaching, the cross culminated in the demand for repentance. Perhaps this

""john Cairns, Christ. The Kor^ijxr ctay. p. 101.

2John Cairns, The Gospel The Power of God Unto Calvatjpn, p. 10.
3
■ibid.. p. 12, Also see Robert Candliehj bcyinture Characters, p. 42.

James Veitchi weraona. p. 123. John -^adie, The Divine Love, pp. 41» 167.
Thomas Chalmers, Institutes Of Theology. Vol. 2, p, 87. "In the exposition of
this doctrine—the doctrine of Christ's substitution for sinners, inclusive both
of the atonement and imputed righteousness—you will find the great instrument
for turning sinners unto God. It is the only doctrine by which to meet and to
allay the misgivings of guilty nature and by which to substitute in place of all
the distrust and despondency which formerly oppressed it, the charm of a felt
and confident reconciliation with the lawgiver whom it offended."

fphomaa Chalmers, Vol. 2, p. 152. "Hot only do
we offer to every one the remission of their sins, but teach, nay warn, every on©
to repent, for that unless they repent they shall perish} or rather, we mix up
both, both the good news of forgiveness and the necessity of repentance from the
very outset."
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oontinued emphasis on repentance was but a reflection of that rigid Calvinism

which forbade any sense of certainty or assurance of salvation for man. ^ This

appears to have been the attitude of John Duncan, better known to his students

at New College as "Rabbi."

I would not preach the benefits of redemption without preaching
Christ, but neither would I preach a benefitless Christj and though
neither should exclude the other, I would rather preach Christ ex¬
clusively than pardon exclusively. Men must be taught to seek the
Saviour rather than peace.

The salvation secured in the cross could not be taken lightly. Therefore the

secondary emphasis was not so much on man's status in terms of justification.

The secondary emphasis was on the radical, demanding nature of this salvation.

Repentance provided a convenient model to fulfil this need. Principal Cunningham

saidt

It is quite obvious, even on the most cursory examination of the
Gospels, that the doctrine of Repentance and reformation comprehended
the sum and substance of the preaching of the Gospel, as exemplified
both in the preaching of our Saviour and of His Apostles.^
This emphasis on the demand of repentance rather than the benefits of re¬

demption was variously accentuated by these preachers. Alexander Rooerville spoke

of repentance in terms of self-renunciation.^ John Brown the United Presbyterian

Professor and pastor of Broughton Place Church in Edinburgh advocated the need of

"searching sermons" which would set forth the "distinguishing features of the

1
George S» Hendry, oj>. clt.. pp. 170-174. Also the preaching of repentance

was the one speolfie directive in the Confession to the content of the sermon,
GF XV/1.

^David Brown, Life Of The bate John Duncan, p. 415. "hen John Duncan's
wife died he said he could not be certain of her salvation but he did have "good
hopes for her".

^William Cunningham, Sermons, p. 22. Also see p. 74.
A
^Alexander Soaerville, Precious Seed, p. 203. "That which is renounced

is self, as our ground of confidence, and selfishness as the principle of our
conduct. In other words, the man is convinced of sin, and relinquishes the world
as his portion."
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unrsgenerate and the regenerate," Robert Gordon emphatically stated that
2

"regeneration" demanded "a renovation of the soul," for the more dogmatic

Cfclvinists, the proclamation of the atonement resulted in the insistence on

repentance.

The more cautious Calviaists, some of whoa would have despised the label,
3

placed more immediate emphasis in their preaching on the benefits of redemption,

fhee© were men whose preaching was moving away from a solitary stress on the

atonement toward an equal if not primary emphasis on the incarnation, John juadie,

and Uoratm MacLeod ar© example® of preachers who saw,in the cross the great wit-
4

nesss to God's redemptive love for man. For Robert Rainy» the cross culminated

in a message of "forgiveness,"

Forgiveness is preached or declared to uej and by this preaching
God saves thea that believe, therefore God deals with us about
this forgiveness, and calls us to deal with Him, He speaks to us
and expects an answer. As forgiveness is on God's part given, so
on man's part it is expected to be taken and accepted, God holds
it out to us for that purpose by preaching,^

1John Brown, L'^offltyea frppytgat pp. 325, 327,

2inbert Gordon, sermons, p, 220,

Roman MacLeod considered both Calvinism and Arminianism, "isms" to b©
shunned. He saidj "A Galvinistic fanatic has the same scowling, dark, unloving
soul as a Franciscan or Goainican fanatic," Gee nove. i'he .millm? of The Law.
p, 15l»

^John Ladle, The Livine Love, particularly pages 41 and 45, honaan
MacLeod, a£ioh Pgperft, pp. 5, 6.

5
Kobert ixainy, Gqiouynlng v<ith God, p. 231. "Forgiveness could not fitly

arise for us without the atonement of Christ." In 1884 in a sermon Principal
Rainy preached in connection with the University of Edinburgh Tercentenary
Celebration, he saidj "The purpose for which Christ cam© was to teach the use of
human life, and to reveal the main secret of it. Men, as sinners, were misusing
every element of human life, by living in each without God, Be came to restore
the ilnowledge of God, and the Fellowship with hiraj for want of which men, achieving
many things, failed of the main thing," It seams that for ..ainy the cross was
seen mainly in terms of the total incarnation. See Faith and Science. Edinburgh,
MacBiven and Wallace, p, 5.
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John Robertson of Glasgow proclaimed the cross as bat the beginning of a new way
1

of life* William Mackintosh of Scotch Sermons notoriety said that "By his death

on the cross..•Christ revealed to us the infinite placability of the Divine
2

nature." More revealing of the direction theology was to take was the insist¬

ence of John Cunningham that Jesus was our examples "by living like Jesus and
3

dying like Jesus, we manifest God." Obviously all these preachers did not see

the same benefits in the cross or the atonement but they ware all one in empha¬

sizing the positive results of redemption as opposed to the negative demands.

The declarations of the Confession of Faith as they relate to "Christ the

Mediator" were a pregnant resource for the evangelical preacher throughout the

nineteenth century. Xn 1889 Marcus Doda statedi

In regard to the atonement, I do not know any minister of our Church
who would not cordially accept the statement of the Confession.,..!
know many men who would wish to bring this statement into truer and
fuller accord with Scripture by adding that Christ1a sacrifice of
Himself fully satisfied God's love also} hit so far as it goes the
Statement of the confession is true,*

The interpretation and utilization of the cross and the atonement was neither

static nor uniform. In one sense the preacher at the middle of the century saw

the cross primarily in terms of a forensic atonement. By the end of the century

the cross was seen primarily in terms of the incarnate life and mission of Jesus.

This shift of the pendulum from the atonement to the incarnation marks one of

^John Robertson, Sermons. pp. 177-178. "Pardon of sin through the
atonement is neither, as many souls seem to think, the highest truth, nor the
ultimate blessing of Christianity. The ultimate blessing is that conformity to
God, towards which the pardon of sin is only the first step."

2
willia® Mackintosh, "The Renovating Power Of Christianity," scotch

Sermons, p. 177.
3"'John Cunningham, "Home-apun Religion," scotch Sermons, p. 48.

^Marcus Dods, Recent Progress In Theology, p. 14.
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th© significant theological changes in the Scottish pulpit of the nineteenth

century.

c« Of Saving Faith

In the Confession of Faith, salvation was not a one-way street. Salvation

was not only the proclamation of God's action in "election51 and "redemption", it

was also the solicitation of man's response. The Confession spoke of this response

as "saving faith.5''' In the Confession, saving faith wag portrayed in a very

comprehensive manner.^
3

First, faith wss described as a "gift of God." I'hle was the premise

from which many preacher® spoke about faith. Here, faith was but another cope-

stone in the scholastic Calvinism of the period. Principal ailliast Cunningham,

whose preaching reflected the conviction that right knowledge preceded right

action, saidi

Faith implies certain objects presented to our minds,—a capacity
to perceive, and a disposition to attend to them, and to act under
their influence. Now in regard to the Faith of the Gospel, God both
gives us the Objects, and enables us to perceive them. Faith there¬
fore is Hia gift.^

Alexander a. -oaerville whose evangelistic endeavors on behalf of the Free Church

of Scotland earned him the title "the Modern Apostle" said that faith did not

1CF XIV. This section is titled* "Of Saving Faith."

^George S. Hendry, 22* clt.. p. 147. Introducing this section of the
Confession, Professor Hendry says that here the Confession "is devoted to the
subjective aspect of faiths it presents a description of what faith is when it
is viewed as an act or attitude of the believing subject," In CF XI, 1 where
faith is spoken of as "the gift of God" it would nova that the stress is objec¬
tive. It is on the basis of this treatment of faith as objective and subjective,
assent and trust, that I use the word "comprehensive" to describe the attitude
of the Confession toward faith.

3Cf XI, 1.

.am Cunningham, Cermons. p. A05.
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renlly belong to man, but was given to man by Ciod at the time of conversion,^
Principal Ivobert Rainy tersely stated: "Faith in God is a great creation of the

Holy Ghost,

A second concern of the Confession was with the function of faith,

3
Faith was the instrumental means of salvation, John Cairns described faith ac

"the connection that needs to be acquired.R, H, Story defined faith as:

That which takes us out of ourselves and joins us to Christ, so
that, as Hying branches springing from the vine, we may bear
much fruit,5

In his explanation of the instrumental function of faith, the rigid Calvinism

of the older evangelical is again evident, for to him faith is more a receiving

set than an instrument for transmission,^ William .mot of the Free High Church

of Edinburgh emphasized that "faith in general is the human capacity for recoiv-
7

ing spiritual things," Andrew A, Bon&r was more precise: "faith is receiving

1

A. 8. Saaerville, Precious heed, p, 14-5• Also see the biography of
Coraerville by George Craith, p, 176,

2
aofeert Raiiy, faith and Science, p, 12.

^CF XI, 2 "faith,..is the alone instrument of justification."

^John Cairns, Christ. The Morning Stay, p. 167.

%» H, Story, "Christian Righteousness," Scotch Sermons, p. 390.

^While the older evangelical stressed the function of faith as receiving,
the idea of faith as transmitting was not wholly ignored. A. is. -otaerville said:
that faith was "the messenger from the soul" who "stretches its wings towards
objects which are distant and out of sight, and then, having hold of these remote
and invisible things, brings them home to the heart itself, and gives them place
and influence there.0 dee Precious deed, p. L42. William Arnot once described
this dual function of faith as "getting in and giving out," Gee Good Words.
1862, p. 701.

IJ
William Arnot, Good Words. "Permon," 1862, p. 126, In this same sermon

Arnot said that "faith is a constitutional capability,"



salvation."'' As the instrument for effecting salvation, faith was an essential

concept in the preacher's vocabulary.

The most common interpretation of faith extracted from the Confession,
a

was the idea of belief, Thomas Chalmers said: "saving faith is belief, and

nothing more,"3 This emphasis on faith as belief was undoubtedly indicative of

an age ruled by reason.^ Professor James Bannerman of hew College once boasted

that in contrast to the "independents" who demanded "credible evidence" of faith

for Church membership, Presbyterians only required "an intelligent profession of

belief,1,3 Professor John Brown,of the Broughton Place United Presbyterian Church

in Edinburgh, was nicknamed the "old Apprebender" because of the sarmonic stress

he placed on faith as intelligent beliefAs belief, faith lent itself to an

apologetics! and academic plea for the intelligent grasp of certain propositions.

Finally, the Confession placed supreme priority on faith as trust and
7

commitment. In the first half of the century this idea appears to have been

somewhat neglected. Consequently, udward Irving decried faith as mere assent to

^Andrew A* Sonar, Aedaantion Drawing high, p. 46. Bonar also asks*
"What is faith but taking with open hand what Christ gives?" p. 6.

^CF XIV, 2 "By this faith, a Christian Be11eveth to be true whatsoever
is revealed in the word."

3Thomas Chalmers, & Htfa&fflk Vol. 2, p. 34.

^William Cunningham, Sermons, p. 90. Cunningham felt that belief hinged
on knowledge and understanding. He said: "Before we can rationally believe any
doctrine, we must indeed understand what the doctrine is; we must see and perceive
the meaning of the statement or proposition to which we give our assent."

5
James Banneraan, o&. cit.. Vol. 1, p. 74*

6John Brown, PM.ft jaUggMMttl ilifab PP. 74, 360, 386.
John Brown, M.D., liab And Iijls Friends.

7
'CP XIV, 2 "The principal acts of savini; faith are accepting, receiving,

and resting upon Christ alone for justification, sanctification, and eternal life."
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propositionsl truth#

The amazing prevalence of this notion, that faith is no more than
the truths believed, and that the truths believed operate like any
other truths...proves to me how auch the presence of the .Spirit hath
departed from cur sight.'

To Edward Irving, faith was "a firm and strong assurance of our own personal in-
2

terest in Christ.H In the last half of the century, faith as commitment, as

fiducia. became dominant. John Robertson thus described faith as "the fleeing

of the soul Into the sure refuge, into which Christ has opened up the way...the

flight of the soul into the stronghold of the Divinity."3 Korean MacLeod bluntly

proclaimed that "faith is seeing God as a Father, and so trusting Hia,"^ Robert

Rainy captured the existential aspect of faith in his preaching. He said that

it was "by faith" that "the grace of God becomes spirit and life in the hearts
5

and histories of men,M In 1855, John Calrd, the then youthful minister of hrrol,

proclaimed in one sermon:

To know Christ as sty Saviour—to come with all ay guilt and weakness
to Him....To cast myself at His feet.,.to trust ay soul for time.and
eternity into His hands—this is the beginning of true religion.

Preaching before the students of the University of Edinburgh in 1889, Marcus

1
Edward Irving, Thg Collected g£ MU8£& IKAMj 4, p. 80.

Irving said: "Faith cannot, must not, dare not, yield herself to the imagination
of the aind, any aore than to the intellect of the mind. If she yield to the
intellect, her sceptre is broken and she is faith no longer." Ibid., p. 20.
In another of his works* Pretfoln^rv Discourse To The Work Of Ben Ezra. Irving
says: "Preaching, especially in our church, has become an offspring of the
understanding exercising itself about the revelations of the gospel...the end
will be intellectual spostacy." p. 114,

2
Edward Irving, ibid.. Vol. 1, p. 603. In stating his own primary under¬

standing of faith, Irving says that he la relying on "the native and proper Con¬
fession of our Church" the Scots Confession of 1560.

3Joha Robertson, ££& teagtt&BMb P* 23.

Gorman MacLeod, £&££2& Ito P« 44.

5Robert Rainy, kSSBSlju P« l0*

^John Caird, Religion In Common Life. 1855, Wm. Blackwoodb, Edinburgh, p. 27.
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Dods said:

Saving Faith is that faith in Christ which prompts us to accept
and to use all He puts within our reach for salvation, to yield
ourselves wholly to Hie methods, to His discipline, and to His
rule, and the true Christian is the man who constantly exercises
this saving faith, who uses Christ to bring himself into living
eternal harmony with God.'

Among the contributors to the beotch Seiraons personal commitment appears to have

been the only viable model for faith. Subsequently, by the end of the century,

©specially among those more liberally inclined, faith was tending toward a mild

mysticism. D, J. Ferguson writes of faith:

The best witness to its truth is to be found in our own conscious¬
ness, in its acknowledged power to satisfy the wants and to develop
the capacities of the soul....The faith which then possesses the
mind does not rest upon an argument, nor does it require to call
authority to its aid. It has all the certainty and spontaneousness
of instinct or natural endowment, and is at once the living spring
of our conscious action, and the consecrating principle of our un¬
conscious influence. It is a faith that cannot be overthrown? and
amid the changes of history amid the variations of dogmatic systems
and ecclesiastical organisations, amid the "time and chance" of
the human lot, its confident expression is in the noble words of
the Apostles: "I am persuaded that neither death nor life, nor
angels nor principalities nor powers...shall be able to separate
us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."*

Ultimately the comprehensive concept of faith disclosed in the Confession

created difficulty in the pulpit. First, the dogmatic tendency of the pulpit

itself often resulted in one man or one period of history emphasising only one

aspect of this faith to the exclusion of the other two facets of faith. Secondly,

if salvation was really all of God, and if God's elect were going to be saved,

even outside the ordinary means of grace, the very importance of faith itself
3

had to be questioned. Consequently, in prescribing faith as essential to a

•j
Marcus Dods, what Is 4 Christian?. p. 14,
2
D» J. Ferguson, "Law and Miracle," dcotch Lemons, p. 89.

3
CF S, 3. Her© the idea of the salvation of God's elect outside the

ordinary means of grace is set forth.
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salvetlon which was "all of sovereign grace" the preacher could be nothing but

inconsistent and ambiguous. Thirdly, there was the question as to the source

of faith itself. The Confession labelled faith "a gift of God.""' But wae such

faith a gift given to man universally, or was this faith only given to "God's

elect?" In preaching these were the sources of difficulty and debate. The

ambiguity and difficulty enshrouding the proclamation of saving faith is best

illustrated by a more intensive survey of "faith" in the soraons of four men*

John irurvee, Thomas Guthrie, Hubert S. Gandlieh and waiter C. Galth.

John rurvea, an apologist for scholastic Calvinism and nineteenth century

revival!a®, is illustrative of the difficulty the notion of faith posed for the
2

preacher who was aggressive in his evangelism. In his book, ^eraons Touching

:.oa3 i/oints Much Controverted £& ^recent. Purves devotes slightly more than a

3
third of his material to a discussion of the nature and function of faith. He

begins by simply defining faith as belief in the proposition that "Jesus is the

Christ the Son of God."^ However, Purves adds that such belief is more than mere

5
intellectual assent. John Turves says that belief is also the commencement of

1CF XI, 1.
2
John Turves, ueriaons Touching: dome Tolats Much Controverted Treaeat.

p. vi. In the preface to this hook curves says: "The writer was anxious to put
something into the hands of his own people, which, while not affecting to be a
fozaai discussion of tho points referred to, night serve at least as hie personal
testimony to the feet that there is no inconsistency between proclaiming the
Gospel to sinners at large, as freely and openly as words can do, and at the mm
time elaiming all the saving results of this to God's sovereign diaerialnation,
grace alone," (p. vi)

3
Ibid. In MacPhaila Jamnal, Vol. 4, 1848, pp. 15ff.? there is a critical

review of this book.

4lb£d.,pp. 117, 95, 110.
5
Ibid... pp, 116, 124, 128. Here Turves discuEf.es faith as belief in a

proposition. let he says: "The truth before us, to which this belief especially
refers, is not a cold abstraction, which, like some mathematical proposition, may
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tha relationship between God and man.1 Thus while "saving faith" involves the

act of believing, salvation is not really based on the act of belief. Salvation

is based on the truth itself which is to be believed.

Nothing is attributed to the mere beliefj everything is attributed
to the truth believed.,.,The only thing faith does, is freely to take
in. It merely receives what he freely gives, faith does not make
salvation. It find© it made to its hand,2

Purees could not hcsailetically resolve the dichotomy between faith a© belief

In a prepositional truth and faith as the reception of God's action in Christ,

Purves could only suggest that faith as belief was secondary to faith as the

reception of God's saving act,^ At this point, Purves appears to feel the impasse

of his logic for he concludes that faith is the "mystery of mysteries,let,

the mystery is not in the "act of belief" as one might suppose, "the mystery lies
5

altogether in the thing believed" which is the act of the atonement itself.

Ironically, after one hundred pages of argument on both the importance and mean¬

ing of "saving faith,11 John Purves concludes that "the less that is said about

be admitted into the understanding without stirring one single affection of the
heart; nor is it like some historical facta....which we may perceive to be true
without being at all affected by them," pp. 133-139.

^Ibid.. p, 14S, Of this caving faith or belief, Purvee says: "It
hands us over to that person, as the Being with whom we have to do,,,.It is not
really believed, if it does not bring the Saviour and the Sinner into living
personal intercourse about that grand matter of salvation, which is all the
business of the one and all the blessedness of the others."

2Ibld.. pp. 172, 169.

3Mo p. 167, Purves says her© that the function of faith is simply
to receive "the perfected salvation of Jesus." let this faith ie not given to
all men, "It is no common, ©very-day thing. Not the common property of ©very
man, born and bsptiaed in a Christian land." p, 109# Faith is the gift of God.

4-Ibid.. p. 179,

$Ibld.
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faith...and the more that is said about the Saviour...the better.Looking

back, it would appear that as a preacher in a parish caught up in the wonder of

a "spiritual awakening" John Purves vae proclaiming an activistic faith. Yet

as a theologian of the more scholastic and rigid Calvinistlc vintage, John iUrves

employed a model which academically was an empty term...an anomaly, Such was

the difficulty confronting many older evangelicals.

Thomas Guthrie is an example of the ensuing ambiguity of faith in preach-
2

lng. For Outhrie, faith was the instrument imperative to salvation. But, faith

was more than a mere instrument, Faith was a movement, a response which Guthrie

objectified as "faith in Jesus."^ In the traditional manner, Guthrie interpreted
4

faith as the gift of God. let in his sermons he spoke of faith as a human action

Ibid., p. 183, "In fact, the less that is said about faith—the mere
act we mean—and the sore that is said about its object, the Saviour, all the
better# And the less that people think about fsith, and the sore they think and
hear, and read about the Saviour himself, and his work, and his great salvation,
all the better# There is a discoursing about the aero belief, and an exhorting
to the mere belief, the only effect of which is to leave the impression on the
mind that it is some 'great thing' which people are to do in order to assure
their acceptance with God. Whereas, saying nothing, or as little, at least...
about the act and the duty, and all about Jesus himself, his cross and his
crown; faith, through the spirit's use of this, will spring up as a thing of
course."

Thomas Guthrie, uj£r Father's business, p, 227. "In making Jesus the
centre of the whole system in showing that there is no other name given under
heaven whereby men can be saved but his, and how faith, not good works, is the
way to Christ, and how Christ, not the Church or oacraments, is the way to God,
the preacher bit declare® in words what finds its most best expression in the
anthems and actions of the upper sanctuary,"

^Thomas Guthrie, Ibid. Also see .The upspel 1& oaekiel. p. 122.

^Thomas Guthrie, Uan And the Gospel# p. 213, "And how are we saved by
faith? Hot by any merit in our faith, for that is the gift of God and the work
of His Holy Spirit; and is, so to speak but the rope which the drowning man
clutches, and by which another pulls him living to the shore."
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1
and a human response. Bene® the ambiguity* Was faith innate in all men or

was faith really the unique gift of God to the electV It appears that Thomas

Guthrie was one nan who could say that faith was both innate and given, Faith

was a capacity universally inherent in all men. Guthrie said* "All men are born
2

with faith,,,faith is as natural to man as grief, or love, or anger,"

It seena that Thomas Guthrie distinguished between "saving faith" and

"faith".

What we want divine grace to do, is not so much to give us faith,
as to give to the principle or faculty of faith, which we have
by nature a right, holy, heavenward direction! to convert it into
faith In things eternal...,Let it be sought in earnest persevering
prayer. It is "the gift of God," Gavins faith has God for its
author, the Spirit for its agent, Christ for its object, grace for
its root, holiness for its fruit, and heaven for it? reward,-*

In the aotual preaching of Guthrie, this appears to have been a dubious distinc¬

tion, In practice these two ideas of faith, as human and divine and as innate in

all oon and given only to the elect, were interchanged without any real qualifi¬

cation, Consequently, it is doubtful whether the parishioner in the pew de¬

ciphered this distinction between faith and saving faith.^ In his proclamation

of faith as "saving faith" Thomas Guthrie is an example of a preacher nurturing

frustration and uncertainty because of the very ambiguity of his terminology.

Robert S, Candlish sought to extricate faith from its metaphysical

1Thomas Guthrie, cur father*g Business, p. 227.

Thomas Guthrie, Gospels Iq azekiel. p. 250,

313aM.» P. 253.

^uf the 105 sermons of Thomas Guthrie's I analysed, this distinction
was clearly explained in only this one sermon. As I read Guthrie I was aware
that he was Inconsistent in the meaning and use he gave to the term "faith" but
only in this sermon did I find this inconsistency enunciated as based on a
redefinition of faith and a distinction between "faith" and "saving faith,"
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1 2
preoccupation, Theologically, Caodlish accepted faith as the "gift of God,"

In the language of the Confession he gave equal emphasis to faith as assent and
3

faith as trust. let Candlish was waiy of the preacher whose sermons rotated on

faith as the basis of salvation. He seysi

And yet, this faith, or believing, or being a believer, is to ae
so vague, shedoyy, impalpable, that I strive in vain to grasp it,—
to work it into nayself, or work rayself into it,—so that I can say
I have it, and therefor© all is aright. Still it is dunned into ay
ears that I must have it. Without it I sa a lost man,..,How all
this troubles and perplexes me. It looks.like pitting some unknown,
mysterious barrier between ay God and ae.^

Theologically, Candlish preferred to speak of grace as the solution to the

mystery of faith.

In effect, Candlish sought to proclaim faith as man's continual response

to God, Theologically, Candlish spoke of salvation under three headings? justifi¬

cation, sanctiflcation and adoption. Viewing these three sides of salvation as

By the phrase "metaphysical preoccupation" I mean that the question as to
whether faith was from man or from God was a question which the Scholastic
Calvinists of the 1810's - 1870's did not resolve. Candliah simply accepted
the mystery and then sought to turn the term "faith" into a meaningful hoalleti-
cal model.

Robert 3. Candlish, M £h& iM drefthayfrood
of Believers, pp. 103, 159.

3
iiobert S. Candlish, ^ tunoulrv Into The Completeness And extent The

v tenement, p, 73. *Ve would still place its seat [ faith J in the moral, fully
as much as in the intellectual, part of our nature, ami make it chiefly consist,
not exclusively in the assent or credit given to what God reveals or testifies,
wa also in our embracing, with a fiducial reliance or trust Him whom God reveals
as the Lord our idghteousnesa•" Also p. 143 "In so far as saving faith has to
do with propositions at all, it is with such as are quite definite and precise,
clear, exact, categorical.*,.But, while these definite propositions constitute
the warrant or ground of saving faith, and while the belief of them aust lie at
the foundation of any gracious act or exercise of aoul, we cannot tut think that
saving faith implies in it something more than this belief

Robert 3, Candlish, -1scourbo8 Bearing Upon the ponehlp. p, 163.
5
abio.« p. 159*
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a whole Candliah could speak of faith as it related to each. Yet, he emphasized

that "Justification is chiefly, if not exclusively, union and communion with
i

Christ in grace." In talking about salvation, Gondiish appears to see faith
2

as most relevant to adoption. Homiletically, this meant that Candlish stressed

faith as appropriation end trust or commitment, he said;

The only virtue of faith is that it shuts me up into Christ, and
that by it, or in it, I embrace Christ.^

For Candlish, faitht

Was the closing of the hand upon what is brought into contact with
it, or the action of the mouth on what is put into it, or the heart's
warm embrace of what is its nearest and dearest treasure...all which
imply the appropriating of what is already perfect and complete.

Cinea faith was appropriating God's prior action, and since faith was related

to adoption, such faith had an interesting existential quality. This side of

faith Candlish variously described as "falling In with what God is doing" or

5
"that free affirmative response, that Y£S!" cuch faith was a "gift to bo ever

freshly and anew" received.^ As Robert S. Candlish utilised the model of faith

in his preaching it ssesas that faith was an essential ingredient in the formula

of salvation only when salvation was seen in it® comprehensive nature. The

1ibld.. p. 61.

S. Candlish, &n Inquiry Into Tjhg. Completeness And .uctent G£ The
Atonement, p. 71. Adoption, Candlish described as "union and communion with
Christ in his sonship, his filial relation to the bather." Ceo Discourses
Bearing Upon The Consfalp and Brotherhood, p. 54.

Robert S. C&ndlish, Discourses Sparing Upon The ;:.-onshl,o. p. 55.

*R. 8. Candlish, && Inquiry Into The Atonement, p. 63. Also p. 74.
ooes Discourses Bearing Upon The .-onshio. pp. 4*4 134, 155.

5
ft* 3. Candlish, Discourses Bearing Upon The -onshio. p. 154. Also

M Inquiry M£ &£ Atpperaent, pp. 60, 64.

S. Cendlieh, The Tw& Great Commandments. p. 105.
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beginning of the Christian life was a matter of grace, not faith.

The sermons of Walter C, Smith are illustrative of the role of "saving

faith" in the preaching of the more liberal evangelical at the end of the century.

Here faith was important in terms of both the commencement and the continuation

of the Christian life. For Walter C. Smith, Christianity was "the life of faith."1
Smith's understanding of faith reflected the changing theological empha¬

sis in the evangelical pulpit in the nineteenth century. Smith believed in a

universal atonement and this necessitated the proclamation of a genuine offer of

salvation to all men. Concluding a series of sermons in 1367, which saw him

accused of heresy, Gralth said*

Is there anything in the gospel which would justify us in regarding
it as narrow and intended only for a few? Assuredly not. We may at
once set aside all and any explanations of this saying, which go on
the assumption that God's mercy is in any sense straitened. Whoso¬
ever will, may take of the water of life freely. There is a most
absolute and unrestricted offer of salvation; and we are bound to
believe that that offer is honestly made, and con be really accepted
by every man to whoa it is sa&de.^

This conviction that the atonement was for all men altered Gmith'g portrayal of

the essence of God's character. The love of God was given priority over the
3

sovereignty of God. The gospel was "the way of salvation" but for Gsaitfa

salvation was contingent on man's response* "whether we really want to be

1Walt©r C. G&ith, Sermons, p. 279.

Walter C. Smith, Sermon -ji Tfee Mount, p. 31*.

Walter C. ;3aith, Sermons, p. 2, He described love as the "essence of
God" the "root of our Christian faith." He continued* "There was a time when
the church largely substituted the mere absolute sovereignty of God for the love
which Jesus and John exalted above all his other attributes....He chose to save

some, it was said, and others he chose to pass by. Those who wero saved owed
it only to his grace, and those who perished suffered only for their sins; but
the sole cause of the difference in their lot was that God willed to redeem the
former." p. 5.
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1
saved." lurtber this salvation was comprehensive in scope and demanding in

its practicality, anith declared:

This is the high design for which Jesus came and suffered and died,
even that he might plant in our bosom as there was in his own, a
spirit of love and truth and faith and sympathy,—a divine and in¬
spiring power by which we might be enabled to do the will of our
Father in heaven. This only is salvation, brethren, this is the true
reconciliation with God,,,to make us on© with Christ as he is one

with the Father,*

Remember that the gospel is not merely a revelation of what the Lord
has done for us, but also a revelation of what He would have us to
be, and is anxious to make us. Bring together its divine doctrine
and its human dutyj and let it be clearly understood that, in addition
to our intelligent belief in th© scheme of salvation, we must, in
order to be the children of God* s kingdom, yield a heartfelt consent
to the four great laws of that kingdom which Christ here lays Gown,-*
The Christian life was a life of faith and to Walter C, Smith faith was

not belief, faith was trust. He said of the nature of faith: "It is not a mere

belief in certain opinions? th© assent of the mind to a certain system of truth.

Faith is trust in God."^ This trust in God was to be continual, incorporating

the "present and future."** Jaith called the Fatherhood of God "the fountain of

all sound theology, of all true religion,"^ Consequently "saving faith" was

7
man's "patient reliance on God's fatherly car®."

Christ came to reveal to us, not a blind force working in an un¬
conscious universe, not even a supreme and arbitrary will, a person
on whose personality, however, there was nothing to which we could
attach any cords of love; but a Father caring for the wants, forgiving
the sins, leading the steps of Hie erring offspring} and no prayer is
possible except on this foundation, for there is no loving faith with¬
out the Fatherhood of God,8

Welter G, 3aith lived in an age which, as he said in one of his poems, waB "losing

^Walter C. Smith, The Lemon 0& Thg. Mount, pp. 237, 273.

^Ibjd., pp. 318-319.
5
Ibid., p, 254-.

7Ibid.. p. 224.

^Welter C, Smith,

P. 19,

P» 2a.

P. 264,

8Ibld.. 265,
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1
faith in God," It was an age "freighted with tons of useless knowledge" and

2
"metaphysics," Smith appealed to the spirit of man by proclaiming that the love

of God as revealed in Jesus was enough to merit man's trust.

The difficulty and the ambiguity with which the preacher of the nineteenth

century often proclaimed "saving faith" crystallizes both the peril and glory of
3

the confessional situation which was the theological context of preaching. The

peril of the Confession was the explicit categories in which its theology was

cast,^ for the preacher these categories could become overly rigid and sterile.

Consequently some dogmatically proclaimed the doctrine of double predestination

a® the very basis of man's relationship to God, Others, equally dogmatic, decried

this ae a dogma to b© most hastily discarded. The glory of the Confession was

the latitude with vhlch the preacher appropriated these categories. For example,

the cross was the apex of the life of Jesus. This cross the preachers viewed

from both the narrow perspective of the atonement and the wider angle of the

incarnation. Again, faith was the model expressing man's response to God's action.

Walter C, Smith, Poems. "The Letter," p, 133. Smith was also a poet of
repute in Scotland and his poems provide good insight into the theological
temper of the last quarter of the century,

2Ibld.. "Miss Bells Japp," p, 58.

^As one of the given structures within which preaching functioned in the
nineteenth century the Confession was not a simple but complex situation. For
an analysis of the nature of the given in general terms as important to any dis¬
cipline see Professor J, Mclntyre, Th& Shane gf Christology. pp. 11-18, For an
incisive illustration of the complexity and diversity of the confessional situa¬
tion in Scotland in the last half of the nineteenth century sees Professor A,
C. Cheyne, hew College Bulletip. Vol, II, ho, 1, "Development and Diversity in
Scottish Presbyterlanisa" pp. 16-19. Also Scottish Church History society.
Vol, XIV, "The Westminster Standards: A Century Uf De-appraisal,0 pp, 199-214*

^George S. Hendry, 0£. clt.. p, 1$.
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This faith the preacher variously proclaimed as knowledge, assent and trust.

Finally, salvation was sometimes interpreted from its initial and individual

perspective as a conversion experience. Other preachers saw and proclaimed this

salvation as ultimately the almost imperceptible action of id in His world and

for His people. It is in the broad swing of the pendulum within these categories

of the Confession that the theological context of the nineteenth century pulpit

is to be seen,^

1Marcus Dods, i ecent gBMgg&i 1*1 Ifroplogy, PP. 15-16, In speaking of
the status of the Confession in 1839, -ode said: "The sovereignty of the Father,
the divinity of Christ, the atoning death of the Redeemer, the authority of
Scripture, the final determination of man*s destiny at deathj .these are all fa§ld,
hold intelligently and firmly,.,all these doctrines are held (but) with a
difference,"
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CHAPTER II

m ECCLESIASTICAL OBJECTIVE* A QUALIFIED PREACHER*

The evangelical pulpit of the nineteenth century was also influenced by

the ecclesiastical objective for the Christian ministry. The Presbyterian preacher

in nineteenth century Scotland was the product of a well-ordered ecclesiastical

process. His ordination as a "minister of the gospel" marked the conclusion of

a pilgrimage which led through university ax*d divinity hall and incorporated a
2

probationary period of practical experience. While this process was subject to

deviation and even abuse, it at least witnessed to a high ideal. It appears that

the Church of the nineteenth century adhered to the conviction of the Scottish
3

reformers: "better no minister at all than an unfit minister."

The objective behind this ecclesiastical process was a qualified preacher.

In the eld Kirk and the Free Church the language of the law regulating licensing

was identical: The presbyteries wore admonished:

1
By the word "ecclesiastical11 I mean the concern of the Church for preach¬

ing as it is expressed in the official records and documents and as it is emergent
in the system of education outlined in the official pronouncements of the Church.

2
Throughout this chapter many different Acts and Reports of the churches

will be referred to. However, the best single documents of the respective
churches outlining their requirements are: The Church of Scotland, Acts Of The
General Assembly. 1863, pp. 3^-40. The Free Church of Scotland, .i.cta Of The
General Assembly. 1860, pp. 230-236. The United Presbyterian Synod, Proceedings.
1848, pp. 135-042.

Stewart Mechie, "iducatlon For the Ministry In Scotland ince The
Reformation", 0£ The -^t^ Hj-ptoyy Aocletff, Vol. XIV, p. 115.
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They shall deliberately and seriously take a conjunct view of the
whole trials, and if they shall be of opinion that the student is
not properly qualified to perform the duties incumbent upo^ a teacher
of the Gospel, they shall by no means grant hlra a licence.

In the United Presbyterian Church the language was different but the spirit the
2

same, with even more stress placed on "fresbyterial uiperintendence."

The Criteria £or a qualified Treacher

How did the Church of the nineteenth century understand and define this

objective of a qualified preacher; A preacher's being qualified was judged by

1
The Church of cootland, lets £ The General assembly. 1863, p. 38. The

Free Church of Ccotland, nets of The General Assembly. 1860, p. 236. In the
free Church, the preface to this "Declaratory Act" begins: "The General assembly
having taken under their serious consideration the great danger to which the in¬
terests of religion and of this Church may be exposed by licensing any to preach
the gospel who are not duly qualified for that important trust, do hereby enact
and ordain that, in all time coming, the following regulations shall be strictly
observed," p. 230.

2
The United Presbyterian Aynod, Proceedings. 1848, p. 135. This entire

section stating the qualifications for the ministry is titled "Fresbyterial
Guperintendencc." While the presbytery supervised the prospective minister from
the time he was taken under care until he was ordained in both the Old Kirk and
the Free Church, the movement during this century was toward greater centralisa¬
tion in specially appointed committees on a synod level. In the United Presby¬
terian Church it was the presbytery itself which examined not simply a committee.
The xresbytery Minutes of the United -Presbyterian Church in Glasgow are a good
example of this. Here one reads that after the Fresbytery had convened, "the
Fresbytery resolved itself into committees" and after hearing the discourses of
the students on trial for license the Fresbytery resumed." ^ee the Glasgow
■Presbytery ..f The United Fresbvterian Church. 1862-1866, 8 Dec. 1863. Also
see The Minute Hook Che United Presbyterian Church. Edinburgh, 1892-1897,
Get. 1893. In the Minutes of the united . resbyterian Church Presbyterys of
Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow it is the exception when the entire presbytery
does not either break up into regional groups to hear students* discourses or sit
as a presbytery arid hear the discourses. By contrast in both the iree Church
and the Old Kirk, the students or licentiates did appear before the entire pres¬
bytery but it seems to have been the presbytery's "Committee to examine students'
Discourses" who listened and examined and then reported to the entire presbytery.
Dee iree fresbytery of Glasgow. 2 May, 1377. The ■resbytery of Glasgow i.ecords.
1863-1377, 5 February, 1868, also 11 June, 1873. by 1888 it is obvious in the
Presbytery Records of the old Kirk in Glasgow that the initial examination for
licensure is no longer conducted by the Fresbytery but by the Cynod Committee.
Gee 2 May, 1888.
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three criteria! good character, academic proficiency and practical ability.

a. Good Character

The test of character was the test of a aan1s personal integrity.

Principal Hill said!

A good nan is a preacher of righteousness by his life a© well as
by his discourse. It is one of the great advantages of a standing
ministry that it diffuses over the country an order of men who are
indispensably bound, by the rules of their profession, to maintain
a decency of manners} and who are called by the nature of their office
and by the injunctions of Scripture to be examples to the believers
in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity
...,By moderation in the innocent pleasures of life they are expected
to exemplify the blessed art which is to bo learnt in the school of ^
Christ—the art of living in the world without being conformed to it.

At the time of ordination, a minister promised "to live a holy and circumspect
2

life," The test of character was not taken lightly.

The prospective preacher was expected to produce evidence testifying to

his integrity. Before a person could enroll in the divinity hall of his Church

he had to have the approval of his presbytery, Ouch approval was not given un¬

less the candidate produced a "certificate" of good character from his own

minister,^ The United Presbyterian Church officially declared!

1
George Hill, 0£. p, 85.

^The United Free Church of Scotland, u£ Tfc£
1900, p, 7,

^The Church of Scotland, Acts Of The General assembly. 1863, pp. 32, 33.
This Act anent the Gtudy of Divinity begins: "That no student shall be entered
upon the roll of any Professor of Divinity, unless he shall produce to the said
Professor a certificate from the Minister of the parish in which he has his usual
residence,.,bearing that his character is suitable to his views," It should also
be noted that no presbytery could take a student under its care unless he had
resided within th bounds of that presbytery for six months. The Free Church of
Scotland, Acts Of The General Aa^ably. 1860, p, 231. "A certificate from the
Minister of the Congregation which he usually attends, or in his absence, or
during a vacancy in said Congregation, from some neighbouring Minister, bearing
that his character is suitable to ids views," The United Presbyterian Church,
Proceedings, 1848, 136, "At a meeting of Presbytery held before the examination
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Mlnisters are required to pay particular attention to young men in
thoir congregations who are prosecuting a liberal education, especially
to such as have a view to the Christian Ministry fro® the commencement
of their university course; studying to obtain accurate information
about their natural abilities, prudence, and piety, and watching
assiduously over their religious interests and intellectual improve¬
ment.

bach year divinity students were required to produce before their presbytery

certificates from their professors and parish ministers witnessing to their con-
2

timed "good moral character." When the candidate was ready to commence his

trials for licensure the presbytery was again reminded:

ho Presbytery shall receive any Student upon trials without being
satisfied that he is of good report; sound in his principles; pious,
sober, grave, and prudent in his behaviour; of a peaceable disposi¬
tion; and well affected to the happy establishment in this kingdom
both In Church and State. And that the Presbytery may proceed with
all due caution, in a matter of such peculiar importance, they shall
not agree to the motion in behalf of the student, unless his residence
shall produce sufficient testimonials from the Presbytery in whose
bounds his residence has chiefly been during the term, bearing that
his character is such as is described in the immediately preceding
sentence of this paragraph, and recommending him in those respects
to the Presbytery before wfcpa the proposal is made, as a proper person
to be entered upon trials.-'

After ordination, character deficiency was often the sordid witness in the courts

of the Church to an unqualified ministry. In the free Church twenty-five of the

takes place applicants for admission to the Hall shall be nominated in Presbytery
by their Ministers, who shall produce, in addition to the prescribed University
certificates, satisfactory testimonials of the church-membership of the Students,"

1
The United Presbyterian Church, l&iS, p. 135.
2
Church of Scotland, p. 33. The free Church of Scotland, Ibid..

p, 232. The United Presbyterian Synod, Ibid., p. 139. The evidence of the
various presbytery records examined Indicate that such certificates were pro¬
duced, Often the word "conduct" was used to indicate good character or the
phrase "The students character was suitable for the Holy Ministry" or for "his
Profession."

^The Church of Scotland, o£ The General assembly. 1863, p. 33. The
Tree Church of Scotland, _ct£ 0£ The General .^sembly, I860, p, 234.
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eighty-four cases indicting clergy which vera brought to the bar of the General

assembly between 1843 and 1886 involved judgments based on moral character,"'
The Church thought it imperative that the preacher validate his moral integrity.

To many, good character was more than personal integrity. It was also

the means of measuring the personal piety of the prospective preacher. Pro¬

fessor John Brown of the United Presbyterian Kirk said that "genuine personal
2

religion" was the most important qualification of the ministry. with this

Professor Robert Flint of the old Kirk and Principal Robert Rainy of the Free
3

Church concurred. In the Edinburgh Presbytery of the United Presbyterian. Church

it was the procedure to examine all candidates on their "personal religion and
4

motives," Apparently such was not always the case in the Edinburgh Presbytery

of the Old Kirk for in 1897 the "Committee on the Training of the Ministry"

recommended that the presbytery inquire as to the "personal faith in Christ and

devotion to his service" of those being admitted as ministerial candidates,^

1
This is based on my own analysis of Oldest And ,,suort Of The Principal

C&SSfi Decided & The General Agpfflfrlj 0£ church. l$42-3^, by Thomas
Cochrane, chile this book includes all the cases coming before the General
Assembly, X have only cited those involving ordained ministers. Immorality and
drunkenness constituted the majority of charges. There were also charges based
on dishonesty and insolvency,

^John Brown, Hints To students, p, 25,

\obert Flint, ug Ih^lo^qfrL, aife&g&l# Mm. ?• 43.
Professor Flint wrote* "The prime qualifications of the Christian ministry are
those which constitute a personal piety, not those which make a learned or skil¬
ful theologian." Robert Rainy, r.ddreas To The students G£ Che i-iew Collage. 1332,
p, 5# "It is happily not a thing that needs to be argued or demonstrated among
us, that only a man who has himself believed the Gospel and felt its power, ought
to be a preacher of it." H. W. uadth, The Pastor -s -Teacher, p. 5, These are
lectures delivered to the faculties of divinity in the Universities of Edinburgh,
berdeen, Glasgow in 1882,

4J&£ 222^ of j&g. United Giwch. 1892-1897
5 July, 1892.

^Kinutes of the --dinbur^h -resbvtery. 5 March, 1896, The purpose of this
report was to recommend steps to "guard against unsuitable men entering the
Divinity Hall."
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/tleo in ley7 the "Committee oh Legislation and Church l efoia" in the Old idrk

proposed to the General assembly that Institutes of Pastoral Iraining he estab¬

lished in connection with the divinity halls. One of the primary purposes of

this Institute being the provision of "Jysteaatle training as regards character

and devotional life."1 In at least the Old Kirk it seems that the test of reli¬

gious character was often perfunctory.

The interpretation of character as personal piety sometimes emphasized

a conversion experience, cuch was the concern of the United Presbyterian John

Brown of Edinburgh. He said that by the phrase "personal religion" he understood
2

what the Bible expressed by such language "as repenting ana being converted,B

This stress on character as conversion was particularly strong in the 1840' s and

lB50's« Curing this time testimonials as to a conversion experience appear in

the minutes of at least one presbytery when a man was proposed for divinity

hall,^ In 1851 the Tree Presbytery of Edinburgh overLured the General assemblys

..hersun a converted ministry, is, next to the continual presence of
the Holy Ghost, the best gift of the Lord Jesus to His Ghaurch, and is
to be sought, not only by earnest prayer, but in the use also of all
scriptural and appropriate moans) whereas it is important that the
attention of the xrofeseora and of Presbyteries should be especially
directed to this subject, with a view to such methodical and systematic
superintendence of students as may bo found practicable, in consistency
with the principles of this Church.^

deports on The Cohemea Uf The Church of Scotland. 1897, "Committee on
Legislation and Church .efona," p. 1207. This report castigated the present sys¬
tem of training saying that once a man entered "the Divinity Hall...no sufficient
provision exicts for testing and safeguarding personal character. i«o provision
exists for training, through systematic devotional discipline, what may be called
the ministerial, character." p. 1205. "ho disciplinary probation of character is
provided," p. 1206.

2 .

John Brown, hints To htudents. p. x5,

^See Minutes 0£ The Tree rresfrytexy Cf Aberdeen. 1843-1853.

The Free Church of Scotland, Assembly rroceedlna. 1851, pp. 173-174.
In moving the adoption of this overture a Mr. Twaeaie said that the "methodical
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In this s«e period, the Aberdeen free Presbytery altered their procedure for

licensing candidates for the ministry because "none but Godly persons should be
1

committed into the sacred office of the ministry." It was their conviction that

the present procedure did not "bring out evidence of the personal godliness of
2

the applicant." In 1362 Charles Brown was commissioned by the free Church to

deliver a series of lectures to the divinity students of that Church. He said!

"first, conversion to God, personal Godliness, is the foundation, and an in-
3

dispensable prerequisite, of the Christian Ministry."

and systematic superintendence" implied two things: first, they were "to impress
the student with the necessity of conversion, before he could expect the Divine
blessing on his labours." Secondly, "and more closely and personally they should
say to him, - Art thou converted? For there may be many who would endorse the
doctrine of the need of conversion, but who forget the question."

1
.berdeen Free presbytery. 1843-1853, pp. 351-352. This new procedure

involved five steps: 1. The minister was to keep close touch on any young man
in the parish in order "to ascertain his spiritual condition." 2. bvery member
of the presbytery recommending an applicant was to be called on by the Moderator
to state his opinion. 3. Once the motion of the applicant has been laid on the
table, a committee of -Wire® or four including his own minister, "shall take trial
of his orthodoxy." 4* Applicants for license residing outside the bounds of the
presbytery during the past year will be called on "to produce satisfactory cer¬
tificates" from the presbytery in whose bounds they lived. Then, before they
proceed with trials three or four members of the "Presbytery shall confer" with
the man. 5. "Public trials of applicants should not be taken and concluded in
fewer than three several meetings of Presbytery." This new procedure replaced
the old method which had three steps:

1. A young man is recoiaaended to his probationary trials by his minis¬
ter. 2. Presbytery agrees to the recommendation, 3* At some period Airing
his trials he is directed to "wait upon the various members of Pre3byters,..the
object of which such call is left undefined by the Presbytery."

It should be noted that the committee from which this action originated
was created "to consider what steps...should be taken for the purpose of ascer¬
taining the personal piety of applicants of license," p. 346.

^Ibid.
3
Charles J. Brown, Cqnqpc#qq Between The Christian

Ministry, p. 3. The purpose of this particular address was to confront divinity
students with these questions: "Am I indeed Christ's? Have I been called
effectually...? Know I that conversion which is the foundation and prerequisite,
of the ministry?" p. 12.
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b. Academic rroficiency

The second criterion of a qualified preacher was academic proficiency.

lio presbytery was permitted to license a student "unless they are satisfied

that he has made a competent degree of proficiency in those several branches of

knowledge which are necessary to enable him to be a useful Preacher of the Gospel,

.uach year the divinity student was required to produce before his presbytery cer¬

tificates from the professors under whom he had studied testifying to his "pro-
a

flciency." Proficiency was often the word used by a committee reporting to the
3

presbytery on the examinations it had administered. As good character pointed

to the personal piety and integrity of the preacher himself, so it seems that

academic proficiency was the criterion for evaluating the intellectual capacity

and judgment of the preacher.

In part the standard of academic proficiency indicated the Church's

intention that the preacher be a man of broad knowledge and culture. This is

evident in the prerequisite courses the Church required prior to admission in

the divinity hall, "Latin, Greek, Logic, Mathematics, Moral Philosophy and

Natural Philosophy" were the courses required by the Old Kirk,^" To these the

^The Church of Scotland, ..cts Of The General Assembly. 1863, p« 36,

^Ibid.r p, 33, The Tree Church of Scotland, ».ets Of The General Assembly.
1860, p, 231» The United Presbyterian Synod, Proceedings. 1848, p. 139.

%he Presbytery of Glasgow itecords. 1868-1877, 5 iebruary, 1868, Here
the committee on candidates reports that they "strictly and privately examined
these gentlemen in literature, philosophy, and theology, and were satisfied with
their proficiency,"

^The Church of Scotland, Acts General Assembly. 1863, p. 32. By
1874, Hebrew Grammar was required by the old Kirk. ~ee» ^cts of 'fee General
Assembly. 1874, P» 32, In 1883 Lnglish Literature was also required as a pre¬
requisite, to Divinity Hall entrance, Seet Acts C£ Thg, General Assembly. 1883,
p, 23. Also note the Interim Act and Overture on entrance examinations - 1896,
It is interesting that in theVo£ the xqesbybqyy o£ edlnbqrflh, 12 May,
1880 the Licensing Committee said that it had conducted written examinations In
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Fre© Church by 1860 had added Hebrew and English literature.^ The Jynod of the

United Presbyterian Church officially nctedi

It is strongly recommended to students to attend such classes as they
may have access to for the study of Geology, Chemistry, and other
brainches of natural science, thus availing themselves of all means
of obtaining such general knowledge as may enable them to keep pace
with the improvements of the age, and prove subservient to their ulti¬
mate object as candidates for the Christian Ministry,*

Professor Robert Flint of the Old Kirk declared!

All who are resolved to enter into the ministry of the Christian Church
should be men of wide sympathies and many interests. They should cer¬
tainly be neither recluses nor chargeable with narrow-mindedness.^
Primarily, academic proficiency referred to theological knowledge. This

is evident in the specific subject matter in which the presbytery or Synodical

Committee examined the candidates. "Divinity, Chronology and Church History"

were the subjects in which the licentiate was examined in the Old Kirk.^ By 1880

the records of the Edinburgh Presbytery indicate that the licentiate was also

examined in Greek, Latin and Hebrew.-* By 1890, the synodical examination Included

"Natural Philosophy, Moral Philosophy, Logic" among other subjects. Likewise in
the Records 0£ TJie Presbytery of Aberdeen. 27 February, 1877, philosophy is listed
as one of the subjects for examination at licensure. The courses prescribed as
prerequisite were not taken lightly.

1
The Free Church of Scotland, Acts of 'The General Assembly. 1860, p. 230.

233. In the Free Church, the candidate was also examined in philosophy, p. 233*
Also see Appendix II - C.

She United Presbyterian Synod, Proceedings. 18-48, p. 136.

^Robert Flint, Oa Theological pibljcal and ^tfor Subjects, pp. 85, 86.

^The Church of Scotland, Acts u£ The General assembly. 1849, p. 38.

5p£SMsn 2k Claggow hecpyds, 1868-1877, 10 January, 1868. Here
reference is made to examination for candidates for licensure in the subjects of
Greek and Hebrew. Presbytery of Edinburgh. 1875-1881, 12th May, 1880. Here
Latin appears as one of the subjects in which the Licensing Committee conducted
a written examination. Records ££ The nesbytery of Aberdeen. 1877-1879, 27
February, 1877. Here Greek and Latin are also mentioned as subjects for examina¬
tion.
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1
the history of doctrine and -inglisb Bible. These were the subjects included in

the examination plan of the United Presbyterian Church in 13/+8 and the Free Church
2

in 1899. In the United Presbyterian Church, the future preacher was also examined

in "Beraoneuties" at the time of his trials for licensure.^ Scottish Presbyter-

ianisra was apparently unanimous in the conviction that academic proficiency in¬

cluded both a competent knowledge of theology and the linguistic tools of

theology.^
In a secondary sense there is evidence that academic proficiency was at

times Interpreted as right doctrine or theological orthodoxy, while proficiency

primarily pointed to knowledge and skill, this knowledge and the demonstration of

these skills operated within a definite theological context...the Westminster

Confession of faith. Consequently the judgment of the presbytery on the candi¬

dates' possession of these skills and this knowledge was in part a judgment on

their theological orthodoxy, k candidate could be linguistioly skilled and

theologically knowledgeable and still fall his academic examinations because his

theology was not consonant to the theological status quo of his presbytery.^
The catechetical trials through which the licentiate had to pass provided pres¬

bytery ample opportunity to ascertain his orthodoxy. A survey of the thesis

topics prescribed by the Aberdeen Presbytery of the United Presbyterian Church

indicates that the thesis was as much a test of doctrinal orthodoxy as it was a

Presbytery of Edinburgh. 25 March, 1896.
2 . -

See Appendix II - C, D, Also see the Acts Of The General Assembly. 1860,
pp. 232-236, the Free Church of Scotland. Also for Free Presbytery Examination
see Minutes Of The Free Presbytery &£, Glasgow. 19th June, 1876 and 2nd May, 1877.

^Aberdeen United Presbyterian Minute Book. 1867-1878, 12th October, 1869.

^See Appendix II.

-*The Church of Scotland, ^gseablv Papers. 1847, "The Plockton Case."
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1
demonstration of theological dexterity, A survey of the homilies prescribed

2
by th© Free Presbytery of Glasgow indicates the same. After ordination devia¬

tion from th© established patterns of theological orthodoxy emerged in the courts
3

of the Church under the charge of heresy.

If the question is asked as to the thoroughness with which the Church

assessed academic proficiency...the answer must be, with increasing efficiency.

However, the standard of judgment depended on the presbytery itself. In general

the presbytery took seriously its task of superintendence.^ In one instance

1
iaaStt 21 -ihprdepq ^pffoyfteyy C£ The United Pye^yterj^p Chui^k,

1867-1879. The following are some of the thesis topics prescribeds 1. "Is the
Decalogue A Complete Rale of Moral Duty?" 2. "Is the Justification Mentioned
By James Identical With That Treated Of By Paul In Bis epistle To The humans?"
3. "Did Miracles Cease In The Apostolic Age?" 4* "Are the Histories Of The
Bible Divinely Authenticated?"

o
arm Presbytery of Glasgow. 1876-1882. The subjects prescribed for the

homily which th© candidate was to deliver in connection with his trials for licen¬
sure are particularly interesting because they reflect the apologetical concern
of this particular period in the life of the Church. 1. "Miracles." (This pre¬
cise topic was assigned three times). 2. "The Argument For Christianity,"
3. "The Supernatural." A. "Tie self-evidencing power of the Gospel." 5« "The
folly and guilt of Idolatry." 6. "The truth of Christianity." 7. "Pantheism."
(This topic was also assigned three times.) 8. "Whether the guilt of Adam's
first sin was imputed to all his posterity." 9. "Relation of Heoplatoni&n to
Christianity," 10, "Revelation" (This subject was assigned three times under
such titles as "the idea and design of revelation" or simply "the design of revela¬
tion.") 11, "Whether Scripture is the only way to truth and morals." 12. "The
character of Christ its evidential value." (Thie topic was assigned three times.)
13. "The argument for the immortality of the soul." 14. "The moral conscious¬
ness as a design of revelation." 15. "statement and criticism of deism," 16,
"The argument from design." 17. "Hume's argument against the credibility of
miracles," 18. "The Semitic Religion." 19. "Modern Universalis®." 20. "The
connection between moral and physical evil." 21, "Matthew .-^mold's idea of God."

3
Cochrane, o£. cit. Of the 84 cases involving clergy being brought to

the bar of the Tree Church General Assembly, 9 ware on charges of heresy. This
was between 1843 and 1886.

^In all of the presbytery records I have examined one cannot tut observe
the mount of time the presbyterys gave to the superintendence of their candi¬
dates, While this does not indicate the quality of work done by the presbytery
there is evidence that they did seriously assume their responsibility.
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prasbyterial negligence was the result of a system of evaluation which placed

the responsibility of examination on an individual member. ^ Consequently there

was a concentrated movement toward the formulation of Synodical Boards, or Cpecial

Committees to test the student's academic proficiency. As this responsibility

was invested in committees, the presbytery became the body which rubber-stamped
2

the committee reports. With the appearance of these committees on licensing and

examination there was a corresponding movement toward a more consistently uniform
3

method of examination. By 1890 the testing of academic proficiency had evolved

In the United Presbyterian Church the action of the 1848 Cynod read}
"i embers of Presbytery shall be appointed as -xaaiiners in the respective depart¬
ments." Proceedings. 1848, p. 137. the Aberdeen linited Presbyterian Minute
Book, 1867-1878 indicates that these appointments were made each year and that
each year different men served on the committee, a minute of 3rd January, 1867
Indicates that the student came to the home of the examiner in each respective
area of Greek, Latin, Theology, Keraeneutics and Church History. Also see 12th
October, 1869* In one case the "superintendent of examinations" brought to the
attention of the Presbytery his concern because the examiner in Church History
had failed to prescribe the required paper to a candidate. The delinquent Pres¬
byter was reprimanded by the Presbytery at their next meeting and made to account
for hie negligence.

2In the Aberdeen Presbytery of the Old Kirk, 24th September, 1889, three
of seven students under-going their trials for licensure failed. Gael ilinutes
k£ lbs jteaflm jSoutefcaBfr ^89.

An example of the movement to rubber-stamp the report of the committee on
licensure is evident in the Glasgow Presbytery liacords. 1868-1877, 1888-1894.
Less and less data concerning the progress and results of the various examinations
is recorded in the minute book. In 1873» June 11th a new committee was formed to
hear "the discourses of students on trial for license" thus taking this duty out
of the hands, or from the floor, of the meeting of the Presbytery itself. By
1888, May 2, a Synod examining Committee had taken some of the duties from the
corresponding Committee in Presbytery. In 1868, men were proposed for their trials
for licensure on 5th, February. There-after monthly entries concerning these 6
men are found in the Presbytery minutes until the 10th, June when they are licensed.
In 1894# on the 7th March there is the intimation of eleven men proposed for
licenre. The next entry i3 2nd May, 1894 when the men are licensed upon the recom¬
mendation of the examining committee. The procedure is much more perfunctory,

3
The movement toward greater uniformity in examination began when JwdLi

examinations became a requirement from the Divinity Halls and Synod Committees
were established to administer the examinations for licensure. This movement is
illustrated in a comparison of the examination for licensure in the Aberdeen
Presbytery in 1877 and the yearly examinations administered to the ministerial
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lnto a more thorough and standardized pattern.

c. Practical Ability

Ultimately, a qualified preacher was to be a person who could adapt his

knowledge to the practical life and concerns of a parish. Professor James

Robertson of the Old Kirk said that there were three grounds on which a congre¬

gation end presbytery could object to the preaching ability of a "candidate for
1

holy orders."

1. He may preach so as to overshoot the measure of Intelligence
possessed by his audience.
2. He may preach in such a manner as to disgust, by the vulgarity
of hie style or the shallowness and lightness of the matter of his
discourses, a respectable and well-inforaed audience.
3. He may preach in such a way as to preach not the living and
practical doctrines of the everlasting Gospel.2

candidates in the Edinburgh Presbytery after 1895• In 1877, 1st May, the Aberdeen
Presbytery of the Old Kirk convened at Ten A.M. to hear nine men deliver five die-
courses eachi Latin Exegesis, Greek zeroise and addition, Homily, Lecture and
Popular Discourse. These trials concluded, according to the minutes, at Twelve
Loon, Tims nine sen took an average of thirteen minutes each to conclude their
Probationary Trials. The next day, 2nd May, 1877 these nine men were further
examined in "Church History, Chronology, Hebrew and Greek Scriptures." Within
one hour the Presbytery conducted these trials and licensed all nine men. Here
the average time was 6g- minutes per man for examination and licensure. Gee
Recopds u£ Tfee Presbytery L£ Aberdeen, 1877-1879.

In 1894, 22nd October the Edinburgh Presbytery Committee on examinations
reported that 1st, 2nd end 3rd year divinity students had been given four hour
written examinations. The minute on the 21st October, 1895 states that the
written examinations were three hours for each year, nach year the Committee
also reported the scores of the examinations to the Presbytery. On the 25th
March 1895 it is said that an average of 40% was required on all subjects overall
to merit a pass and a minimum of 30% on each subject individually to pass. On
March 25, 1896 this report is given in the minutes of the Edinburgh Presbytery
on the examination for licenses "instead of an avara e of not less than 40% over
all the subjects, and a minimum of 30% on each being required as necessary to
pass, except in Biblical Knowledge in which 50> shall be the minimum, 50% on all
the prescribed subjects shall be necessary to a pass." oee Presbytery of -.ainbur^h.

In the Free Kirk Proceedings, see The Report Of The Examination Board
From 1891 to 1899. Also see Appendix II-C.

1A. H. Charter!s, Life of J ernes liobertson. p. 89.

2Ibid.
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Xn 1373 the "Committee On The Pastoral Training of Ministers and Missionaries"

reported to the General Assembly of the uld Kirk that the training of preachers

was deficient unless they had been taught "to apply practically the knowledge"

they had acquired in the divinity hall,^ In 1897 it was the lament of one com¬

mittee In the Old Kirk that)

the licentiate may find himself, not only almost wholly destitute of
the very training especially needed, hut even in doubt as to whether
he has ever been called to the ministerial life—a doubt rendered
doubly bewildering, and sometimes almost overwhelming, by his discovery
of inaptitude for preaching and spiritual service to the souls of men.2
The criterion of practical ability appears to have been the test to assess

a man's adequacy in the pulpit. A. H, Ghsrteris states that "the Church courts

were sole judges of a man's fitness to preach, and of his being qualified for

ordination to a charge.'^1 In the Free Church and the United Presbyterian Church,

as well as the Old Kirk after 1874, it was the individual congregation itself

which assessed the practical ability of the preacher as the sermon was the basis
4

of the call. While this system was the cause of consternation to one committee

of the Uld Kirk in the 1890's, this made the ability of the man in the pulpit
5

an issue of first importance in some presbyteries and congregations. David

Woodside has written that in the United irestyterian Churchi "The great effort

*deports gg. Jchemea 0£ Uj£ Church C£ Scotland, 1873, "Committee On
The Pastoral Training Of Ministers and Missionaries" p. 47k.

2
Ibid,, 1897. "Report Proa The Committee On Legislation and Church

Reform," p. 1206.

^A. H. Oharterle, Life Of James Robertson, p. 64.

^By virtue of the Church Patronage Act of 1874 the call in the Old Kirk
was vested in the congregation subject to the approval of the presbyteiy. See
chapter 3* "Preaching the Practical Raphaels of the Church."

5
See "Committee On Competitive i reaching", .-oports On The Schemes Of

The Church of Scotland. 189k, 1893, 1894. In 189k the committee stated its con¬
cern that congregations realize "how much, beside merely hearing him, is essential
to their forming a just judgment ae to his fitness." p. 1007.
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of the Frestyiery and Synod with regard to the students of Divinity was to make

thorn preachers.""'
The importance placed on the criterion of practical ability Is evident

in the discourses the Church proscribed to divinity students. In all three

Churches the discourses were similars "An exegesis in Latin on some controverted

head in Divinityi A Homily in English} An -jeerelse and addition) A Lecture on
2

some large portion of Scripture) A Popular Sermon." This set of discourses was

prescribed on three different occasions during divinity hall, at the trials for
3

licensure, and again at the tine of ordination.

1F>avid Woodcide, .ioul g£ £ Scottish Church, p. 150,

^The Church of Scotland, Acts Qft The General Assembly. 1849, p. 38,
1, Walter Stewart, "Pardovan1« Collections, in Pour Books," & Copious and
2s«gafaaato tarowrr M. tim Mi ill jM Qfowrpft a& ftrcSiW
A.D. 1560 £g. A.D. 1850. Aberdeen, George and Robert King, 1853» Her© Lteuart
describes the essence of the five papers to be prescribed! "The Homily, which
is a discourse upon some text of Holy Jcripture...The Lxegesie, which is a
discourse in Latin upon some common head of divinity appointed hi® by the pres¬
bytery... .The Cxercise and Addition: The exercise gives the coherence of the
text and context, the logical division, and explanation of the words, clearing
hard and unusual phrases, if any be, with their true and proper meaning according
to the original language, and other parallel place® of Scripture, proposing and
answering any textual questions that occur, and then a plain and short paraphrase
upon the text. The addition gives the doctrinal propositions or truths which
without straining may be deduced from the text so explained, with reasons, appli¬
cations and pertinent improvement and application,...A Lecture, or exposition
of a large portion of Scripture,,.A popular sermon." p. 201.

Presbytery minutes give no resume of the content of these various papers.
However, one may deduce from the subjects and texts assigned that th© substance
of these papers was similar to the manner In which th© purpose of the papers wae
outlined by Steuart. -receptions to this rule should be noted in the United
Presbyterian Presbytery of Aberdeen, 1867-1878 where it appears that the Thesis
has replaced the -rcerciso and Addition. In the Pre© iresbytery of Glasgow, 1876-
1882 it is obvious that th© Homily is no longer the discourse on a single text
of scripture. Rather the Homily is an apologetical discourse without a text.

•''The Church of Scotland, - cts Of The General Assembly. 1849, P. 38,
1863,pp. 35, 38. In the Divinity Hall, the Old Kirk required that th© student
submit two critical exercises, one in Hebrew and one in Greek. In 1901 the Old
Kirk substituted an "Lnglish ssay" for the "Latin -rcege&is."

The Free Church of Scotland, Acts of The General assembly. I860,ip. 232,
235• The United Presbyterian Church, .Proceedings, 1848. Here the exact
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Cne must further inquire into the degree of assiduity with which the

courts of the Church pursued the criterion of practical ability. Hie test of

practical ability was often employed by the Church courts In a perfunctory man¬

ner. The presbyteries assigned the texts and subjects of the required discourses

with an efficiency which attested to their compliance to the law, but nothing

more."' Similarly the professors of the divinity halls reported the progress of
2

their students to the presbyteries in a stereotyped manner. while the perfunctory

style of these reports indicates adherence to law, it also raises suspicion.

The actual fact is that some professors and presbyteries wielded this

criterion of practical ability with alarming superficiality. They simply did

not take the time to thoroughly listen, if they listened at all, to the prescribed

discourses. Stewart Mechie has indicated the presence of such superficial

requirements are less definitive, the action of the oynod simply readsJ "In
addition to the expository exercises, the homily, lecture, exercise and additions,
and popular sermon prescribed by the Professors, the Students are required to
produee as aaqy short written essays on the various topics brought before them,
and outlines of lectures and sermons, as the Professors may think fit to pre¬
scribe." p. 138. In 1891, see Proceedings, p. 27. The United Presbyterian
Church in an Act regarding theological education proposed the following schedule
of papers for the Divinity Hall» first year - ixegesls to be handed in to the
Hew Testament Professor, and a sermon to be delivered and handed into the Practi¬
cal Training Professor. Second year - kxegesis to be handed into the Old Testa¬
ment Professor and a Lecture to be delivered and handed into the Church History
Professor. Third year - Thesis to be handed into the Theology Professor and &
sermon to be delivered and handed into the Practical Training Professor.

*In all of the presbytery records listed in the Bibliography it was the
practice of either the Moderator or the Committee on examinations to propose the
texts and subjects of the discourses. These texts and subjects as they were
assigned to each individual candidate were recorded in the presbytery minutes.

2,
Two very typical examples of the stereotyped form in which the professors

reported to the presbyters are theses "He delivered a homily before me which was
sustained...his character ie suitable for the Holy Ministry." uHe (name of
student) has attended the Divinity Hall for (here is inserted the number of
sessions) sessions, and he lias delivered all his discourses required by the laws
of the Church.n See free rresbyterv of Glasgow. 1848-1856, p. 78. See
presbytery of Glasgow. 1868-1877, 5th february, 1868.
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procedure in tine first quarter of the nineteenth century, ^ In 1863 the some¬

times cantankerous Janes B©gg indicated that the Free Church was not properly

enforcing the qualification of practical ability.

The practical result,,.of our system is just what might have been
anticipated. We have a few good preachers, but the mass are most im¬
perfectly trained. For a time, the disappointment and clamour of
the people in the Free Church was kept down by the confident, predic¬
tion of an approaching crop of first-rate ministers. The cry was
"They cornel they come I" but "hope deferred aaketh the heart sick,"
Twenty years have almost passed since the Disruption, and instead of
getting better, matters seem to be gradually getting worse,2

By 1868 the widespread abuse of this test of practical ability gave birth to a

"Committee on Pastoral Training" in the Old Kirk.^ In 1869 this committee re¬

ported to the General Assembly*

At the Divinity Halls it often happens that discourses, instead of
being delivered, are simply handed in to the professor, or that,
from want of time, only a part is read. And the same occurs frequently
when students eorae before Presbyteries for licence. Instead of the
trial discourses being taken occasionally during the course of a year,,,
they are often given along with their final examinations at one or
two meetings and the students are thus precluded from obtaining any
knowledge of the art of delivery which it is of the utmost consequence
they should learn under the judicious, direction of the professor or
the Presbytery.^

In 1853 a United lYesbyterian preacher wrote an article in The Christian Journal

depicting the superficiality of his own ordination trials,

I was unknown by face to every member then present; there was no
evidence that I was a licentiate of the body, or that I was a person
who had been called by the Church under their inspection except from
the oral testimony of the commissioners who were to prosecute the
call,,,,The only ordeal through which they deemed it necessary I
should pass was that I shall preach before them,,,they instructed me
that the introduction to the sermon and the announcement of ay division

^Stewart Mechie, kecords cf The Scottish Church History .,ociety. Vol,
aIV, pp. 162-164.

2
James Begg, The Art of Preaching. 1863, -Edinburgh, James Nicol, pp. 11, 12.

3
Deportp C£ The pfthaqyg 0£ Ifce Church of Ccotland, 1869, p. 421.

4Ibid.
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of the text, w&s all that they expected....On entering the pulpit
the rreabytery, who were occupying, as was their wont, a large square
pew in front of it, rose and scattered themselves over the area.
The Moderator went into an extreme corner under the gallery."1

Other presbytery records themselves relate incidents betraying & superficial

standard of examination. In Aberdeen in 1877, the Presbytery of the Old Fdrk
2

took but two hours to hear nine candidates for licensure deliver their discourses.

In 1891 the Oynod of the United Presbyterian Church not only stated the dis¬

courses which the student was to deliver in the divinity hall, but also felt it

Important to enact that "The above lectures and sermons shall be delivered before
3

the class or before another audience, but always in the presence of the Professor,"

In the 1880*s in the Free Church and again in the 1890's in the Old Kirk, the

furor over the practical training of ministers was in part a judgment on the

superficial manner in which the presbyteries assessed the practical ability of

their prospective preachers.^
If some presbyteries and professors were lax in their pursuit of a practi¬

cal pulpit, there were others equally impressive who upheld the intended standard

of excellence. James Begg lauded his theology professor at Glasgow, Dr. Stevenson

1
The Christian Journal. Vol. 4, 1853, "Leaves From The Alary Of A

Minister," p. 350.

hma&t *£ JM giiflte&Hg £&&&aazh is?7-i879.

^United Presbyterian Church, 1891, p. 27.

VporU Qft The hghempp Ih£ Church of 189 /, "Committee on
Legislation And Church Reform," p. 1206. for a tactical survey of this debate
see the following committee reports* "Committee On Students engaging In The
Ordinary Ministry Of The »ord,11 1888, 1889, 1890. "Committee On Public worship
and Sacraments," 1890, 1891, 1892. "Committee On Competitive Preaching," 1892,
1893, 1394. free Church of Scotland, Proceedings. 1886, "Report of College
Committee", p. 6. "Any change for the better in the preparation of the students
for the ministry must lie in the quickened and Increased attention of the Church
Courts to their interest." This debate can best be followed by reading the
"Reports Of The College Committee" from 1885 to 1891.
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f
. jacGill, as an "admirable critic of sermons." Andrew Thomson, the biographer

of rrincipal Harper of the United fresfeyterian Divinity Hall wrote»

There was probably no part of his work as a Professor of Theology in
which Dr. Harper more excelled, or wag more thoroughly appreciated,
than his criticisms on the discourses which the students were required
to deliver before him.

In Glasgow, John Gaird was described as "the only professor who made an attempt
3

to teach young men to preach." In 1870, The Mew College, Edinburgh, adopted a

new scheme, whereby each student delivered at least two public discourses during
/

his four years at the Divinity Hall. Among the presbyteries the Aberdeen free

Presbytery admonished its Moderator to "declare with sufficient minuteness the
5

collective mind of the rresbytery as to the merits of the Discourse." In 1849

this same Presbytery rejected the sermon of one of the candidates for licensure

as they ve.e "not satisfied with these Discourses."^ While all three of the

Churches required that their students appear before their respective presbyteries

each year, only the United Presbyterian Church appears to have demanded that the
7

student deliver a sermon or lecture each year. ks the century progressed the

1Thomas Smith, Memoire of Tames Bcgg. D.D. Vol. I, p. 55. This is a
quotation taken from the autobiography by Begg.

2 „

Andrew Thomson, ±&£S> QL fePP9if> ±j£jl» Edinburgh, jrndrew
Billot, 1381, p. 171.

^Charles Hsrr, j&tt&aJL P* *&<>.
^
ree Church Proceedings. 1876. "quinquennial Visitation of The hew

College," p. 10.

5Aberdeen free &aflg%BX lfl43-18g?t p. 351.

PP- 34A-343.
7
An example of this scheme is found in the minutes of the Aberdeen United

Presbyterian Presbytery. 1867-1878. on October 8, 1867, the Presbytery prescribed
the following discourses for the men in "the Divinity Hall now In residence in
the Presbytery." first year - Homily, becond year - Sermon and iktegesis. Third
year - Sermon and Thesis, Fourth year - Sermon and lecture. In 1876 when the
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presfayteries increasingly vested the responsibility of hearing and judging the
i

discourses in the hands of committees. as the judge of the practical ability

of the preacher, the presbytery or its designated committee, was a formidable
2

jury. The candidate might receive "no end of praises from the priests" or his
3

discourse might b© "torn to pieces by hostile criticism and ultimately rejected,"

The ecclesiastical objective was a qualified preacher. Good character

Divinity Hall of the United Presbyterian Church changed from a five year short
term curriculum to a throe year full term curriculum the pynod enacted the follow¬
ing t "Presbyteries shall arrange for the students under their superintendence
appearing at least once before thea during the recess, when they shall deliver
one discourse each, the discourse required from first-year students to bo an
expository nocture, and the discourse required from second-year students to bs
a Popular Person." See Proceedings. 1376, p. 633.

The minutes of the Glasgow Presbytery of the Old Airk indicate that
the 11th June, 1873 was the first time that a separate committee was convened
especially to hear the "discourses of Students on trial for license." While the
Presbytery still had the right to hear any discourse they desired now it was
primarily the responsibility of this committee to hear, judge and report to the
Presbytery. Gee Glasgow Presbytery. 1868-1877. Similarly in the Presbytery of
Edinburgh, it appears that by 1880 most of the judging of the discourses was the
work of a committee. Lee rrpgjgfcB3E aL 12th Play, 1880.

By the 3rd October, 1893 it seems that in the Aberdeen Presbytery of
the United Presbyterian Church, the students'discourses were listened to and
criticized by members of the Presbytery'a Committee. See Aberdeen United Pres¬
byterian Kinute Book. 1893-1397. In the Edinburgh and the Glasgow Presbyteries
of the United Presbyterian iGLrk it appears to have been the custon for preliminary
examinations to be done in the committee but the final sermons and discourses
required for licensure to be delivered either before the entire Presbytery or tho
Presbytery as a unit dividing into sections to hear and assess the discourses.
-'60S TJ^e Plnute Book c£ P&g, United Presbyterian Church. Edinburgh, 1892-1897.
JM Preebarfcary c£ MM Pr^byterlap C.hurefo, 1862-1866. In the Free
Presbytery of Glasgow by the 2nd Play, 1877 it was the common practice for a Com¬
mittee of the Presbytery to hear the sermons and discourses for licensure and
then report to the xh-esbytery their recommendation. Gee free Presbytery of

1876-1882.
o

In Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh Presbyteries the professors in the
Divinity Halls were among those on the examining committees.

^James Brown, ffce Ljpe u£ 4 yft.pty,3h Prqfratjpaay, Glasgow, 1908. This
rather racy account of the experience of a United Presbyterian Church Probationer
includes severs! letters with reference to his experiences, pp. 69, 70, 77.
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was the criterion pointing to the personal piety and integrity of the preacher

himself. Academic proficiency was the criterion conditioning the intellectual

and theological content of the sermon. Practical ability was the criterion

illuminating the necessity of a sermon related to the life and level of the

parish. George Hill wrote in his"' Theological Institutes" that the Church of

Scotland considers as licentiates only "persons of whose character, literature,
i

and abilities, some presbytery" has had "the fullest opportunities of judging."

In 1879 the Synod of the United iTesbyterian Church

agreed, that in future, Presbyteries shall examine in Theology the
students tinder their care during the recess, and take means to further
their progress in personal and practical religion. It was resolved,
that in future, the subjects for examination in Trials for License,
shall include only Systematic Theology, Personal iteligion, and the
Motives of the Candidates."*

In 1897 the "Committee On reform" in the Old Kirk succinctly declared: "wherever

conducted, training (for the ministry} must be devotional, intellectual, and
3

practical•"

3h& gXS&U&M, & -TMlfibQ &8ftghfflE

The system by which Scottish Presbyterian!shi hoped to procure a qualified

preacher pivoted on & well-ordered approach to the ministry. This process in¬

corporated three distinct and definite stages: university, divinity hall, and

probationer. It ie to a description of such of these stages that we now tux'n.

1
George Hill, "extracts Prom Theological Institutes," 4 Copious And

Smssz 81 iM b&Ht xMSlsMSM kC lis. ktesk ccotland
& kaJcL* P. 4*4.

2
The United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings, 1877, p. 619.

SjjgBflElt Cfi M. -chmep u£ CjWbfr 8L cpptlapd, 1897, p. Ik04.
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a. University

The purpose of the university was to expose the prospective preacher to

a general body of Knowledge. let the Church was uncertain and vacillating in the

restrictions imposed on the period of university study. The only precise require¬

ment was that the student present to hia presbytery certificates validating his

attendance in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Logic, Mathematics, Moral Philosophy, Natural
1

Philosophy and English Literature. In meeting these requirements the Churches
2

encouraged the student to pursue the M.A. degree from the university. However,

the degree itself was never a prerequisite for the divinity hall. In fact it

was not until the last quarter of the century that it became fashionable for
3

prospective preachers to hold the M.A. degree. Thomas Chalmers, k, 3, Gandlish,

William Cunniaghm, Thomas Guthrie, kabert Lee, John Tulloch, Norman MacLeod all

1
See pp. 70, 71 of this chapter and the corresponding footnotes.

%n the Old Kirk Act of 1863 and the Free Church Act of 1860 the certi¬
ficates were only required of those not holding the "diploma of Master of .arts."
In the Old Kirk by an Act of 1871 those holding the M.A, were exempted from the
entrance examination to the Divinity Hall. See Acts Of The General Assembly.
1871. In the "Report of the Committee On Mucation and Trials of Students" in
the free Church in 1893 two statements are made indicating the preference for the
M.A. degree. "The curriculum for admission to the Divinity Hall shall be that
required by the M.A, degree." "Graduates in Arts, Law, Medicine and Science shall
be admitted without examination in literary subjects provided, that where the
degree does not include Latin, Greek, Hebrew, the graduate shall pass on lamina¬
tion prescribed by the Church." See free Church Proceedings. 1893•

3
See Appendix I-A, B, 0. The few ministers holding the M.A, degree was

but a reflection of the status of that degree in Scotland until the last half of
the nineteenth century. Alexander Morgan in Scottish University Studies. Oxford,
1933, says that "from the latter part of the eighteenth century the custom of
graduating at the end of the course fell largely into abeyance in all Scottish
Universities, except Aberdeen." p. 76. Morgan quotes the import of the Commission
of 18261 "This mode of bestowing Degrees was sufficient to lower them in public
estimation. They ceased to bo objects of solicitude, and in general have been
viewed with eo little respect...that comparatively few individuals have applied
for them,"
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spent four years in a national university but none of the® held the M,A. degree.1
What the Churches desired fro® this period was "the intellectual aptitude which

2
it is the principal object of the M.A, course of University training to impart,"

Normally this "intellectual aptitude" was acquired through "four sessions at a

National University. However, it appears that the main concern of the Church

was that the student pass the entrance examination irrespective of the time spent

in the university.^ This examination was administered by each Church and covered
5

the same general subjects as the M.A. curriculum. In 1851, none other than

Principal William Cunningham of the New College stated on the floor of the General

Assembly of the Free Church that "he thought there was no necessity for making

four years' attendance on the prescribed curriculum indispensable, provided the

students admitted to the Hall had the necessary knowledge, and provided that

knowledge was duly ascertained."^ In the same Church in 1885, one of the com¬

plaints registered by the divinity students at Hew College to the 'Committee on

Vast! aeelesie Scotlcsne.

She United Presbyterian Church, 1876, p. 791.
3
In 1863 the United Presbyterian Church carried out a survey of the

varieties of theological education pursued in Scotland, England, the United States,
Germany and Holland. While this Is a sketchy piece of research it is interesting
to note that the Free Church of Scotland and the Church of Scotland both state
that "four sessions at a National University" is a prerequisite for the Divinity
Hall. Seat Proceedings. 1863, "Appendix" pp. 16-21. In 1848 the United Presby¬
terian Church required "at least three sessions at one of the National Universities."
Pyoceedlngg, 1848, p. 136.

^All three Churches required entrance examinations prior to entry to the
Divinity Halls. See the Church of Scotland Acts, 1863 j The Pre® Church, I860?
The United Presbyterian Church, 1848,

**Ibid. Also see Appendix Il-C for details of the Free Church examination.
See Appendix Il-D for details of the U.P. Church examination.

%'he i?ree Church of Scotland, Proceedings. 1851, p. 191»
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the .uinquemial Visitation" of the college was that there was "much too frequent

relaxation of the regulations regarding the entrance and Exit laminations.14''
The intellectual aptitude the preacher gained from the university was a

general orientation in philosophy and the classics. This emphasis is evident in
2

a survey of the M,A. curricula of the century. George Jardine, called by G. £.

Davie the "chief foraulator" of the Scottish University ideal, wrotej

The great end of philosophical education, however, is not to be
attained by a mere theoretical acquaintance with the mental faculties,
as explained in lectures, or even by the ablest writers in this depart¬
ment of knowledge. It consists rather in improved habits of directing
their several energiesj in thinking correctly, in reasoning closely,
and in the acquired facility of conducting the various processes of
generalization, invention, communication, by speech or by writing. A
well educated man, accordingly, is not merely distinguished by his
knowledge of particular theories, as to the arrangement and distribution
of the power of the mind, but by the command, which he has acquired of
hi® faculties, so as to apply the.i, as occasion may require, in the
prosecution of science, of art, or of business

G. A. Davie has himself written of this period?

The striking thing about Scottish social culture till about 1850...
was the combination of a scholastic intellectual!sa, as it wag
exemplified both in the predominant position of philosophy in regard
to other subjects, and in the system of examinations and tuition by
public debate in class about first principles,*

Before the University Commission of 1876, -trofessor Mward Oaird argued that

The Free Church of Scotland, frooeedirr-s. 1885, "Deport Of Commission
For quinquennial Visitation Of The Dew College," p. 17• This diversity in the
quality of examination was also cited in the Old Kirk in 1896 when seventy-six
divinity students sent a petition on this matter to the General Assembly. See
lieport On Ihq -,che;nes 0£ The Church of, Scotland. 1890, p. 1169.

2
See Appendix II-A.

3
^George Jardine, outlines Q£ Philosophical education, pp. 271-272.

This assessment of Jardine is found in The Doaocratlc .intellect, by George Aider
Davie, p. 10.

^George Alder Davie, 'The Democratic Intellect, p. 24, Davie is an
excellent resource on the philosophical basis of Dcottish education, pp. 11, 12.
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"there was no justification for according philosophy, mathematics and physics

the privileged status they enjoyed in the Scottish curriculum.Both G. £.

Davie and Alexander Morgan contend that it was 1892 before reform carae to the

Scottish Universities in the sense that Philosophy was no longer the only altar
2

of veneration. Thus it would seem fair to conclude that the preacher of the

nineteenth century entered divinity hall with, if nothing else, a fairly competent

philosophical orientation.

Hie second distinctive feature of the Scottish University was the peda¬

gogical method employed. The lectures were complemented by & formal tutorial

system. The purpose of the tutorial was to encourage dialogue between the pro¬

fessor and the students as the content of the lecture was related to the whole

3
of life in general. In 1858 the tlorth British review stated that "the charac¬

teristic excellence of the Scottish college is the existence of an actively wrought
4

lecture system, combined with a constant and searching catechetical system."

George K. Davie has observed that this tutorial or catechetical system dominated

the Scottish University until 1890.5 Davie'e verdict is that this system resulted

in a very general, some said superficial, approach to education.^ This almost
7

utilitarian tutorial nurtured tha Scottish "bent for metaphysics." It is in¬

teresting to observe that in the first half of the century, when Jardlne's phil¬

osophy of education would have been at its apex, the dominant homiletical style

1Ibid.. p. 84.
2
Ibid. Chapter 4» "1889 - Surrender ur Compromise?" Morgan, Alexander,

pp. 80-85.

-*G. h. Davie, 2&» eft... pp. 14, 15. D. B. Horn, A Short History Cf The
University of Edinburgh 1556-1889. indicates that Edinburgh was the one Scottish
University stressing lectures to the exclusion of the tutorial,

P. U. 5Ibld.. p. 18.

6lbid.. pp. 14, 15, 27, 28. 7lbld.. p. 16.
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was doctrinal, dogmatic, well-reasoned and clearly outlined. The sermon usually

began with an academic or doctrinal emphasis and concluded with a practical appli-
1

cation. While it is not the purpose of this thesis to establish which came first,

this similarity between the pedagogy of the university and the homiletics of the
2

pulpit must be noted,

b. Divinity Hall

Admission to the divinity hall marked the second stage of the quest for

a qualified pulpit. In both the Old Kirk and the Free Church this was a four
3

year curriculum, each term lasting five or six months. In the United Presbyterian
4

Church the term was only eight weeks, but the course spanned five years. In 1076

it was the United Presbyterian Church which pioneered in the three year divinity

hall,5
The academic emphasis of the divinity hall was the acquisition of a degree

^See chapter 4 of this thesis.
2
The hamlleties of the older evangelical will be discussed in chapter 4*

I have said that I would not attempt to establish the priority of the relation¬
ship between the university pedagogy and homiletics for three reasons! First,
in setting forth the pedagogy of the university, Davie suggests that this may
have been part of the Presbyterian legacy, pp. 3-25. Secondly, the preacher
while a product of the university system, no where states that his homiletics
was derived from the university. He gives little reason for his particular homi-
letical style. Consequently the similarity between pedagogy and homilotics can
only be stated. Thirdly, it is not the purpose of this thesis to explain in any
detail the methodology or content of the tutorial. This, along with the entire
subject of the nineteenth Scottish University, has been competently set forth by
G, H. -avle.

The Church of Scotland, Acta Of The General Assembly. 1863, p. 34.
The Free Church of Scotland, Acts Of The General Assembly. I860, "p. 231,

^The United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings. 1848, p. 138.

%'he United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings. 1876, p. 638
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of linguistic proficiency and a competent system of theology. The so called

"three sacred languages," Hebrew, Greek and Latin were prerequisites for admission

to the divinity hall. In the United Presbyterian Church, three of the five pro-
2

fessorial chairs were related to biblical exegesis. Three and often four of the

six discourses required during the divinity hall were of a linguistic and exe-

3
getical nature. Linguistic facility was imperative to any "preacher of the

word," In 184-6 at the laying of the foundation stone of the New College, Thomas

Chalmers declared!

Note the content of the curricula of the divinity halls of the three
major Churches in Appendix II-B, C, D, In an article in The Scotsman. November
7, 1893* Professor Robert Flint wrote! "The studies pursued in the Faculty of
Theology are either of a linguistic or a critical and exegetical, or of a his¬
torical, or of a theoretical nature,"

2
In 184-7 there were five professorial chairs established by the United

Presbyterian Synod, They were: 1, Sacred Languages and Biblical Criticism,
Professor Lindsay; 2. Hermeneutlcs and Evidences, Professor Eadie; 3. Exegetical
Theology, Professor Brown; 4-, Systematic and Pastoral Theology, Professor Harper;
5, Ecclesiastical History, Professor M'Michael, See the United Presbyterian
Proceedings. 184-7, p. 13, After 1876, when the divinity hall changed to its three
year curriculum, there were the five following chairs! 1, Hebrew and Old Testa¬
ment Literature; 2, New Testament Literature and Exegesis; 3. Church History;
4-. Systematic Theology; 5, Practical Training,

3
The Old Kirk required of their students! "An exegesis in Latin on some

controverted Head in Divinity; a Homily in English; a Critical Exercise on some
portion of the Original Text of the Old Testament; An Exercise and Addition on
some portion of the Original Text of the Hew Testament; a Lecture on some large
portion of Scripture; end a Popular Sermon; and such other Exercises as the Pro¬
fessors shall think proper to prescribe," See Acts Of The General Assembly. 1863,
p, 35, In 1901 the Latin Exegesis was replaced by a discourse in English, The
requirements were similar in the Free Church, See Acts Of The General Assembly.
1860, p. 232. In 1872 the Latin Exegeeis was replaced by a discourse in English,

In the United Presbyterian Church there were a set of six similar dis¬
courses. See Proceedings. "Appendix On Theological Training," I863. In 1891
the United Presbyterian Church set forth the following schedule of "papers"! First
year - Exegesis To New Testament Professor and a Sermon to the Practical Training
Professor'. Second year - Exegesis to the Old Testament Professor and Lecture
to the Church History Professor. Third year - Thesis to the Theology Professor
and a sermon to the Practical Training Professor. See Proceedings. 1891,
"College Report,"
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The great object of an education here is that our pupils may learn
to understand the Bible and to handle it aright in plying the hearts
and consciencee of man,

A sound system of theology was the handmaid of exegetieal skill. Just as

the United Presbyterian Church acoentuated exegesis, so the Old Kirk and the Free
2

Church tended toward more of a theological emphasis. This emphasis was particu¬

larly dominant in the third quarter of the century, luring this period, ecclesi-
3

astical history was often the study of the history of doctrine. Principal

William Cunningham, the outstanding spokesman for this emphasis saidi

I confine the more formal lectures to a survey of the history of
theology and of theological discussions, and shall attempt to apply
this in the way of guiding you to correct views of the doctrines which
God has revealed in his Word.*

In the closing decade of the century, Professor Robert Flint of Edinburgh

University offered this advice to students of divinityi

The main part of your work in this Hall should be to arrive at a
system of theology. Sou have no right to set up as religious teachers
or preachers if you have only superficial, disconnected, discordant,
fragmentary religious impressions and ideas. You are bound as a matter
of conscience and of duty, of common-sense and common honesty, to arrive
at what may be called a system of theology, before you undertake the

^ The Free Church of Scotland, Assembly Proceedings. 1896, p. 34..

^The Old Kirk Theological Faculty was composed of four chairs) Church
History, Biblical Criticism, Divinity, and oriental languages. This was the case
throughout most of the nineteenth century. For a personal assessment of the
faculty at Edinburgh see Arthur Gordon, The Rife G£ A. n. Charter!s. pp. 24.-25.
In 1851, the faculty of Dew College included two chairs in Divinity, and one each
in Church History (which under Cunningham was really divinity) Hebrew and Oriental
Languages and mxegetical. See Hugh Watt, hew College Ldlriburah.

3
In the Free Church, this is the avowed emphasis of Principal Cunningham.

See IE£®. Chv^qfe Mgffl&fat 1858, "College Report", p. 12. In the
United Presbyterian Church the text serving as the basis of examination was
Hagenbach's, History of Doctrine, bee United Presbyterian proceedings. 1848,
pp. 141-142, Later Robert Flint laments the fact that the History of Doctrine
is "the missing link in our Theological Halls." See p. 72, Theological, etc.

%lliam Cunningham, Iqtypdyp,tfflfy 03, fflatoyy, p. 67.
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spiritual charge of a congregation, and-that systoa must be in your
conviction the true system of theology.

The picture of the divinity hall in the first half of the century was

often monotony and inadequacy. In hie biography of Professor eases Robertson

of the Old Kirk, a. H. charteris says:

There is little distinction to be won in Divinity Halls. Stated
lectures, routine examinations and periodical essays or sermons do
little to awaken that emulation which alone can bring out the character
of a student*s mind.

It has been said, with perhaps a shade of bias, that prior to the advent of

Principal John Tulloch to St. Andrews, the "antiquated textbooks and murmur of

heavy commentary had sent generations of students to sleep, or filled them with
3

impatience or indignation." As a divinity hail student, John Ladle rebelled

against the dull "symmetry" of John Lick's system of theology.^ Campbell fr&ser

admired Thomas Chalmers as a man, but as a teacher Fraser says of Chalmers: "I

somehow failed to find in the lessons of Chalmers th® expected satisfying settle-
5

aunt of perplexities of religious thought." The Pcotsqar. th© foremost news¬

paper purporting a liberal lice, was the most caustic. An editorial on the Scottish

Universities made this assessment of theological education:

Th© Church of Scotland is not a learned Church, nor indeed can be,
il-esbyterian parity being, but too naturally, the parent of Presby¬
terian mediocrity. A certain fair amount of intelligence and general
knowledge of common books, the Ccottiah presbyter may reasonably
boast... scholarship in, the high, that 1.3 the German sens© of the word,
is hardly to be found.

1Robert Flint, ^ Ifreolosjcaf, j&fe&gftk mbjectg, p. 18.

2A. H. Charteris, £&£ & Ml dOU, WVfftPoq* P. 16.

-*Mrs. Qliphant, 4 Kemoir The Life John Tulloch. P.P.. p. 113.

^Jaraea Brown, Life Of John nadie. P.P.. PL.P.. p. 44-.

5Alexander Campbell Fraser, Blog^aphfft p. 63.

6The cotaaan. Wednesday, January 5, 1848, p. 3.
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By contrast, the divinity hall of the last quarter of the century was

bursting with a new sense of vitality. One need only survey the change in the
1

curriculum to see the evidence of a less rigid approach to theology. In the

I8601s the divinity halls of the Church witnessed an astounding growth in enroll-
2

meat. In th© eighties and nineties the discussion and controversy in the courts

of the Free Church and the Old Kirk over the content of theological education

betrayed both a concern and an interest which had been dormant in th© earlier

period."'
The confusion and controversy surrounding the divinity hall of the nine¬

teenth century was symptomatic of a significant change in the philosophy of theo-
4

logical education. Between 1800 and 1900 the concept of the divinity hall changed

from that of a training school to that of an academic institution. This change

was most pronounced in the Old Kirk,^ This change is evident in at least three

1
See Appendix II-B, C, D, Also note that in 1876 the United Presbyterian

Church altered their divinity hall and introduced a three year curriculum,
2
See Appendix I-A, B, C, In the Old Kirk statistics of the total number

of divinity students are not available prior to 1886 in any committee reports.
However, D, B, Horn, 0£. eit.. p, 180, indicates that in Edinburgh this pattern
held true. Likewise, in 1899, the Committee on Probationers divulged a list of
the total number of Divinity Students in Glasgow from 1865.,,,Again the pattern
of a peak enrollment in the mid 1880's was true. See lieporta pn The Schemes Of
2M. GMsIl 2£ Copland, 1899, p. 916.

3
See p, 87 of this Thesis, Footnote 4,for a list of sources on this debate,

*In a series of articles in the Apcoroq, o£ Tfe© qffottjph Cftpygh ffetqry
.oclety, Vol, XIV, Stewart Heebie has documented the changes and problems of theo¬
logical education in Scotland, However, in documenting the changing pattern pri¬
marily as it is evident in General Assembly Acts and keporta of the Old Kirk, Dr.
Mechie has not related these ehanges to a new approach to theological education.

"*Tbis change is also evident in the Free Church even though to a lesser
degree. In the United Presbyterian Church, the change is much less pronounced.
In 1876 at the time of the inauguration of the three year divinity hall, the S|jmod
declared "The main design of this institution however, being to promote the decou-
rous and effective discharge of pulpit ministrations,,,that design shall be kept
constantly in view." See United Presbyterian Church Proceedings. 1877, p. 632,
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obeervations: First, in the attitude of the professors and ministers toward the

function of the divinity hall; Secondly, in the standardization of the regulations

governing the divinity hallj Third, in the complete disengagement of the practical

from the academic in theological education.

This change in the philosophy of theological education car, be fairly well

traced in the attitudes of the professors and Churches toward the divinity hall.

In the older view of the divinity hall as a training school for preachers, the

scale was evenly balanced between the academic and the practical. The Professor

divided his time between lecturing and listening to students' discourses.

Principal Hill, Dr. M'Gill, and Professor James ioberteon of the Old Kirki Thomas

Chalmers of the Free Church; John Brown and Principal Harper of the united Presby¬

terian Church all believed that as a training school the divinity hall was both
a

the place where knowledge was acquired and skills were practiced. Under Principal

George Jardine, ££. clt.. p. 4.73. In speaking of theological training
Jardine writes* "It is very clear that one hour a day is far from being sufficient
to enable the professor to perform his duty as it ought to be done. The necessity
of devoting time to hear the discourses read which the church demands of every
student, leaves to the professor little more than two hours a week for lecturing;
and thus puts it entirely out of his power to explain to his pupils the leading
doctrines of natural and revealed religion..»I have heard of a theological pro¬
fessor whose system could not be expounded in a shorter period than twenty years,
and which was consequently shared in equal parts by five successive generations
of divinity students."

2
Principal Hill apparently concluded his theological lectures with prac¬

tical exhortations for preaching. See George Hill, Counsels. In Jardine'a book,
there is an extensive section written by Dr. Stevenson M'Gill on his method of
teaching. See pp. 475-480. James Begg, who appears to have been unhappy with the
theological training in the Free Church writes of M'Gilli "Dr. MacGill was an
admirable critic of sermons....He insisted that the whole class should be present
to hear his criticisms, and it was a moat profitable exercise. I have seen him
sit to hear four or five sermons in succession without taking a note, and then
criticise th© whole in detail with the most admirable discrimination and judgment.
He was strong for short introductions, clear divisions, precise statements of
doctrine, and accurate quotation of scripture." See Thomas Smith, clt.. Vol.
1, p. 55. Also see* William Wilson, Memorials Of hobert Smith Caudllsh. p. 22.
Of James Bobertson and liobert Lee, A. H. Charter!s said* "they were true to the
old ideal of the Divinity Hall as the training school of the future ministers."
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Cunnlngban with his concern for a sore rigid orthodoxy end John Tulloch of St.

Andrews with his search for a more thorough end contemporary articulation of the

Christian faith, the scale was weighted toward the academic.1 By 1869 a report

of the Old Kirk*s "Committee on hastoral Training" Indicates that the weight was

entirely in favor of the academic with the practical side of training virtually
o

neglected. The debate over practical training in the last quarter of the century

See Arthur Gordon, ££. cltL., p. 36. The Institutes of Theology of Thomas Chalmers
are filled with practical references to preaching and the adaptation of theology
to preaching. In his address at the laying of the foundation stone at hew College,
Chalmers said that theology should be treated as "a science and receive an aca¬
demic treatment".... Then Chalmers proceeded to say that the purpose of the Divinity
Hall was to teach men "how they should bring the Word of God to the minds of the
people." See Free Church Proceedings. 1846, pp. 33-34. John Brown in his pam-
phlet, Hints 2ft stressed the accumulation of theological knowledge and
then the utilization of that knowledge "for all the varied purposes of his holy
calling," p. 49, Andrew Thompson, in The Life Of Principal Harper, says that
"there was probably no part of his work as a Professor of Theology in which Dr.
Harper more excelled, or was more thoroughly appreciated, than his criticisms
on the discourses which the students were required to deliver before him, in
rotation," p. 171. Harper was both Principal and professor of Theology, until
his death in 1879* In him, it could be said, the old training school concept of
the Divinity Hall survived until the United Presbyterian Church revised its Divinity
Hall in 1876.

1In contrast to the works of Thomas Chalmers, the Theological Lectures
of Principal Cunningham are almost barren of any reference to preaching. In his
inaugural address, Cunningham said that the purpose of a theological curriculum
was threefoldi 1, "Communication of professional knowledge," 2. Exposure to a
"critical and accurate investigation of the Bible." 3. Instruction in "the lead¬
ing features of scriptural doctrine." See Gunnihgham*s Inaugural Address, p. 47.

In 1865 in a pamphlet, Theological Controversy. John Tulloch wrote:
"All theological education is based upon this principle: It is necessary for the
theological student to be versed not merely in the form of sound words, which he
will be called upon to deliver from the pulpit, but also in the forms of opinion
which the apostolic doctrine has encountered in different ages, and which have
reacted upon it in many ways. He must know, in short, propositions and counter-
proposition. Nothing is more common than this spectacle of mistaken dogmatism,
arising out of ignorance or disregard of the real import of the opinions opposed
to our own," p. 8. Also see Tulloch 1854 Inaugural address, published under
the title* aaalflglgal Tendencies tAgft.

2The Church of Scotland, "Report of The Committee On The Pastoral Train¬
ing Of Ministers". Reports On Qchaaea ££ The Church U£ Scotland. 1869, P*
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i
was In part a reflection of the Church* s adjustment to this new philosophy.

In an article In The .'eotsaon in 1893, Professor Robert Flint of Edinburgh

University set forth in six propositions the purpose of the divinity hall as an

academic Institution:

1. "The most important place for a Theological Hall is that of a
Faculty in a University."
2. "The chief studies to be pursued in a Faculty of Theology ought
to have been preceded by, and to be continuations of, naturally
anterior and auxiliary studies in the Faculty of Arte."
3. "In a Faculty of Theology there should be provision for the
teaching of all the chief departments of theological learning."
4. "The chief branches of study in the Faculty of Theology will
flourish best, and produce their ripest and most beneficial fruite
in an atmosphere of entire academic freedom."
5. "The scientific studies in a Faculty of Theology should be supple¬
mented by strictly professional and if need be denominational training."
(This Flint states is now non-existent in the Theological Faculty.)
6. "A Faculty of Theology should be so constituted, animated, and
inspired as to contribute to the advancement of theological research
and science, the spiritual development of a nation and the welfare
of the Church."*

By 1897 this new concept of the divinity hall as an academic institution was

completely dominant. The Old Kirk* a "Committee On Legislation and Church Reform"

stated: "The truth is that at present, strictly speaking, the Church provides

no ministerial training: the Divinity Halls at present are not Church institu-
3

tions. They are academical institutions". The discontented complained that the

scale had tipped too far in favor of the "academic", however, Principal Stewart

of Aberdeen concluded that "nothing uhioh the Divinity Halls have at present can

Vor a good example of the sincerity with which the professors of the
Free Church sought to make peace with the practical concern of preaching without
compromising what was now their chiefly academic concern, see Free Church Pro¬
ceedings. "College Report", 1885.

^Robert Flint, "Professor Flint On What A Theological education Should
J5®#" 3&S. Scotsman. Tuesday, November 7, 1893•

3Repprtp oa The 0£ T*je Church 0£ ^pt^and, 1897, "Committee On
Legislation and Church Reform," p. 1204.
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te wisely sacrifice© in order to make room for pastoral training,"

The second indication, of a new concept of theological education is evident

in the standardisation of the requirements governing the divinity halls. By 1877

'•entrance and exit examinations" barred the doors of the divinity halls of all
2

three churches. Throughout the century, increasing pressure was mounted in an

effort to regulate attendance in the hall and eliminate the abuse of absenteeism.
3

which had crept in via the legalised practice of "partial" attendance. A. B.

1
Ibid., p. 1232. This committee was critical of the "purely academic"

approach to theological education and insisted that "training must be devotional,
intellectual and practical." p. 1204.

xhe Church of Scotland, Acts v£ the General Assembly. 1877. The Old
Kirk was the last to introduce these series of examinations. In 1363 this pro¬
cedure was approved by the ~ynoG of the United frestytertan Church. See Proceed-
ings, 1363, p. 688. In the free Church these examinations had. been introduced
earlier. By 1364# the Committee on examinations in the free Church was providing
the General Assembly with yearly lists of those who had passed theso two tests.

3
The existance of this practie© of "partial" attendance in the -Id Kirk

has been documented by Stewart Aechle, op. £&•* pp. 171, 172. George sardine,
op. clt.. p. 471, indicates that the practice of partial or "irregular attendance"
as It was officially named was very common at the beginning of the century.
Jardine says that this irregular attendance meant that the student was in class
only a "few days each year,"

The fro® Church followed the same pattern as the Old Kirk, permitting the
student two years of regular attendance and three years of partial attendance.
•;e« LL "M. general Assembly, 1860, p. 23I,

In 1868 it was reported to the General Assembly of the Old Kirk that many
students could not devote the proper amount of time to their study of theology
because they ware "overloaded with teaching," See I ©ports On The Schemes Of The
Church Of Scotland. 1868, pp. 355, 356. It is difficult to state how wide-spread
this practice was, but the indication is that this practice of teaching school
while studying theology was common. One can only wonder if this is in pari a reason
for the popularity of the United Presbyterian Divinity Hall in the 1850's and
1360*s. (See Appendix I~£«) In 1363 in a survey conducted by the United -Presby¬
terian Church of its divinity hall students, of the 117 students returning the
questionnaire, 65 were "employed during the intervals of the Sessions of the Hall"
as teachers. Of these 117 students, 66 declared that attendance at a Winter
Divinity Cession would be "impossible" or "inconvenient". See r'roceedlnss.
Appendix on the "iteport by the Committee On Theological Training," p. 10.
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Ch&rteris could boast that as a student his only written examination was in
i

Hebrew. In 1863 a survey of the divinity halls of the Old Kirk and the Free

Church indicated that written examinations were a monthly procedure in all the
2

classes. In 1864. the United Presbyterian Synod resolved that each Professor

was to have "weekly written examinations, value the answers and put then with the
3

values assigned to them into the hands of the theological committee," By the

end of the century, the "Committee On Probationers" in the Old Kirk concluded that

the decline in ministerial candidates was the result of the rigid system of

examination. They said of this standardization of requirements:

They form a potent factor in the diminution of students and were in¬
tended to do so. But, while the higher quality may be some compensation
for the diminished quantity, the door has all but been barred against
a class who are very deserving aspirants to the ministry—those who
come under strong religious convictions somewhat late in life, after
twenty say.*

The changing concept of theological education was progenitive to a more standard¬

ized and efficient divinity hall at the end of the century,

A third factor pointing to a changing concept of theological education

was the ultimate disengagement of the practical from the academic within the

divinity hall. In 1893 Lobert Flint said:

There Is no provision whatever made to guide students for the ministry
as to the composition of sermons, the conduct of public worship etc,...
In a word there is no Practical or Pastoral Theology or any of its
branches—no Hoalletics, no Liturgies, no Catechetlcs, no Polemics, no
Halientics, Now this is a manifest and glaring defect.5

1Arthur Gordon, £&» cit.. p. 37.

^United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings. 1863, Appendix, pp. 16-18.

3Ibid.. 1864, p. 38.

and schemes Q£T1899, p. 918,

3The Scotsman. Tuesday, November 7, 1893, "Professor Flint On What A
Theological Education Should Be," In an address on "The Training of the Clergy"
Flint's colleague in Edinburgh, Professor Dobbie, made a similar confession.
pSPm.flh 699W Cqqfereftcgff, 1894, p. 105*
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While Professor Flint recognized that the divinity student had to receive prac¬

tical training somewhere, he was still convinced that the divinity hall was neither

the place nor the time. To divinity students beginning their study, he said;

It is not now your duty to preach the Word of God, but it is your duty
to read it, and you will never learn to preach it aright unless you
learn to read it aright....I would not advise you to spend time in writ¬
ing sermons themselves so long as you are in the Hall. You should not
have time to do that..*.

Pastoral theology is a very appropriate subject of attention
to a Divinity student. But still how to perform the work of the minis¬
try must always be chiefly learned by the actual doing of the work*1

In 1885, Professor T. M. Lindsay said; "We demand one popular sermon and one

popular lecture in a four years' course, and that is all the practical training
o

we give our students." la the Free Church the vacuum created by the disengage-

ment of the practical was particularly noticeable in the 1850's and I860's.

However, the reports of the College Committee of the Free Church after 1875 in¬

dicate a genuine concern to recover, in some form, the benefits of practical

•J
Robert Flint, On Theological. Biblical and Other Subjects, pp. 6, 12,

55. In 1897, Professor Flint's report to the General Assembly reenforced his
conviction that pastoral training not be a part of the three year Divinity Hall,
but if necessary be taught in an extra "fourth session." He said further; "The
•hearing of discourses' in the Hall should be abandoned, and something more
educational and useful substituted for it." See; Reports On The Schemes of The
Church Of Scotland. 1897, p. 1233.

2
Free Church Proceedings. 1885, p. 5. "Appendix To Report Of College

Committee."

^This vacuum is obvious in a comparison of the"Quinquennial Visitation
Reports"before and after 1876. In 1858 only Professor James Bannerraan even
suggests that he mentioned preaching in his lectures, and here the reference is
obviously superficial. In this same year there is no reference to professors
listening to sermons. Proceedings. 1858,pp. 9-12. In the Free Church Proceedings
of 1863 the Quinquennial Visitation Report at Glasgow is much the same, only minor
reference to preaching in the sections where the professors describe the content
of their courses, and no mention of listening to students sermons. In the Quin¬
quennial Visitation of Aberdeen in 1875 nothing is said about instruction in
preaching, but it is observed that the professors do listen to discourses. See
Proceedings. 1875, p. 5.
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treining without diminishing the academic emphasis.^
The disengagement of the practical from th© academic in th© divinity hall

virtually resulted in a complete dichotomy between the academic and the practical.

When professors did allot a time to hear discourses, it was usually squeezed in
2

at the end of the course or scheduled for non-academic hours. In 1870 the

Senatus of the New College inaugurated a plan whereby the students' sermons were

3
delivered in the context of the common worship of the divinity hall. In 1871

the Old Kirk introduced a series of lectureships in their divinity halls in an

effort to provide a token means of practical instruction.^ In 1876 th© United

i
In 1885 the General Assembly of the Tree Church sent th© following remit

to the College Committee: "The Assembly remit to the Committee the further con¬
sideration of th© practical training of the students, in th© hop® that, if found
expedient or needful as the result of continued inquiry and on due consideration
of various suggestions tendered, sob© improvement on the present system may be
discovered, and in the end adopted." Proceedings. 1886, "iieport of College
Committee,111 p. 3, In this same report the Committee indexed into two divisions
thirteen recommendations to bring about greater efficiency in the practical train¬
ing of ministers. These two divisions related to the divinity hall itself and to
the presbytery. Some suggested more discourses in the divinity hall, and scene
less. One suggested that the course of the hall be shortened and that a year's
probation be effected. One other suggestion was that the divinity hall be strictly
for the "theoretical" and the presbytery for the "practical training" onlyj pp. 5, 6.

Sree Church Proceedings. 1875# "Report of .quinquennial Visitation To
Aberdeen." At this time it should be observed that the discourses of the students
were given on Saturdays} p. 5.

In 1885 the students of New College informed the General Assembly that they
desired that "more time be devoted to the delivery of discourses and to practice
in extempore preaching," See Proceedings. "Quinquennial Visitation of The Kev
College," p. 16.

3
Ibid.. 1876, "Quinquennial Visitation Of The Kev College," p. 10. Her©

in 1870 the Senate adopted the policy vherety "one-half of the Lectures and one-
half of the Sermons shall be publicly delivered as parts of a devotional exercise,
or diet of worship, conducted by the lecturer or preacher? it being understood
that the students of the third year who do not thus deliver their lectures shall
deliver their sermons in this manner during the fourth Session...." "Besides the
attendance of the Professors who may be able to be present, the attendance of
Ctudents shall be required,"

The Church of Scotland, Acts of The General assembly. 1871. Also see
"Reports Of The Committee On i'astoral Training for Ministers," 1868-1872.
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1
Presbyterian Church established a Chair in Praotical Theology. It was the duty

of the Professor, John Ker, to lecture ons

*..the exposition and enforcement of the Scriptures, the preaching
of the gospel...with especial references to preaching} the selection
of topics, the planning of discourses and their delivery} together
with the praotical uses of , cripture and the conduct of public worship
in all parts.

Even in this positive move, the changing pattern of theological education is evi¬

dent. Now the professor of practical theology had the full responsibility for

pastoral training while the other professors were free to concentrate on the pure-

3
ly academic. In the New College of the Free Church, the responsibility for

practical training fell increasingly into the hands of Professor W, G. Blaikie.

In 1891, Professor Blaikie told the quinquennial Visitation Committee,

I wish to repeat ay strong conviction that practical training is to
be obtained effectually in one way only-—by our young men becoming
assistants to ministers of experience and standing. I should like to
see every town minister of a considerable charge provided with an
assistant.

As the concept of the divinity hall as an academic institution become dominant,

the trend, with few exceptions, was to make practical training auxiliary to the
5

essence of theological education.

1
United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings. 1876, p. 637.

2Ibld.. p. 795.

Subserve the manner in which all of the sermons of students are now pre¬
sented to the practical training professor and the more academic to the others.
Proceedings. 1891, The United Presbyterian Church, p. 27.

^Pree Church Proceedings. 1891, "ouinquennial Visitation Of New College,"
p. 16. In the main body of this committee's report it should be noted that this
was one of the suggestions they emphasisedj p. 4.

5
One notable exception was Aberdeen. In 1885, Aberdeen reported to the

General Assembly of the Free Church that the Ctudents ''conducted a mission in a
very low quarter of the city." lieside the course in Pastoral Theology where they
devoted "one hour every week to the hearing of Pulpit Outlines," two other pro¬
fessors gave time to "exercises...of outlines of popular discourses on prescribed
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The ironic corollary to this disengagement of the practical from the

academic was the complete breakdown of the law prohibiting divinity students from

preaching. If the proepective preacher was receiving little practical instruc¬

tion in the "clinical8 atmosphere of the divinity hall, he was often receiving

practical experience in the pulpits of all three Churches,^ In the Old kirk

where an act of 1854 prohibited students from preaching, the rather frequent lament

of the General Assembly was that "the rule prohibiting divinity students from
2

preaching is not being followed," In 1888 It was reported to the Old Kirk

General Assembly that the practice of divinity students preaching was common in

many parts of the country for two reasons:

1, Many ministers would not be able otherwise ever to be absent from
their regular duty,
2, It is a good thing for the students, and for the Church too, that
candidates for the ministry should have some opportunity of making
public appearances during their College years,^

In 1890 an overture was sent down from the General Assembly to the presbyteries

which would have permitted "occasional" preaching by divinity students who have
/

completed their "second full winter Session." Illustrative of the wavering prac¬

tice of the Churches was the fact that this overture, which ultimately lost, was

texts." See -Proceedings, 1885, "Eeport Of The College Committee8 pp. 9, 10, In
1891, Professor Lsldlaw, departed from what appears to have been the procedure
of leaving all practical work to Sundays or Professor Blaikle and required of his
class a "Popular Evangelical Discourse," See Proceedings. 1891, "quinquennial
Visitation Of New College," p. 17.

1
Proc Church Proceedings. 1885, "Appendix of heport of College Committee?

T. M, Lindsay, p, 9. "Clinical11 was the word Lindsay coined to describe the prac¬
tice of preaching in the divinity hall,

%ie Church of Scotland, G^eral MUft 1854, p. 35; 1870,
pp. 31-32; 1887, p. 60.

3R£2ort£ 0£ Th& ^ho-aes o£ The Ql Sgptlapd, 1888, p. 762.

^The Church of Scotland, Acts of The General Assembly. 1890, p. 22; 1891,
pp. 46, 63.
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approved by 35 presbyteries and rejected by 34.^ In the Old Kirk, the vacuum in

practical training created by th® strictly academic concept of the divinity hall

was in part compensated for by the illegal practice of "student preaching."

In the Free Church, the situation was much the same. In 1885 Professor

Jsacs Candidsh of Glasgow said that "the theoretical rule of the Church, that

students should not preach till licensed by a Presbytery to do so, has come to be
2

practically disregarded." In the same report, Professor Lindsay eaidi

...many students begin to preach long before they are done with their
theological course, and this...has been of great service to them} but
they have no guidance given them. There is no supervision, criticism
or instruction.'

Professors James Candlish and T. K. Lindsay, as well as Principal Robert itainy

all adopted the policy of arranging for their students to preach in the stated

diet of worship of a particular congregation, and then criticising their sermon
4 *

in class. In 1876, the General Assembly of the free Church was officially in¬

formed that 49 of the 100 regular students at New College had "at some time or

5
other preached to Congregations." In the Free Church the emergence of the divinity

hall as an academic institution led to the endorsement by the professors of an

extra-curricular scheme of practical training.

Even the United Presbyterian Church did not escape this breach of the law

regarding the preaching of students. Here the divinity hall and the presbyteries

probably retained more of their traditional concern for practical training in

1lbid.
Church 1885, "Appendix To Report Of The College

Committee, p. 7.

3ai4., PP. s, 9.

jrec Church Proeaadlnga. 1885. "quinquennial Visitation of The new
College," p. 14. 1886, "Quinquennial Visitation Of Glasgow," pp. 15, 16.

**Ibid.. "New College Report," p. 18,
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preaching. Here too the law was most liberal. From the conception of this

denomination in 1848, it had been permissible for students to preach "in cases of

neces ity."^ After 1875 the divinity student could preach once he had completed

his first term in the divinity hall/ Still, in 1859, I860, 1875, 1882, 1888,

1890, disapproval was officially voiced in the synod regarding the abuse of the

law governing the preaching of students.

The disparity between the practice and the law regarding the preaching

of students had in part a legal justification. This was pointed out by an Old

Kirk committee in I890/ The source of this debate was the "Directory of Public
Worship*"

Reading of the word in the congregation, being part of the Public
Worship of God...is to be performed by the Pastors and Teachers.
Povbeit such as intend the ministry may occasionally both read the
Word, and exercise their gift in Breaching in the Congregation, if
allowed by the Presbytery/

Ultimately, this disparity between law and practice revealed that while

the changing concept of theological education led to a standardisation of the

academic aspect of the divinity hall, the practical side of the minister's train¬

ing was at best haphazard. For some the divinity hall wis a period perpetuating

*Tbe United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings. 184.9, p. 201.

^Ibid.. 1875.

^Ibid.j In 1859, the Synod instructed each Presbytery to make "direct
inquiry13 into the number of students being called on for pulpit ministrations,
p. 224. In 1860, only the Presbytery of Glasgow reported the results of their
inquiry to the Synod, p. 326. Also see 1853, p. 482j 1882, p. 590| 1888, p.
72| 1890, p. 386.

Reports 0£ The Schemes Of The Church &£ Scotland. 1890, p. 1064.

**The Directory 9f Publlck worship. "Of Publick Reading Of The Holy
Scriptures."
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•J
the rounded ideal of the qualified preacher, tor "a large number, however,"

there were "really no opportunities of learning what they are to do when they
2

leave the Hall," In 1886, a contributor to the liturgically-oriented journal,

Ihe Scottish Church remarked? "It is strange that In our Presbyterian Church,

in which so prominent a place has always been given to preaching, so little atten¬

tion has been bestowed on the preparation of ministers for this branch of their

duties,"-* The divinity hall was primarily an academic institution,

c. The Probationer

From the academic atmosphere of the divinity hall, the prospective preacher

was hurled into the unpredictable probationary caldron. The probationary period

was one of uncertainty and irregularity. In theory, it vf&s the time when the

divinity hall graduate acquired practical experience and demonstrated his ability
L

to preach. It was the period between Licensure and urdin&tion. The biographer

of Robert ioiiny described it as the time when the man was "put to the practical

work of preaching so that it may be tested how far he has the capacity to use his
5

knowledge for the edification of Christian congregations,M This was the period

which spanned the nebulous time from the end of the divinity hall to the time

when the preacher was settled in a parochial charge as the minister,^ The United

"*8y rounded ideal I mean the stress on good character, academic proficiency
and practical ability,

2I;'re© Church Proceedings. 1885, "Appendix Of Report Of College Committee,
T, 11, Lindsay, p, 8.

3"The Rower Of The Pulpit," The wCottlsh Church. 1886, Vol. Ill, p. 245,

4hg22£i£ j&L adMBM* k£ iM fi£ Gfiptlapd, 1897, pp. 1204-1205,

5c. wimpson, Life u£ x-.obert tudny. Vol. 1, p, 101,

^In all three churches one's nam© was taken off the probationary role when
one was called to a charge and one's name was placed on the list at the time of
licensing. Sees The Church of Scotland, -.-.cts v£ Tij£ General assembly. 1863. Hie
Free Church of Scotland, Acts, off The General Assembly. 1857. The United Presby¬
terian Church, Proceedings. 1849.



Presbyterian Church imposed a minimal time limit of six months on this period.

The Old Kirk, except for a twenty year period from 1874 to 1894, made the pro-
2

bationary period a minimum of twelve months. In the ire© Church, with the excep¬

tion of the period from 1847 to 1854 the probationary period was most indefinite
3

and flexible. 1'or many the life of a probationer was filled with experience

and opportunity. However, for a disturbingly large number of probationers this
4

was a time of idleness and frustration.

What was the reason for the inefficiency of the probationary period? In
5

part this was a problem heightened ty the Disruption. In part, this was a

•j
The United Presbyterian Church, Proceedings. 1849, pp.238, 209$ 1861,

P. 447.

^The Church of Scotland, /iCts Of 'Hie General Assembly. 1843, p. 24$
1894, ?• 30$ 1874, p. 34...Here the General Assembly declared that "whereas the
pressing calls now made for the regular and occasional services of Licentiates of
this Church render it expedient that Students of Divinity who have satisfactorily
completed their theological course should..,be enabled to pass thru their pro¬
bationary trials."

^The Free Church of Scotland, Acts Of The General assembly. 1847. "That
no probationer shall accept of a call until twelve months hve elapsed from the
period of his receiving licence." This was repealed in 1854.

^An author who preferred to remain anonymoue published a book entitled*
Thq Decline Of Tfre Pulpit And Its Causes. While this book was more of & tirade
against the Free Church and the Old Kirk, it did go through at least five editions.
However, the book does marshal numerous facts and claims which demand evaluation.
One of these is the contention that the probationary period was one of great abuse.
In citing this, the author refers to probationers who were not called on at all
during the five years they were 15 censed} p. 15. Also Marcus Cods, The ib-rlv
betters of Marcus Pods. Mw 3g3Qs3&& pp. 99-372. Dode was an unsuccessful
candidate no less than thirty-eight times in the seven years he wee a ocobationer,
p. 312.

->In 1843 the General Assembly of the Free Church enacted the following*
"The Presbyteries on whom devolve the duty of supplying the pulpit during the
vacancy, shall do their endeavour to secure to vacant congregations an opportunity
of hearing such probation as they may wish to hear) but in the present condition
of the Church...the Probationers are so few in number in proportion to the demand."
Seo '-Qfo ii£ H2£ General Assembly. October, 1843, p. 25. In the same year, Dr.
Candlish intimated to the General Assembly that the delay of supplying pulpits by
adhering to proper form and procedure should be bypassed. Gee Free Church Pro¬
ceedings. May 1843, p. 44. In 1848, Dr. Candlish said that the curriculum at
the Divinity Hall had been shortened "in order to supply the demands to labour."
P£3£ Ahiuri<?h 1848, p. 145.
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weakness augmented by a breakdown of coamunlcations between the Churches'

committee on probationers, the presbyteries ana the vacant congregations.^ Ulti¬

mately, it seems that the inefficiency of the probationary period was due to the

excess of probationers. There were more preachers than there were vacant congre¬

gations.

The Churches not wanting to discourage the enlistment of future ministers,

were hesitant to speak of an over supply of preachers. Yet throughout the century

Isolated references were sad© to this excess of potential preachers. The Com¬

missioners of the Scottish Universities of 1826 to 1830 recommended that divinity

students be made to pay class fees asi

The reason for the exemption which was the difficulty of procuring
a sufficient number of young men properly educated for the Church
had long ago ceased.**

In the General Assembly of the Free Church in 1848, Principal William Cunningham

became involved in a debate because he said that "the candidates for the ministry

at the present were too numerous, and he would like to see some of them struck

off by a particular process.""* One critic wrote of Glasgow in 1866, that of the

twenty-one men who finished the Old Kirk's divinity hall, "not more than ten
/

were settled in the Church during the eight subsequent years." In the Free

^In the Old Kirk see the report of the "Committee on Probationers"after
1885. 1897Reports/ p. 1056. In the United Presbyterian Church of the "Committee
For the Distribution of Preachers" from 1850. In the Free Church where this
breakdown of communications is most obvious, see the heport of the "Committee
For The Distribution and Employment of Probationers" from 1868. Although this
Committee was formed in the Free Church in 1857, it does not begin statistical
reports until 1868 and does not even commence an annual report until 1864*

Stewart Meehie, l^oyd? k£ Ije pgytt^fc Cfcurph History 5p<#ejy, Vol.
XIV, p. 169*

3The Free Church of Scotland, Proceedings. 1848, p. 139.

^The Decline uf j&e lUlplt sad Xj& Causey p. 18. The anonymous writer
of this book does admit to being a Glaswegian.
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Church in 1887 the chairman of the "Committee wn The Distribution and Xaployment

of Probationers" intimated thatt

When the number of Probationers is large and the number of vacancies
small, there may be difficulty in working: these regulations with the
smoothness that is desirable.'

In the Old Kirk, the "Committee On Probationers" declared in 1896 that one of the

"undoubted" reasons for the decline of ministerial candidates vasi "The excess

of supply over demand which existed for some years and made the chances of om-

2
ployaent uncertain."

This factor of an over-saturated ministry is th© conclusion of a statis¬

tical survey of the ministry in the Church. This is particularly observable in

the period from 1875 to 1899. In the United Presbyterian Church in this period
3

on© out of every four men licensed failed to be ordained to a particular charge.

In this seme Church in this period one out of every five men licensed either

was dropped from the list of preachers because their time had expired or they
/

were mysteriously "removed at their own request," In the Free Church in this

period one out of every five men entered as a probationer failed to be ordained

or settled by the Free Church.^ In the Free Church the yearly average of those

passing their exit examination from the divinity hall between 1875 end 1899 was

1Free Church Proceedings. 1887, Heport Mo. XV, p. 1,
2.
while on© cannot but observe the growth in the number of divinity

students in all the Churches in the 1880's, this problem is statistically most
observable in this period because the statistics were better documented and fuller
at this time.

^3ee Appendix I-C,

^Ibid. This was the phrase used in the official records of the United
Presbyterian Church when a man asked that his name be removed from the list of
preachers. This always indicated that the man was no longer seeking a parochial
charge.

5See Appendix I-B.
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fifty-one.^ The average number of names appearing on the list of probationer!*
2

each year daring this interval was eighty-eight. In 1386 of the sevoaty-one

probationers who preached "as candidates" in vacant churches, only eight were

3
elected. In the same Church in 1390 there were "32 giving pulpit supply but

/
without stated work." By 1399 the situation was becoming more stable among the

px-ob&tioners. More and more probationers wore employed as assistants or workers
5

in '• congregational aicolons." Ptill, in both the . res Church and the United

Presbyterian Church the successful completion of the divinity hall and the attain¬

ment of licensure was no guarantee to a pulpit one could call wis own.

in the Old 'irk the statistics are less complete, but again the evidence

indicates an over-saturated ministry. Between 1886 and 18>9 there were 851 nan

whose names appeared on the list of "Probationers" by virtue of licensure.^ In

this same period only 7AB men left the list to be settled in the work of the
7

Church at home or abroad. In 1896 the "Committee on Probationers" issued an

unofficial survey of the relationship between the number of vacancies occurring

in the Church and the number" of men licensed each year. Between 1836 and 1895
8

there were 611 men licensed and 488 vacancies. lor every five men licensed

1Ibid. 2Ibid.
^i'reo Church Proceedings. 1886, "deport 6f Committee On The distribution

And employment of Probationers•"

4Ibid.. 1890.

5.
^d», 13v9. In 1399 there were 117 probationers in the Free Church.

Of these eighty-one were employed in congregational missions or as assistants.
6'Appendix I-A• <J b"

7 .

am.
8
oports jM -flffhvffQg d jM htosk *£ -cflWi 1856, p. 961. it

should be observed that the figures published in this report were not taken from
the previous reports of the "Gofflaittee on Frobationers." For an unexplained reason
the statistics of those licensed each year were taken from another list. Hence
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there were only four vacancies.

Another indication of the excess number of probationers is found in the

increasing restrictions placed on the length and extent of the "probationers

list." As early as 1849 the United Presbyterian Church had limited the period
2

of time in which one could remain on the list of eligible preachers to six years.

In 1867 the free Church expunged the list after 10 years and in 1872 shortened
3

the tenure of eligibility to six years. In the Old Kirk the probationer was

left to sake hie own way. lor 2s.6d» a year he could keep his name on the list
4

of probationers as long as h® desired.

In practice, it seems that the probationary list was more of a liability

than an asset. In 1870 eight free Church presbyteries overtursd the General

Assembly to the effect that "the probationers are at present in an unsatisfactory

state.The continued presence of a name on the list was a witness to failure.

In 1874 the free Church attempted to bring greater equality to the probationer

by enacting a law whereby he was to supply twelve vacant charges in the six years

on the roll.^ The fact was that the percentage of men being called to charges

there is a slight discrepancy between the figures stated in Appendix X-A which
were taken from the yearly reports of the "Committee on frobationers" and the
figures of this report. However in both cases from 1886 to 1895 approximately
one out of every five men licensed presumably failed to secure a charge.

^This is the official term by which the list of probationers was officially
designated in both the free Church and the Old Kirk.

^The United Presbyterian Church, .roceedin/rs. 1849, p. 199*

3fhe free Church of Scotland, Acts ^ The General Assembly. 1867, Act 14.

/+The Church of Scotland, „cts Tn& peftcyql ^psenfoly, 1S85.

5The free Church of Scotland, Assembly Papers, 1870, pp. 125-129.
6
The free Church Proceedings. 1877.



1
from the probationary list in the free Church was very small. In 1885, the

IfVee Church Committee on the Distribution of Probationers reported to the General

Assembly:

The Probationers' Committee hue had several oases brought under their
notice of Congregations preferring to keep vacancies open till students
whcwt they wish to choose had finished their course at College, and
become ready to receive & call•♦..They violate the law of the Church
which requires Congregations to choose theij ministers from the existing
pastorate or from the body ox Probationers.*

This situation was not foreign to either the Old dirk or the United Presbyterian

Church. In IS94 & report to the General ^sseably of the -Id Dirk decried the

existing situation in which "a lad of twenty-on®, fresh from the divinity Hall*

could be called to B& populous and important situation within three months of his
3

leaving college*" la 1896 the Committee or. Probationers in the tld dirk conveyed

a memorandum to the General assembly from the "Glasgow licentiates' Association*1

That observ tion be taken of the demeanin^ tendency of candidature
at present, owing chiefly to the want of system in the filling up of
vacancies.

That consideration be given to the fact that a large number
of the probationers, though doing faithful work in their present
charges, have no effective means of commending their claims to the
committees of vacant parishes.*

The life of the Scottish probationer may have been winged with romance in certain

The annual reports of the '•Committee on the Distribution and ..mployment
of Probations" in the rree Church are a good index to the number of potential
preachers actually being called to a charge, in 1877, seven of the 101 men who
preached as candidates wore called to a pastoral charge, in 1885, eighty-seven
probationer! preached as candidates and eleven were chosen, in 1886, seventy*
one probationers preached as candidates with eight being elected.

^Xhe wrco church .roco-Dlnus. 1885, "fcaport on The Distribution And
employment Of Probationers," p. 2.

3
'

• oports j&SL -choieg _£ |&o church *£ .vCQtlaad. 1891, p. 1088.

^Ibid.. 1896, pp. 953-959.
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1 2
instances. However, it was never a life of calm or prosperity, For the lees

3
fortunate the end was relegation to the status of "occasional supply". This new

status was the ecclesiastical destination of all men who failed to procure a

charge within their allotted time as a probationer.

The Church was increasingly aware of the liability beclouding the pro¬

bationary period. The end result, however, was not abandonment, but reform. As

has been stated, in 1894- the Old Kirk made the probationary period a mandatory

one year exercise for all licentiates. The Old Kirk directed that during this

interval the probationer!

This romantic side of the Scottish probationer is illustrated in the
biography of Principal Harper, p. 20. Also in the Life Of 4 -eottlsh Probationer,
p. 85• This later classic for a description of the probationary period is also
realistic and revealing. For the example in the United Presbyterian Church see»
Proceedings, 1859, p. 224.

^The following is the scale of pay which the three Churches paid the
probationer.

In the Old Kirk it was simply stated that the fee was not to "be less
than £1 Is, besides travelling expenses, and in all cases where the travelling
expenses are not exceptionally heavy, that a fee of El 10s, besides travelling
expenses be paid, 3eet Reports Qfi The schemes Cjf The Church Of Scotland. 1888,
"Committee On Probationers" p. 690,

In 1849, the United Presbyterian Church effected the following pay scales
"Congregations paying, or who till they became vacant wont to pay a stipend under
£150 shall pay Probationers not less than £110
£150 to £200 shall pay Probationers not less than £ 1 5 0
£200 to £250 * ■ » " » " 1 11 6
£250 to £300 » « » n » " 1 15 0
£300 to £350 » » " " " « 2 2 0
£350 and more ■ ■ ■ " " " 3 3 0"
Jee: Proyeodfry,?, 1849, p. 240,

In 1895 the Free Church approved the following psy scale which was the ex¬
pansion of a scheme set forth in 1870, In this plan the probationer, as in the
United Presbyterian Church, received between £1 Is and £3 3s.

3"Occasional supply" was the status of those who had been a probationer
the allotted length of time without securing a charge. Sees The Free Church Of
Scotland, Acta Of The General Assembly. 1867. The United Presbyterian Church,
Proceedings, I849, p, 200, In the eld Kirk the name of the probationer was simply
dropped from the list when he failed to make his annual payment, or if he was
dropped for a specific reason, usually moral, he was listed as one "who had been
silenced." See Acts £&e General Assembly. 1883, p# 39.
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should be encouraged.,.to give himself specially to the study of the
best methods of performing pastoral duty, as well as to the practical
discharge of such portions of it as may be instructed to hi® to the
study of hooiletics and devotional literature; of ecclesiastical and
parochial law; and to familiarise himself, cs far as possible, with
the general interests and condition of the people.1
The ecclesiastical tradition in Scotland defined the legal context of

the pulpit. The demand of the Church was a qualified preacher. In theory this

objective embraced a rounded concept of the preacher and his task, A qualified

preacher was to b© a man of personal piety and integrity. He was to possess a

degree of academic and theological proficiency. He was to be able to bring his

knowledge to practical use in hie preaching.

In practice, the ecclesiastical tradition in nineteenth century Scotland

accentuated the academic. Personal piety and integrity were often perfunctory

and in too many instances apparently discarded after the prospective preacher's

initial encounter with his presbytery. The development of practical ability was

either spasmodic or dismissed to the uncertain future in both the divinity hall

and the probationary period. Consequently the preacher entered the pulpit of his

own parish academically tested but homiletleally unknown. The academic accent

of the Scottish pulpit in the nineteenth century was thus no accident but the

reflection of an ecclesiastical emphasis on academic proficiency in the procure¬

ment of a qualified preacher.

11mports T&e ^mSS. 'IkS. &UZ& 21 1894, p. 1038.



CHAPTER 111

THE SOCIAL DEMANDI A POPULAR PBEACHfcft

The nineteenth century witnessed the emergence of what was often called
•j

the popular preacher. Gavin Struthers, one of the prominent preachers of the

Relief Church, writes that it was near the beginning of the century when congre-
2

gations began their search for "men of popular talents" to fill their pulpits.

In 1832 John Anderson, whose sketches of the clergy originally appeared in an

Edinburgh newspaper, suggested that "eloquence, talent and worth" be the "sole
3

criterion to determine the selection of ministers." Thomas Chalmers is quoted

by Anderson as saying that he felt "the burden of a popularity of stare and

pressure and animal heat."^ In 1835 Henry Cockburn noted in his journal the

The term "popular preacher" does not mean that preaching was more im¬
portant to the nineteenth century than to preceding centuries. It does not mean
that the function of preaching in its theological and liturgical setting became
more primary or took on a particularly new significance. The term "popular
preacher" indicates that people increasingly attended a particular church because
they liked the preacher. Hence the popular preacher was the preacher pleasing
to an Individual listener. The term "popular preacher" also points to the new
awareness of the pulpit that the individual preacher must articulate his sermon
to the understanding and interest of his particular congregation. Consequently
the term "popular preacher" was always dynamic. Different preachers were popular
with different people. Churches prospered and preachers gained their fame on the
basis of the appeal of the sermon.

2
Gavin Gtruthers, Ihe li^Qyy of the njge, jfcgfflBgfiU and Ol

The Relief Church. Glasgow, A. Full&rton and Co., 1848, pp. 4*8, 447.
3
John Anderson, Sketches $£ jjhe ^xiinSjurgh Clergy. Edinburgh, 183k, pp. v-vi.

Ibid.. p. 6.
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effect of the Veto Act on the selection of a preacher* "The Wild party" have

had the "tendency to apply the Veto injudiciously against presentees whom they

think not sufficiently popular."1 In 184.8 iiacPhail1 a Journal demurred*

The city and town charges are generally bestowed not on the most
learned and able, but on the most popular candidates...and though
by a lucky conjunction it sometimes happens that a popular preacher
is also a learned and able man, there is no necessary connection
between the two.2

In 1850 the United Presbyterian periodical, The Christian Journal, justified popu¬

lar preaching via a kind of hostiletical pragmatism*

What is good preaching? Alas! how many answers would be given to
this question! And yet is not the true answer—the preaching by
which men are saved?....In order to that end, however, men must be
brought within the sphere of the pulpit and to bring the greatest
number of men within that sphere is our design.'
By the last quarter of the century the demand for a popular preacher was

nearly universal in Scotland, The popular preacher had become a social necessity

if not a theological conviction. In 1884 James Stalker tersely remarked in 'J&SL

unlfttfl fmiMrtftrtm I3agi«taa.»

A Scotchman is a sermon-loving animal...and he will never be an
acceptable preacher to a characteristically Scottish audience who
cannot appreciate the clutch with which they lay hold of the sermon.^

^Henry Cockburn, Journals. Vol. I, p. 137.

^HaePhai.1* a Journal. "Church Reform," Vol, 5, 1S4S, p. 314. It should be
noted that the popular preacher was not without criticism. In an ecclesiastical
system, see chapter 2, which accentuated the academic, the demand of the larger
social context for a popular preacher at times resulted in a clash of values.
The mass of society did not judge popular appeal fcy academic proficiency. Kenee
much of the criticism of popular preaching resulted from the clash of ideals be¬
tween the ecclesiastical objective and the social demand,

^The Christian Journal, "what Is Good Preaching," Vol. 1, 1850, p. 177.
H. W. Smith, The Pastor 4a Preacher, p. 128,emphasised that the sermon "is in
theory the most popular of all addresses...in the sermon the preacher deals with
man as man."

^Jases Stalker, "Ministerial heading," The United Presbyterian *1ns.
October, 1884» p. 421.
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In 168?, The British ..eekly featured a profile of the Broughton Place United

Presbyterian Church in idinburgh under the titles "Prosperous Churches and the

Cause of Their Guccees."

What stakes for this prosperity and activity? The activity reacts
on prosperity and makes it greater. The succession of men of piety
and outstanding ability in the pulpit draws and keeps a large
congregation,'

The many civic and parochial histories bearing the imprint of the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries indicate that the demand for a popular preacher was

common throughout .cotland. These writers viewed the growth and decline, the

success and failure of each congregation as contingent on the magnetism of the

preacher,^
The term "popular preacher" primarily referred to the increasing awareness

of the reciprocal relationship existent between the preacher and the congregation.

lio longer could the preacher assume that a congregation would assemble to hear

him out of sheer respect for hie office, bow a preacher secured an audience only

if his sermon was interesting and suited the taste of his congregation. In the

pastoral theology lectureship of the Old Kirk in 1882, B. W, Smith said: "To be

effective, preaching must take its tone and character partly from the speaker and

*fbe British Weekly. "Prosperous Churches and The Causes of Their
Success," January 28, 1887, p. 11.

2Alexander Gaamie, churches of. < perdean. 1909, pp. 23, 33, 71, 83,
208. This book, whose sketches originally appeared in the Aberdeen Daily Journal,
is a good example of a writer magnifying the role of the pojxxlar preacher,
William Baird, Annals a£ uuddingaton rortotello. Edinburgh, 1898, p. 4-53.
The British .eekly. "A Crowded Church In Edinburgh," hov. 4-, 1897, p. 44* John
Dickson, Cranstoum 4 Parish History. Anstruther, 1907, p. 102. George Gunn,
iM Pariah Churc^ &£. reebles. 1784.-1889, Vol. 1, p. 140j Vol. 5, p. 132j Vol. 9,
pp. 107-111. J. K. M,Bain, Arbroaths Past and Present. Arbroath, 1887, pp. 233-
234, "41, 244* Alexander Macpherson, Glimpses of Church and coclal Life Ip The
Highlands In elden Times. Edinburgh, 1893, pp. 191-255. 0. S, Calmond, neainla-

0L ±M. Jt^. Anfaevsp, 1905, pp.31, 94.
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1
partly from his hearers." In 1886 an article in The Scottish Church noted "that

a congregation is...impressed by what they hear from the pulpit because of being
2

conscious of a common interest in it." In 1891, bene Cromarty remarked in her

rather racy column in The British ..eekly that "the place makes the minister while

the minister makes the place.""' liobertson Mcoll, the editor of The British »eekly

was no mean preacher or journalist, Donald Carswell has written with candorj

ik>bertson Nicoll could always crowd the pew® just as he could always
sell an article. To him the preachers'problem and the journalists'
were substantially the same—to find a market and develop it.^

Alexander whyte, fticoll's friend a .c! minister at rree ot. George's Edinburgh,
5

notedt "Like people gradually gravitate to like preachers."

The press did not let the preacher forget this reciprocal relationship

linking the pulpit and the pew. In the Disruption fever of 1843 an editorial in

The, Scotsman stated that "in the quality of preaching every man is entitled to
6

please himself." In 1871, the .estalnater itaview in an article on religion in

Scotland observed}

In towns, where a great variety of preaching is to be had they
(the intelligent, educated and successful artisans} may attend the
ministrations of some particular clergyman; not because they believe
in any divine right attaching to his office, but because they sympa¬
thize with his standpoint, his preaching suits them.'

1H, W. Smith, Ihfi Pftstof &§. greyer, 1882, p. 31.

2Ihe Scottish Church, 1886, Vol. Ill, p. 243.

^The British weekly. "Ministerial Miniatures," October 31, 1898, p. 438.
This fairly regular column in The British /.eekly was written by eas Cromarty end
provides good Insight into the role of the "popular preacher",

^Donald Carswell, clt«P p. 221.

^Alexander whyte, Bflnyan C^arqcters l£ T^e i^riy j tjo^ress, First
Series, p. 256.

6
The Scotsman. Saturday, June 17, 1843, p. 2.
7
The Westminster Leviey. 1871, p. 4.
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The British weekly in 1887 succinctly captured the spirit of the timess "Preach¬

ing must interest hearers or it will certainly go."^
The popular preacher accepted this task assigned to him by the press.

Perhaps the preacher could not interest everyone} nevertheless, he set out to
2

interest as many as possible. In 18-48 one preacher wrote*

A preacher may be immeasurably inferior to many others in the
vigour of his intellect and richness of his imagination, and yet
may be very far their superior in seising and holding the minds of
his hearers. We cannot hope to do good if we do not succeed in
gaining the attention of the hearers and our expectations of
accomplishing the object of our ministry may be indulged with much
confidence, if we can eo preach as to compel our hearers,,,to listen
to us.

Thomas Guthrie did not become a popular preacher by accident, la his autobio¬

graphy he writes*

In view of going to Edinburgh, I had resolved to adhere to the same
style of preaching v/hich seemed to make me popular and acceptable
at Arblrlot, concluding that, as God had fashioned all men's hearts
alike, human nature was the same in the town as in the country—in
ladies and gentlemen as in lads and lassies,,,,! resolved to spare
no pains, nor toil, nor time in careful preparation, in making my
descriptions graphic, my statements lucid, ay appeals pathetic, in
filling my discourses with what would both strike and stick.^

James Begg caused no small stir with his pamphlet* The pf j*reaching. He

said* "Argue as you will, the case at the end of the day will be found to amount

to this* A minister can do little good if the people don't like him, and no good

"*The British Weekly, "Is ^reaching Doomed?", May 13, 1887, p» 17.

2Ibid.. february 8, 1889, p. 233.
3
John A. James, £& earnest Ministry. 1848, pp. 270-271.

^David K. and Charles J. Guthrie, ^echography & I&aftt Vol.
1, 1874, london, W. Isblster & Go., jp* 189-190. Guthrie said that "the tree la
known by its fruit" and that where an audience was dull or indifferent or sleepy
it was because "their minister was a poor, urdnteresting preacher," p. 122,
Mrs, vliphant in her biography of ^dward Irving, Vol. 1, pp. 68-6% suggests that
a popular style was also the goal of Irving.
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at all If they won't hear iiita."^ William Taylor, a highland ainieter,wrote In

his diary in 1865J

It seems to me very important that a minister should make himself
acquainted with the standpoints of his hearers, and that he should
be able to put himself in their place,...Thus he will be sure to
interest such persons.

The 1871 Report of the "Committee on Christian Life and Work" stated that the

pulpit of the Old Kirk "has been striving...to render herself more popular.

It would seem that the demand for a popular preacher was not in vain. In his

St. Giles Lecture of 1881, Archibald Scott observed} "The pulpit of today is
L

more in accordance with the wonts of the people."

The popular preacher as known in Scotland was the unique product of the

nineteenth century. The very tens "popular preacher" was a dynamic phrase chang¬

ing end varying in its meaning as the people who used the term varied in their
5

taste and setting. To label a man a popular preacher was itself a subjective

i
James Begg, The of Preaching. 1863, Edinburgh, pp. 13, 14.

2Wm. Taylor, TJie ^toblo&raphy gf 4 Higftl^d P&nigter, 1897, p. 109.

3iM i&jeaESft k£ 2k® Sgfeaata & 2k& £M®h ^gotland, 1871, "Committee
On Christian Life and Work," p. 424.

4
Archibald Scott, Giles Lectures. 1881, p. 347.

'The Christian Treasury. 1851, "Popular Preaching," p. 317. "Of late
a good deal has been said...respecting the style proper for the pulpit. Some
prefer extreme plainness, and some high polish. Mo doubt something is due to
the peculiar talents of each speaker and something also to the character of each
congregation." A. K« E. Boyd, Towards The lunset. 1383, p. 154. "In this country,
with its congregations multiplied beyond all reason, we must be very exceptional
...if we cannot find somewhere, the type of worship and the kind of instruction
that come heme to us. And having found what suits and helps us, we may well in¬
vite others to come." Alexander Wfayte, Ti& pftlk, Agd Gfra^pter ££
Jesus Christ our Lord. 1905, p. 141. "Go and search up and down the whole city
and seek out for yourselves ...a preacher of auttsority over you. A preacher who
whatever his Church, and whatever his creed, preaches home to your conscience.
If he awakens your conscience in you the first tiae you hear him, take sittings
for yourself and for your children before you go home...that is the preacher for
you."
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judgaent conditioned by a variety of social factors. It Is to these factors pre¬

cipitating and conditioning tha emergence of the popular preacher that attention

must now be focused.

fiM&gg Contributing To Ac -nergence Ao Pqpular rjeacher

a. The Collapse Of The Parish System

Perhaps the aost important factor contributing to the emergence of the

popular preacher was the collapse of the parish system. The decay of the parish

was largely the result of urbanization and the failure of the Church to keep pace

with the shifting and expanding population.1 In 1801, the population of Glasgow
2

was 77,385 and in 1821 it was 147,043. In Edinburgh during this same period,

the population grew from 82,560 to 133,235.^ During this twenty year period, the

net population of Scotland increased from 1,608,4-20 to 2,901,521,^ In spite of

this expansion augmented by industrialization, only six chapels of ease were built

by the Church of Scotland from 1800 to 1823Thomas Chalmers, the chief

1Lauranee Saunders, Scottish Democracy. 1815-1840, p. 138.
2
George S. Pryde, Scotland Prom 3,603 To The Present Day. Thomas Kelson

and Son, London, 1961, p. 141.
3
Ibid. In this period Paisley grew from 31,179 to 47,003 and Aberdeen

from 27,519 to 44,796.

^James Gray Kyd, Ldltor, ^ottlsft Pppiylatiop Statistics. -Edinburgh,
Scottish History Society, Third Series, Vol. XLIV, p. xvii.

^Cornelius 4. Smith, IM d IM te la SeMsizM. Lgzsitir
Um ts. la Ihe gt ^eqopd Ltfrt|gtlpal Unpublished Doctor* s
dissertation, The University of Glasgow, 1953. In the second quarter of the century
there was a flurry of church extension. Of course there was the Disruption of
1843 which virtually created a new church in every parish. Before that, between
1823 and 1833, Oraith notes that 222 chapels of ease were built by the Church of
Scotland. However, this activity was sore a witness to the evangelistic spirit
of th© evangelicals than a proof of the ability of the parochial scheme to grow
with the population. Thomas Chalmers said: "The truth is, that the great object
of extending the church accommodation in cities is, not to meet the demand that
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protagonist for a revived and aggressive parochialism in the first part of the

century, observed that the growth of irreligion in the oities was simply the result

of the inability of the Church to go with the times.1
The collapse of the parish system is evident In the patterns of church

attendance in the major cities of Scotland. The people preferred to worship in

churches other than the parish church. This is most vividly seen in an analysis

of the report of the "heliglous Instruction Commission8 of 1835 for Aberdeen,
2

Edinburgh and Glasgow. In Aberdeen more than three out of every four attended

a Church of Scotland outside the parish In which they lived.-' In Glasgow, seven

already exists but to create a taste and a habit which have now fallen into
desuetude. It is altogether a reclaiming process." See The Christian and Civic
Gconomy of Large Towns. Vol. 2, Glasgow, p. 1.

One negative remit of this parochial expansion was the financial drain
and debt it placed on the town councils. As the civie coffers dipped toward
bankruptcy, the city fathers found parochial extension to be an "intolerable
burden." Gee The Belief lagazine. Vol. 7, 1844# p. 3. Henry Cockburn suggests
that part of the reluctance of the town councils to help the Old Kirk was also
related to the fact that most of the council ambers were independents and dis¬
senters. See Cockburn1e Journal. Vol. 2, p. 55.

One other factor contributing to this collapse of the parish system was
the increasing sense of irreligion. In part this was due to a less rigid attitude
toward church attendance. In the 18th century it was the custom in many towns
for the various trades to parade to Church together each Sunday and sit according
to rank in their designated galleries. By the end of the century this practice
had virtually ceased. Gee James Howie, ^ Historical Account of the Town of Ayr.
1861, pp. 19-20. Also see George Hay, The History of Arbroath, p. 301. *1111am
Hanna in his biography of Chalmers notes that from the time of Union, it had been
law that all university students attend the Church of Scotland on uinday. By
1825 this law had been rescinded in all the universities except St. Andrews where
Chalmers unsuccessfully led the cause for this law's repeal. See Hanna, ££. cit..
Vol, 3, pp. 115-116.

1Williaa Hanna, Memoirs Life and Writings Thomas
Vol. 2, p. 118. Also see Chalmers, The Christian ^nd Civic economy of Large
Towns. Vol. 2, Chapter 9* Here in 1821 Chalmers says that the parish system has
collapsed in Glasgow.

2
Gee Appendix I21-A. Note that the figures only refer to the Church of

Scotland,

See Appendix III-A.
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out of ten attended a church other than the one in their parish. In ,xiinburgfc,

where the statistics are least complete, nearly three out of every five in the

habit of attending the Old Kirk, preferred an Old Kirk outside the bounds of their
2

parish. While the survey of 1835 gives no reason for this preference and practice,

it is obvious that in patterns of church attendance the pariah was no longer a

3
viable unit in the aajor cities of Scotland,

One of the reasons for this preference to worship in a church other than

the local parish church was the attraction of the popular preacher. Thomas

Chalmers implied that church attendance was based on the popularity and strength
4

of the preacher. often the chapels of ease were filled by young men of earnest

and popular gifts. Professor J. E. S. Burleigh has suggested that the multiplica¬

tion of the chapels of ease after 1825 provided an "alternative to the local

perish church.In 1&47 an editorial on Sabbath observance in The ..cotanan

indicted this craving for popular preaching as the cause of the increasing

deference to worship in the local parieh church*

As two of the most violent supporters of the (closing of the railways
on Sundays).•.are popular preachers, who every Juaday have crowds of
carriages waiting at the doors of their churches, The Scotsman has
asked them every week how they can reconcile with their conscience
their failure to censure this Sabbath desecration..♦(the desecration
of the coachmen having to work on .AindayJ,. ...»e venture to say that
The Scotsman will never get an answer from the parties themselves, but
we shall venture to offer hia cur own theory of their motives, iiuch
as they respect the Sabbath, these clergymen have a still high venera¬
tion for their own particular preaching. If the admirers were content

1Ibid. 2Ibld.
%hie same survey suggests that the reverse was true once one left the

larger cities. In the country communities, the parish was still a viable system.
4
Thomas Chalmers, Civic dconotasr. Vol. 2, op. 18, 19, 31} Vol. I, p.

102.

**J. H. 3. Burleigh, o£. oit.. pp. 314-321. Also see* Cockburns Journal
Vol. 1, pp. 95-96.
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with the homely unpopular preacher near his own residence, both
he and his coachman sight attend church. But it is better that
the master should enjoy a more soul-stirring and heart-melting style
of oratory than the coachman he left,.,to take charge of horses.,..
Hence it is that the popular preacher will never censure the Sabbath
desecration that brings a gentleman fro® a far distance to hear his
particular oratory.

Again, the writers of local histories indicate that the attraction of people

from other parishes or congregations was commonplace in the emergence of a popular
2

preacher. While it cannot be said that the advent of the popular preacher brought

about the collapse of the parish system, it would appear that the collapse of the

parish system was conducive to the emergence of the popular preacher.

b. The Growth and Appeal of Dissent

Concurrent with the collapse of the parish system was the growth and

appeal of religious dissent. While the Church of Scotland was adding but six

chapels of ease between 1800 and 1823, the two largest dissenting Presbyterian

bodies, the belief and United Secession, were establishing 106 new congregations

between 1797 and 1319.3 In fact, between 1787 and 1849 a total of 352 new United

Secession or belief congregations appeared in Scotland.^ The death blow to the

parish system and the ultimate triumph of dissenting Presfeyterianisa was the Dis¬

ruption of 1343.** At the time of the religious census of 1851 the Old Kirk had

rpotsaap, January 7, 1847, p. 4.

fcJee p. 122 of this thesis, footnote $2.

^William .Macilelvie, AqnalB yt^Usticp J&g, MM fiMgSgSttlaa
Church. Edinburgh, Oliphant and Co., 1873, pp. 36-43*

^Ibid.
c

'In 1850 a Committee of the Aberdeen Free Church .Presbytery acknowledged
that at the time of the Disruption the Free Church had "unwisely" abandoned the
parish system. See Tlje Minutes u£ T£e rree Church Presbytery of Aberdeen.
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*1
1,183 congregations attracting 351,454 worshippers. The free Church and the

United Presbyterian Church together boasted 1,354 congregations attracting an
2

estimated 451,499 worshippers. By the middle of the nineteenth century religious

dissent was both respectable and numerically attractive.

The growth and respectability of Presbyterian dissent was not all the

result of the Disruption of 1843. By at least 1835 Presbyterian dissent was

3
prosperous in all areas of Scotland south of Dundee and Perth. In Glasgow 59*4%

and in Edinburgh 53.7% of those attending church worshipped in a church other

than the Church of Scotland.^ In Berwickshire, Roxburgh, Selkirk, and West Lothian

attendance was greater in the congregations of the dissenting Presbyterians than
5

In the Church of Scotland. Early in the nineteenth century in the southern half

of Scotland the dissenting pulpit provided a challenge to the Lid irk which
6

could not be silenced nor easily ignored.

Ultimately, the presence of so many Presbyterian congregations, each

1Census of Great Britain. 1851; Religious worship and rdtucstlon. 18511
London, 1854, p. x.

2ibia.

Appendix III-3, D.

^Summarizing the findings of "The Religious Instruction Commission of
1835" in Edinburgh and Glasgow, one finds that in Edinburgh the "average highest
attendance in the established Church" was 29,370. The "average highest attendance
in Other Denominations" was 33,542. In Glasgow the "average highest attendance
in the established Church" was 28,374* The "average highest attendance in Other
Denominations" was 41,539. ceo fhg, ^epprt &£ T^e Coram! fisionarg u£
Instruction. ...cotland. 1837, pp. 12, 13. The ocond r.eoort Of Xh£ Connlssigners
Q£ heligloag. Instruction, ^ofrlancJ, 1837, p. 13.

5
See Appendix II1-3.

^Gsvin Struthers, og. cit., p» 432. "The rising spirit of civil and
religious liberty in Scotland wag attended with rivalry and jealousy among the
different religious parties. The emulation was, who should take the lead among
the people, whose favor now began to be courted, because their power now began
to be felt."
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coapeting for the loyalty of the sea© people, accentuated the demand for the

popular preacher. Certainly the historians ox" the United Presbyterian Church have

not disguised the fact that it was the popularity of their pulpits which held

the secret to their success.^ i'he free Church of 1343 not only included the more

popular preachers who carried their congregations with thorn, but the free Church

vent out of the establishment with the expressed conviction that in preaching

end the selection of their ministers it was "the people who are to judge whether
2

they be edified or not." Neither was the uld Kirk of the post-disruption era

immune to the invasion of popular- preaching. In 1848 HacPhail1r Journal, a period!

cal of unquestioned loyalty to the Old Kirk, observed that "since the Secession,

the general average of preaching instead of being lowered had risen considerably;
3

and this is the general opinion of the lay members of the Church of Scotland."

Cn the ano hand the plurality of Presbyterian congregations created a kind of

loyalty which encouraged church attendance more out of support for a particular
4

preacher than because of any sincere "love of the word." Un the other hand the

dissenting church often owed its very existence to the demand of the people for

1J. H. Leekie, recession Memories, pp.187, 188. David Woodside, |he Soul
QL A heptt^ Cfcasch, pp. 145-166. P. fendreth, The MM Presbyterian Diyiplty
hall, p. 11. The Edinburgh Review, "Presbytery examined," No. 180, Vol. 89, 1849f
p. 474.

2
The Free Church of Scotland, Proceedings. May 1843* P. 2.

^iacPhall's Journal. "Church Reform," Vol. 5, 1848, p. 312.

^The Free Church of Scotland, Assembly Paper?. "Henderson Case," 1844»
p. 67. Mem Mackay, Cruden .-.nd Its Ministers. Peterhead, 1912, pp. 99, 100,
October 25, 1851, p. 2, The : cotaman noting the Intense rivalry between the
churches rem&rkedt "How these Presbyterians hate one another." In Nov. 30, 1888,
P* 73, The British Weekly noted that the members of Free St. Georges and the Free
Pig! Kirk never worship in one anothers' churches because they believe the preachers
and their theology to be so opposed to each other.
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their own popular preacher.1 To Janes Begg popular preaching was the mandate
2

of the free Church froia the people of Scotland. The growth and appeal of dissent

depended on the popularity of each particular pulpit and so encouraged the emer¬

gence of the popular preacher.

c. Preaching The Practical mphasis of The Church

A third factor contributing to the emergence of the popular preacher
3

was the importance attached to preaching in the life of the Church. ^Tactically

speaking, preaching was and continued to be the primary emphasis of the Church

throughout the nineteenth century. This is evident in at least three areas:

(1) In the many descriptions of the religious life of Scotland, (2) In an

analysis of the worship of the Church, (3) In the fact that the sermon was the

basis on which the congregation selected their minister.

In descriptions of the religious life of Scotland, the pulpit was a

dominant factor. In 1843, The Glasgow Herald described Presbyterianls® as

4
"essentially a religion of the platform." In 1859 a disgruntled layman wrote

In a popular pamphleti

Sermons and ministers, ministers and sermons, are, somehow, so mixed
up with the everday-life, and so frequently a topic of conversation 5
among nearly all classes, that a stranger can hardly miss remarking it.

1
The Edinburgh review. "Presbytery examined," Sk>. 180, Vol. 89, 1846,

p. 474« A layman o& jyhe Idolatry Of T^e Pulpit. Anonymous, 1859, p. 9. H. W.
Moncrieff, The Free Church X'rinclple. p. xiv-sv, Dean Damsay, Dominiscences
o£ ccottlsh life ajid Character, pp. 6~-63.

2
James Begg, The, a£ Preaching, pp. 11, 12.

"^The primacy given the pulpit was not new to the nineteenth century, For
sources indicating the presence of this emphasis in the preceding centuries see
G. B. Henderson, The Claims cf "The Church of ..cotland, vp* 73* lo5; W. G. Blaikie
The Preachers or ocotland. p~l$ i^wls o.Trastow. The' Modern Pulpit. p. 285.

^The Glasgow Herald. June 5, 1843* p» 1*
5
A i&yrann Tjjg Idolatry of The Pulpit. p. 4.
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In 1861 a contributor to the British and 1- oreign -vangelical I.eview said;

"the sermon is the palladium of our Church.,..With the practice of preaching

she stands or falls."^ In 1871 an analysis of religion in Scotland published

in The .estminster review observed that the "country districts" were still "the

strongholds of Prestyterianisra" for here "the sinister i® listened to as if what-
2

ever he said must have a stamp of heavenly truth," In his Baird hectares, John

Marshall hang lamented that in Scotland a congregation was really "a company of

hearers of the minister."^ In 1891 on English clergyman writing his "Impressions

of Scotland" in The British weekly concluded that the civic mottos "Let Glasgow

flourish by the preaching of the word" still represented the "temper of the
4

people."

The primacy of preaching in the life of the Church is further evident

in the worship of the Church. The high central pulpit architecturally testified

to the cuntrality of preaching In worship. To go to church was to attend "the
5

preaching, the hearing of eo and so;" it was "marching off to a sermon." In¬

deed the sermon appears to have so dominated the service of worship that in 184.6

the Free Church and in 1856 the Old Kirk officially stated "that a portion of

hrlti^h and ggggjgB pyqngel^cal r,eview, "Aphorism un The Style
Of Preaching Adopted To The Times," 1861, p. 515.

2Ihe Westminster i.eview. "neligious Tendencies In Scotland," Vol. XCVI,
1871, p. A*

3^John Marshall Lang, The Church And Its ..ocial illusion. 1902, p. 513,

^W. J. Dawson, "Impressions Of Scotland," The British weekly. February
16, 1891, p. 286.

5
The British and Foreign Avancslical neview. Vol. 8, 1859, P. 565. The

•christian, l£3M2EL> 1351, p. 393. The ...eotsaaa. January 16, 1886, p. 6. wanes
Brown, "Decency and Order In Public worship," The United Presbyterian Magazine.
April, 1884., p. 144.
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1
the scriptures he read at each of the ordinary diets for public worship." In

1661 one periodical pundit said that aany people were "depending too much on the
2

person of the preacher...considering the word of God as the preacher's word."

In 1864 Norman MacLeod declared in a sermon published in his periodical Good

Words? "I am persuaded that very many who regularly come to Church have never

once in their lives joined in its public worship."^
There was often a barrenness of worship but it must not be assumed that

4
patterns of worship wars static. On the contrary it was the nineteenth century

that witnessed a renewed interest in liturgy. Various orders of worship were in
5

common use at the end of the century. However, changing orders of worship did

not alter the centrality of the sermon. The liturgically orientated Scoto-

catholics were not anti-sermon. Their objective was a more balanced service of
6

worship emphasizing the combined ministry of word and sacrament. By 1896 the

^'The free Church of Scotland, Acts Of The General Assembly. 1846, p. 21,
The Church of Scotland, ;-cta The General assembly, 1356, p. 31,

2iM ,2£d laEa&ffll &BH^g3Ag&L review, 1861, p. 523.

^Norman MacLeod, "Prayer," Good Words. 1864, p. 781.

Alexander Wright, The Pyepbyterj-an Church? Itg. worship, f.^nctjong. and
1895, p, 21, Wright contends that the barrenness of worship

was the legacy of 18th century Moderatisra.

5L22££M sni afAwq,? Qi. lha. cbiiE£b S£2ilsM> *89o, 1391, 1892.
"Committee un The Proper Conduct Of Public orship."

^In 1893 the Scottish Church .ociety held a conference In Glasgow, The
papers read there are published under the title? Scottish Church Society 'Confer¬
ences. first Series, Edinburgh, 1894, There John MacLeod and J, Cromarty smith
both made strong statements on behalf of the needed "attention" and "higher appre¬
hension" which should be given to preaching in the context of public worship, pp,
132, 193. In 1899 the Church of Scotland assembled in Glasgow for an official
conference on the state of the Church. The papers read here are published under
the title? Church of Scotland Congress. 1899. Here J, Marshall Lang end H. J.
Wotherspoon sought to bring new meaning to the sermon by stressing the relation¬
ship between "worship and preaching" and "Word and Gacraaents," pp. 120, 143-144.
Lang said that "the matter which bulks most in the talk and the thought of the
average church-goer is the preacher end the preaching," Ibid, p. 119,
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seraon had been shortened to an average of thirty minutes but The British „eeklv

suggested that the shorter sermon simply stood at the center of a shortened

service of worship.^ Throughout the nineteenth century worship was primarily

listening to a sermon,

finally, the priority of preaching in the practical life of the Church is

evident in the fsct that the sermon was the basis of the call. It has been already

noted that in both the United Presbyterian Church and the free Church the congrega¬

tions called their own ministers and it was on the basis of the man's preaching that

they issued the call. In the Old Kirk of the pre-disruptlon and post-disruption

eras the sermon was for all practical purposes the basis upon which the congrega¬

tion made known their will. The call was signed only after the people had heard

the presentee preach. If there was dissatisfaction, the sermon became the basis
2

of protest, After the Patronage Act of 1874, the right of each congregation to

choose their own minister became the official practice in the Old Kirk,-*
In the last half of the century most vacant pulpits set off a round of

wh&t was called "competitive preaching," This was the process by which vacant

In 1896 The British weekly conducted a survey of the length of sermons.
In this survey sixty-five Scottish Presbyterian Churches were cited. The longest
sermon was one hour and eighteen minutes by a free Church minister in Inverness.
The shortest sermon was fourteen minutes by an Old Kirk minister in uundee, Alexander
Whyte of Free -1« George's, Edinburgh, spoke thirty-nine minutes. J. Smith of the
Broughton Place United Presbyterian Church, Edinburgh, spoke thirty-seven minutes,
George Matheson of dt» Bernard's Old Kirk, Edinburgh, spoke twenty-eight minutes.
J, uharp of St. Giles spoke fifteen minutes. Taking the mean of the sixty-five
Scottish ministers cited, the average sermon was twenty-eight minutes. The British
iv-ekly. March 19, 1896, p. 356,

2
Any single year of the Assembly Papers of the Church of Scotland between

1840 and 1247 will sufficiently illustrate the importance of preaching as the
basis of protesting a presentation.

3
The Church of Scotland, »cts Of The General Assembly. 1875, PP» 20-24,
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congregations heard a series of preachers electing the one they liked best,^
The confession of probationers and church coiamittees alike indicates that the

2
basis of most calls was the popularity of the sermon. A system and practice

which so accentuated the role of preaching could not help but produce attitudes

and convictions contributing to the emergence of the popular preacher.

j&xagga&g SaaMLttaafaag

In the nineteenth century popular preaching was conditioned by two major

social movementb: urbanization and secularization. These movements, which vir¬

tually spanned the century, affected preaching. Both movements confronted the

pulpit with challenge as well ©s opportunity, &, Wingfield-Stratfield has stated

the essence of the challenge in these words:

Could the people of this island, and particularly its dominant
middle class, with its moral earnestness and seemingly limitless
resources, bring about the miracle of adjusting human life and
western civilisation to the new conditions"^

Of these two social movements urbanization provided the more overt challenge as

is evident in th© balder problems of immorality, alcoholism, illiteracy and

poverty. The challenge of secularization was more subtle and sophisticated being

The Free Church of Scotland, Acts The General assembly. 1859.
neports ofl The schemes v£ The Church o£ .^cotlsnd. "Committee On Competitive
Preaching," 1892, pp, 1005-1006,

2
Bee Chapter II of this thesis, > arcus Cods, -.arly letters, pp. 161,

247-248, 254-255, Reports On The schemes TJae Church of , -cotltmd. 1894» pp.
1088-1099. life and ork. August, 1699, p. 148, The .cottish Church. "The
Church and uorship," Vol, IV, 1891, p» 164. A, K« H» Boyd, Towards The ..unset.
pp. 247-248. "It is no wonder that th© people of Scotland have always tried go
hard to have a voice in the selection of their ministers, while the people of
England have been quite content to have no voice at all. Far more depends here
on the man: everything depends on th© man. And hence has come the sad result,
the people go to church to hear Mr. Cuch-a-one!"

wingfield-Jtratford, The Victorian Tragedy. London, 1930, p. 280,
Also pp, 283-284.
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intellectually and culturally orientated. The changing emphasis of the evangeli¬

cal pulpit must be soon from within the context of these two movements.

a. Urbanization and The Evangelical response W?

Urbanization was the child of the industrial revolution. Bora in the

previous century, urban life came into rapid maturation in the nineteenth century.

The growth of industrial centers, such as Glasgow, placed an unbearable strain
2

on the existing parochial system. The movement of the population from the country

to the town was described by one observer as "a flood which swept away all the
3

old relations of urban and rural districts." People who had been reared in rural
4.

ways were thrust into urban situations alien to "rural interests." The result

of this social upheaval was twofold: a widespread attitude of religious dis¬

interest and the appearance of social vices on a large scale. To the staid but

1
It is not the purpose of this section to discuss the social aspects of

the industrial revolution and urbanization nor the significance of urbanization
for the social mission of the Church, Consequently I have stated the essence
of urbanization only in its broadest terms. The purpose of this section is to
illustrate the new situation and demands with which urbanization confronted the
pulpit and to outline the general response of the pulpit. The theological transi¬
tion fro® moderatisa to evangelicalism in the first three decades of the nine¬
teenth century is common knowledge, however, evangelical preaching was more than
a theological change. The evangelical sermon was the response of the pulpit to
a new social age. Hence this sermon must be seen against the backdrop of
urbanization.

2
I, F. Grant, Rcpnoalc History <j£ Scotland. London, 1934-, Longmans,

Green and Co., p. 215. Between 1301 and 1881 the population of Lanark, Renfrew,
Dumbarton, Fife and Stirling quadrupled.. Also see W, H. Marwick, economic
Developments In Victorian Scotland. James MacKinnon, The. Ooeial And Industrial
History of Scotland. The parochial system encompassed more than the church and
its sabbath services. The Church maintained control of the morals of the com¬

munity via an often rigorous system of discipline. However, by 1850 this systems
of discipline is becoming weak and ineffective. See: Session Records of the
Barony Church. Glasgow, March 29, 1848. The aoports ya The. Doheases uf The Church
of Scotland. 1896, "Commission On The 1 eligious Condition Of The People," p, 817.

3
Duncan Campbell, Reminiscences and Reflections Of .p. octogenarian Pdgh-

lander. p. 593.

AIbid.
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wary religious community, urbanization appeared to be the basis of irreligion

and moral decadence.^
Urbanization coupled with the collapse of the parish system confronted

the pulpit with the specter of absenteeism and irreligion. Ibis was an unresolved

problem throughout the century. Much of Thomas Chalaar* a* activity in Glasgow

between 1815 and 1823 was an attempt to alter the habits of "that mass of human

beings whose estrangement from all the sanctities of Cabbath observation is of
2

such deadly import to the well-being of a community." In 1835 the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland, now dominated by the Evangelical Party, en¬
acted a national "day of humiliation" because of "the demerits of this our day"

in religious instruction, family worship and church attendance.^ In 184.6 the

Pastoral Letter of the Free Church emphasised "the prevailing ignorance and prac¬

tical heathenism of large masses of the people," concluding that "God seems a
A

stranger in the land." This concern over absenteeism and irreligion reached

its climax in 1851 when seventeen presbyteries overtured the General Assembly

of the Free Church anent the "Spiritual Destitution of the Land." The Synod of

Glasgow and Ayr proposed!

Whereas irreligion, neglect of the means of grace, atheistic con¬
tempt of God, and antichristian error are alarmingly prevalent over
all the land, but more especially wheresoever large masses of the
population are drawn together! Whereas this lfsaentable state of

Professor James Robertson of the old Airk reminded his final year students
that they were going to the "wide wastes of moral heathenism where manufacturing
or mining centres are built round with horses of Ghrlstlesa men." A. H. Chartaria,
Life <j£ James Robertson. pp. 311, 361. The British Anft Foreign Evangelical
Review. Vol. A, 1855, p. 569. Hero the phrase "an age of sensual allurements
and worldly excitements" was used to describe the times.

2
Thomas Chalmers, The Civic Economy 0£ Large Towns.. Vol. 2, p. 16.

^rhe Church of Scotland, acta 2£ The 'General Assembly. 1835, pp. 43-47.

^The free Church of Scotland, Acts Q|; The General assembly. 1846, pp. 91,
93.
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things is so rapidly increasing as to be almost already beyond
the ordinary means of cure, and threatens soon to obliterate the
very appearance of Christianity amongst us and thus to bring down
the judgements of God on a people so privileged as we have been
••••We overture the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland
to take the subject into its consideration.'

In 1863 The worth British Review. noted that while the religious condition was

better in Scotland than in Lagland, still the "sunken classes are the irreligious
2

classes" who fail to attend church. In 1887 the "Lapsed Classes" were the eub-
3

ject of a special report to the General Assembly of the Old Airk. In 1896 the

"Commission On The Religious Condition of The People" reported that "the amount

of non-church-going is most serious" embracing all parts of the country and all

classes of people.^ Urbanisation, which was the concentration of ©any people in

a small geographical area, accentuated for the first time the magnitude of

religious indifference.

Urbanisation also called attention to the presence of social problems

and vices. The nineteenth century was cognizant of widespread illiteracy among

the masses of the people,** Alcoholism appears to have become more troublesome

^
Hie Free Church of Scotland, assembly Racers. 1851, p. 6,

2i'he forth British Review. 1863, p. 440.

%g20£t£ The u£ The Church o£ ocptlqnfl, "Special Report By
The Committee On Christian Life and Work," 1887, p, 444* 1Mb report on the
"Lapsed Classes" included three recommendationst 1. The Church should co-operate
with sanitary officials in improving "the physical condition of the lapsed."
2. For the improvement of the moral and spiritual conditions "temperance cafes,
reading-rooms and lectureships bearing on everyday experience" should be supported,
3, "In regard to spiritual elevation the services of -orship in the church might
be rearranged so as to make the® far more available than now for bringing in those
who are unconcerned."

^Ibld.. "Report of The Commission On The Religious Condition Of The reople,"
1896, pp. 799-944, Note pp. 822-823 emphasis that non-church attendance is preva¬
lent among the "upper and professional classes,• .not limited to the working classes.''

**I, F, Grant, everyday Life In old Scotland. Vol. Ill, p, 406. Thomas
Chalmers, Civic -.conomy. Vol. 1, pp. 141-168. K. K.. Webb, "Literacy Among The
working Classes In Nineteenth Century ,.,cotland," sottish Historical Revlew.
Vol. 33> p. 100. Thomas Guthrie, 4 »lea i'or ragged -chools. 1847, p. 42.
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tfaan in previous periods of Scottish history.^ Crime and vice flourished in &

2
disconcerting manner. The squalor of poverty and inadequate housing gave rise

3
to infectious disease which too often reached plague-like proportions. To the

Church these were evils demanding eradication. These were problems necessitating

some kind of spiritual interpretation.

To the Church the diagnosis and prescription were one. At heart the

problem posed by urbanization was spiritual...it was man's estrangement from his

Creator. The remedy as phrased by Thomas Chalmers was "to superinduce the princi¬

ples of an efficient morality on the mere principles of nature and there to work
4

a transformation of taste and character." This was the evangelical understanding

1
Thomas Ferguson, Dgsa qpttish Sogi^ ^elfarp, p. 27. The Free

Church of Jcotland, Proceedings. 1846, p. 114. It is said that here "in the
Canongate alone there are seventy-four licensed spirit shops. 57,720 gallons
of whisky are annually consumed in that locality." The Church of Scotland,
Assembly Papers. 1848. In a petition by John Hope a member of St. Andrew's
Church, it is claimed that 60,000 Scotsmen die annually from the effects of
"liquors" with "£65,000,000 spent annually on the sale of liquors." The United
Presbyterian Magazine. "Is Scotland's Morals Improving?" Vol. IV, 1887, pp. 352ff;
398ffj 444.

2
The Church of Scotland, Acts Of The General assembly. 1850, p. 45.

Here it is said that between 1830 and 1850 the annual rate of "serious crime"
rose from 1,800 incidents to nearly 5,000; "the increase of criae being to that
of the population during the same period in the ration of seven to one."

William Tait, Magdalen!sa. Edinburgh, 1840, pp. 2-4, 10. Tait says that
there were about 800 prostitutes grossing £200,000 yearly in Edinburgh. Tait
continues: "It is painful to reflect on the indubitable fact that the hours of
the Sabbath which are set aside for divine service, are those generally selected
for these immoral appointments....It ie a notorious fact that servants under the
pretence of going to church, obtain leave for several hours in the evening of
the Gabbeth, with no other intention than to spend it in the haunts of wickedness."
Also see William Logan, Moral statistics of Glasgow. 1849, Office of the Scottish
Temperance League, p. 46.

3
Thomas Ferguson, o£. cit.. pp. 40-63. Lobert Buchanan in The destitution

of the Masses in Glasgow. 1851, p. 3, says that the average life span in Glasgow
was thirty-three years.

^Thomas Chalmers, Gjg&fl *90paw, Vol. 1, pp. 9, 93. ^ograarqjal US-KWEM*
p. 129.
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of the gocpel as "the free and full tender of salvation through the blood of

Christ to all who will,"*' hater in the century James Wells wrote of the -ynd

Mission of the free Glairch in Glasgow*

Those who built up the ».ynd churches...did not discuss social
problem®. They were too buoy solving them. with then it was plain
as d y that the materisl, physical, social and moral conditions of
the poor depended on their spiritual condition and that the Gospel
of Jesus Christ is the only remedy for our manifold Miseries.*2
While this evangelical diagnosis did not preclude any programs of

social welfare, it left such activity totally to the individual, ha article

in £jja Lriiish .»na rdrelsa ovan^ellc^l .^vIcq described the social responsibility

of the Ghurch as threefold*

first the Church should direct special attention towards fostering
the spirit out of which all true social improvement springs,
secondly, we would nave churches, or rather preachers, in their
public and pastoral work urge on the members of their flocks
who have much in their power, their obligation to do what they
can for promoting the social prosperity of their neighborhoods.
Lastly ve would have the Church to encourage those of her Ministers
and members who feel a special interest in the subject to do ell
they can in their individual capacity...for advancing the temporal
welfare of the community•>

Ironically the mention of such names as James Bogg, fatrick Brewster, Thomas

Chalmers, A. E. Charter!s, Thomas Guthrie, Andrew A. -omerville and Gorman MacLeod

indicates that there were those who attempted to face some of the problems of

1
Thomas -hahaers, xftpty^tes yg Thyplogy, Vol. I, pp. 368, 369.

James wells, The Tree Ghurch of Gotland >4oathly. "The wynd . lesion,"
Jan. <c, 1899, P. A»

3
Tfoe British and *■ orelan MVanaefwcal review. "The christian Church

And Social Improvement," 1361, pp. 695-696. Boxaan MacLeod was mors insistent
in hie conviction that the Church was to be socially active but the social wit¬
ness of the Church was still to ba largely through individual witness. See
Gorman Kacneod, rariah .opera. 186*., pp. *13, Jav, 239.
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urbanisation. Indeed Stewart Mechie, while carefully acknowledging their

limitations, has suggested that because of these men the period between 1830
2

and 1870 was the high water mark of social concern in the nineteenth century.

Ultimately, to view the problems of urbanization as essentially spiritual was

to lay the hope for social alteration at the foot of the pulpit.

The response of the pulpit to urbanization was clothed in the language

of an evangelical theology. This was generally an aggressive response for the

evangelical preacher was both certain of his task and confident in his message.

Thomas Chalmers gave evangelical preaching its nineteenth century chartori

In order that sen may become Christians, there must either be an
obtruding of Christianity, on the notice of the people, or the
people must be waited for, till they move themselves in quest of
Christianity. We apprehend that the former, or what may be called
the aggressive way of it, is the moat effectual. Nature does not
go forth in search of Christianity, but Christianity goes forth to
knock at the door of nature, and, if possible, awaken her out of
her sluggishness.3

In the first General assembly of the Free Church in 1843, one minister speaking

of the evangelistic emphasis of that Church said} "Christianity itself is a

missionary scheme,"^ In 1861, The and Foreign ^v^eljcal review

carried an article in which the author declaredi "The preaching that the time
5

requires...resembles missionary preaching." In the second General Assembly of

i
Co® Stewart Mechie, The Church arid Scottish Coclal Development, for

the best description of the social work of most of these men. Dr. Otto Dibelius,
Das : irchlichc- Tabes Tchottlands. p. *-5, writess "The substantial gain of the
Disruption is that Scotland is the only country in Protestant Europe in which
the Industrial devolution was not the essence of an accompanying decay of
religion," This is my translation.

2Ibld.. pp. 165-167.

3Thomas Chalmers, The C^c ,qoppay 0£ Tflrgq Towns, Vol, 1, p. 93.

*The free Church of Scotland, Proceedings. May, 1843, p. 112.

^Tjbe British and Foreign evangelical Review, 1861, p. 527.
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the free Church in 1843, the Moderator, Dr. Brown, asked rhetorically:

What are all our movements to be directed to I What are we to
covet, what are we to sigh for, but that a people may be gained
unto the Lord, and brands plucked from the everlasting burning.

Ouch was the sits 3,m leben of the evangelical pulpit.

The aggressive nature of the evangelical pulpit was not necessarily

narrow and restrictive in outlook, Thomas Chalmers, the oft-quoted champion of

evangelicalism in its raost formative years,, proclaimed:

I assert, with the most unqualified earnestness, that Christianity
is the religion of life, and will bear to be carried in the whole
extent of her spirit and of her laws throughout all the haunts and
varieties of human intercourse...that in her strictest and most
essential character she may be introduced into the busiest walks
of society and there uphold her disciples in the exercise of that
simplicity and godly sincerity which she lays upon th&a,.,if she
cannot be practical neither ought she to be preached,

Chalmers' astronomical Discourses as well as his PAP,q,CTffirefi «•

evidence of one preacher*a willingness to venture into alien fields. Another

example of daring venture was Patrick Brewster, an Old Kirk minister at Paisley

who preached at the Christian Chartist Church in Glasgow in the 1840*s.^ David

Woodside aaye that some of the more prominent belief find Secession ministers

mounted the public platform on behalf of social and political reform.^ Un¬

doubtedly these men were more the exception than the rule. Yet they witness to

an aggressive evangelicalism which cannot be naively labeled as social obscuran¬

tism.

"*Ihe free Church of Scotland, Proceedings. October, 184-3, p. 176.

^Thomas Chalmers, Posthumous works. 8Sermons," ¥ol, 6, p, 39k*

%tewart Meohie, The Church and Scottish Social Development, p. 106,
ftobert Malcolm, Clerical Sketches, pp. 177ff. Donald C. smith, The failure and
Recovery of u>cls.l Criticism I& The ocottish Church 1830-1950, pp, 218-228.
This Is an unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, The University of Edinburgh, 1965.
for a description of a Chartist Church see Donald Malcolm, 2E* cit«. pp. 190ff»,
219ff. Also see John Cameron, The Pariah of Campele. p. 117.

L
David Woodside, ££. cfU. pp. 108-209.
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Th© preacher attempted to alter the trend toward irrellglon through the
1

inauguration of services specifically aimed for the working class* This approach

to the working class germinated in the experience of Thomas Chalmers in Glasgow.

H© suggested that "a Sabbath evening soman be preached in the church of a city

One tragedy of Victorian Scotland was the failure of the Church to reach
the working class. Seen Allan A. MacLsren, "Presbyterlaniss and the Working
Class In A Mid-Nineteenth Century City," The ncottleh Historical Review. Vol.
XLYI, 2* No. 142, October ±96?, p. 115ff, iflrst Report G£ Tfc£ I.eli^ioqjg 2Br
Qtmrtlw Coqafle^ofl, 1835, P. 32. Here the Commission notes the "indifference
to religion and neglect of worship of the poorer classes." The Deeond deport
Of The Religious Instruction Commission, 1835i makes the same observation for
Glasgow, p. 33. In I896 the Old Kirk final report of the "Commission on The
Religious Condition Of The People" noted the "serious problem of non-Charch-
going among the masses of cities," particularly Glasgow and Dundee. Dee Reports
G£ TJhe Safejgag &£ Chuyqh, o£ cjc.p.tl^d, 1896, p. 806.

While it is not the purpose of this thesis to deal at length with the
reasons for tills failure, it should b© noted that there were at least three
factors contributing to this*

The first was economic. The people simply could not afford the proper
clothes demanded for church attendance, furthermore the people with lower incomes
could not pay the seat rente which in 1835 in Glasgow ranged from 2 to 27 shillings
per annua and in Edinburgh were from 2 to -42 shillings per annum. Dae* mst
^P9,rt, ££ 2kl '.eftaflqup PF. 26* 27, 32. jiggc&d :eooyt
The I.el.igf.opp, Inei^ctfofi pp. 22, 33. also see: Cn Thg.
Gchoaes Of The Church a£ Dootland. 1888, "Committee On beat Rents," pp. 737-751.
The Church of Scotland, Acts Of The General Assembly. 1890, p. 56. Session
Minutes Qf T|je Charlotte Street United .Teabyterlan Church. Aberdeen, October 18,
1848I November 1, 1848J January lp, 1849$ August, 1849.

The second was cultural. Socially and educationally the pulpit and th©
preacher were removed from the life and understanding of the masses. Cornelius
Smith, o£. clt. writes* "It was from a vantage ground of considerable security
and elevation that the ministers made their survey of the social life around them.
At £200 per annum they had eight times the day labourer's wages." In 1896 th©
General Assembly of the Old Kirk received a report stating that the existing
barrier between the poorer masses and the clergy could only be broken by the
cl©rgy actually moving into the "denser parts of the city parishes," Reports

ggfeSBM QL IbS. 22B£2h of Gcpftlaqd, 1896, p. 809.
The third reason was personal and psychological, when the poor parson

did attend church he was often reminded of his status as a second class citizen.
Thomas Guthrie in his Autobiography, p. 367, notes that his church was not 'Access¬
ible" because "no man likes to be branded before his fellows as a pauper" and
for that reason the poor would not accept free sittings. In the Maxwell Church,
Glasgow, th© visitor or person holding a seat was greeted by this sign upon
entering Church*

"Strangers
Will Please Apply To The
Door-Keepers lor Sittings
To Prevent Inconvenience
To Regular beat Holders"



1

parish to a parochial congregation distinct from the day-hearers altogether,8

Men such as Robert Buchanan of the Tron Parish in Glasgow, Robert Lee in

Lennoxtovn, John Robertson of Glasgow Cathedral, barman MacLeod of Glasgow's

Barony, Professor A. H, Charteris in ^linburgh's Tolbooth arid J, H, Wilson of
2

Fountainbridge, Edinburgh all applied this plan to their own situation.

The evangelical pulpit of the nineteenth century consistently responded

to the challenge of urbanization with the proclamation of an individual salvation,
3

Man's personal salvation not social reform was the essence of their message. To

See Alan C. Brown, The Maxwell Story. p. 34* Also see Reports On The Schemes
Of The Church of Scotland. "Commission On The Religious Condition Of The People,"
1891, Presbytery of Hamilton, p. 994•

1
Thomas Chalmers, Civic Economy. Vol, 1, pp. 121, 123.

Gorman L. Walker, ;,fflbert D^.,, &
IS77, ip, 300f£ John Robertson, Sermons And expositions. "Memoir8 by J, G, Young,
1865, pp. lix-lx. Arthur Gordon, The Life; Of Archibald fjfiflHrffft Charterls. p,
157. Donald MacLeod, ^sSSSiS.& 12ZBSG H«fc»9d,» Mm V<>1, 2, pp. 57-61. John
Cameron, The Parish q£ Caaosie. 1892,pp. 94-95# This program was in Lennoxtown
in the 1830's under the same Robert Lee who was famous for his liturgical inno¬
vations in Edinburgh. The Free Church of Scotland Mpnthly. "The Story of
Fountainbridge," February 1, 1900, p. 26.

^liorman MacLeod has left the most complete series of sermons preached to
a working class audience. These sermons are found in Good Words throughout
1864# The title of these sermons published monthly weres 1. "Rot Caved." 2,
"Publicans and Sinners Hearing Jesus." 3# "The Love of Jeeus Christ for Sinners."
4. "The Prodigal Bon,8 5# "The Prodigal Son Con't," 6. "The Gadarene Demoniac."
7, "The Home Mission Work of Christians," 8. "Prayer," 9. "Prayer." 10. "Princi¬
ples of Christian Tolerance." 11. "The iuad of the Year," The first five sermons
deal with the way of salvation and each sermon concludes with the urging upon the
listener the experience of salvation. Sermon #6 is a transition sermon in which
it is shown that salvation issues in a new way of life with various responsibili¬
ties. Sermons 7 to 11 deal with practical themes of th© Christian life and per¬
sonal responsibility. In this particular series of sermons thore is a noticeable
lack of specific references to social facts although Donald MacLeod says that
his brother would speak of "such practical matters as sanitary conditions...
healthy food, and the treatment of children." See Memoirs of Norman MacLeod.
p. 61.
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the preacher social evils could only bo eradicated through a personal encounter

with Chrict which would in turn bring the regenerative graces of Christian virtue

to all classes of society. In 1823 Thouias Chalmers wrote in his civic -conoigy

The direct good which Christianity does, is when it stomps the
impress of its doctrine on the few whoa it makes to be the living
epistles of Christ Jesus, But they are epistles which...say be seen
and read of all men. Society at large may not be able to appreciate
the hidden principle of the evangelical life} but they can, at least,
pursue the inscription of its visible graces and virtues, and can
render them the homage, both of their full ©steam and of their par¬
tial imitation. It is thus that Christiana are the salt of the earth
....The presence of but one Christian individual in a city lane, may
tell, by a sort of reflex and secondary influence, on the general
tone of his vicinity.

John badie, who once "had hopes of the Chartist movement," said in one sermon*

The gospel does not produce uniformity cf social condition....Some
ride in chariots; and some are humble pedestrians, oome have
abundance} others are denied it. Some have increasing stores; and
others, with the utmost frugality are still touching the verge of
poverty and debt. But this inequality is the means, under God, of
developing the choicest of Christian virtues, ..ere all rich, there
would be no room for hrietian benevolence.

In 1885, A. B. Bruce declared in a Cunday evening lecture series on Christianity

and nodal life that "The method of Christianity is to work by idealism not by
3 „

agitation, as a regenerative influence, not as a movement of reform." For

Bruce, the kingdom of God was this regenerative force in society bit the two

1
Thomas Chalmers, Civic Economy. Vol. 2, p. 43»

2
John Eadie, Th& Divine hove, p. 254, Also see James Brown, Th& Life

Of John aadio. p. 17. In one sermon, vobert Buchanan argued that the working
class man and economically less privileged man were really better off than "the
more successful" with their wealth, for they did not have "the burden and responsi¬
bilities of management," see hobert Buchanan, Hie Book of bccleslastes. pp. 1S6,
187.

3
A. B. Brace, "The Kingdom of God," Christianity and Doci.nl Life, p.

10.
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conditions for admission to the kingdom were "repentance and faith which may be
1

reduced to on®, receptivity." In 1894 -Principal rainy said that the task of

the preacher was to confront the individual with God, not to meddle in the "reform

of society."'*
uur business as ministers is to administer a gospel which comes
to men one by one, which sets up the Kingdom of God within them,
which prepares them to take in a new spirit the experience of human
life, whatever these may be, and which also disposes them in their
dealings with others to do justly and love-mercy. And those are the
primary conditions of true social welfare.*'
The evangelical pulpit was at its apex between 1830 and 1870. This was

also the period when the Church was more aware of the problems accompanying urban¬

isation. Boy after 1870 urbanization did not cease? neither did the evangelical
\

pulpit grow silent. let the influence of the older evangelicals was declining

even as the traditional approach to the unresolved problems of urbanization was
/

changing. Consequently attention must now be focussed on the emerging challenge

of secularization and the corresponding response of the moral liberal evangelical.

1Ibid.. p. 5.

Robert Rainy, The ecclesiastical Outlook. Edinburgh, MaeNivea & "Wallace,

3Ibid.
^In 1874# James Johnston asked in a pamphlet The ecclesiastical And Its11-

glous tatisties Of Loot-land. p. 3i "Are the churches in Scotland mere conservative
institutions existing for themselves and the salvation of individual souls, or do
they exist for the salvation of society, and for the sweetening and sanctifying of
all relations between man and man, as well as between man and God." In 1885 b. M.
hose in an address to a Free Church congregation declared* "The mission of Chris¬
tianity is not merely to save individuals but to regenerate society." See
"Christianity and Socialism," Christianity ;.nd Social wife. p. 76. Ross's senti¬
ments were echoed by the British and foreign wvangelleal iveview. 1888, p. 91$
"God has given Hie Gospel for the regeneration of society as well as for the
salvation of the Individual." James otalker, 0£. cit.. said} "The preacher's
vocation includes s message to the community as well as to the individual," p. 78.
Also see p. 8k. Kenry Drunaond, The Greatest Thing In The -orld and other
Addresses, pp. 129, 133>retained the concern for the renewal of the cities by means
of the gospel. He said} "Christianity is the religion of cities....To make cities
—that is what we are here for. To make good cities—that is for the present hour
the main work of Christianity. For the City is strategic."
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1
b. Secularization: New --'reaching and a New Theology

The challenge of secularization was launched on two fronts: the cultural

and the intellectual. The cultural challenge was more direct for it was at once

literary and political. The intellectual challenge was more subtle for it was

largely the adaptation of the evolutionary theory to the Christian Faith.

(1) Cultural Secularization

The cultural challenge of secularization was primarily reflected in the

press and popular literature which increasingly assumed the prerogative once

vested in the pulpit. In a provocative essay first published in 1829, Thomas

Carlyle said:

At no former era has Literature, the printed communication of
thought, been of such importance as it is now. Je often hear that
the Church is in danger* and truly so it is in a danger it seems not
to know of.,.its functions are becoming more and more superseded.

In 1&49> ®n article on "iUblic Worship" in KacFhail1e Journal, indicated that

1 am using the term secularization in a twofold sense. rirat secular¬
ization indicates the conversion of what woro once ecclesiastical or religious
or spiritual functions and concerns to secular or non sacred character and pos¬
session. In this sense secularization as discussed in this thesis is cultural
adaptation. See "Secularization" in the Shorter txford ^nglish Dictionary.
Secondly, secularization is "the philosophy of the things of time." It is the
concentration of attention on those subjects and issues which "can be tested fcy
the experience of this life." It is the preference for "the duties of this life
over those which pertain to another world," See Christianity and Secularism:
4 ftfblic Discussion by the liev, Brewin Grant and George Jacob Rolyoaks, London,
Ward and Co., 1853, p. 8, In this second sense, secularization is of intellec¬
tual or academic significance. This second usage of secularization is similar
to the definition given in the -Shorter Oxford Angli,afa Dictionary, to the term
MSecularism."

In 1889, The Scottish Church. Vol, II, Lew Series, included five articles
by Pearson M'Adara Muir on*; ecularisia," Muir says that two ideas existed at that
time es to the meaning of the term," Secularism." Some held it to be atheistic,
excluding belief in God and immortality. Others held that"Secularism" ignored
such questions, p. 22.

^Thomas Carlyle, "Sign Of The Times," assays. Vol, I, 1950* P» 24-1,
Note: this essay first appeared in the -adlnburgh Levlew. Ho# 98, 1829,
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man mat now look to the pest if he was to see the pulpit involved in social or

political controversy,^ In 1843 ft special "Editorial deface" in The Chriatlan

Journal revealed, though somewhat nostalgiclys

There is no department of the British press which is at present
commanding a greater amount of influence upon the public mind than
what is called the periodicals, from our high-class reviews and
magazines, down to the newspaper and the cheapest serial. But while,
at no distant day the pulpit had almost the whole field of instruc¬
tion to itself, the printing-press is now occupying perhaps the
larger portion of it...there are millions in our land over whom the
pulpit is exercising no influence whatever, these millions receive
all their teaching from the periodical press.

The diminishing influence of the pulpit on public opinion became most obvious in

the 1840*s and 1850's. In 1856 an editorial on "The Pulpit" in The witness

Newspaper readi

The daily press of the country, at the beginning of the century
tut in its infancy, has been making rapid strides ever since,
and of late has gained rapidly on the pulpit. The press is fast
installing itself as the great instructor of the people in both
politics and morals.^

By 1870 the struggle between the pulpit and the press for the domination of men's

minds was virtually over. The Westminster hevlew notedt "The daily press is

rapidly becoming the true Church of Scotland."^ What is more, this same article

declared that the "coming theological change will be hastened not by men who preach

two sermons a week in the pulpit but by those who preach daily in the press.

1
Hacxdmi,!'s Journal. "Dr. Brunton*s Forms For Public worship," Vol. 6,

1849* p. 413.
%'he Christian Journal. "Editorial Preface," Vol. 4, 1853, p. iv.

32S& witness newspaper, "The Pulpit," an editorial, 1856. In 1846, HacEhail's
Journal noted that "the press is at all times an engine of tremendous power....
religion cannot long maintain its legitimate hold upon the principles and practices
of the community,"Vol. 1, 1S46, p. 599. Also see the New series of Lowe's xadinburgh
iiagaslne. Vol. 3» 1847-1848, p. 358. John Philip, J&e Pulpit Ajj. The Bar, p. 3.

^The Westminster Review. 1871, Vol. XCVI, p. 3.

5Xhe Westminster Review. 1871, Vol. XCVI, p. 32.
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In 1882 The Free Church Monthly wistfully noted that the pulpit was "no longer

the chief means of instruction and Intellectual improvement,""' The press was

the vehicle bearing the cultural challenge of secularization.

The cultural challenge of secularization was threefold! First, there was

an overt criticism of preachers and preaching in popular literature, secondly,

there was a concerted thrust to wrench all political power from the pulpit and

restrict the jurisdiction of the preacher to "things spiritual." Thirdly, the

popularity of the press created the taste for a literary style which placed new

demands on preaching.

The anti-clericalism of popular literature is evident in the manner in

which the preacher was often portrayed. Perhaps the most influential of the

early detractors from the pulpit was Thomas Carlyle. In 1829 he called attention
O

to that "theological Unbelief" which was no stranger "even in the Pulpit itself,11

In 1831 Carlyle scathingly analysed religion in general and preaching in particu¬

lar:

Is it a healthy religion, vital, unconscious of itselfj that
shines forth spontaneously i*1 doing of the Work, or even in preach¬
ing of the Word? Unhappily, no. Instead of heroic martyr Conduct,
and inspired and soul-inspiring .eloquence, whereby keligion itself
were brought home to our living bosoms, to live and reign there, we
have "discourses on the evidences," endeavouring with smallest
result, to make it probable that such a thing as heligion exists.
The most enthusiastic evangelicals do not preach a Gospel, hut keep

1 ii

The tree Church Monthly. "The Power In Gospel Preaching, Feb. 1, 1882,
p. 37# James Stalker, oj>. cit.. p. 15. "heligion does not permeate life. The
Church is one of the great institutions of the country, and gets its own place.
But it is a thing apart from the common life, which goes on beside it. Business,
politics, literature, amusements, are only faintly coloured by it." The
Westminster nevlew, "The leoay of Faith," 1882, p. 83. "Uslence, politics and
industry, once dominated by clerical ideas and interests, have all gradually
emancipated themselves from that hateful control,"

2
Thomas Carlyle, Cssays. Vol. 1, "cigns of the Times," p. 240.
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describing how it should and might bo preached.,..Religion, like
all else, is conscious of itself, listens to itselfj it becomes less
and less vital; more and more mechanical.'

For such preaching, Carlyle had on© verdict;

In a limited time, say fifty years, hence...the Christian religion
shall have deliquesced into Liberty of Conscience, Progress of
opinion, irogress of Intellect, Philanthropic Movement and other
aqueous residues of a vapid badly scented character.^

The anti-clericalism of popular literature was also evident in the pens

of the v..cottiah novelists. In John Gait' e, T^e rfovost and other Tales, the

sermons of Mr. Pittie were described as "just a perfect hushabaa, that no mortal
3

could hearken to without sleeping." In *.obert valconer. George < acionald indicted

the entire class of preachers because;

They never get beyond Judaism. They hang on about the skirts of
that cloud for ever.

Ye see, they think as lang's they see the fog, they hae a grup o'
something. But they canna get a grup o' the glory that excelleth,
for it's not to luik at, bit to lat ye see a' thing.*

^Ibld.. "Characteristics," p. 204.. This essay appeared in the Edinburgh
Iteviev. So. 108, 1831.

^Ibld.. "shooting Hiagarai And. afterV", pp. 299» 300. This essay first
appeared in t,acaillaa's Magazine. august, 1867. Carlyle was not against all preach¬
ers. He had profound respect for his friend, .Avaru Irving, the subject of a
tribute published in iraaer's Magazine, ho. 61, 1835. Hugh talker in hia book
2M ^Iterfttqre I&c Hee described Carlyle as symbolic of the moral
sottish character which is "just Calvinism without the Christianity," p. 31.
Basil vvillay has written that Carlyle "is the most remarkable example of a pheno¬
menon... typical of the nineteenth century, that of the religious temperament
severed from religion." dee Basil Willay, laeteeath-0entury studies, p. 114.

^John Gait, The rrovost And other Tales. MacLaren and Company, London,
p. 21.

4
George MaeDoaald, Robert Relcoaer. nondon, p. 230. In this book the

Cunday worship service was described as being "like the church only as a dead body
is like a man. There was no fervour in it, no aspiration," p. 231.
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Williara Alexander portrayed the Rev. Andrew Sleekaboot as a man willing to use

the office of the eldership as a bribe to silence the political liberalises of

Johnny Gibb.1 Of course, Johnny Gibb was more honest telling the preacher*

"Yer descoorse was saair lika a hash o' Tory poleetics, nor an expoondin' o' the

Gospel."2 In James Hogg's narrative, Th& Private Memoirs And Confessions Gg 4

Justified .Inner, there is the terrifying preacher Robert Wringhaa with his

harsh view of election austerely proclaiming "that every unrepented sin was

productive of a new sin with each breath that a man drew. In this book there

is also the phantasmagoric preacher, Robin Ruthern who "electrified and charmed"

the people of Aucbteruuchty because "nothing in the world delights a truly reli-
/

gious people so much as consigning thorn to eternal damnation.N In Thrown Janet.

Robert Louis Stevenson described the sermon of ilardoch Soulig on 1st Peter 518,

"The devil as a roaring lion," as one when "ho was accustomed to surpass himself

upon that text both by the appalling nature of the matter and the terror of his
5

bearing in the pulpit." The result was that "the children were frightened into
6

fits, and the old looked more than usually oracular." Aven in The Ltarlln,-.

Norman MacLeod's Rev. Daniel Porteous was suspect*

He preached the truth...but too ofton as a telegraphic wire trans¬
mits the most momentous intelligence? and he grasped it as a sparrow
grasps the wire by which the message is conveyed.'

1William Alexander, Johnny Gibb. 1881, seventh edition, p. 23.

IfcM*» p» 24.
3
James Hogg, l&S Private HMfi&Sg 4S& SfflgfM&gfift r£ k

London, The Cresset Press, 194-7, p. 98.
^James Hogg, 04. clt.. p. 182.

%obert Louis Stevenson, j^e Merry Men and other Tales. London, 1905, p. 128,

6Ibid.
7
Horraan MacLeod, The Atarllm?. London, 1891, p. 14.
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The truth is that most of these portraits of preaching were more realis¬

tic then some dared to admit. ^ Still, the open statements of feelings which once

were latent in men's minds could not help but feed the ego of popular criticism

which in turn nourished the popular preacher. In Scenes of Clerical Life. George

Sliot poignantly writes;

We ere poor plants buoyed up by the air-vessels of our own conceit;
alas for us, if we get e few pinches that empty us of that windy
self-subsistence I The very capacity for good would go out of us.
For tell the moot impassioned orator, suddenly, that his wig is
awry, or his shirt-lap hanging out, and that he is tickling people
by the oddity of his person, instead of thrilling them by the
energy of eloquence. That is a deep and wide seying, that no miracle
oen be wrought without faith...without the worker's faith in himself,
as well as the recipient's faith in him. And the greater part of the
worker's faith in himself is made up of the faith that others be¬
lieve in him.

In the end, it uould seem that the critical and negative portrayal of preaching

in popular literature ployed into the hand of the popular preacher, i^very preacher

was to be judged, Every man was to be his own judge.

The pulpit was aware of the negative manner in which it was portrayed.
Still it often choose to discount the criticisms. In Bl&ckwoods Magazine. July,
1843, p. 131, Thomas Carlyle was written off as "not being in rapport with the
religious spirit of his age." In The Sfr&Ufffr hM ^vqqgeljyaj, Review,
185-4, p. 63, "popular tales and light literature" were castigated because of
"the strong undercurrent of hatred to evangelical religion which flows through¬
out a very large portion of that species of composition." Here, Dickens and
Thaekejfy ware set forth as the greatest villains. In time this antipathy toward
literature changed. In 1894 Joseph Corbett, the editor of The United Presbyterian
Magazine advised preachers in the preparation of their sermons "to hold luxurious
converse with such attractive friends as 'Adas Bade* or 'Robert Elmore.'" Vol. k
XI, 1394, P» 216. In 1384, James Stalker had written In the same magazine;
"The secret of a popular and attractive style of preaching lies largely in a
constant soaking of the mind with what is best In thought and finest in style
in general literature....! can always improve the style of a sermon by reading
for an hour at the sinewy English of Thackeray." See; "Ministerial Reading,"
The United Presbyterian Magazine. Vol. I, p. 423.

2
George Sliot, Scenes u£ Clerical life, p. 13. The setting for this

statement is a group of people analyzing and criticizing the preaching of their
minister, The Rev. Amos Barton.
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Seeondly, the cultural challenge of secularization demanded that the

preacher leave the arena of social and political concern in hie sermons and con¬

centrate on things spiritual. This is most evident in the editorial policy of
1

The Scotsman. In January, 1843, the year of the Disruption, an editorial en¬

titled "Danger of Adding To The Power Of The Church" argued that the jurisdiction
. 2

of the Church was "purely spiritual." In the heat of controversy over the run¬

ning of Sunday trains, The Scotsman observed that "the clergy lent the aid of

their pulpits to the occasion" concludingt

Clergy can do no greater evil to their sacred cause than by using
the authority with which it invests them to influence their unwilling
flocks for the accomplishment of some purpose of temporal expedience.
In this battle the clergy will be sure_to be conquered and their
defeat will not be without casualties.

In 1851 the social decadence and deficiency of education in Glasgow served
4

notice that "there are some evils that clergy and church cannot reach." To

The Scotsman. the pulpit had its own sphere of spiritual responsibility. "To

meddle in the Crofter Question" or any political issue was not simply "lncoapre-
5

hensible," it was increasingly intolerable* In 1885 the editor of The Scotsman

declared that* "Safety for the Church lay in doing its proper work* it must be

wrecked once it rushes out of that sphere into the whirlpools of party or

'''There are two reasons for confining this argument to The Scotsman.
First, it was the most widely circulated newspaper in Scotland after 1855.
Secondly, it had gained "a special reputation for its ecclesiastical articles,
in which bigotry and illiberal!sa of every kind "were handled with great free¬
dom, humour and force." /.eatainster lieview. 1871, p. 30. See: h. M* W,
Cowan, The Newspapers In Scotland. Glasgow, 1946, George Qutrame & Co., pp. 281,
287.

2
The Scotsman. January 7, 1843, p. 2.

^Ibid.. January 6, 1847, p. 4. Also September 16, 1898, p. 4.

^Tbld.. June 28, 1851, p. 2.

January 10, 1885, p. 6. Also January 16, 1885, ?• 4*
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electioneering politics."1
The upshot of this movement to restrict the jurisdiction of the preacher

was both critical of any abuse of power by the pulpit and protective of the

spiritual sovereignty of the pulpit. Throughout the century the preacher was

taken to task when his rigid abbatari&nism infringed on the freedom and well-
2

being of the community. Apy pulpit declaration tinged with illiberaltsra was

subject to public exposure.

When a minister preaches in the pulpit or elsewhere, his special
view of bunday observance, and insists that those who do not agree
with him are sinful beings, he requires criticism and ought to b©
dealt with....If a professor of evangelical religion rails at
graven images in St. Giles Cathedral, and cries out against the
Popish practice of decorating a Church with evergreens, he may
properly bo classed with the animal that brays....Ministers will
be treated as are other men—as men, not semi-divine beings. If
they make unwise exhibitions they will be called to order; if
they set up absurd pretensions they will be checked, and this will
be done, not as against religion, but as against that which dis¬
figures religion and discredits it in the eyes of the world.-'

Thus Dr. Story, who later became rrincipal of Glasgow University, was condemned

for publicly stating his political views»

Dr. Story is not the pulpit, he ie sometimes in a Pulpit which is
a different thing...Dr. Story seems to forget this. He wants to
convey the impression that his sayings in politics bear the seal
of the Pulpit. In other words, he speaks as if he thought that he,
a clergyman may not only enter the domain of political discussion,
but must in it be recognized as having a sort of divine right—at
least that he must in politics be deserving of as much attention

1Ibid«. May 28, 1885, p. 4.

2Ibid.. January 23, 1847, p. 2. This incident refers to a shipwreck
at Wick on bunday in which the cargo was damaged because the people would not
work on Sunday. April 6, 1875> p. 4» the pulpit is criticized because several
preachers and the Edinburgh Free rresbytery had denounced the theatre as a threat
to the pulpit. January 6, 1880, p. 4» the preachers are exposed and excerpts
from their sermons cited because some interpreted the Tay -ail Bridge Disaster
as God's judgment on Gunday trains.

3Ibid.. February 11, 1887, p. 4.



and belief as if hs were preaching in the pulpit the truths of
Christianity. He will find that this view is in no wise to be
accepted..#.w'ben ministers enter into the discussions of ordinary 1
life they court criticism. He who plays bowls must expect rubbers.

By this same standard of judgment, Walter C. Smith of Edinburgh's High Pree

Church was publicly exonerated by the editor of The Scotsman after Dr. Smith

had condemned from his pulpit the rancour and bad taste of political controversy:

Dr. falter Smith's fair and temperate animadversion on the rancourous
spirit of political controversy, particularly as displayed in the
struggle that has just ended, has been objected to as improper meddling
with political matters on the part of the pulpit. The published re¬
port does not bear out this view of the discourse. There is in those
days very general agreement that the pulpit should not intermeddle in
political controversies#...Political preaching is a thing to be con¬
demned as a general rule; but under such a condemnation it is absurd
to exclude all reference to the public life of the day we live in.
Dr. Jaith would have made a grave mistake and would have given just
offence had be tried in the pulpit to recommend his own views on the
Irish question or had denounced any set of political opinion. But
he did nothing of the kind. He rather sought to make his hearers
think charitably of political opponents....The pulpit does no more „

than its duty in pointing out the diseased spots in the body politic.

The attitude of The dcotsaan to the pulpit was one of indifference

turning to contempt only when the preacher overstepped the boundary of things

spiritual. Corporate!/, preachers were viewed as incorrigible#-^ Individually,

"in the pulpit" many appeared as "good honest men trying to do according to their

light.Privately, The Scotsman said they were "almost always praiseworthily

moral and rarely ill-tempered...men whom it is good to know and whom to know is
5

to like and respect." In part the attitude of The ygotaaan reflected an age

judging each individual for himself, an age demanding freedom for each man; an

^Ihid.. Aug. 22, 1885, p. 6. In 1875 the editorial column of Xfce
.ycotsman had a running feud with the illiberal actions of -Jaaes Begg,

2Ibld.. July 20, 1886, p. 4#

3Ibid.. Dec. 4, 1886, p. 6,

4Ibld.
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age secularizing poor relief in 1845 ana education in 1872$ an age drawing a

firm line between the sacred and the secular.

The third cultural challenge of secularization affected the style of

preaching. The emergence of a popular literary style in turn demanded clarity,

sincerity and attractiveness in preaching,^ The witness Newspaper with its

decided Free Church bias observed that while 15popularity in preaching was attain¬

able in well nigh as many different way® as popularity in writing,,,no preacher
2

ever yet became popular who did not possess a clear, transparent style," An

editorial in The cot smart suggested that the preacher "lay aside the language of

the cloth and condescend to good, plain practical English,A writer in Ihs.

Sd&gfe sM fbielsfl hevfew said that "the sermon best fitted to
A

instruct will be one that is thoroughly concrete," In 1868 John Caird wrote a

provocative essay for Good words on the subjects "The Declining Influence Of

The Pulpit In Modern Times," He said*

what were once the tributaries are now the rivals of the church.
And society, when it daily witnesses the highest ability in every
province of secular activity, is apt to be but ill-satisfied with
the low standard of excellence in the pulpit. It is damaging to
the clerical repute when newspaper articles are clever, and aeraone
axe heavy and vapid? when educated hearers come fresh from the
perusal of papers in the periodical press, able and vigorous in

1
Gee Appendix IV.

2Ihe witness Newspaper. "The element Of Popularity," 1855. Also see The
Christian Journal. Vol, 7, 1844, p. 541, "Let ministers write for the press,
and their discourses are in general pregnant with erudition arid argument? but
they will not.,,write for the pulpit what they cannot commit. And this...is
the plain reason that in their ordinary every-dsy sermons we generally hear so
much of sameness, so little of argument, so much to forget, so little to recall."

Scotsman. March 12, 1875, p. 4.

BrfrtMh sad Jore^yn ^va^-eliqpl T,evfew, 1861, p. 531. In this article,
John Caird and Charles H. Spurgeon are cited as the examples of "this concrete,
attractive" style of preaching. Also see Vol, 3, 1854, pp. 400-401,
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thought, clear in arrangement, convincing in logic, nervous and
telling in style,—to listen to discourses which never rise above
decent commonplace, and often sink painfully beneath it, or when,
after a week in which they have witnessed or read the accounts of
displays of eminent ability, forensic or senatorial...the Sunday
found them auditorg of sermons which it was a penance to listen to,
and in the hearing of which only respect for the preacher's office
restrained the signs of weariness while he continued speaking, and
of inexpressible delight when he had done.'

In the words of The -cottlsb Church, a magazine with high church tendencies:
2

"If the literature is interesting and instructive, so must the preaching be,"

The Free Church of Scotland Monthly phrased the effect of literature on preaching

in these words:

In this day of newspapers, the human mind resents the hearing again
and again of that which turns truths into truisms and pathos into
platitudes....The newspaper has made it an impossibility for dull
preachers ever to be respected, even if they are tolerated.

The interest of the pew in the pulpit was not merely contingent on what a man

©aid, it was conditioned by how he said it.

The secular man of the last half of the century reacted against "preaching

£ which 1 had degenerated into preaching.'^" home considered the gift of fluency
5

to be "fatal" if it issued in nothing better than "dreary commonplaces." The

secular man, to quote Campbell iraser, wanted nothing of words which had become

the "curtains concealing the realities they were to reveal."*5 Kopty phrases

"*John Calrd, "The Declining Influence Of The Pulpit In Modern Times,"
Qood .ordq. August 1, 1868, p. 195.

2Xhe -cottlsh Church. "The Power Of The Pulpit," Vol. Ill, 1886, p. 2/>4.
3
The Tree Church of Ojcotland Monthly. "Oloepy Congregations," April 1,

1891, p. 116. Also see April, 1888, p. 101 j Hoy 10, 1886, p. 6. love's, Minbunrfa
Magazine: Vol. 3, p. 366. Christy Journal, Vol. 7, 1844, p. 540.

The .. rltish Weekly. "Letter To The editor Prom An Edinburgh eayman,"
September 24# 1891# p. 341.

^Ibid.r "The Ministry In The hew Condition," August 1, 1890, p. 209.
6
Campbell Prasser, *iM.foP9pE49fr» P«
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increasingly failed to cast "a magical spell*••exciting enthusiasm" on the more
1

perceptive listener. In 1890 The Irtish Weekly viewed the "now condition"

with penetrating honesty:

The progress of education, reading and discussion has sharpened
men*s wits,•••The preacher now addresses men and women accustomed
to good writings,..it is bitterly felt that the preacher is a
trifler.*

3
Undoubtedly popular literature made the pew "more critical and intelligent."

(2) Intellectual Secularization

The intellectual challenge of secularization posed a dangerous threat to

theology in the last half of the nineteenth century. If the cultural challenge

of secularization primarily attempted to delimit the circumference of the preacher's

influence, the intellectual challenge attacked the very basis of the preacher*s

message. The cultural challenge was basically practical,••the preacher must be

lens pontifical and illiberal In his political and social pronouncementsj the

preacher must be interesting and lucid if he is to be arresting and popular.

The intellectual challenge was basically academicj the very pre-suppositions of

God, the Bible, an ordered world of nature, all came under attack.^
The intellectual side of the challenge of secularization to preaching was

largely a reflection of the more serious challenge to traditional theology. The

variations of this challenge to theology have been well documented. In an essay,

Hflgas-ine, Vol. 36, 1877, p. 6.

^The Prltiah ,.eskly. "The Ministry In The New Condition," August 1, 1890,
p. 209.

^The Jcotsmen. May 10, 1886, p. A.

^The Scottish Church. New series, Vol, II, 1889, p. 86, In this article
Pearson Muir stresses the anti-dogma nature of secularism.
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The strands of Unbelief—Noel Annan has suggested that it was "the ;:>©nse of
1

History and the Call of Morality...that secularised middle-class beliefs." In

his book issues In Science and Religion. Ian Barbour has pinpointed "Barwlniardsra"
2

as the center of the seisaio shock of secularisation. Oven Chsdwick has perhaps

best summarized the content of this intellectual challenge in Britain:

Three forces were driving Christianity to restate doctrine:
natural science, historical criticism, moral feeling. Natural
science shattered assumptions about Genesis and about miracles.
Criticism questioned whether all history in the Bible was true.
Moral feeling found the love of God hard to reconcile with hell-
fire or scapegoat-atonement,3

Noel Annan, "The Strands of Unbelief," ^.deas And Beliefs U£ The Victorians.
£. P. Button & Co., New York, 1966, p. 151. In this essay, Annan suggests three
strands to unbelief: (1) & "working class atheism" which encouraged men to "do
good only by trying to serve hie fellow men." pp. 150-151. (2) A "Cense of
History" in which history not the Bible became the corpus of truth and "science
interpreted as History upset the orthodox Cosmology." p. 151. (3) An Agnostic
rationalism which found much of Christian dogma immoral: "Atonement, Predestina¬
tion, Redemption by Grace, eternal xtmiahment," pp. 153-156.

2
Ian G. Barbour, Issues la science and aeiieion. SGM Press, Condon, 1966,

pp. 88-98. Barbour says that Darwinian!em created A problems: *(1) God and
Nature; the Challenge to Design—Was or was not God Involved in creation'/ (2)
Man and Nature: The Challenge to Human Dignity—Was man set apart from the rest
of creation, was man made in God's image? (3) Methods In Science: The Challenge
of evolutionary ethics—what did the idea of evolution and Progress do to the
theological idea of human sin? (4) Methods in Theology: The Challenge To Scrip¬
ture—Was the Bible inspired? Was it the corpus of revelation? " A. Wingfield-
Stratford, od. clt«. called the publication of Darwin's crlgin of pedes, "the
First great shock to Victorian complacency," p. 285.

3
Owen Chadwick, The Victorian Church. Part I, Condon, .adam and Charles

Black, 1966, p. 551» In his Inaugural Lecture, Professor A. C. Cheyne speaking
precisely about the intellectual climate in Scotland says: "In the period between
the Irving, Campbell and Morlson trials of the 1830's and 1840's and the Ferguson
and Robertson Smith triels of the 1870's and 1880's, the mental climate of this
country had been transformed," 22* cit.. p. 17, Hew College Bulletin, Vol. II,
No. 1, 1965. Also see G. M. Trevelyan: Illustrated English social History.
Vol. 4* Pelican Books, 1964, pp. 85, 198. A. P. Stanley, "The Hopes of Theology,"
HacHiilan's Magazine. Vol. 36, May 1877, p. 5; this was Stanley's Rectorial
Address at St. .".ndrew's University.
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The preacher could not ignore the implications of the intellectual

challenge to theology in hie sermons. By what he said h© proved to be either a

child of the past or a product of the present. In the British and |oreign

,,vcnpelical iteview of 1861 it was said that "it is in the sermon that men can

most easily discover whether the intellectual field of view of the man who

occupies the pulpit is a confined or a comprehensive one."^ In the words of

The British weeklyi "Unless the pulpit is brought more on a level with the
2

intellectual life of the times, it will continue to lose the ear of men."

The pulpit became increasingly favourable to the intellectual challenge

and the issues involved, When this intellectual ferment was still in its infancy

in the I860's, John Caird noted:

what the future of the church is to be who in this strange time
of seething thought and unsettled Inquiry can foretell? But be it
what it may, one thing is obvious. If we are to make head against
manifold opposition without, and. much indifference and faint¬
heartedness within, it will not be merely by ritual improvements,...
.-till less will it be by ignoring the difficulties of the age and
determining to ring for ever, in the old stock phraseology, the
changes in the old forms of thought, as if no on© had ever asked
their meaning, or questioned their authority. But where such means
fail, two things, if God and truth be realities will succeed, hirst,
the life of God in our own souls, for life only can diffuse life;
and next to that, the power of living thought, of rich and genial
culture, of intellectual nobleness in the teachers of the church.-'

By 1885 the intellectual challenge of secularization had reached full maturity

in Bcotland, Joseph Leckie wrote:

What the preacher has to contend with in many of his hearers is
an uneasy-half-sceptical frame—a feeling as if he were dealing with
things scarcely real or very disputable, a sort of looking down on

frritiqh IflEgto evangelical 1861, p. 521.

2I'he British weekly. "The Growing Difficulties Of The Ministry," May 31,
1894, p. 83.

^John C&ird, Good Words. March 1, 1868, p. 200. Also see by John Caird,
Theological Tests, p. 4 and by John Tulloch, Theological Controversy. 1865, pp.
24, 30.
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his position as one quite inferior to that of &n expounder of the
certainties of science—a kind of sympathy with science as return
to reality, and a revolt froa authority and dogma and words.

In The British weekly in 1886 with its confessed creed of "advanced liberalism"

the preacher was portrayed as either "a distinctly modern type" or somehow linked
2

to the pulpit of the first half of the century. Writing in The British Weekly

~0[^l? in 1897, Robert Watson (Ian MacLaren) saidt
The preaching of our time is on the whole intelligently directed
to a high end, and well adapted to the circumstances and culture
of the people,,,,Preaching that is not to miss its mark must be
aware of what is going on in the modem mind, the opinions to which
deference is paid, the convictions that are becoming settled,,,,The
old arguments have to be translated into a new language, made more
discriminating, supplemented by fresh proofs and appeals.-*

Parous Bods concluded oat sermon with the profound declaration thatj

Protestantism and science are allies and blood relations, and if
we are to maintain our religious life at all, it must be in the
full blase of modern discovery and intellectual light, and not among
the moles and bats, in the holes where relics of superstition have
haul their haunt, "4

in the intellectual challenge of secularization, science and hlstoiy threw down

the gauntlet to theology and the pulpit lent its aid in the articulation of a

response.

^Joseph Leckie, "Intellectual and Social Hindrances To Christian Work,"
The United Presbyterian Magazine. Vol, 2, June 1885, p, 241,

2Ths British Weekly. Vol, I, No, 1, Nov. 5» 1886, p, 1. "The creed we
shall seek to expound in this journal will be that of progress,we shall aim
at the ends of whet is known as Advanced Liberalism. We are believers in progress
beceusa w© are believers in the advancing reign of Christ," In "Ministerial
Miniatures" Deas Cromarty portrays almost every minister as a man of the past
or the present. The above quotation is an appraisal of Hugh Black, the colleague
of Alexander Whyte of St, George's Tree Church, Edinburgh, August 6, 1896, p,
245.

3
Robert wateon, "The Ministry," The British weekly. September 23, 1897,

p. 373.

^Marcus Lode, The •Mm & k 1395, p. 160.
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Th© response of the pulpit to the cumulative challenge of secularization

was one of accomodation, first, there was emergent in the third quarter of the
1

century a new style of preaching. This change was widespread in the pulpit and

was largely the assimilation of those factors composing the cultural aspect of

secularization. Secondly, in the last half of the century there was a new theol-
2

ogy evolving in the sermon itself. This change, while by no means universal

or uniform, was largely the adaptation in preaching of those principles which

were the source of the intellectual challenge.

In one sense, the pulpit accepted the restrictions of secularization

with a mixture of nostalgia and bitterness. This was evident in a whole body of

negative literature which mourned "the decline of the pulpit, tho decay of preach-
3

ing, the lost influence of the Church." In 1888 an article in The Scottish

Church regretfully musedi "No doubt the pulpit has lost much of a kind of power

which it formerly possessed, and the Church has ceased to exercise a kind of

1
See chapter 6.

2
See chapters 6, 7.

3
Jaiaes iindsay, The Teaching junction of the = '.odorn mlpit. Edinburgh,

William Blackwood and Sons, 1897. Much of the talk on the decline of the pulpit
was a negative reaction to the cultural restrictions placed upon the pulpit.
Sees "Modern Preaching," North British review. 1863, p. 4x3; Charles Brown,
"M. a&U3to PP- 46-4-7; John A. James, A& ISEBfifiS P« *•

The phrase "the decline of th© pulpit" also had reference to the changing
patterns of Church attendance in the last quarter of the century. It does not
appear that there was a significant decline in the number of people attending
Church. Rather people became "irregular" in their habits of Church attendance.
Instead of attending Church two or three times on Sunday, people came once...
others would come for several weeks and then miss a Sunday, finally attendance
to services at th® time of communion and other special week-day services grew
lax. People did not cease to attend Church, they were simply more erratic in
their attendance. To many preachers this became evidence of the decline of the
pulpit, Bees jhe Free Church of Scotland Monthly Record. Sept, 1, 1866, p. 18;
sept. 1, 1882, p. 258. The Scotsman, April 23, 1895, p. 6. The British Weekly.
Feb. 14, 1895, p# 293; /tug. 27, 1896, p. 289; Sept. 1894, FP. 305 and 306.
Reports G& Igie Schemes o£ The Charoh Scotland. "Commission On The Religious
Conditions Of The People;" 1894, jp. 758, 821; 1893, p. 1060.
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influence in the affairs of the world, which she formerly used for her own

benefit."1 a. J. B. Patorson of the Cast United Presbyterian Church, Puns, was

even more woefully dogmatics "It has come to pass that the preacher...instead

of being a living force, has faded into an emblematic figure at christenings,
2

weddings, and funerals." In 1339, Alexander whyte cast his gaze backward upon

the pulpit of an earlier period of the nineteenth century and exclaimed to his

audience of Free Church undergraduates? "Gentlemen, you have fallen upon degen¬

erate days in the Edinburgh pulpit.In 1896, Professor >«» G. Blaikte looked

ahead into the coming century and proclaimed?

Preaching is an art which does not grow easier as the nineteenth
century nears its close, and the twentieth begins to cast its shadow
before...,The selt-geist is not with the preacher. The age is not
an age of faith, but an age of scepticism and materialism.*

Of the several restrictions which secularization placed upon preaching

it was the dictum of no politics in the pulpit which met with the most universal

acclaim. Theologically, this was in keeping with the contention of many older
5

evangelicals that the world was basically evil. This restriction also comple¬

mented the evangelical conviction that the pulpit concentrate its message on God's

action for man's personal salvation. David .*oodsid© has written that it was in

the middle period of the century when the people began to be convinced that the

"'"The Membership Of The Church," The Geottisfe Church. Vol, I, 1888, p.
102. In 1886, an article "The Power Of The Pulpit" in the same periodical de¬
clared? "The pulpit has not all the monopoly which it once had. we are not so
dependent on it as our fathers were, for religious instruction and consolation,"
p. 17.

2
A. J. B. Paterson, "Is It Worth while Preaching?" The United Presbyterian

Magazine. Vol. Ia, 1892, p. 247.

"'"Dr. Whyte With dtudents, " Tfca MllBll -yeekly, November 8, 1889, p. 25.

^W. G. Blaikie, "The Pulpit Of The Twentieth Century," The Free Church
°L April, 1896, p. 77.

5
Gee Chapter 4*
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1
church was "much too involved In the political partisanship of the time." John

Caird eaidi "The pulpit is now confined to narrower ground and must depend,
2

for its influence on more legitimate attractions." In a sermon preached before

Queen Victoria, dorman ilacLeod declared:

In the earlier and more stirring periods of our national history,
"preaching for the tines" as it was called, was a rule, and not the
exception, as it is in those days. Great questions were then at
issue, national rather than individual...at such times it could
hardly be otherwise than that the clergy, from their relatively
superior knowledge and influence#,.should have taken a prominent
place as teachers and leaders in politics# But it is very different
now. The increase of education, the vastly improved means of spread¬
ing information have...necessarily transferred much of the teaching
of the pulpit to the press and to Parliament. We clergy are thus
enabled thankfully to withdraw into other spheres suited to the
specialities of our experience and calling,3

one United fresbyterlan minister wrote in his Church's monthly magazine in 1891:

Ministers are no longer leaders of the people in great public ques¬
tions as they wore even hulf-a-century ego. It is probably well that
it should be so. Let them be more than ever preachers of the Word.4
The withdrawal of the pulpit from any political relevance was so complete

that in 1886 even The Gcotsaan noted on two occasions: "The pulpit by ceasing

to take cognizance of public and national faults may cease to exercise any

5
practical influence on public and national morality," With this statement The

British ..oekly agreed for in 1891 this publication suggested that in Scotland

"the pulpit on the whole is almost too cultured, too respectable."^ In 1892

"'David Woodaide, ££. cit.. p. 212.
2
John Caird, Good Words. 1868, p. 194«

3M&: "War and Judgement," 1871, pp. 52-53.

^A, Kislop, "Complaints About Cermons," The United Presbyterian Magazine,
Vol. VIII, 1891, p. 399.

** The .cotsa&n. July 20, 1886, p. <4} November x, 1886, p. A»

BylUph ..eekly, March 25, 1891, p. 301.
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rrofessor A. H. Charteris declared before the General Assembly of the Old Kirks

Men need rest and comfort and peace, and not political harangues,
when they sit down in the church. I hope we shall never have a
political sermon in the parish pulpitj 1 hope sill parishioners,
gentle and simple, will be able to say of the old Church:

"There is yet one place of shelter
where the foeman cannot come,

where the summons never sounded
Of the trumpet and the drum."

Fifty years have not dimmed my shuddering remembrance of the
inflammatory sermons and one-sided prayer that sounded through
the country churches in the times before 1843* There, not in the
House of God, where the gospel of peace is preached, not where
communion cups are handed round, but through the press, on the
platform, and in private life let us do what w© can to preserve
to the . cottish people the patrimony which it cost the fathers
bo much to win.'

Obviously the pulpit found the demand of "no politics in preaching" to its

liking,'1'

1A. H, Charteris, j&e Church of Scotland; Her cacred foundation. Her
Functions Ql ffinlptpy, Hgr Put# jfl Edinburgh, 1891, pp. 33, 34.

m

''The pulpit easily acquiesced to this political restriction for at least
two reasons. First the pulpit in nineteenth century Gcotland was never really
radical in its political convictions. David Cairns in his Autobiography, notes
that the non-conforming position of the United Presbyterians made them sympathe¬
tic with democracy, but this did not figure in their sermons, p. 47. At best
men such as i rir.aipsl Harper end John ladle were moderates seeking mainly &
democratic vote for the "vast middle class of the community." Doe Life of Harper.
p. 101. The great concern of dissent was the deform Bill of 1832 and the repeal
of the corn laws in the 1840*a. Otherwise their concerns were for the preservation
of a religious environment conducive to their own welfare. By the last half of
the century their political battle had really been won. If the Old Kirk had
tended to be Tory, the United Presbyterian Church tended to be Wbiggish. As the
political liberalism of the Whigs become dominant the need for political preach¬
ing by men of a more liberal political persuasion became less necessary, George
Pryde, o&. cit.« p. 197, »

Cecondly, the increasing importance given to the popular preacher sug¬
gested that politics and popularity did not go hand in hand. Urbanization and
secularization were posing serious threats to the pulpit and the preacher could
not risk further alienation due to imprudent political pronouncements. To the
public eye "good order and good government" had com© "in spite of the most bitter
resistence of the clergy," oee The Scotsman. August 19, 1848, p. 2. In 1857
a contributor to The British and Foreign .vyangelical neview. Vol. 6, p. 118, said
that "w© never knew the pulpit to throw itself into the issues that divide poli¬
tical parties, without contracting a stain and wound upon its sanctity and spiri¬
tual power." This periodical was adsment in its insistence that "polemical and
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The reaction of the pulpit to the intellectual challenge while more

varied was, in the main, a movement toward an emphasis on the humanity of Jesus, ^
This stress on the humanity of Jesus sprang fro® several different sources and

expressed itself in several different ways.* For some preachers such as Ldward

Irving, MacLeod Campbell and Norman MacLeod this emphasis was more a matter of

theological conviction than any overt accommodation of the intellectual challenge

of secularisation. Other preachers such as Henry Grunmond and Marcus Dode re¬

tained the evangelical emphasis on the need of a personal "experience with Jesus"

but did so with the equal assurance that evolution and biblical criticism were

no longer barriers to Christian belief. Finally, there were the preachers whose
2

more radical theology is exemplified in the Scotch Sermons. These preachers

controversial preaching" was to be avoided. Ibid., p. 109« 1861, pp. 529-530.
Also see David Joodside, £2. cit.. p. 213.

In the last quarter of the century there appears to have been some con¬
cern that the pendulum had swung too far. The pulpit was too isolated from social
and political concerns. Certainly in the men of the Sootch Sermons of 1880 there
was a tendency to feel that the Church must take a more active role in social
concerns...and social concerns are seldom unrelated to politics. Also see:
W. H» MacParlan®, "The relation uf The Pulpit To Politics," The United Presbyterian
Magazine. Vol. V, 1888, p. 402ff.

1The movements mentioned in this paragraph form the nucleus of chapters
6 and 7. In The Scotsman. May 20, 1875, p. U an editorial remarked: "Old types
of parish ministers are vanishing away, new ones have not yet assumed definite
forms." let the editor said that the old types were only to be found in "Dean
Kaamsy's or Lord Oockburn*s reminiscences."

o

It should be observed that this more radical assimilation of the princi¬
ples of the intellectual challenge came from men who were primarily academics...
not preachers. It is interesting that with the exception of John Caird none of
the contributors to the Scotch Sermons served in a large city parish. All were
either in university positions or in a town and country parish. Obviously, here
the preacher had time to reflect on the wider social and intellectual issues,
and to phrase a more articulate answer. Charles Warr writes of Principal Caird
during the three years he was at Lady fester's in Edinburgh: "He was too much
of a thinker to be content with popular preaching divorced from study and medita¬
tion. Lady fester* s left him no leisure for general reading or for making himself
conversant to the degree he ought to be with the movements of the day." Thus
Caird went to iirrol. See Caird*s biography, pp. 109-110. It should also be noted
that two of the contributors to the Scotch Sermons. John and Patrik Stevenson,
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sought to level all barriers between the sacred and the secular. To these

preachers few doctrines were sacrosanct, while the response of the pulpit to

the challenge of secularisation was varied, in the end it was the acre liberal

and open-minded men who forged a laore acceptable path for theology in a new and

changing world. The result was what people come to call "a new theology."^
2

f&roqfylfll ofrftPifig ttiZlAm. frpaqhing

Preaching in nineteenth century Scotland was also conditioned by a

variety of narrower parochial influences, defying easy categorisation. In part

the variegated pulpit of Scotland was due to the presence and competition of

three major Presbyterian Churches. A geographical survey of the denominational

preference of the people of ..Gotland suggests that preaching was affected by-

had strong interests in science. For the biographical data on these sen see
j-.°sti. The rural and academic background of these preachers would soea to sub¬
stantiate what has been an underlying thought in this chapter, sanely evangeli¬
cal preaching up to I860 and 1870, must be seen primarily within the context of
■urbanisation, while the newer evangelical sermon at the end of the century must
be weighed in relation to the challenge of secularization.

^The phraso "new theology" is found in The ,,cotsaaan. June 3# 1886, p.
4. The British weekly. June 15, 189V, p. 166 where the term "new Moderatism"
is also used. Duncan Campbell, necflfltoqffifffrg &a£ n.q&qqtjlffls C£ & '-.ct^en^jgn
Highlander, p. 603. George Hope of Teuton Barns notes in 1873 that in the pul¬
pit "Calvinism orthodox or evangelical doctrine, are each succeeding year kept
more and more in the background," p. 337. In 1875 Hope says that the Old
Calvinism in the pulpit has "toned down arid undergone an almost total revolution,"
p. 348# & ^emojr L£ Ueprge Hgpe g£ ronton Barpp.

the word "parochial" 1 mean the narrower, more restrictive and
confined factors influencing the individual sermon. We have already noticed the
collapse of the parish system. The collapse of the parish system did not alter
the conviction that preaching was conditioned by the particular congregation,
at worst, the collapse of the parish aystem simply meant that the focus of paro¬
chialism was the congregation instead of a distinct geographical area. Bee The
Church of Scotland, ..ssembly Tapers. 1S44, "Aeasoas of llseent and Complaint As
to smith and Tolbooth." John Aoberteon, Csraong ana -ocoositions. p. 235j
Pastoral Counsels, p. 207. James Stalker, Tj&g, xTeacher and B£s Aodols. p. 113.
cames Robertson, Idk cfaistjaft jjMfi&gfr P» 80*
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-j
certain regional factors. The general alienation of the working classes and

the appearance of several Chartist Churches indicates that preaching was not

divorced from social, economic and political associations. Add to this list

the idiosyncrasies ana conflicting tastes of the human personality and easy

pulpit stereotypes become an impossibility.

let attention must be focused on some of the narrower sociological fac¬

tor® influencing the patterns of preaching in the individual congregations.

That such patterns and preferences in preaching did prevail was acknowledged by

the people themselves. Their statements and descriptions of preachers and churches

indicates the extent to which preaching was contingent on social factors. 'These

varigated patterns of popular preaching can best be viewed from two perspectives,

hirst, in rural .cotland the popular pulpit was usually the pulpit adhering to

the traditional patterns of life and thought. Secondly, the city, with its more

complex culture, judged popular preaching from a restricted perspectivei that
2

of a stratified society.

a. The Country Congregation

The religious temperament of the country congregation was guided by an

3
intense loyalty to tradition. The golden age of rural life was in the past and

^
3ee Appendix 111-4).

o
v-ihile I am here discussing traditionalism only in relation to rural

Scotland, it must not be assumed that traditionalism was restricted to the rural
parish. On the contrary, all of the factors creating traditionalism wore found
in mary city congregations. However, in the city, the parochial pattern was more
varied and complex. Consequently stratification, not traditionalism, provides the
best wide angle perspective on the parochial patterns of the city pulpit.

"ViacLeod, ££ a rjfoflflflncj p. 15*. Here MacLeod pays
tribute to the loyalty in personal friendship of the "Highland Peasantry." Lenneth
MaeDonald, -2&M AQ& UfP, Xfl PP* 36 *»d <59 soys since
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lt was from the past that the people derived their religious perspective. The

tradition soliciting this loyalty was rooted in the religious vocabulary of

scholastic Calvinism, the experimental emphasis of Puritanism and the spirit and

enthusiasm of the Covenanters,

Theologically, loyalty to tradition was loyalty to scholastic Calvinism.

This is evident in the universal usage of the Charter Catechism."' In Ayrshire

at the beginning of the century, memorization of the Shorter Catechism was re¬

quired in the parish schools and "rehearsed around the common hearth on the
2

evening of the Sabbath," In the Highlands religious faith was often a mixture

of the "shorter Catechism and fairy stories" though increasingly throughout the
3

century the people embraced a simple, literal view of the Confession. In

Peebleshlre, at the time of the Mew statistical mcotytp it was claimed that even

the poor possessed "the Bible and shorter eatechisan."^ By the close of the century

most of Scotland had discarded the harsher aspects of the Westminster Confession

but in the North of Geotl&nd, both the alterations to the Confession and the

the Bible was not translated into Gaelic until 1801 there were "practically two
Bibles in the Highlands...the written Word of God and the oral traditions of the
fathers, and when the two came into collision the written Word was either set
aside or explained away by the oral,"

1
Gee page 1 of this thesis.
2
John Mitchell, "(Memories Of Ayrshire," Miscellany 0£ TJig, Scottish

History -ociety. Edinburgh, The University Press, 1939, pp. 275-276,
3
Elizabeth Grant, London, 1911, John Murray,

For other witnesses to the superatitutlon and superficiality of religion in the
North see ..te^gtic&I pqcqppt ^ot^pd, Vol. XIV, "Inverness—Loss
And Cromarty," pp, 348, 108,

L
Ibid.. Vol. Ill, Peebles, p. 90, Comparing these two volumes of the

New statist!cal Account. (Vol. Ill and XIV) there is a general tendency to portray
the religious sentiments of the Lowlands as zealous and earnest while those of
the Highlands are superficial.
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proposed union between the United Presbyterian Church, and the Pre© Church were

-viewed as "a surrender of the Calvinism of the Free Church."^ To some, loyalty

to scholastic Calvinism was really an idolatry of the words and phraseology

of the Westminster Confession of Faith,

The religious mentality of tradition was that of experimental Puritanism,

This tradition fostered the concern for a personal encounter with Christ which
2

was guided sore by one's feelings than "the word of God and testimony of Jesus."

This spiritual encounter was subsequently proven by the character of one's life.

Here, the legacy of ^Uritaaism was a new legal!an. In the border country where

the spirit of 19th century Puritan!an first asserted Itself the inhabitants of

Roxburgh, Peebles and Selkirk were distinguished by their sober, moral and ln-

dustrious character. When the spirit of rejuvenated Puritanism reached the

Highlands in the second quarter of the century, the piper disappeared from the

wedding party, mixed dancing was banned, and the dancing of "young women for

prizes" abandoned as a oart of the Braeaar Gathering.^ The ease with which

Vohn Macaskill, k Highland Pulpit. "Biographical Gketch," Inverness,
1912, p, xxiv.

2
John Mitchell, "Memories of Ayrshire," gg, clt.. p, 304. Mitchell

writing here of the Secession Church says that "to this unhappy and erroneous
leaning they were inclined by...the writings of Puritan divines." Also see
John MaCackLll, A Highland Pulpit. pp. viii-lx. P, Carnegie Glmpson, life of
Robert Rainv. Vol, I, p. 451, says that the theology of the Uorth "is not in
its true character, a dogmatism, rather is it mystical," The experimental
element of the turltan legacy is mcst evident in the Friday sessions of the
Communion Reason when people would sit and share together their conversion
experiences at the same time distinguishing the "marks of the true Christian."
Gee Thomas Brown, Annals Of The Disruption, p. 667.

3Xhe flew Statistical Account. Vol. Ill, pp. 15, 40, 120, 434# 452, and
in the second part of the same volume, pp. 117-118.

^Kenneth MacDonald, 22. cit..pp. 135, 198. for the influence of Puritan¬
ism on the Braeaar Gathering see T^e Disruption Manuscripts. Hew College Library;
"Memorials of the Disruption at Braemar," by the Rev. Farquhar McKae, p. 14.
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those strictures were accepted in the North suggests more than mere religious
i

revival, they point to a diraate sympathetic to the Puritan tradition.

Emotionally, the traditional!era of many country congregations fed on the
2

spirit and intense feeling engendered by the Covenanting tradition. It was the

"uncompromisin,, fire of the Covenanter" that infused the soul of such men of the
3

North as John Duncan. John Mitchell writes of the people of Ayrshire at the

dawn of the century:

All things considered, the intelligence of the public, on religious
and other subjects, was, and could not but be comparatively cir¬
cumscribed, .. .With local news, with the history of the Secession,
and with the contendiags of our forefathers during the times of
persecution in Scotland, no small portion of which had occurred
within the bounds of Ayrshire....Here the ministry of God's holy
Evangel, had, at the imminent risk of their lives, been magnanimously
prosecuted by such Christian Heroes as Welsh, Cargill and Peatoa.
Of these men of God Interesting anecdotes derived from a comparatively
fresh tradition were told, while the prophecies of some of them were
recited, and the terrible vengeance of providence which was represented
to have fallen upon the persecutors of the Saints and Servants of God
in the district is testified awfully by their dilapidated and haunted
mansions or by their impoverished and extinct families, were rehearsed
with solemn emphasis around the evening fire, by the old, in the
audience of the young, thus creating, or deepening a salutary horror
of persecution for conscience soke, as well as strong prepossessions
in favour of true religion, of holy courage, and of steadfast suffer¬
ing for the sake of righteousness end vital godliness. At these times
and on these scenes too were occasionally recounted the achievements
of Wallace, the Ayrshire hero, and of Robert Bruce...while sometimes

Mm P. U. For an excellent description
of the influence of Puriten.lsm in the North in the 18th century seel John
Maclnnes, Tijg. jaeaBflteal Mgggttal la Hfoijilandg, pp.49ff. Robert Wallace
in his Autobiography, p. 46,say3 tijit it was "in the aristocracy that the heart
of the devout Puritan Failed.'*

2
J. H, 3. Burleigh, ££. cit.. p. 342. Principal Burleigh suggests that

in the 1830'3 and 18401s the revived spirit of the Covenanting period was rather
general in Scotland.

\illiam Jolly, I&g, Life Qfc John Duncan Scotch weaver And Botanist.
London, Kegan Paul, Trench & Co., 1883, PP. 17, 212.
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anecdotes were told of the rebellions of 1715 and '45, the latter
of which some of the narrators might have seen,*

In hie Circuit Journeys. Henry Cockburn colls attention to a monument erected

in 1831 to the covenanting martyrs in the Glanken Killsi

The funds for the erection of this testimony were produced by a
sermon preached on the spot upon the 11th of September 1831* to
which* notwithstanding the month and the elevation* about 10,000
people listened, So unchanged are the religious feelings of the
Scotchs so unextinguishable is indignation of persecution and
admiration of courage. let this is the people whom an ignorant
Government lately thought would submit quietly to a greatly increased
Interference of patrons and Civil Courts with their spiritual con¬
cerns. The Free Church is the pillar to this folly.*

The traditionalism of country congregations wan preserved and exercised

with independency of judgment. The people themselves sat in judgment of the

sermon. In the many individual descriptions of the character of the inhabitants

of rural Scotland words or phrases such as "Shrewd...stern,,.blind zeal...severe

censorship, •. incorrigible.., sagacious.. • suspicious.«•cmtious... rigid" occur

3
again and again. barman MacLeod wrote that the Highlander was a person who

"cherished the memory of insult."^ The oeceders of Ayrshire were described as

John Mitchell, o£, clt.. pp. 280-281, Mitchell also notes that though
"books were dear" the scanty library consisted "generally of a big iia' Bible,
of the 'Claud of Witnesses,' of the 'Confession of Faith,' of Bunyan's Pilgrim's
Progress* or 'Holy War,*" p. 282, The "Cloud of witnesses" was a collection of
biographies of Covenanting worthies,

2
Lord Henry Cockburn, Circuit Journeys. Edinburgh, 1389, David Douglas,

p. 251.

^The Key Statistical account, op. clt.. Vol. Ill, p. 107, Vol. XIV, pp.
4-57, 74, 108, 297. MaCaskill, John, £sLk*» P» xxxill. William Jolly, op.
Qit.. pp. 252-254, 217, 295. Charles sogers, Familiar Illustrations of -cottlah
Character. Edinburgh, Houlston and >vright, 1861, p. 174ff» John Mac Inner,,
The evangelical Movement 1& Highlands 1688 to 1800. pp. 32-33»

^Norman MacLeod, i omlnisceness Of A Highland Pariah, p. 156. In 1890
Principal Robert i ainy was visiting his daughter in the North and was speaking
at a public meeting which the Highlanders "boycotted because of their hostility
against hira." The British weekly. July 11, I89O, p. 169.
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taen whose:

zeal was honest, but at the same time perhaps too hot occasionally
in its manifestations and expressions. Attached to forms, they
were apt to magnify things indifferent into undue importance.
Strictly orthodox, and specially called forth as they conceived to
contend for the faith once delivered to the saints, they could
hardly bear a deviation from the accustomed expressions which wore
wont to be used by sound divines in treating of certain doctrines.
And perhaps there might be detected occasionally in their aspect
and manner, too much severity, while their temper in religious
controversy might betray forgetfulness of the Divine declaration
•that the wrath of man worketh not the righteousness of God,* while
their love of the truth, and their desire to convince an adversary,
might induce them to commence controversy at unsuitable times and in^
unfit places, as well as to continue it too long and too vehemently.

Dean 1.sassy has said that the "ministers men" were "great critics of sermons and

often severe upon strangers, sometimes with a sly hit at their own minister.0^
In the Highlands, Donald Gage writes that one of the duties of an elder was to

maintain a running commentary with the other elders during the sermon on "the
3

impression made upon their own minds by the truths they were hearing." In the

North of Scotland the entire "class of weavers" was described as:

Intensely theological, often religious, well versed in all the
intricacies of Calvinism, severest critics of the minister's dis¬
courses, and keenest of heresy-hunters, scenting it from afar,
in phrase or simile.4

"The clergy," writes Elizabeth Grant, "were reverenced in their capacity of

pastors without this respect extending to their persons unless fully merited by
5

propriety and conduct." In the sermon people judged the minister's orthodoxy

1
John Mitchell, o£. cit.. pp. 303-304.

^Dean Ramsay, Scottish Rife and Character, p. 307.

3Donald ^age, Memorabilia Domestics; o£ Parish Rife In Thg. North Of
Scotland. 1889, W, Rae wick, pp. 128-129.

^William Jolly, o£. cit.. pp. 23, 24.
5
Elizabeth Grant, 0£. cit.. p. 208.
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and in his life they assessed his piety.1 In religion, the country congregation

looked back to the traditions of the past which they maintained by an often

austere and independent standard of judgment,

Perhaps the best example of traditionalism is found in a mysterious group

of pious individuals in the North of Scotland called "the Men."'* "The Men"

were a group of laymen "prominent among their neighbours for any superior know-
3

ledge, seal, or eloquence." As to tho religious life, they have been called

"the salt of the highlands" because their popularity and influence was very
L

great. The exact date of their origin has been debated, but casting aside

i

Particularly in the North of Scotland in the 1850'a there flourished
a number of Lay Kevlvallets: Duncan Matheson, Hay M&cDowall Grant, James Turner,
Brownlow North. Only Brownlow North achieved the official status of being recog¬
nized by a Church, in his case the Free Church of Scotland in its General Assembly
in 1859• North appealed to this sense of each individual judging for himself
the orthodoxy of the preacher, in one sermon he said; "It is a great truth,
though a truth hated and denied by multitudes.,.that every member of a congre¬
gation ie bound to prove to himself from the word of God, that the doctrine of
the man who teaches him is according to that Word." See Brownlow North, Ourselves.
London, William Hunt and Co., 1806, pp. 264-265. Also The British and foreign
favaaeelloal upvley, 1861, p. 53k.

^"The Men" axe a phenomenon of the Highlands requiring more adequate
research than has thus far been carried out end than lies within the scope of
this thesis. Thus far the best treatment of "the Men" is found in The -van. clloal
Kpyqert ISL 2M 1($8 t£ J.80Q, by John Macirmes, pp. 211-220.
For supplementary material sect Thomas Brown, Annals of the Disruption 1843,
p. 666ff. Kenneth MacDonald, foqlgl tmd Mel^oqp Life In The ii^hl&^dg, p.
10Aft,

%he New statistical Account. Vol. XIV, p. 398.

^Xhe Tree Church Monthly. "The Preachings In The Lewes," August 1, 1883,
p. 232. In the New statistical Account. Vol. XIV, p. 354, "The Men" are said
to be in "almost every other parish in Lkye." Charles Kogers, £0. cit.. says
that "the Men" are permitted to exercise a sort of general superintendence both
over minister and kirk-session," p. 75* Tiobert Findlater, who was one of "the
Men," was so respected that at his funeral in 1814, "upward of 2,000 people from
the neighbouring parishes—some upwards of twenty miles—assembled.(! Lee Memoir

Key, i.obert \ Indlater, The Con, p. 75. Thomas Brown, ££. ext.. p. 449.
Here Frown notes their prominence as teachers.
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chronological dispute their roots were in their reaction to "the formalism and
1

deadness of the established Kirk."

Without a doubt, "the Ken" were the religious conscience of the Highlands.

They defended the tenets of scholastic Calvinism as they understood them.2 They

were the epitosay of the spirit of Puritanism in doctrine, dress and asceticism.^
In the tradition of the Covenanters their seel made thea activistaj their activism

often running to excess in anti-clericelism and anti-institutionalisa.^

1
The Free church Monthly. 22.. cit.. Aug. 1, 1883, p. 232. For their

chronological origin see John Maclnnee, 2fi> cit.. p. 212. John MacKay, The
Church In The Highlands, pp. 215-216. Maclnnes gives a seventeenth century date
for the origin of "The Men." MacKay sees their origin in th© dissent against
Moderatisa and suggests 1788 as a date of birth.

2
iiobert Findlater, £2., cit.. was one of twelve men signing a letter

simply dated "Invergordon, Ness, 17th September, 1788." In this letter "the
Men" stated their purpose and their complaints against the religion they found
too prevalent in the Church. They lamented the "corruption in doctrine,.,.
£«uad the^ more refined pressing of evangelical duties without an eye to th© Spirit
of God," pp. 27-30j also p. 14. They considered as most important of the great
doctrines "the great and fundamental doctrine of the Atonement," pp. 37, 54. John
Maclnnes, cit.. has correctly stated that they "were commonly given to mysti¬
cal modes of speech and allegorical interpretations of scripture," p. 215. It
would seem that their knowledge of Calvinism was limited.

3'In doctrine they emphasised the experimental religion of the iUrltaaa.
See hobert Findlater, 22* ait.. p. 24} Thomas Brown, £2. cit.. p. 668} Kenneth
Maebonald, ££. cit.. p. 113#

In dress the men often wore a long blue cloak with a handkerchief around
their head, their hair being longer than was customary. See Thomas Brown, op. cit.
p. 666. Maclnnes has said that their peculiar dress was not so much a mark to dis¬
tinguish them as a group as an indication that they were "old fashioned." See
aclnnes, cit.. p. 218. Maclnnes also refers to their aseetio natures their
"austerity of behaviour",..their rigid Sabbatarianism, their constant engagement
in prayer even when at work, pp. 216-217. John Duncan the weaver-botanist appears
to have been one of this order...certainly he wore the traditional blue suit and
participated in the various prayer meetings so typical of "the Men"...although
he was e more open and enlightened disciple. Yet ^uncan was considered to be
"eccentric.,.daft." Meet William Jolly, 0£. cit.. pp. 252-254.

^There were said to be two groups of "the hen", those who were simply
devout men pursuing the "true gospel" and those who were more radical, be© Thomas
Brown, ££. cit.. pp. 666, 675# Looking back, it seems that Brown was defending
the majority of men who sided with the Free Church, although undoubtedly there
was a more radical class. Dee itobert * lindlater, on. cit.. p. 200. However, from the
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Independent in their thinking, "the lien" did not hesitate to cast judgment, often

with "narrower and bigoted" bluntness.^
It was the influence of "the Men" which contributed to the ©mergence of

the popular preacher in the Highlands. "The Men" judged the character and ortho¬

doxy of each minister, supporting those with whom they agreed and deserting those
2

they found wanting. If there were no preachers they deemed "spiritual" in

neighboring parishes, they conducted their own meetings of prayer and exhorta¬

tion,^ Those preachers endorsed by "the Men" found themselves on trial each

Sabbath. "The Men" would sit in a conspicuous place in the Church circulating by

their actions their opinion of the sermon.^ They would "nod approval or groan

disapprobation of the discourse" followed on occasion by observing members of the

congregation.^ By the example of "the Men" the Highlands exhibited the same

traditionalism of religious temperament which in the Borders led to the popularity

of the dissenting pulpit.^

perspective of the pro-disruption Church it seems that most of "the Men" were
anti-clerical, certainly anti-institutional for most of them considered the
validity of the sacraments to hinge on the personal character of the minister
who was officiating, dee Donald Sage, ££, clt.. p. 270,

"*The Free Church Monthly, op. clt., August 1, 1883, p. 233# Kenneth
MacDoneld, 0£. clt.. p. 117.

rh© Disruption Manuscripts, 22,* clt.. p. 5. See Church Cf
Scotland Monthly. April, 1899#FP» 76, 77. It is suggested that the neglected
choice of "the Men" In the Free fiaat Church, Inverness, led to the establishment
of the Free horth Church.

3
The Disruption Manuscripts, ££. clt.. p. 7. William Jolly, 22* cit..

p. 217. Kobert Flndlater, 0£. cit.. pp. 21, 26.

^Charles iiogers, 0£. cit,.. p. 75.
5

Donald Cage, o£. cit.. p. 124. The Free Church Monthly, op.
clt.. August 1, 1883# p. 233.

Appendix III-C indicates that it was in the Border counties and the
Highlands that the United Presbyterian Church and the Free Church enjoyed the
greatest plurality. The triumph in icotland of evangelicalism over Moder&tism
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b. The City Church

Preaching in city churches was affected by social groupings and class

stratification. Allan MacLaren in a very recent survey of 11Presbyterian!sra and

The Working Class" in Aberdeen has shown that each individual congregation usually

attracted people of a similar social class.^ In turn it would eeem that the class

stratification of the individual congregation was contingent on various styles of

preaching. Robert Lee of Old Grey Friars, Edinburgh, refused to 'give permission

for the printing of some of his sermons because: "They contain only matters which
2

are quite familiar to on® class of the community.n Walter C. S&ith noted In one

sermon: "There has grown up among us the notion that there is one kind of gospel

to be preached to the poor and the ignorant and another to the rich and the
3

educated," The correlation between types of preaching and the social grouping

was due to a variety of factors. In rural Scotland the Evangelical victory can
be seen as a reflection of the provincialism of the country congregations. Both
toe Free Church and the United Presbyterian Church provided their areas with,
what the people viewed ss an alternative to Moderatism. dee: John Mitchell, op.

pp. 297, 301, 302; John MacFarlane, L|fe G£ George f&wpqn, S,PlM
p. 70} Kenneth MacDonald., o£. cit.. p. 41} Donald Gag®, cit., p. 374}
Willie* Jolly, cit.. p. 219.

*A. Allan MacLaren, "Fresbyterianiav and the Working Class In a Mid-
Siineteenth Century City," The Sottish Historical .eview. Vol. ALYI, 2, «o. 142:
October 1967, p. 115. MacLaren gives three class groupings: First the upper,
middle class which includes advocates, professors, lecturers, bankers, cashiers,
accountants, large merchants, manufacturers, builders, shipowners, and landowners.
Second the lower, middle class which is doctors, local and government officials,
teachers, clerks, small merchants, self-employed tradesmen, foremen. Third a
group of employed artisans and tradesmen. In this study I have used the term
middle class to largely denote people in the first two groupings of KacL&ren,
The term working class I have used for all others.

*hlfe and Remains pf Robert dee. Vol, 1, p. 207.

^Walter G. walth, Demons, pp. 207-208. uoith says that people choose
to worship in churches on the basis of social standing and approval, pp. 289, 212.
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of city congregations is particularly evident in the way the people of the nine¬

teenth century described their churches and their preachers.

first, there was the distinct middle class congregation preferring a

more refined and literary pulpit. These ware churches and pulpits with a high

sense of social propriety. At the head of this list stood At. Giles which was

1
unique as a kind of "national temple." In 1895 the Junday service of this church

was described in The British ioekly. as "proper, decorous, traditional, and rather
2

liturgical." David Arnot, one of the nineteenth century incumbents of this famous

pulpit, was profiled as an "accomplished artist, sculptor...musician...and poet"

as well as an "eloquent and powerful" preacher. Glasgow Cathedral was described
4

as a magnet for "the present day respectability." from 1858 to 1865 the preacher

was John Robertson and his read sermons "produced an impression not to be forgotten
5

on an intellectual and cultivated audience." In 1399 the preacher Macadam Muir

kept up the tradition as he "read in a resolute voice...with an air of campaign
6

about him and a steady, regimental sincerity." In Glasgow was also located St.
7

Enoch's Church where "wealth and, religion went hand in hand." James Bonderson,

^ The British weekly. Dec. 19, 1895, p. 15k.

2Ibid.
^ Jketches of the ndinburteh Clergy, a pamphlet, 1865, New College Library,

pp. 6, 7. This pamphlet is a surprisingly objective, analytical account of Sunday
worship in the various churches of Edinburgh.

British weekly. June 15, 1899, p. 166.

•'John Robertson, weraons And -^positions, with a "Memoir" by J. G. Young,
p. xlvii,

^The British /.eekly. June 15, 1899, p. 166.
7
Robert Malcolm, Clerical Sketches. Glasgow, w. & W. Miller, 1842, pp.

103-104* This congregation was said to refuse sittings to poor people, p. 101.
This book is a series of sketches of Glasgow preachers which originally appeared
in the - cots limes and the -cottish patriot, p. vi.
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the minister here in 1842, was a manuscript preacher whose "composition was clear,

chaste and occasionally fine...not given to that impassioned eloquence...calcu¬

lated to arouse the feelings but...popular with a certain class."'' Henderson's

successor, James Burn, was said to be "graceful and dignified" in the pulpit—
2

blending "unquestionable orthodoxy with rational and responsible conduct."

James Veitch attracted "the greatest respectability in point of social position"

to St. Cuthberts to hear his "chaste and classical" sermons, exemplary of "deep

culture and considerable learning.Earlier, Sir Henry Moncrteff proved to be

a popular preacher at St, Cuthbert's, not because of "eloquence of words or of

sentiments" but because of "luminous and powerful reasoning, views clearly stated
L

with simplicity and assuredness." la the eyes of the wife of Principal Story,

the foremost preacher in Edinburgh at the end of the century was James McGregor
5

of St. Cuthbert's. She described this preacher as a "man of rare gift and great

personal charm" whose "fine franay of eloquence could stir the heart or sway the

aind."^ In Edinburgh there was also the father-in-law of John Galrd, William

Glover, whose "elegant" sermons "characterised by solidity, judgement and erudi¬

tion of no coramon order" appealed to the "very large and fashionable" congregation
7

of Grsenside Parish,

The more refined and literary pulpit was not alien to either the Free

1ma.
2
"John Smith, jjyr .cottlsh Clergy, p. 28.

3...ketches Ql ££& ndJMurah PP. 45.

^Henry Gockburn, Life gf Lord Jeffrey. Vol. 1, Edinburgh, 1852, pp. 186-
187.

5
J. L. Story, Later Keiainiscences. pp. 340-3-41.

Ibid., p. 341.
7
Sketches 0£ The Edinburgh Clergy, p. 49.
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Church nor the United Presbyterian Church. In Edinburgh, the United Presbyteriana

coold point to the "cultivated, sererse, graceful preaching" of Armstrong Black

at Falaerston Place.1 Edinburgh's Free St# Andrews, like so many a product of

the isruption, served a distinguished clientele including Lord Gifford, Sir Thomas
2

Thornton, sheriff Logan, and Dr. John Abercrosbie. Here the preaching of Aobert

John Sandesan, minister fro® 1873 to 1898 was described as "calm, thoughtful,
3

attractive, and thoroughly evangelical."^ To these middle class churches, preach¬

ing with a sense of propriety appears to have been preaching governed by reason,

appealing to men's minds and cognisant of man's cultural heritage.

Secondly, there were those equally distinct middle class congregations

preferring preaching exhibiting not less learning, bat more vitality. Here the

demand was for a practical and persuasive pulpit. In Edinburgh, Free St. George's

stood In this tradition. From Andrew Thomson to Alexander Whyte the pulpit of

this Church blended dignity with fire, a literary and cultural taste with a spiri-
L

tual sensitivity oast in the die of a fervid evangelical theology. Such was the

1
Here Deae Cromarty writes of Armstrong Black: "He Knows the Bible, feels

the drift of men's minds, and moves in a region not that of fashionable fads,"
p. 74. IM MiM '-'qekl.y, Hay 28, 1891, p. 74.

2
James M'Intosh, "St. Andrews Church, Edinburgh," The Free Church g£

. -Gotland Monthly. November 1, 1899,pp. 248-250. Historically, St. Andrews Parish
Church "contained a large number of the foremost men in the legal profession" but
only one of these, Henry Tod, came out with the disruption. let it is obvious
that this Church was patronised after the Disruption by men of the upper middle
class.

3
Ibid.. p. 248, la 1870, the translation of George Thomson to Free St.

Andrews was resisted by his Presbytery of Kirkcaldy. In defending the translation,
the representatives of the Free iSdinburgh Presbytery called attention to the
"prominence of both the congregation of Free At. ^Jidrews and its pulpit." Free
Church Assembly Papers. 1870 "Call to St, Andrews, Edinburgh,"

^John Anderson, fl£ Edinburgh, 1832. These
sketches originally appeared in a Newspaper, (p.v.) p. 99. The Prep Church of
Scotland Monthly. January 1, 1898, pp. 1-4.
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type of preaching consistently attracting "the very best society of Edinburgh."1
A persuasive and practical pulpit was also the power sustaining the "respectable

2
congregation" of Broughton Place United Presbyterian Church in Minburgh. This

was the pulpit in which John Brown united practicality and rationality into one

3
horaileticel objective which he called "apprehension," His son, the well-known

writer and doctor, aayes "Out of this arose one of his deficiencies. He could go

largely into the generalities of a subject...but he was averse to abstract and
/

wd.de reasoning." Brown's successor at Broughton Place, Andrew Thomson was des¬

cribed as a preacher of "decided talent and practical ability."** Hewington United

Presbyterian Church was a large, wealthy and enterprising congregation in Edinburgh

witnessing to the nineteenth century magnetism of the popular' preacher.^ James

Robertson, the preacher under whose leadership rapid growth took place, was des¬

cribed as "a thoughtful and earnest preacher.•.his discourses characterised by a
7

great fervour...his delivery particularly impressive and winning." Still in

Edinburgh, the provincialism of Moody Stuart was attracting Highlanders as well
8

as wealth and nobility to Free 3t. Lukes. Alexander Whyte who worshipped there

on alternate ;jundays as a divinity student has described the preaching of Hoouy Stuart

John Anderson, ££. cit.. pp. 60, 101. The British ..coklv. _ept. 9, 1897,
p. 34-6.

2
The British Jeekly. "Prosperous Churches and the Causes Of Their success,"

January AS, 1867, p. 11. John Anderson, gg. clt.. p. 14.

^Br. John Brown, Rab and His Friends, p. 13.

^Ibld.
5
'John Anderson, 22* olt»« P* 18,
6
Sketches /dljrftHPfth Plera. p. 40.

7Ibid.
^Kenneth Moody Stuart, Alexander Moody Stuart, pp. 60, 70,

<~
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as "spiritual...scholarly,..very refined.,.original...and steeped through and

through with a Samuel Rutherford-like sensibility to sin."^
This relationship between an affluent congregation and a powerful and

persuasive pulpit, is evident in other cities beside idinburgh. In Glasgow, St.

John's Free Church was regarded as one of the "most influential congregations
2

of the city." In the ©yes of one observer, this church incorporated "almost
3

all the leading Free Church families1' of Glasgow. The initial impetus in this

pulpit belonged to the "resistless eloquence" and practical emphasis of Thornas

Chalmers.^ Chalmer's successor, Thomas Brown was described as a preacher whose

"power lay in his heart and mind"..,.whose pulpit manner combined "graceful and

varied gestures with a distinct and earnest delivery."3 John Roxburgh, a later

minister of St. John's who had himself sat at the feet of Chalmers in the old

Iron Church, was said to be a strong personality in the pulpit pursuing the "cause

of vital and spiritual religion as expounded and enforced by Chalmers .In

Glasgow's West And, Wellington Street United Presbyterian Church was another
7

fashionable congregation. Deas Cromarty wrote that in this "ostentatious set¬

ting" the "chastened eloquence" of James Black, the minister in 1391* did not
8

portray any "offensively prosperous air." In Glasgow also was the Regent Street

1Ibid.. p. 258.
2,1St. John's Glasgow," Thg Free Church of, Scotland Monthly. April 1, 1398,

p. 80. Also seej John &aith, Our .cottlsh Clergy, p. 49*

3Ibld. 4Ibid.
5John smith, o£, cit.. pp. 4.6-48.

°The Free Church of Scotland Monthly. April 1, 1898, pp. 79, 30.

7Jhe -wil', 9, 1891, p. 390.

8Sii.
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Secession Church, described as the largest and most respectable dissenting congre¬

gation in the city in 1340.^ Here the "popularity" centered on Hugh Keugh, an

"eloquent and amiable preacher" whose sermons were "good, clear, and arguraenta-
2

tive." In Aberdeen, the Belmont street United Presbyterian Church attracted

"many of the foremost public men in the city" because of David Beatt, "a preacher
3

with a distinct personality and decided power." The middle class congregations,

desiring vitality and persuasive practicality in the pulpit, nurtured preaching

appealing to men's hearts as well as men's minds. This was preaching aimed at
4

the total personality of the man in the pew.

Third, there was a simple, less profound and often more picturesque and

colloquial type of preaching appealing to all classes of men but particularly

attractive to the working class. Such a congregation was Free St. John's in

Edinburgh, williara Banna, writes that here eats

Peers and peasants, citizens and strangers, millionaires and mechanics,
the judge from the bench, the carter from the roadside, the high-born
dame, the serving-maid of low degree—all for once close together.-*

i
Robert Malcolm, Clerical Sketches. Glasgow, pp. 36-37. Malcolm says

that this Church retained its character attracting the "well-dressed" even though
the Church was located in an "unfashionable" district.

2Xbid.
3
Alexander Gammie, The Churches of Aberdeen. Aberdeen, 1909, Aberdeen

Daily Journal Office, pp. 89-90. Hie articles in this book originally appeared
as a series of sketches in the wvonim: axurese from 1904-1905. Beside providing
insight into the churches of Aberdeen this book betrays the obvious conviction
of the writer that the rise and decline of a particular congregation was linked
to the popularity of the occupant of the pulpit.

"^Augustine once wrote that it was necessary for the preacher "to teach
that he may instruct...to please that he may hold attention...to persuade that
he may be victorious." This was the balanced aim of the class of preachers just
described, See .ugustine, Christian octrlne. The Library of Liberal Arts, p. 133.

5
David K. Guthrie, Charles J. Guthrie, o£. clt.. p. 220. Among the more

famous men worshipping at Free St. John's were? Hugh Miller, Sir James X, Simpson
Lord Rutherford and Henry Cockbum, pp. 222-228.
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Duch a preacher was Thomas Guthrie, the man Heazy Goekburn called: "Cur greatest

preacher,.,the orator of the poor,"^ Cockburn has described Guthrie's preaching

as:

Practical and natural; passionate without vehemence,,,always generous
and devoted, he is a very powerful preacher. Kis language and accent
are very Scotch and his gesture the most graceful I have ever seen in
any public speaker....everything he does glows with a frank, gallant
warmheartedness rendered more delightful by a boyish simplicity of
air and style.

In Edinburgh James Begg also appealed to "all classes of society," particularly

the female servants.3 While his preaching was neither "deep nor profound,"

Horatius Bonar has said it was "Impressive and his style clear...his utterance

was energetic....He did not overshoot his audience so that the common people heard

his gladly. Simple, hat powerful preaching was attractive to the working men

5
and women of both Edinburgh's Iountainbridge and west Port free Churches. In

Glasgow the Gordon Street United Presbyterian Church reached "all grades and

conditions" of men from the rich merchant and manufacturer to the small huxter

6
or hard-working artisan." The preacher, A. C, Beattie was popular for his message

Henry Gockbum, Circuit Journeys. .Edinburgh, 1889, David Douglas,pp.
187-188.

^David K. and Charles J. Guthrie, jj£. cit.. p. 198. In his Circuit
Journeys. Cockburn says that Guthrie preached "with simplicity, assuredness and
success, to soothe and elevate the poor by all the hopes and comforts which they
peculiarly require," p. 188, while It is not the purpose of this section to refer
to the sermon itself, it should be noted that Guthrie himself was aware of his
appeal to the working class as when he says in one sermon, "all true followers of
Jesus are of the working class" with working class in italics, ^ee T. Guthrie,
Man and |he Gost?el. p. 228.

3.,k^tchei? Q£ rhe aafe Clergy, p. 11.

^Thomas Smith, Memoirs of James Beng. Vol, I, p. 198.

*4'he free Church qf Gotland Monthly. August 1, 1898, p. 256. Also
February 1, 1900, pp. 25-26. November 1, 1898, West Fort is called "The church
of the working classes and the very poor," p. 255#

^Robert Malcolm, o£. cit.. p. 128. Also see: John Smith, our ^cottiah
Clorgy. PP. 167ff.
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end manner was "homely, yet striking."^ In Glasgow the Free Church's wynd
2

Mission burgeoned to twenty-four congregations. In part the success of this

effort was due to "racy and powerful" preachers such as iiobert Cunningham, an

ex-pugilist.3 In Inverness, the Free North Church owed its existence to "the

Men" and their insistence that they secure their own kind of preaching.^ "The

Men," who were themselves largely working class, were not disappointed for the

pulpit of the Free North Church prospered as it perpetuated the "powerful, good,
5

solid" preaching that was akin to the provincialism of the Highlands. It seems

that the less pompous the preacher, the broader the social base of his influence.

To many oitisen® of the city, preaching was primarily to aim for the heart. The

speech of the pulpit was to be that of the common classes. Many members of the

more educated and economically substantial classes also found such preaching attrac¬

tive because it was clothed in human interest. Members of the working classes

came to such churches, if they came at all, because this was the one type of preach¬

ing they could understand.

Within these three general types of preaching there were still other factors

affecting the stratification of the city congregation. Two such factors were

education and age.

Among the middle class churches of the city there were those congregations

catering even more specifically to the Intelligentsia. In Edinburgh the Old Kirk

1Ibid.. p. 129. Also John -rnlth, cj£. eft.. notes hie "simplest phraseology,"
P» 165.

2
The Free Church of Scotland .loathly. January 1, 1899, pp. 1-4. It should

be noted that in this period the Church tends to speak of its congregations limited
to the working classes not as "Churches" but as "Missions."

3Ibid., p. 4. ^Xbld.. April 1, 1844, pp. 76-77.

P. 78.
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pointod to Old Grayfriars ass the nest of the city*8 "honest intelligent doubters,"^
This was the pulpit of -vobort lee who has been called the "champion of free

2
thought of Scotland," be© was followed at Old Greyfliars by Robert Wallace, a

3
"scholarly, cultivated, eloquent preacher," The Free Church of Edinburgh had

its own intellectual citadel, it was the Froe High Church, fittingly located at

the top of the Mound, From Robert Gordon to waiter C« -anith, the occupants of

this pulpit sought to impress "men of intellectual taste and talent."^1 Thus

Gordon was known for his "thoroughness and impressiveness," Smith, as a preacher
5

"who claimed and used his freedom as a thinking man," To the outside observer,

the pulpit of the Free High Church appeared to be "literary and devotional."^
The more intellectual pulpit was not restricted to Edinburgh. In Inverness,

the origin of the Free East Church went bock to 1798 when permission was granted

for the erection of a Chapel of Ease "for the benefit of the better educated
7

classes of Inverness," David Sutherland, the preacher in that pulpit from 1839

to 1875 was described as "a man of culture...literature and scholarship" whose

V, Campbell Smith, William Wallace, editors, iiobert Wallace. Life and
East Leaves. London, 1903, Sande & Co., pp. 128, 161, 162.

^John Comerson, The Parish Caaosie. 1892, p. 54, related Robert Lee's
concern that the church was losing "the aristocracy and educated classes." John
Anderson, Sketches uf The Edinburgh Clergy. 1832, describes an earlier preacher
in Old Greyfriars, John Inglis, as one whose sermons were of "the high intellec¬
tual character,..not a preacher for the crowd," pp. 21-22.

p. i7.

Em £&££& SL 'Mt^ Jon®# 1898, p. 128. Tfce Byjtjpfr
Weekly. April 15, 1887, p. 3.

^The Free Church gf Scotland Monthly. June, 1898, p. 128. Ti^e BrltisJa
Weekly. February 28, 1895, p» 306.

6im-
7lhs. iif£ C.tek °£ ^tlapd April 1, 1899, p. 75.
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pulplt style was *quiet and thoughtful,11 ^ In St# Andrews both the Old Kirk and

the Free Church reflected the academic atmosphere of the community. In the Old
2

Kirk, John Tulloch was the "favorite11 of the students. To at least one student,

Dr. Ainslie of the Free Church suffered in his popularity as a preacher for

students because his "essay like sermons" gave the impression that he was "never

quite able to forget that he was preaching to ~dr David Brewster and one or two
3

of the professors." In Aberdeen "the eloquent and thoughtful sermons" of Jiiases

Leask of the Kosemount Parish Church attracted an educated audience of whom "a

very large proportion were university students."^ Where education was a major

factor conditioning the character of a congregation the pulpit was more solemn
5

and scholarly on the one hand and probably more innovative on the other.

Another factor influencing the stratification of the city church was that

of age. This is particularly prominent in young people who as a group tended to

be attracted to the more dynamic pulpita where they heard a dominant, sometimes

unique, personality. Dynamic was certainly one word denoting the preaciiing of

Alexander «hyte and Me later colleague at St. George's west, Hugh Black. In

part this appeal to university students was a legacy of the earlier preaching of

Andrew Thomson.^ However in 1898 The British -.eekly noted, as an apparent

1Ibld.. p. 76.
2
0. S. ..aliaond, reminiscences 0£ Arbroath ajid ct, .^dreyfi, p. 138.

3Ibld.

Alexander Gamraie, og,. cit.« p. 46.

3John Lee and itobert «allaee of Ldinburgh's Old Greyfriars, Walter C.
■Jaith of Edinburgh's Free High Church, John Tulloch of St. mdrews Parish and
John Caird in Glasgow were all noted for their openness to new ideas and new
theology. Another innovative and non-traditional layman who was very popular
with students was Henry Brummond.

^John Anderson, oja. cit.# p. 99.
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exception, the "very deep impression" Hugh Black was making on the young people
1

of Edinburgh. Unique, wee an appropriate description of the sermons of the blind

poet-preacher, George Matheson in Edinburgh's St. Bernard's who was extremely
1

popular with the youth of Edinburgh. Similarly, the preaching of John Brown in

fasionable St. Andrew's was both dynamic and unique. With his "pawky Scotch

humor" this "striking and original preacher" cast his influence on Kobert i-iirr&y

M'Gheyne, Andrew ..oraerville and a whole "crowd of young men" who became ministers
3

of th® Free Church. In Aberdeen it appears that the dominant personality and

enchanting enthusiasm of David P. M'Lees of the Woodaide Parish Church, G. H. D.

MacGregor of the ~.ast Free Church, and George Adam amlth of the Queen's Cross

Free Church captured for them the allegiance of many of the youth of Aberdeen in
/

the last decade of th© century. As young people attended one church and neglected

others, they not only exposed yet another layer in the stratified pattern of church

attendance! they also east their vote for the popular preacher.

In part, the theological disputes and homiletical controversies of the

century were one aspect of the dialogue, if not the collision, between the

various parochial traditions shaping popular preaching. In preaching, this clash

was most pronounced in the manuscript controversy. In th® country, it was usually

essential that the popular preacher abandon any manuscript, indeed a minister's

^In 1892 the translation of Hugh Black to St. George's reached the General
Assembly of the Free Church. Part of the plea of the Bdinburgh Presbytery stressed
the importance of a pulpit with "Freshness of Scholarship, likely to attract and
be in sympathy with students." Free Church Assembly Papers. "Bt. George's,
Edinburgh," 1892. The British weekly. December 1, 1898, p. 130.

%bid.. April 26, 1889, "otudent Edinburgh," p. 414. Also see MacKillan,
£&« of George Matheson. p. 220ff.

3The Free Church of _cotland Monthly. Nov. 1, 1899#PP. 247, 248.

^Alexsnder Gamaie, 22* cit.. pp. 83, 112, 113, 168.
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call to a particular church was often dependent on whether or not be used a

manuscript.1 A. H. Charteris has written that freedom from the manuscript was

2
"always an important fact in the reputation of a country minister. The -cotsman

in an editorial comment on a country congregation choosing a minister oaidi

"Rustic audiences have a great respect for lungs and a proportionate contempt
3

for paper." liven so famous a preacher as Thomas Chalmers could not escape the

rejection of the country pew because "he was pewin the paper wi his nose,"^
The rural disdain for "the paper" was simply a reflection of the provin¬

cial loyalty to tradition. In the Border village of Yarrow, the people were more

concerned with the manner of delivery than the length of the sermon. James

Russell vritest

The reading was not the preaching of the word in their eyes}
they had the high authority, if not of the Bible, at least of the
Catechism, for the distinction. It is one which continues still
to be made.5

David Vs'oodside contends that in the United Presbyterian Church!

The gospel was to be set forth in its own native majesty....Any
attempt to make it palatable to man's heart by fine writing or
by "purple passages" could only thwart the real purpose of
preaching."

Henry Cockbum comments on the views of those abhoring a manuscript!

Their...notion is that in communicating the sacred message, the
preacher must give forth the inspiration that he feels. Everything

4

'John Robertson, Sermons and Expositions, p. xxxli-xxxiii. The Church
of Scotland, Assembly Papers. 1344, "Portmoak Case," p. 8.

2A. H. Charteris, yig. *£ Tfee r^ertson, P. 38.

~^The Scotsman. Ceceraber 25, 1875, p.6.
^James Russell, Reminiscences of Yarrow, iwilnburgh, 1886, p. 22.

^Ibid.. p. 21. dee Larger Catechism ^159 • J. Campbell Smith, William
Wallace, Robert Wallace, p. 64.

^David Woodside, op. cit.. p. 151.
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savouring of preparation.., sasiae tainted by art and the worldj and
the very composure, which is the principle charm of deliberate fore¬
thought is unsatisfactory and even offensive to those who delight
in that excitement which is kindled, as they think by instant con¬
tact with the altar....The cooler clergy of episcopacy and of
Established Presbytery have generally sneered at this spontaneous
enthusiasm, and of course their opponents have courted popularity
by cultivating it. Kence to read a sermon has always been one of
the recognized marks of lukewarmness.'

To those steeped in the language of the Confession of Faith and the spirit of

the Covenanters, preaching with "paper" appeared to be a sign of the preacher's
2

"unfitness."

While the manuscript was often anathema in the country, it was commonplace

in the city. One observer writes that it was John Murray who in 1817 was "one

of the first who introduced into Aberdeen the practice of preaching without a

paper,Donald cage makes the sweeping claim that in Edinburgh in 1813 all the

ministers read their sermons.^ While this statement is dubious in its extensive-

ness, it is no doubt true that in Edinburgh the more acceptable preachers used

a manuscript. Thomas Guthrie indicates that in Edinburgh during the first half

of the century there was considerable pressure brought upon the preacher to insure
5

his use of a manuscript. Certainly the fact that such well-known preachers as

"'henry Cockbura, Journal of Henry Gockbum. Vol. 2, pp. 242-244.

^David Cuthbertson, The Auld Dirk Minister, p. 31. Also see James Begg,
- reschipf,, "Appendix," p. 30.

3James Bruce, T|je Aberdeen Fulolt. Aberdeen, 1840, p. 52. Originally
this series of articles appeared in the "Aberdeen Monthly Circular."

^Donald Gage, Memorabilia Dpaestlca. 1889, p. 237.
5'Thomas Guthrie, Memoirs and autobiography, pp. 181, 359. John Ramsay

in a letter dated 1804- suggests that the general mode of preaching in both
Edinburgh and Glasgow was in the tradition of Hugh Blair, which would also indi¬
cate preaching from a manuscript, Gees Letters &£ John i.assay g£ . ehtertyre
1799-1812, pp. 123, 33, 34.
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fhomas Chalmers, h, S. Candllsh, Robert Gordon, Norman MacLeod, John aobertson

and cdward Irving used a manuscript indicates its acceptability in the larger

cities,1 In 1878 The .British and foreign evangelical Review noted with obvious

concern:

In Scotland, amongst the iVesbyterian churches reading is becoming
more and more the rule; and w© doubt much if it be maintained
that the hold of the pulpit over the people is increasing,2
Viewing the manuscript controversy as it touched the various Presbyterian

denominations, it is apparent that it was Presbyterian Dissent which was most
3

unanimous in its disdain for the manuscript. In 184-9 the bynod of the United

Presbyterian Church officially declared:

The reading of discourses in the ministration of the pulpit is
contrary to the practice of this Church, and not for edification,
[and enjoined!the Presbyteries to taice care that the brethren do
not deviate from the ordinary practice of the Church In this except
in cases where, for reasons shown, leave is asked and obtained from
the Presbytery,*

Ironically, the success of Presbyterian Dissent in the major cities of Scotland

suggests that the disdain for the manuscript was not limited to the country

districts.-* Obviously there was also a strong element of traditionalism in the

cities.

Looking back, it sems that this debate over the use or disuse of a

manuscript is illustrative of the restrictive tendency in hoailetics in the nine¬

teenth century. Until the closing decades of the century, a man was expected

1K. W, jaith, 22. cit.. p. 187. The British and foreign evangelical
Keview. Vol. 3, 1854, p. 66l7

22fe£ British foreign evangelical Review. 1878, p. 519.

"ViacPhsll's Journal. Vol, 5, 1848, p. 28.

^The United Presbyterian Church, >->.vnod Proceedings. 1849, p. 187.
§
See Appendix III.



1
to conform to the pattern or tradition of his particular congregation. success

in a country perish was usually dependent upon the abandonment of the manuscript.

In practice this often meant hours of agony in what A. K. H. Boyd called "the

laborious...and absurd committing to memory of what cried aloud that it was not
2

extemporaneous." Obviously the extemporaneous sermon was the way out for other

preachers, but it is suspected that more than one parishioner's verdict was like

George Allot's character, Mr. Hackiti

Our parson can preach as good a sermon as need be heard when he
writes it down. But when he tries to preach wi'out book, he
rambles about, and doesn't stiek to his text} and ©very now and
then he flounders about like a sheep as has cast itself, and can't
get on its legs again.*

If a man's temperament left him with no alternative bit the curse of "the paper"

then he was advised to "use it as if he did not use it."^ Again, If a man was

a United Presbyterian preacher he had no choice but to trust his memory or his

extemporary ability.^ Should the preacher find himself in an Edinburgh pulpit

^The Christian Journal. Vol, 7, 1844, PP* 536-537.

*A, K. H, Boyd, "This Ministry," Life and Work. 1891# June, p. 82. This
was the retiring moderator's address to the 1891 Old Kirk Assembly. A similar
account of the preaching of the United xresbyterian Church is found in Kab and
His friends, p. 97, where Br. John Brown speaks of the preaching of his father.
John Maefarlane in The Life and Iiin63 Of George Lawson. relates bow in the
Secession Church it was imperative that the sermon be committed to memory and
that in his first sermon the preacher get through without "sticking" the discourse
...meaning without "any pause, or break-down, or resort to the rnenuscript," p.
$0. A. E. MaeSeen, and Letters Of John Cairns, p. 317, notes this tendency
"to stick" in Cairns' preaching.

^George Eliot, wgengs 0£ Clerical Life, Edinburgh, p. 9.
A
"Charles Brown, The ifljaifftyy# p. 32# Also see George Hill, Counsels, p.

68.

5
James Brown, T£e Life gf, John ..adie, p. 219. Note, the f-fenute Book 0£

The United Presbyterian Church. Edinburgh, uctober and i.oveaber 1893 Indicates
thet the "Committee on Delivery of Students Discourses" still enforced this
demand of no manuscript, although there was growing concern that some were using
notes and manuscripts. The United Presbyterian Magazine. Vol. XXVI, Nov. 1,
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th© demand was just as narrow and restrictive} popularity was too often conr-

tingent upon the successful use of a manuscript. Consequently men, like Principal

Cunningham, who had carried the day as popular preachers in other pulpits, met

their Waterloo in the Athens of Scotland.1 As long as the individual pulpit

was tied to a rigid traditionalism and an equally stern scheme of etrstifloca¬

tion, the road to popularity was most often that of conformity to the testa of
2

the people of that particular congregation.

The Aon-Theological Mti£e 0£ fQpqlar iye$chlqg A

The ©mergence of the popular preacher in the nineteenth century is
t

a witness to the importance of the no»-theological aspect of preaching.

The emphasis on the non-theological nature of popilar preaching is

1882, p. 520. Here it is contended that now reading is "very common in our
pulpits.u Jtill reporting a discussion iu the iidiaburgh Tresbytary It was said
80 to 90£ of the laity preferred no paper, p. 514*

1/oidrev Duncan, Thg, .cottish danctuarv. p. 99* For another record of
Principal Cunningham a® the "popular preacher" at Greenock see The Free Oh ireh

■ eaklv record.. Dec. 29, 1861, p. 97.

^arly letters of Marcue Pods. P.P.. 1850-1864, pp. 161, 173, 247»
248. See James Brown, I4fe o£ 4 Scottish Probationer, pp. 174, 175, 306. The
Free Church of Scotland Monthly. March, 18v8, p. 53, relates the feeling of
disappointment of many members of St. feters Church in Sundae when Islay bums
succeeded hobert Murrey M'Cheyne, M'Cheyne was not en academic and his sermons
were more of an extemporary nature whereas Sura® was more intellectual and care¬
fully wrote out hie discourses cosamitting them carefully to memory. Though
Burns succeeded in carving his niche, he was followed in 1864 by uncan !hegregor,
a preacher in the M'Uheyne tradition.
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positively evident in many descriptions and definitions of preaching coming

from both clergy and laity. George Hill and his son idexander stressed the two
1

qualities of "distinct enunciation and earnestness." dbeaezer Porter, whose

text was prescribed reading in the United Presbyterian Divinity Hall wrote that

the three facets of good preaching were "simplicity, seriousness and earnest-
2

necs." Charles Brown, addressing the divinity students of the Free Church said

that preaching was composed of seven properties of which four were non-theologicals
3

"direct, easy to understand, lively, assured." In 1854- a writer in The British

and Foreign evangelical nevlew said that preaching must always b® "didactic,

analytic and that of argument."^ John Ker said that the three things which gave
5

the "eenaon wings" were "style, illustration, feeling." Deaa Cromarty wrote

fhe British ,eeklyt "Large generalisations, the best examples, an eye for

effective points, and an individual flavour all through—these make a preacher

who can always hold his own."*' Thomas Binrde observed in The Free Church of

Scotland Monthly that William Symington of the Great Hamilton Street Free Church,

Glasgow, possessed all the gifts which go to sake a groat preachers "K© had a

noble presence, a refined and winning manner, a clear and musical voice, great

1George Hill, Counsels, p. 67.
2
Lbanezer Porter, ££. cit.. pp. 60-62,

3
Charles Brown, The Ministry. 1872, pp. 31-40.

British 3|±a Foreign „vangeIleal neview, 1854, pp. 404-408.
5
The United Presbyterian Magazine. December, 1893, Vol, 10, p. 529.

^The British Weekly. December 15, 1898, p. 202.
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command of beautiful and appropriate language, and an ease and grace in delivery
i

which cannot be described,"

The dominance of the non-theological nature of popular preaching is

negatively evident in the contempt with which the more theologically acute
2

preachers viewed mere popular preaching, Lduard Irving who had caustic words

for the popular idolatry of the pulpit cautioned:

Let the priest be careful how he permits idolatry to fasten upon
him, however quietly, however insidiously} let him beware how he
receive upon himself one portion of that faithful regard which is
wholly Christ's, lor the idolatry of a multitude though it call
itself religious, is a fickle thing; and there is only one of two
fates for an idol—either to be worshipped, or to be stamped into
powder and trodden under foot.3

Norman MacLeod who expressed concern at the "influence of the mob" over the

clergy recorded in his diary: "0 God in heaven, keep ae from courting popular¬

ity, John Caird, whom Professor -obert Flint described ae "the foremost pulpit

orator of his day in Scotland," was equally harsh on the popular preacher whom

he described as:

the flippant, showy, ready-tongued, loud-voiced, shallow dealaimer,
who can easily string together a few common-places of stock theology,
relieve then by a certain tawdry brilliance or illustration or a
feeble infusion of sentimental pathos, catch the proper pulpit tone
of conventional solemnity, and fire off the whole with a declamatory _

fervour that tickles the ears and secures the votes of the multitude,''

Robert Lee, whose preaching appealed to the intellectual skeptics of Edinburgh,

satirically condemned popular preaching as "the dignity of the pulpit,,.the dignity

1
The free Church of Scotland Monthly. September 1, 1898, p. 207.

*Wch of the literature decrying "popular preaching" was the negative
reaction of the more academic and theological preacher.

3Ldward Irving, qpffffqpffed Vo1- 4, pp. 71, 72.

^Donald MacLeod, Memoir off Norman MacLeod, pp. 76, 58, 59.

3Good Cords. March 1, 1868, p. 197. Also pp. 198, 200.
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of dulnessl the dignity of fin© sentences, holiday phrases and good-for-nothing
1

generalities." Each of these men decried mere popular preaching. let each of

these men, in his own sphere, was a popular preacher.

What precisely were the non-theological factors determining popular

preaching? Three words appear again and again in the many descriptive and criti¬

cal assessments of preachings eloquence, earnestness, edification.

lioouence reiterated the popular demand that the sermon be delivered in

an interesting and captivating manner. Eloquence referred to the"rhetorical

pathos...Fervid oratory...distinct enunciation...striking delivery...flowers of

speech ant fine language...classical language...velvet-mouthed preaching" were
2

all used as synonyms for eloquence. David M'Lees of Aberdeen was said to be an

eloquent preacher because "his sermons were models of conciseness and lucidity

and characterised by a lofty dignified tone,One writer called Thomas Guthrie

"the most consummate orator h© ever heard in the pulpit" because of his picturesque
/

language and thrilling descriptions. To both Thomas Guthrie and John Ker the
5

preacher was a painter..."painting in words." John Calrd was said to possess

E. H, Story, qjj. clt.. Vol. I, p. 270. Story's wife spoke of "the mere
twaddle" of much popular preaching. Later Reminiscences, p. 69. In 1847, p. 227,
HaePhail's Journal derided the "three popular properties" of preaching as "loose¬
ness, loudness and length."

2
Alexander Gaaaie, ££• clt.. pp. 112-113. John Cameron, The Parish qf

Caaosie. p. 30. James Brown, The Life Of A Scottish Probationer, pp. 174-175.
George Hill, Counsels, p. 67. David Woodelde, ££• cit.. p. 167. James Bruce,
The Aberdeen Pulpit, p. 9. John harasay, Letters of John hamsay Of ochtertyro.
1799-1012,pp. 16, 99. liaaeay had sharp words for those who in preaching would
have nothing "but the ice cream of sentiment, heightened by the raspberry flavour
of style pushed to extreme," p. 74. let the tenor of Ramsay*s many statements
on preaching is that the majority wanted this kind of popular eloquence in the
pulpit.

o

^Alexander Gaamie, cit.. p. 83.

*0. S. Galmond, fulfilp^qefl 2£ ^broatfe, afid ^ Andrewq, pp. 74-76.

^The United Presbyterian ;ia#a2lne. Vol. IX, 1892, p. 437.



"ail the requisites of a great speaker,11 because among other qualities "he
1

carefully studies even the niautiae of his elocution." Addressing the students

of Glasgow University in 1889, Ceird. said:

Society will never, by reason of advancing culture arid the diffusion
of literature, outgrow tire relish and demand for good speaking, for
this, if for no other reason, that besides outward circumstances and
accessories, there is something in what we call eloquent speech whleh
by no effort or artifice can be produced in literary form,'11

3
Eloquence in one of its many forms was indispensable to the popular preacher.

In 1855 an editorial in *he ,.ifaces newspaper inquired:

w» what principle does popularity in preaching depend?,..on a
few pretty feathers; but it i3 an important talent, depend on wiist
it aayj ajacl the pretty feathers, if they secure it, are not to be
despi?**ri.+

eloquence testified to the preacher's ability to "arrest attention, not otherwise

to be won, by the more play of j_thuj brilliant faculties" of speech.^
earnestness denoted the concern of the pew for the spirit in which the

preacher delivered his sermon. The popular preacher was expected to be a man

6
who spoke with foaling and sincerity. he was to be serious in the pulpit and

earnestness was the term measuring his seriousness, narnestneoa pointed in part

to the sore ©motional side of the preacher'o delivery, earnest preaching was

1iii& i.eyjsj;, Vol. XCVI, 1871, p. 19.
2
.John C&ird, university ..ddreuse^, I898, p. 345.

3
Donald -age, g£. cit.. pp. 31G-311. In ^berdeon dr. .fed was popular

because of his "eccentric" habit of acting the part of the character he was des¬
cribing.

4,
The . lines-,. 1855. ee the collection of editorial clippings in New

Gollege -uibrary.
5
MSL ML. .^gngelipql ^^sw, Vol, 3, 1854, p. 404.

The wharch of u:otlauct, . aaombf; , aoers. 1844, "The Henderson Case,"
pp. 40-66. The words "earnest" and "sincere" occur again and again in the various
evaluations of the preacher.
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descrlbed in such terms as "warm and fervid...affectionate...preaching fro® the

heart...lively vividness...forcible...full of life...extreme vehemence...impres¬

sive...animated...direct...unction...passion.,.energetic."1 earnestness was the
2

fire of meaningful oratory, it was called "the soul of eloquence." This it

was said that "the burning eloquence of Chalmers covered all the faults of Ms
5

composition, pronunciation and manner..arnestnsss was said to be "thought

couched in burning words and these burning words uttered with all the impassioned
L

energy and earnestness which their infinite importance demands." AbensKer Porter

wrote of earnestness!

The highest order of pulpit eloquence is nothing but the flame of
enlightened piety united with the flame of genius. When this glows
in the bosom it sanctifies and concentrates all the powers of the
mind. It melees even the stripling warrior valient in fight and
enables him to cut „ off the head of Goliath with the sword wrested
from his own hand.-'

John her said that the "sympathetic feeling which is put into (a sermon) is the
6

first wisdom in a preacher."

In a secondary sens®, earnestness was the emotional marriage of the pulpit

and the pew. The popular preacher was a man who roused the feelings of the man

in the pew. More than one preacher was rejected by a congregation because his

1
Marcus hods, 0j£ Preaching, p. 14-. J. M, M'Bain, og. clt.. p. 244.

Kacrhall's Journal. Vol. 2, 1347, p. 77; Vol. 3, 1847, p. 27? Vol. 6, 1849,
p. 414. Tfci Pritish atnd Foreign evangelical uoyjeu. 1861, p. 521. A. James,
A& earnest Ministry, pp. 78-79. 3£ British weekly. November 20, 1890, p. 58;
December 17, 1886, p. 4. The Christian Treasury. 1852, p. 192. Adam Black,
Memoirs. 1835, p. 14. Thg, United Presbyterian Magazine. Vol, 10, 1893, p. 532.

2
Mbenezer Porter, 22.* clt.. p. 62.

3iM asd loreigfl ^va^eljcaj. Aevjew, p. 82. John Brown, &&
SB* J£Lfi p. 122.

Gmith, Public -.orship. 3B55, p. 137.
5
nbenezor Porter, o&. cit.. p. 62.
6
The United Mresbyterlar Magazine. Vol. IX, 1892, pp. 438-439.
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sarsons were "lifeless...cold and insipid,"^ Kenneth MacDonald has described

the Highlander as one who "likes to have his conscience touched, and he regards

preaching that has no rousing effect on him as tame and pointless, Henry Cockburn

having "oononlcally" endured an exceedingly "dull" sermon in Inverary noted in
3

his diaryi "God help the natives both for the quality and the quantity."

Alexander Gammie called earnestness "contagious enthusiasm."^ Deas Cromarty

described it as preaching "from the heart to the heart in manly piety.""* Lbeneser

Porter said that the earnest preacher "will make you understand him, for he under-
6

stands himself.,..He will make you feel for he feels himself." Charles Brown
7

suggested that earnest preaching was "conversation with the hearers." Here there

was "no chit-chat...no declamation...no mere oratory...but preaching direct in

thought, in expression, in utterance—your whole soul and very eyes in immediate
a

intercourse with your hearers." earnestness was the guage by which the congre¬

gation measured the preacher1e feeling and sincerity. It would seem that this

standard of measurement was itself dependent on the mood and feeling of the con¬

gregation.

^The Church of Scotland, Assembly Papers. 1844, "The Tolbooth Case,"
p. 5$ 1845» "Case of D. MacKinnon," pp. 7, 8.

Z
Kenneth MacDonald, Social and nelialous Life In r|jg. Highlands, p. 10.

3
■'Henry Cockburn, Circuit Journeys, p. 182, This particular volume is a

good illustration of the kind of non-theological judgments Cockburn makes of the
preachers he hears, pp. 41, 45, Id, 266,

^Alexander Garamle, ojd. cit.. p. 168.

~*Ihe British weekly. November 14, 1895* ?• 60.

^iibenszer Porter, £>£. cit.. p. 62.
7'Charles Brown, The Ministry, p. 35.

8Ibid.
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.dification was the word describing both the objective of the sonion and

the congregation'e evaluation of the sermon. .salification was the word used in
1

The Directory for Public worship# to describe the task of the preacher. The

sermon was more than an emotional plea and the man. in the pew sought something

more than a mere display of the preacher's seriousness and sincerity. The sermon

itself in its content end the preacher's style and delivery was to instruct and

bring spiritual profit to the congregation. 'Thus edification if the last, was

by no means the least of the non-theological factors shaping popular preaching.

One layman protested against a minister's settlement on the ground that "instruc¬

tion and edification are the special and unspeakably important end and object
2

of his settlement." The many cases of contested settlements in the courts of

the Old Kirk in the 1840's hinged on the contention that the sermon "did" or "did

not edify m©.'"^ In 1888 an article in The Scottish Church queried;

Does the minister always make his pulpit services as interesting
and impressive as h© might? People will not go to church if th©
service and sermon are not fitted to interest them—and they will
not continue to feel interest, if there is not instructive and
spiritual benefit to be gained,*1

The word "edify" appears to have been used to cover a variety of demands

as well as eccentricities. It was a respectable term used by the laity to clothe

their dislike for a preacher. In th© ease of & settlement at the Parish of Insch,

the Presbytery interrogated the protestors as to their use of the word "edify."

One person defined edification negatively as the failure of the preacher to "come

^The Directory For Public Worship. "Of The Preaching of the word."
2
The Church of Scotland, Assembly Papers. 1844, p. 2.

^See almost any case in the Assembly Papers between 1843 and 1848.

Chinch, Vol. 1, 1888, p. 107.
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home with power to me.Another said* "I mean there wore a deal of his words
2

I did not understand." Still another declared that the "sermon did not come hosa©

to me, as I was aceustomed to with the former minister and others."3
To declare that a preacher's sermon was edifying was a judgment illu¬

minating other qualities essential to popular preaching, edification testified

to the ability of the preacher to adapt his sermon to the level of the congrega¬

tion. There were those who believed that failure "to preach in a style and

manner...level to the capacity of those to whom he is to minister" was valid

ground for "objection to a presentee.^ Thus an edifying sermon was one adapted

to the intellectual level of the congregation. William Corson, the presentee to

Girvan Parish, was said by some to bo insufficiently educated*

The first thing that struck me was that the discourses appeared to be
the composition of a person who was not well educated. His language
jarred upon my ear as uagrammatical very frequently, and occasionally
it appeared to me that he made use of a wrong word to express the
meaning which he had in view. I think that his discourses were un¬
impressive. There was a want of connexsion and of a leading idea,
and I could not make out what was the leading object he had in view
...1 could not understand what he meant, and of course, was not
edified.5

The preaching of John Caird was viewed by the more erudite Westminster i.eview

as*

Just the sort of preaching that suits a congregation of average
intelligence; it does not insult that intelligence by saying trite
things in a commonplace way; nor does it go to the opposite extreme
for going beyond their depth.®

The Church of Scotland, assembly Papers. 1844, "The Case Of The Parish
Of Insch," p. 22.

2Ibid.. p. 25. 3Ibid.. p. 29.

^Ibid., "The Tolbooth Case," p. 2,
5
Ibid.. 1848, "The Girvan Case," p. 13.

She Westminster Keview. 1871, Vol, XCVI, p. 19,
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An ©difying sermon was one adapted to the theological capacity of a congregation.

In Plockton Parish Church, John Stewart was resisted because "his discourses were

characterised by a total want of gospel doctrines and that the subject...was not

exposited by hi® according to the doctrines which that subject contained and in¬

volved."^ Marcus bods believed that popular' preaching was selecting subjects

"which people will naturally wish to hear" and then "adapting that subject to
2

the intelligence and interest of the people." A. K. H. Boyd tersely wrotes

"The very first aim of the preacher should be to interest."^ A sermon was

edifying when it secured attention because of the relevance of the subject to

the needs, education, interest, belief and language of the people.

In this century of the popular preacher a pleasing pulpit style was "the
4on3y gateway®' to success. The pew weighed the pulpit in terms of its own self

interest. One writer in The British Meekly bluntly wrote»

Vhe Church of Scotland, assembly Papers. 134.6, "The Plockton Case,"
p, 6. Iso, 1847, "The Girvan Case, Appendix."

"Tiarcus Bods, 0& Breach!ru~. pp. 6-8.
3
A. K. H. Boyd, 4 Volume Of Selections, p. 20.

^James Brown, The Life of 4 Scottish probationer, p. 306.
Ldvard Irving decried popular preaching as "the narrow isthmus (upon

which) idolatry will found its empire." Sdward Irving, Collected >ritin,-g. Vol.
4, p. 69. let in her biography of Irving, Mrs. Cliphant suggests that his un¬
pleasant probationary experience caused him "to concentrate his powers on the
perfection of his style and utterance." Mrs. Oliphant, The life Of sdward Irving.
Vol, 1, pp. 68-69#

One layman wrote to Robert Murray M*Gheyne; "it was not so much what
you said, as your manner of speaking it that struck me." John A. James, An
earnest Ministry, p. 131.

One critic noted that in the pleasing style of Dwight L. Moody there wag
"a divine providence...an incarnate rebuke...to a system of training which tends
naturally to produce profound theologians, cultivated scholars, classic writers,
rather than effective popular speakers." See: The British and foreign evangeli¬
cal Aeview. 1886, p. 98.

Also see: Andrew Duncan, The Soottish Sanctuary, pp. 84, 85# David
Brown, Life of John Duncan, p. 226. Marcus Coda, Letters, pp. 247-248.
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The public now-a-days is apt not to care & rap for a minister' s
pride in hie sermon. It thinks chiefly of its own taste and
spine.

The preacher knew this and many adjusted their style and content to the taste of

their hearers. In an induction sermon in Edinburgh, Thomas S, Dickson saidt

"Your success here, humanly speaking, will depend very largely, if not entirely,
2

upon the ability and effectiveness with which you preach." A• X. H. Boyd of

St. Andrews wrotet "Preachers who cannot preach at all have even fewer oppor¬

tunities here of holding forth.The growing consensus at the end of the century

was that preaching, if it was to be effective, was to be popular in style and

delivery.

The theological, ecclesiastical and social setting of the nineteenth

century gave preaching its impetus. The theological legacy of the Confession of

Faith defined the preacher's task and cast his theology into molds which while

rigid and sometimes sterile were still explicit and directive. The ecclesiastical

environment sharpened the preacher's mind endowing him with those academic tools

meant to give his sermons a thorough and scholarly polish. Unfortunately the

legacy of the Confession and the objective of the ecclesiastical environment

were not necessarily the same as the interests or concerns of the people. The

Berechtlgung of preaching was theological and ecclesiastical. The sits in leben

of preaching was neither theological nor ecclesiastical,..it was social. The

man in the pew wanted a faith that worked, a faith fitted to his needs and level

^The British Weekly. April 9, 1891, p. 390.

2Thoraas 8. Dickson, "On Preaching," The Free Church o£ Scotland Monthly.
October 1, 1900, p. 230. Also sees James Stalker, oj3. clt.. p. 120. Marcus Dods,
On Preaching, pp. 16ff.

-*A, X, H, Boyd, Bast Coast Daysi And Memories. 1889, p. 54#
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with his understanding. It was the preacher's task to integrate these various

demands. The context of preaching was one of challenge and conflict. The content

of the ensuing sermon was that of "diversity and development."1'

1
rrofessor A. G, Cheyne has used this phrase as descriptive of the essence

of Scottish Church History, ^eei A. C. Cheyne, "Development and Diversity In
Scottish Presfcyterianise," hew College Bulletin. Vol. II, Ho. 1, heater, 1965,
pp. 7ff» Also sees "worship In 'The Kirkx Knox, Westminster, And The 1940 Book,"
ogforuatior and revolution. pp. 76ff.



TRl COiNTKNf OF iSVANGhLICAL PKEACHIHG

MTh® preacher when he is a theologian
at all, ought to ho the bast of theo¬
logians. In his vocation he has an
admirable touchstone of doctrines.
Those which cannot be preached, or
preached with effect, are not true."

Ihs. aritl^ Weald/, 1894



CHAPTER IV

THh OLDhh SVAHGEnlCAL ShhMUll

The evangelical pulpit of the nineteenth century was formed in the cradle

of conflict. In 1300 Moderatism was the firmly entrenched opponent,'' The

Moderate party controlled the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland until

1334. Moderatisxa dominated the pulpit until at least 1315 if not 1834.^ within

the Church of Jcotland the debates in the General Assembly over church extension

and chapels of ease, foreign missions and Bible societies, patronage and ecclesias¬

tical sovereignty all indicate the breadth and intensity of the Moderate-Evangelical

controversy. The Disruption of 1843 was the bitter culuminatioa of this conflict.

I. D. L. Clark, Moderatiaa tb£ Moderate Party Church a£
Scotland 1752-1805, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Cambridge, King* College, 1964.
This thesis which stresses the distinction between jHoderatism and the Moderate
Party is the most helpful study to date on eighteenth century Moderatism. In
ay thesis I am not concerned with the Evangelical Party as such tut with the
implementation of an evangelical theology in preaching. By evangelicalism I mean
that theological movement built on the revealed doctrines of sin, grace, and sal¬
vation in Jesus Christ. It should be noted that just as Evangelicalism did not
reject natural theology, neither did Mod©ratiam reject revealed theology. The
difference was one of emphasis.

2
In 1814 Andrew Thomson was called to the new St. George's Church in

.Edinburgh. In 1815 Thomas Chalmers came to the Iron Parish in Glasgow. Both
were immensely popular preachers of an evangelical persuasion. It is also at
this time that Presbyterian Dissent with its evangelical emphasis was becoming
a strong religious force in the south and oentral regions of Scotland. Gee
Chapter 3# "The Growth and Appeal of Dissent.1' It is impossible to fix a date
when evangelicalism became dominant in the pulpit. Certainly such was the case
by the time of the General Assembly of 1834. However, by 1815 evangelicalism
was very strong, if not dominant.
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Theologically, Moderatlas arid evangelicalism were both orthodox bit the

orthodox theology of this period had a "two-storied character." The lower story
2

was that of natural theology based on reason. The upper story was that of
3

revealed theology.

The Moderate sermon stressed natural theology. The Moderate preacher

sought to make his message understandable to his parishioners. To be understood

he believed that he must be reasonable,^ He appessled to man's natural sense of

duty,** The foremost Moderate preacher of the eighteenth century, Hugh Blair,

made ethics the dominant them* in his sermons* In retrospect, the Moderate

sermon has been called the Scottish accommodation of eighteenth century-

Paul Tiilich, - 'orspocilve un nineteenth and Twentieth Century Protestant
Theology. SCM, 1967, p. 14-. This characterisation of orthodox theology is the
burden of Tillich* s first chapter.

2Mo pp. 14, 18. Tillich says: "hatural theology is rational theology,
national theology i® a theology which through arguments for the existence of God
and the like attempts to build a universally acceptable theology by pure reason."
Alao see Alan Richardson, History Sacred And Profane, p. 21.

3
Ibid. Tillich suggests that the trinity and the incarnation were

examples of the doctrines of revealed theology while "the doctrines of creation
and providence were doubtful." Principal among the revealed doctrines was that
of salvation.

%. D. L» Clark, o£. cit.. pp. 196, 248ff. Here Clark illustrates the
attempt of the Moderate preacher to be "reasonable".

5
The KdinburEh Christian Magazine was an organ of the Old Kirk, One of

the features of this magazine was the monthly publication of a sermon by an Old
Kirk minister. Row the Old Kirk was by no means devoid of evangelical preachers.
Still this was the one place where the Moderate preacher survived with a degree
of strength. A thorough analysis of all the sermons appearing in this magazine
between 1850 and 1854 was made. In at least half of these sermons some subject
relating to Christian duties and ethics was the major theme in place of the
more obvious doctrines of revealed theology.

%?ugh Blair, Sermons. Vol. I-V. In these 90 sermons by Blair 74 have
a decidedly ethical theme. The argument is rational usually pointing to nature
or human experience in the world. The major doctrine Blair stresses is providence.



1
rationalism. At best, the Moderate sermon sought to make the Christian virtues

2
a reality in society. At worst, the Moderate serraon bordered on deism.

3
The evangelical sermon emphasized the doctrines of revealed theology.

The evangelical preacher sought to set the house of orthodoxy in order by reaffirm¬

ing the revealed doctrines of sin, grace and salvation, Andrew Thomson, the great

spokesman for the evangelical party in Edinburgh in the first quarter of the

century, declared in an induction sermon for another ministeri

r reach.. .faithfully and earnestly the sovereign grace of God—
the unsearchable riches of Christ—the doctrine of salvation by
divine mercy through faith in a crucified nedeemer—and the neces¬
sity of holiness as produced by the renewing and sanctifying in¬
fluences of the Spirit, and as extending to all the affections of
the heart, and to all the actions of the life.*

Thomas Chalmers, Thomson's counterpart in Glasgow, said that the "essence of good

preaching lies in harmonizing justification with sanotification, and in pressing

them equally home...it is your part to make full declaration both of repentance

See! John Macinnes, 22.* cit.. p. 79. J. H. S. Burleigh, «p). cit.. p.
295. ' ume Brown, "Four Representative Documents," Tfre Scottish historical
Review. Vol. 10, 1913# p. 353. John Macinnes, 2E* £&•» P* 79. J. H. S. Burleigh,
op. cit.. pp. 303-304* Professor Burleigh says that iiodei'ate preaching mace
little, if any, reference to the great doctrines of the Church! sin, grace,
salvation. Instead the Moderate pulpit propagated a "rational religion." I, D.
L. Clark, ££• cit.. pp. 202-203. Clark writes that the Moderate preacher attempted
"to suffuse with Christian Principlec a society whose standards were altering
with alarming and unprecedented rapidity."

2
John Macinnes, 0£, cit.. p. 79. J. H. S. Burleigh, op. cit.. p. 286.

3See Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. I, pp. 23-24,

Andrew Thomson, Sermons and sacramental Exhortations. Edinburgh, 1831#
pp. *.6-27* Also see Thomson, ^eraoae on infidelity, pp. 37, 40# 41. In an in¬
troductory lecture in Aberdeen in 1846, J. McRagen defined an "evangelical
Christian" as one "believing the Bible to bs true, its doctrines unerring# its
authority divine," J. McLagen, Lecture Delivered At The Opening of The Tree
Dfoirgfr lenity Mil Aberdeen, p. 4.
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1
towards God and of faith in the Lord Jesus Christ." Horatius Sonar, who studied

his theology under Chalmers, eaidx

In preaching, we stand at Bethlehem, or at Capernaum, or at Jerusalem.
We seek to bring every hearer of our message into direct contact with
these places and their events. The power of our testimony lies in the
directness of its communication with the manger and the cross; as
well as with all between. We set aside the eighteen centuries that
have intervened, and we go back to the great fountain-head, as if we
were living in the day of Christ, and moving among His miracles and
gracious words.2

Robert S. Candlish, one© described as "pre-eminently the preacher of the Free

Church of Scotland," noted in the preface to one of his books of sermons x

I believe that what is required of me is that, on the one hand, I
apprehend God's sovereign grace in his justification of the un¬
righteous through faith in the righteousness of his Con, and in his
choice and calling of the unworthy and the unwilling according to
his own mere good pleasure; and then, on the other hand, that appre¬
hending this sovereign jraee in its immediate personal application to
me, and as ruling Cod's treatment of me, I enter into the spirit of
it, and apply it myself to all with whoa i have anything to do....
these are the two themes! the sovereignty of his grace in election
and vocation.3

John Cairns, the well-known preacher and theologian in the United Fresbyterian

Church, said that "the two watchwords of evangelical religion" are the "atonement"
/

and the "second birth." The early evangelicals emphasized orthodoxy's upper

story of revealed theology.

The "older evangelical" preachers were characterized by their dogmatism.

In part, their dogmatism reflected their own personal background. To most of

Thomas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 1, p. 275. Chalmers
places great stress on the harmonization of these two doctrines in preaching.
Also seex Vol. 2, p. 110.

""Vioratius Bonar, Light and Truth. 1869, p. 6.
3
R. S. Candlish, The Two Great Commandments, p. vii. Also see: Life

la * ij^ea '-y4or» 1858, p. u.

^John Cairns, T&e Horning Ctar And other Cermons. 1892, p. 311.
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these men Moderati&m had been a possible options an option they soundly rejected.

i en such as kobert Gordon (1786-1853), John Duncan (1796-1870^ undrew Thomson

(1779-1331)# Thomas Chalmers (1780-1847) and John Brown (1784-1858) all studied

under professors of Moderate persuasion.^ Chalmers, whose rejection of Moderatian

took place near the close of his first pastorate, later wrote to his congregation

at Eluflfl "You have taught me that to preach Christ is the only effective way
2

of preaching morality in all its branches.B Other men, younger in age, came

under the influence of Chalmers at Glasgow or Edinburgh. Such men weret A. N.

Somerville, the Bonar brothers, A, Moody Stuart, i.obert M. M'Cheyne, John Cairns,
3

R« S. Candlieh, Gilliam Cunningham. To these men evangelicalism was a cause;

a cause contending against Moderatism. Their sermons revealed the depth of their
4

conviction. They were dogmatic and their preaching reflected both the ardor of

William Banna writes that Chalmers, like all divinity students at this
time, left the divinity hall "nearly as entire in the sufficiency of natural
theology as in the sufficiency of natural science," 22* clt.. Vol. I, p. 26.
John Brown, an older evangelical, took his divinity in the Seceders Divinity
Hall. However, at university he would have been exposed to the Moderate
influence.

2
Thomas Chalmers, oermons. "An Address To The Inhabitants of iilraany,"

A bound collection of pamphlet sermons, New College, Library, p. 43• Gee pp.
41ff for Chalmers' testimony as to the change in his preaching after his rejec¬
tion of Moderatism,

3
The biographies of all these men will illustrate their common dependence

on Chalmers. All studied under Chalmers at Edinburgh except it. L. Candlish who
took his training at Glasgow but William Wilson, the biographer of Gandlieh notes
the influence of both undrew Thomson and Thomas Chalmers on Candlish, pp. 28,
29. All of the men mentioned here, with the exception of John Cairns, ultimately
went out with the Tree Church. Cairns was a United Presbyterian preacher, yst
he was strongly influenced by Chalmers and so impressed Chalmers that Chalmers
hoped Cairns would come into the free Church. Gee A. k. Macdwen, kife and Letters

Cairns, p. 250.

%» H, utory in his Life pf Robert nee. Vol. I, pp. 19-20, notes that
with the emergence of evangelicalism there was a new "kind of preaching more
direct and earnest than had been common, but imbued in many cases with the rigid
and narrow Calvinism of Jonathan dwards." The laaa-rural ,,ermon by uathaniel
Peterson at the opening of New College, 1850, illustrates this conviction of a
mission against Moderatiss, pp. 11-12.
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their mission and the certainty of their revealed theology.

The "older evangelicals" sermon was denoted by two basic characteristics.

The first concerned the content of the sermon. The sermon focussed on the

doctrine of salvation, emphasizing the atonement. The second concerned the style

of preaching. The sermon was formal in structure} it was both doctrinal and

definitive.

An ..aphasia The loctriae g£ -slvatiog

Man's salvation in Jesus Christ was the great theme of the evangelical '
1

pulpit. The "older evangelical," being a man with definite ideas, knew exactly
2

how he was to proclaim this theme of salvation. In preaching the doctrine of

salvation he was first to awaken man to his sense of sin and need of a saviour.

Secondly, he was to proclaim the Christ of the cross as the answer to man's need

and sin's only remedy, finally, he was to stress the personal and continuous

nature of salvation in man's pilgrimage in this life,

J

1The Christian Journal. 1844-1855» is a good example of the older evangeli¬
cal emphasis on salvation, regardless of the subject of the sermon, the preacher
usually concluded with a plea for personal salvation. The Christian Treasury.
1847-1852, shows even lees variety in subjects. Of the thirty-three sermons
analysed, salvation is the dominant theme in twenty-one sermons. The free Church
-tilnit, a three volume collection of 126 sermons, is a good example of the preach¬
ing of the older evangelicals, for this group was most dominant in the free Church.
Also see The Church of J>Gotland fulplt. a two volume collection of thirty-six
sermons. The sermons here are orthodox, but there is less of the dogmatism of
the evangelicals,

i>ean liamsay, 2£, cit.. p. 82, namsay says that in contrast to the
evangelical preachers of the 17th and early 18th centuries who stressed all
of the fundamental doctrines of faith...the fall, Christ, the New Covenant, etc,
...the evangelicals of the 19th century explained simply "the gospel scheme of
salvation and regeneration." The best theological source for a more academic
treatment of the doctrine of salvation is Chalmers1 Institute o£ Theology. Vol.
1 and 2. The section "Subject Matter of Christianity."
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a. Man As A Sinner

Salvation was contingent on man's response for only a convinced sinner

would respond to God's action in Christ. It was the preacher's task to make

man aware of his sin. In the preface to a book of his sermons Thomas Chalmers

wrote? "If there be one truth which, more than another, should be habitually

presented to the notice and proposed to the conviction of fallen creatures, it

is the humbling truth of their own depravity."'' John Brown advocated "searching:

sermons" with "a full and plain exposition of the characteristic lineaments of

the regenerate and unregenerat© character—that you all may have the means of
2

knowing what you really are." John Cairns, on® of Brown's successors in the

United Presbyterian Divinity Hall, described man "at his best estate" as tut
3

"a worn, a leaf, a blast, a shade...the victim of folly and sin," hobert M.

M'Chsyne, William Burns of Kilsyth, A. A. Bonar, and A. Moody Stuart all demanded

an emphasis on sin for preaching was to "have teeth" and be "painful" if it
4

was to achieve its ultimate goal? a "broken heart." John Kennedy of Dingwall

Thomas Chalmers, Sermons Preached Jn jjie Iron Church Glasgow, p. xi.
2
John Brown, Plalff Discourses eg Important ..ubjectg, p. 327. Also

P. 325.
3
John Cairns, Christ. The Horning ctar and uther Beraoas. p. 38.

In a letter written in 1845 Cairns confides? "1 have been preaching a dole¬
ful course of sermons on Sin. It has been dreary work to myself, and I dare
say the people are half-tired, half-ashamed, half-frightened by the doctrine.
Suppose you were lecturing half a session on "Poisons," while the one-half of the
class supplied you with subjects in every variety of stupor, delirium and con¬
vulsion gratis! It wears out the soul in a way I had no conception of, to deal
with such themes earnestly and faithfully." oee A. K. iiachwen, c£>. clt.. p. 254»

^Kenneth Moody Stuart, cit..PP. 253, 89. Islay Burns, The Pastor
of . llevth. pp. 238-241. This book contains one essay and four sermons. Andrew
Bonar, Memoir and Kerepins of nobert Murray .icCheyne. p. 390. This book also in¬
cludes a collection of McCheyne's sermons. Marjory Bonar, .jadrew A. Bonar:
-iW && i^ttprq, p. 90.
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wrotex "It should be an alia of preaching to bring sinners to plead guilty before

Godj to feel themselves in excuseless guilt, shut up to the sovereign mercy of

Hira against whom they have sinned...to this all must come who are reconciled

to God."^ ndrew Thomson made sin the stringent first-principle in the way of

salvation. He declared in one sormonx

That we may understand, therefore, the full import of this term,
salvation.•.we aust look to the situation in which we stand as sinners.
W© aust look to it in its every aspect and in all its extent. We
must judge of it and estimate it...according to the established fact
and right reason, according to the maxims and principles, and declara¬
tion of the Word of God. And we must not turn away from any view of
it that may present itself in the course of our contemplation, merely
because it shows us to be involved in greater guilt....However bad,
and alarming and revolting any feature of our state may be...we
aust fix our regards upon it.,..It is only by such a thorough survey
of the subject, and such an honest determination of the questions,
wh< t are we—What is our condition—What is due to us and what is
awaiting us as the subjects of God's moral government?—it is only
in this way that we can see either the necessity or the fitness of
any scheme that may be devised for our deliverance.2

This stern emphasis on sin gave the older evangelical sermon a piercing quality.

Theologically, the preacher brought man to the bar of judgment through

his appropriation of the law of God. The law was "the schoolmaster" preceding
3

the gospel. Thomas Chalmers advised his divinity studentsx

By reading what Scripture tells of God's law, or by urging that law
in all the breadth and loftiness of its requirements from the pulpit,
you are on the patent road for convincing men of ain. The Bible in
effect affirms our sinfulness, when it affirms the high demands and
prerogatives of a law which every enlightened conscience must feel
that w© have fallen fro®. There is not, therefore, & likelier ex¬
pedient than a close and faithful preaching of the law, for giving
success and efficacy to the preaching of the gospel,^

Vohn Kennedy, Hyper—evangelism: Another Gospel Though A Highly
Power. 1874, p. 9«

2
Andrew Thomson, sermons n Ttrious ./objects, Edinburgh, 1829, PP. 374-

375. Also pp. 378-380.
3
Thomas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 1, p. 268,

^Ibid.. p. 392. Also p. 145#
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Corr®spondingly, Horatius Bonar, defined the law as the disclosure of the will
i

of God with "The Ten Commandments the summary of God's will.8 The law was the
2

"sinner's...sentence of condemnation." By the "preaching of holy law," declared

Hobert M. M*Cheyne, "the mouth is stopped and all the world becomes guilty before
3

God." The law was also the common denominator between Adam and contemporary

man.^ Man's failure to keep the law was but a witness to his relatedness to

Adam's sinful nature.^ In words disclosing the federal theology underlying the

preaching of the older evangelical William Cunningham saidi

The truth of the fact that man has an ungodly depraved nature...
is derived from his connection with Ma®. This ungodliness and
depravity of nature, which all who are descended from Adam by
ordinary generation inherit, is the source or origin of all the
actual transgressions which abound in the vorld.

The law of God was the theological maxim indicting man as a sinner.

Homiletically and psychologically, man was made aware of his sin through
7

the preacher's utilisation of conscience. Thomas Chalmers said that there must

^Horatius Bonar, God's of Holiness. 1864, PP« 118-122.

2Andrew Thomson, Gepaopp &nd wagr^ental ^ehortationg, pp. 354, 513-519.
3
andrew Bonar, Memoir and domains of a. M. HcCheyne. pp. 322-323,

^The Confession of iteith. Chapter XIX,

^iiabert S. Oandlish, life In 4 Aisen Saviour, pp. 68ff.

\illiam Cunningham, Sermons li-oro 1828 jjO 1860. pp. 79# 80. Also p. 88.
7
In passing it should be noted that conscience was also emphasised by

common sense philosophy. See S, A, Grave, Tfcg, Scottish Philosophy of Common
Cense. Oxford, i960, p. 244. Thomas Brown wrote* "Conscience is our moral
memory...it is the memory of the heart....It truly doubles all our feelings when
they have been such as virtue inspired; and it truly multiplies them in a much
more fearful proportion when they have been of an opposite kind—arresting, as
it were, every moment of guilt, which, of itself, would have passed away, as
fugitive of our other moments, and suspending them forever before our ©yes in
fixed and terrifying reality." Thomas Brown, Lectures On The ihilosoohy Of The
Human ;lnd. Ldinburgh, 1851# p. 70. Dugeld Btewart referred to conscience as
the "moral faculty" or "our sense of duty." He argued that the moral faculty
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be more than the preaching of the laws "there must be both a conscience and a

1
console sness awakened," Conscience was the voice of God within man which

could not be silenced, John Cairns warned:

flee from the accusations of conscience,—you cannot, for they
are a part of yourself. Bury thea in sleep,—they wake to care
you with visions. Drown them in debauch,—they spring up from
the bottom of the winseup to bite like a serpent and sting like an
adder,You cannot argue yourself out of these convictions, for
they are deeper than all sophistry; you cannot blunt them by
promises of amendment, for God requires them by appeals to the
mercy of God,*

Jlailarly, A, K, Gomerville declared: "God has left, in charge over you, Con¬

science, who with eye of lightning issues at intervals from the dark chamber, to
3

shake, like Belshtxzar with dismay," To the older evangelicals, preaching to
4.man's conscience was simply the awake rang of man to his need of salvation, John

Brown avowed that "the Christian Minister must call for the thunders of angry
£

omnipotence to rouse a slumbering world.A, Moody Stuart contended that:

The spirit and conscience of man are the candle of the Lord; and
He takes the candle into His own hand, and searches the inward

was "an original principle of our nature, and not resolvable into any other
principle or principles," He also spoke of the moral faculty as "the supreme
authority of conscience" for "the least violation of its authority fills us with
remorse," See Dugald Stewart, The Philosophy G£ fhg, ...ctlve -»ad Moral Powers C£
Kan, Vol, I, 1828, pp. I52ff,, 295. In this volume most of Book Two is concerned
with the moral faculty,

Thomas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 1, pp. 491-492.
2
John Cairns, TJag, Gospel. The Power qf God Unto .ulvatlon. pp, 10-12.

Also see Andrew Thomson, sermons pft Infidelity. 1821,pp. 162-163.

3A. K. Comerville, &%&<«& Seed Mown I& *jany kM&h 1890, p. 36.

^Ibid.. pp. 171ff. James Buchanan, Th£ -HIco ^ j_oz^ i£ JMMi
spirit. p, 37. In this book which is a good resource of the theology underlying
the preaching of sin, Buchanan says: "I believe that every conscience will do
the preacher's work, by convincing you of this great truth [your sxn^ provided
only it be duly instructed in the things of the kingdom of God."

5
John Brown, Plain Discourses vK Important aib-iects. p, 253. iuidrew

Bonar, Memoirs And remains of H»«ftoChmyne. p. 401.
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depths of the heartj the thoughts, the feelings, the desires,
the whole inner man. when the Lord lights the candle of con¬
science#..it shows us what wo are and what we have ione.^

Preaching the fact of man's sin became synonymous with an attempt to stir man's

conscience.

b. Christ Is Man's Saviour

Man's indictment as a sinner necessitated the proclamation of Christ as

man's saviour, Thomas Chalmers said*

Suppose, then, that you have already preached and pressed home
the law upon your hearers, and that some one of them, convinced
of sin, is under the guidance of this schoolmaster—earnestly and
anxiously in quest of salvation, you will now have to preach
Christ to iiia.j and this surely is setting forth an object distinct
from himself and away from himself. And so God is said to set
forth Christ as & propitiation for the sins of the world,2

Psychologically, only Christ could bring healing to the man broken and battered

by the coercive preaching of sin. Han, whom the preacher described at this stage

as "helpless and without means of defense" a "mere lump of hell and sin'J could

not help himselfLegally, sin had to be punished and Christ was set forth as

the substitute of "guilty men.Theologically, salvation was grounded in the
5

righteousness of Christ and now this became the theme of the preacher's message.

In preaching Christ as man's hope for salvation, the concern of the

older evangelical was more soteriological than Christological. Consequently,

"'a, f oody Stuart, The Path of The Misdeemed. 1893, pp# 169-170.

*Thoaas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 2, p. 145. Also p. 95.

Alexander Soaerville, Precious Seed. 1890, p. 86. Andrew Bonar, remains
of tif ty. McCheyno. pp. 377-378.

Andrew Thomson, .^pqoaft Mogg ntttjpfltg, pp. 411, 412,

Andrew Thomson, Sermons and Sacramental exhortations, pp. 117-118.
Andrew Doner, Leasing of K. K. HcOhoyne. pp. 298, 322.

*
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God's revelation in the incarnation was obscured by God's saving act in the

atonement. The preacher accentuated the cross, for to him preaching Christ was

preaching Christ crucified.^ To these men the cross was the purpose of the
2

incarnation. Christ was man's substitute and his death was portrayed as a

ransom, a satisfaction, a sacrifice. John Cairns saw the cross as God's answer

to a broken law and a guilty consciencei

l«ow this demand of conscience is what the glorious sacrifice of
Christ meetsj for this demonstrates th© righteousness of the penalty
affixed to sin, and thus upholds the authority of the lawgiver? and
as every one who is willing to accept the benefits of this sacrifice
may be looked upon as having hia sin punished in the person of Lis
substitute even conscience tells him that he may himself go free.
This doctrine of the atonement may seem stern and awful, but it must
be so to meet the stern and awful demand of conscience...the conscience
is now pacified by the blood of Christ.'

In the words of Principal Cunninghams "the Death of Christ...is the foundation

of all our hopes of pardon and acceptance with God and eternal life.Dine© the

preacher's concern was soteriological, he viewed the life of Jesus through th©

single lens of the cross,

This soteriological emphasis issued in a Christologioal weakness. The

cross accentuated the divine character and mission of Jesus at the expense of

his humanity,** Andrew Thomson suggested, on one occasion, that Jesus was not

^ae© Chapter I, "Of Christ The Mediator."
2
Robert Gordon, Geraons. p. SO. Robert 0. Candlish, Life In 4 jillgB

Sfvjpur, P. 14. also see: Tfcg, Sqspal, Pffr^v^aepg, p. 460.
3
John Cairns, The Goeoel Th® Power Of God Unto Salvation, p. 12. Also

see Christ j&a Hefting £tar and Uh©£ ^.rao.ng, p. 101.

^"William Cunningham, Sermons Proq 1828-1860. p. 131.

^Thomas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 2, p, 460. In this lecture
on "Christ's Divine and human Mature," Chalmers emphasized the necessity of the
incarnation in and of itself with particular reference to the humanity of Jesus.
At the end of this lecture Chalmers said that he had not talked about the incar¬
nation in reference to the atonement because: wish to confine ourselves to
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coapletely human because he was sinlesss

The Son of God did not take to him a human body# such as is found
every where among the children of manj a body was prepared for him,
and from the kind of preparation that took place and the peculiar
circumstances attending it, we are distinctly and emphatically taught
to regard his body as thoroughly free from moral pollution.'

The Boner brothers were often imprudent in their treatment of the incarnation

which they described as "not enough...falling short of oar wants" and "but the
2

scaffolding for the atonement." ouch statements left their Christology suspect.

In a sermon published in The Christian Treasury in 1870, Horetius Bonar asked,

Of Christianity, what is the essential characteristic, the in¬
dispensable feature from first to last? Is it the incarnation or
blood-shedding? Is it the cradle or the cross? ,2e it the scene at
Bethlehem or at Golgotha? assuredly the latter!

Cven men such as principal Cunningham, John Cairns and hobert S. Candlieh neglected

the incarnation in their preaching. Their concern for doctrinal accuracy caused

them to emphasize the cross as the essence of salvation. They disregarded any

those views which, however legitimate, have been seldom entertained or thought
of, and partly because this subserviency of the human nature of Christ to the
expiation upon the cross, is a frerruent topic of the scholastic or controversial
theologyj and so, as if by a look fro® the head of Medusa, has been stiffened
thereby into the hardness and frigidity of stone, Wa wanted to keep ourselves
through the whole of our exposition on ground that had not been entered upon
by this withering influence." bee A, Moody Stuart, Hecollection Of John
Guncan. p, 167. John Luncan, Chalmers' colleague, said: "We make far too little
of the Incarnation, the Fathers know such more of the incarnate God, Come of
the® were oftener at Bethlehem than at Calvary} they had too little of Calvary
,.,.W© are not too often at the cross, but we are too seldom at the cradle} and
we know too little of the word made flesh,"

Andrew Thomson, Germans Op Various subjects, p. 541. Also p. 543.

^iloratius Bonar, Family Vermons, 1863, pp. 261-262. Also The :--ent
Yell, pp. 12, 13. Marjory Bonar, reminiscences Of ;.ndrew A, Bonar. pp. 133-
134.

%:, H. Bonar, "The Terrors Of The Age," The Christian Treasury. 1870,
p. 1341,



historical approach to the human life of Jesus. Frincipsl Cunningham sum-

marized the doctrine of salvation in this trinitarian formulai "The Father

feeing represented more immediately as devising, the .Con as executing, and the
2

Holy Ghost as applying the salvation of the Gospel.1' For most of these sen,

the tendency to disparage the incarnation arose from their overze&laus concern

for an aggressive proclamation of God's saving act in Christ. For them salvation

was primarily a matter of man's status before God.

This neglect of the incarnation in preaching is evident in the preachers'

selection and treatment of sermon texts. Those texts illustrative of the human¬

ity of Christ were seldom used. The theme of their preaching was, "Christ

crucified." In effect this meant "Pauline Preaching.""^ Correspondingly only

one out of ten sermons was based on a text from the .ynoptlcs.^ Then the text

For E. S. Gandlish, the death and resurrection of Christ was to fee the
these of hie preaching, ooe Life A risen L&viour. p. 14. For John Cairns,
the essence of the gospel was "the redemption of men by Jesus Christ" with the
atonement the essence of the plan of salvation. Gee Christ The Horning .iar
and uther Lemons, pp. 23-27, 357, 356. The sermons of Cairns, Candlish end
Cunningham provide insight into the cause of their neglect of the incarnation.
First their preaching was doctrinal. This mitigated any really expository
approach to preaching and lessened their interest in history. John Cairns said
in one sermon that the idea of the atonement was lost if "emphasis falls upon
Christ's example, or upon a new life which he begins in them by the Holy Spirit."
Christ and The Meaning of Life, p. 252. Secondly, in their development of a
text their determination to be definitive negated their appreciation for mystery
and to them the incarnation wa® a mystery.

2
William Cunningham, persons, p. 101.

3
John Kennedy, Sermons. Lew College Library, p. 550, This is a bound

collection of fifty-two sermons preached by John Kennedy of Dingwall and published
in the Northern Chronicle. Inverness, 1382-1083. They provide insight into the
older evangelical sermon in the Highlands where Kennedy was well-known,

L
Gee Appendix XV-A* Of the 907 sermons analyzed by men I have called

older evangelicals, only 109 or 12,0$ took their texts from the Gynoptics.
Correspondingly, 351 or 38.7$ of their texts came from the hew Testament npistles.
88 texts or 9.7$ came from the Gospel of John. However John, which in its theo¬
logical outlook is different from the Lynoptics, was concerned with the contention
against unbelief and the fostering of faith in the Christ. Thus it is not
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vas usually but a pretext for a doctrinal dissertation. In undrew Thomson a

text from the Synoptics was never Interpreted in relation to either its biblical

context or the human life and message of Jesus. The text was always servile to
•i

some arbitrarily imposed theological concern. Theologically, Thomas Chalmers
2

was one grand exception of this tendency to ignor the Incarnation. let his

surprising to find that the Fourth Gospel was the second most utilized textual
source for the older evangelical, itomans being the most used. let the preacher
turned to the fourth Gospel, not because he wished to stress the incarnation,
but rather because the "most important feature of the Johannine composition" was
the discourse material accentuating man's personal salvation experience with
Jesus. See Reginald H. filler, 4 Ipfr-pdqction £o Tfea Te^ept,
pp. 168, 173, 179.

*0f the sixty-eight sermons analyzed of Andrew Thomson, seven had a
Synoptic text. Of these, four were based on Luke 8s18, "take heed, therefore,
how you hear" and published under the title* Sermons On hearing The Word freached.
Edinburgh, 1825. In these sermons there is no reference made to the life of
Jesus. Rather the sermons consisted of ten observations on how people listen to
a sermon. The emphasis was on eoteriology. In his Sermons and sacramental
Kxhortatlons. one sermon on "Christian Beneficence" was preached on Matthew
25*35, WI was a stranger, and ye took me in." The occasion of this sermon was
a collection on behalf of Spanish and Italian refugees, at th® request of the
Lord Rrovoet and the Magistrates, p. 161. Again two sermons were preached on
the theme "Encouragement To Prayer"} th© text, Matthew 7*7, "Ask, and it shall
be given you." Again the text and the human life of Jesus was totally alien to
the doctrinal purpose of the sermon which in this case was the importance of
prayer in the pilgrimage of life.

The other books of published sermons included in this study by Andrew
Thomson are* Tfte Pairing of Universal Pardon Gopslder^d and Refptfrd, In 4
Series of gepupftfl, 1830} aezmong Ln 1821} &B32M 9& !§£&SIS bubjegtff,
1829. Thomson's lectures were not included in this survey.

2
In th© lecture hall, Chalmers made perhaps the best statement of the

implications of the incarnation for preaching of any older evangelical in the
first half of the nineteenth century. In his lecture on "Christ's Divine and
Human Nature" he said* "When I see in the person of Jesus Christ how the every¬
day virtues and commonest occasions of life were throughout impregnated with the
very spirit of Divinity, I think I can better understand, when told to resemble
Him, what it is to be filled with the whole fulness of God, And here let me
instance with what admirable effect this doctrine may be brought to bear on the
great and mischievous delusion...,You will find an obstinate and deep-rooted
prejudice against the full exposition of certain virtues by the minister, and
equally full exposure of certain vices. There is toleration for a sermon on
the duties of the Rabbath, but there is no such toleration for a sermon on any
of the week-day duties. The truth is, that with these latter there stands
associated the feelings or the imagination of a certain taint of earthliness.
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imperativa Insistence on the full humanity of Jesus only occasionally appeared
1

in his preaching. When Chalmers did turn to the Synoptics, it was usually to

expound some ethical aspect of the Christian life without reference to Jesus; or
2

to commend the propagation of the gospel as the primary mission of the Church.

Robert S, Candlish also ignored texts relating to the humanity of Jesus.

Recent research has made the point that Candlish's view of the atonement marked

a mild departure from what was customary among the older evangelicals because

The business of the pulpit is held to be secularized by any allusions to the
business of common life, though introduced for no other purpose than the Christian
regulation of it....This dissociation in the minds of the people, of common life
from Christianity, is a sore evil, nor can a more effectual argument be brought
into the rebuke and the resistance of it than our Saviour1s incarnation. Be
seasoned with the heavenly all the footsteps of llie life on earth, and in these
step® w© are required to walk. There is not an occasion in the histogy of man
which does not admit of highest sacrednees.... The minister surely may well descend
to preach that which the Saviour descended to exemplify; nor should a man disdain
to be told, in all fidelity and minuteness, of that which set as a grace or a
propriety on the character of the incarnate God." See institutes of Theology.
Vol. 2, p. 459.

1
Thomas Chalmers, ^er^o^ ireaphed 1& ^ yohp' § J.hurqh, pp. 104-105 is

an example of Chalmers affirming the true humanity of Jesus in a sermon, but this
is rarely done. <•

2
Of the eighty-six sermons analysed by Thomas Chalmers, thirteen had

Synoptic texts. The ethicel and evangelistic treatment of these texts is evident
in the theme of the sermon itself. In Vol. I of his Persons, notes lake 6x33;
"The i ower of Selfishness in Promoting The Honesties of Mercantile Intercourse,"
p. 152; Cuke 16x10, "The Guilt of Dishonesty Rot to Be estimated By The Gain of
It," p. 168; Matthew 7x12, "On The Great Christian Law of Reciprocity Between
Man and Man," p. 186; Luke 17x1, 3» "On the Vitiating Influence of the Higher
Upon, the Lower orders of Society,11 p. 216; Mark 16x15, "On The Duty And The Means
Of Christianizing Our Rome Population," p. 282; Matthew 7x3-5, "Doctrine Of
Christian Charity," p. 464; and Mark 7x37, "On Preaching To The Common People,"
p. 573. In Chalmers' ^rmons Preached. la John's Church. 1823, notes Mark
2x27, "On The Christian Sabbath," p. 267; and Mark 16x15, "on The Duty And The
Means Of Christianizing yur Home Population," p. 281. This statistical survey
does not include all of Chalmers' sermons,...only hie major published collections.
For an inclusive listing of Chalmers* works see the Chalmers' bibliography by
Prof. Hugh Watt.
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he firaly grounded the atonement in the incarnation. Yet this made very little

difference in Candlish's preaching. He turned more often than some to the Gospel

of John but again his treatment of these texts are soteriological not chrlstologi-

cal. In the Johannine discourses of Jesus, Gandlish simply found a biblical source
2

for his proclamation of the cross, the atonement, and the new birth.

Horatiua Bonar is yet another older evangelical whose soteriological con¬

cern distorted his Christology. Bonar believed in the true humanity of Jesus

but he seldom referred to it in his preaching,^ Indeed only eight percent of

his sermons were based on Gynoptio texts while nearly forty-seven percent of his

preaching was based on texts gathered from the more soteriological passages of

the epistles. In Sonar's treatment of the Synoptic texts it was also the doctrine

1Sdward McKinlay, ; QMjofi Li£ Jtaparpattoq & AB AM
Ghrjatology o£ a*. 3*. Mill IM Contribution To TJl£ ^oyelftpatmt M
Scottish Theology. Unpublished Fh.t). Thesis, Edinburgh, 1966.

2
Of the 130 sermons analysed by ti, G. Gandlish, thirteen had Synoptic

texts, end twenty-three were based on the fourth Gospel. Limiting our observa¬
tions here to one book of his sermons, The Gospel 9/ forgiveness, eight sermons
were based on John's Gospel and seven of thorn were rooted in the discourses of
Jesus. In all eight sermons the major theme related to either the cross and the
atonement or man's salvation in the 11all-sufficient Christ." Candllsb was fond
of using the phrase "our Lord" which is a term seldom used by other of the older
evangelicals. Certainly Gandlish was moving in the direction of those men whoa
we will call the "liberal evangelicals," yet his basic orientation was with the
older sore dogmatic evangelicals. He appears to be a preacher who senses the
importance of the incarnation yet since his horailetlcal thrust is salvation as
concerned with man's status not man's character he always sees salvation as
grounded in a limited atonement, pp. 1, 20, 37, 53, 67, 74, 82, 96. Also see
An Inqulry Into The Completeness And octant Of The Atonement. 1845, p. xxxii.
This survey of Candlish's use of texts is based on his books of sermons found
in the Bibliography. The only known collections of sermons not read are his
two volume ^gqgnrpep, o& fie.pepj-9 and his discourses o&

3
Horatius loner, Family --ermons. p. 6. .-.peaking of Bethlehem, ixaaar

soys, "The Word was made flesh I He became truly manj—ei&n all over, within
and without, in body, soul, and spirit} in everything but sin."
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of the cross and the atonement which predominated, When Bonsr did have reason

to refer to the life of Jesus it was the supernatural Jesus rather than the human

Jesus which he portrayed.

He [Jesus] preached,,,by what he did. He vent about healiny all
manner of sicknesses and all manner of diseases. He raised the
dead3 he east out devils; he opened the eyes of the blind3 he
unstopped the ears of the deaf; he gave feet to the lame; he fed
the multitudes; he forgave sins and received sinners; he sought and
found the lost, Lach one of these acts spoke of the divine free-
love that was now richly going forth toward® the sons of men,

Bonar selected and interpreted his sermon texts in the light of his soteriologi-

cal concern.

The older evangelicals were fervid in their proclamation of the good

news of salvation. In Moderating they saw an orthodoxy mired in natural theology

and tending toward deism. In their reaction, the pendulum swung too far toward

an undiscorning utilization of soteriology. Homiletically, orthodoxy became

top heavy with an excessive emphasis on the cross and the divinity of Jesus, and

a salvation primarily concerned with man's status before God,

c. Life is a Pilgrimage

In their sermons, the older evangelicals often spoke of the way of

1
Of the 161 sermons analyzed of Horatius Bonar, fourteen had oynoptic

texts, seventeen were from the Fourth Gospel and seventy-five were from the
upietles. In his collection of sermons, Family Persons. Bonar gives hie Synoptic
Texts such titles ass "The Servant of Sinner," "The surety's Baptism," "The Gross
The expression of Man's Unbelief." In this volume thirteen sermons have Synoptic
texts. In all thirteen sermons the emphasis is soteriological with the dominant
theme being the cross. Sec pp. 11, 64, 79, 96, 157, 249, 330, 376, 416, This
survey includes all of Sonar's sermon collections found in hew College Library.
Other books by Bonar were like sermonic essays and In these he did not use texts.
Such books reflected, however, his pietistlc bent. See Night of weeping. Morning
&L Until The Day Break, and Man His Beligjon and Bis world.

^Ibid.. p. 17. Also The aent Veil, pp. 12-13, "God did come down to men;
but not to converse...not to commune in love....He came to declare his righteous¬
ness, and yet to reveal His grace. He came to condemn, and He came to pardon.
He came to show how utterly h© abhorred sin, and yet how graciously he was minded
toward the 8inner."
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salvation as a pilgrimago. John Brown portrayed religion as "a way, a path, a

t 2
road." He described man's life as "a journey through time, toward eternity."

This pilgrimage was often qualified by such phrases as "Christ!an pilgrimage...

the narrow way...a holy walk...God's way of holiness...coming up out of the

wilderness...a life of self-denial.•.being glorified...promoting the glory of

God,"-* Principal William Cunningham used such metaphors as "walking with God,"

"The business of life" and "progress in holiness" to illuminate the pilgrimage
4

motif. He saidi

When God has conduct®! His people through this pilgrimage, having
kept them for a season under the discipline of trials, and under
a system of outward means,—in which the ministry of the Gospel
occupies a most prominent place,—thoy shall at lust be admitted to
that state where there is no more ignorance and no more darkness...
where they shall walk continually in the light of the divine counte¬
nance, and enjoy without interruption the Beatific Vision.'

The concept of the Christian life as a pilgrimage was a graphic hoailetical

model enabling the preacher to portray the way of salvation as both process and

progress.

This pilgrimage was a journey between two poles, first, there was the

moment of embarkation which marked each individual's entry into the Christian

life. Gecondly, there was the ultimate point of termination marking the end of

1John Brown, hjlpcaaraeB jflaBgS&Bl Edinburgh, 1852,
P# 149#

2Ibid., p. 147. Also see pp. 157-153.
3-'John Cairns, Ciyiat. The Horning Star. p. 13. Alexander N. oaerville,

rreexoug »eed. p. 160. Hor&tlus sonar, night and Truth. p. 365. **lso God's Way
k£ 3sM&££&* Andrew Sonar, MgggiS .and KgaaiM h£ ha. Ik McCfaavna. pp. 340, 421.
Robert S. oandliah, slfe in A i-isen Saviour. p. 109. Also mormons, pp. 135-
136. Andrew Thomson, Geraona on various Subjeqtp. pp. 53ff.

^William Cunningham, sermonq. p. 309.

5Ibid., p. 333.



this life and man's pilgrimage in this world.

The pilgrimage commenced with what many celled the "great change."

This "change" was personal and inescapable, for man was a sinner. James Buchanan,

Professor of Theology at the New College, Edinburgh, wrote:

Lvery one must see, that if, when God saves men, he brings them
into his kingdom, and places them under his own holy government,
it is impossible, in the very nature of things that they can enter
it without undergoing a great change; and in this light there is a
self-evident truth and certainty in the words of our Lord, "pxeept
a man be bora again, he cannot see the kingdom of God."

James Robertson, the Old Kirk Professor of ecclesiastical history at Edinburgh,

also noted:

The Gospel produces a marvellous change in the heart of every man
who receives it, a change that cannot fail to manifest itself in his
walk and conversation. If he was a drunkard, it makes him sober—if
a sensualist, chaste—if a thief, honest—if a liar, truthful.

Andrew Thomson described this "change of character and change of condition" as

a "revolution."-^ R. 3. Candlish insisted that the beginning of this pilgrimage

necessitated "a great change, a new creation, a new heart, a renewing of the
A

mind." for John Brown this "change of mind" was "the wicket gate at the head
5

of the way."

Jaraes Buchanan, The office And Work Of The Holy Cnlrlt. p. 22. Also p.
10. Buchanan also spoke of this change as the "sinner's conversion." He said
there were three steps to this conversion. 1. "The conviction of sin," p. 76.
2. "To enlighten the mind In the knowledge of Christ, As being in all respects
just such a Saviour as he [the convicted sinner] needs," p. 82. 3. "To renew
our wills, or to make us willing to be saved by Christ on Gospel terms," p. 85.

2
James Robertson, Truths and Modern --peculations. 1859, p. 211.

3
Andrew Thomson, ;-ermon,s o& Vg£iou£ Opcaffjop?, p. 4.

^Robert Candlish, The Two Great Commandments, p. 35, In Cermons. pp.
67 and 103 Candlish uses such phrases as "your first conversion," and "dicing
with Christ" to describe the onset of the Christian life.

5
John Brown, Plain Bjlgcoiyges ua Important subjects, p. 186.
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Preachers used a variety of terms to describe the beginning of the

Christian pilgrimage. John Cairns related the onset of the pilgrimage to the

doctrine of redemption insisting that redemption was first !!a personal Christian

experience.Robert Gordon spoke of this beginning as "regeneration" which

was:

a renovation of the soul, extending to all those desires and affec¬
tions and principles of action, which go to constitute the true
character of a rational and accountable creaturej and when it is
spoken of, therefore, as a transition from death to life.^

Conversion was the word frequently used by the Bonar brothers, Alexander bomerville
3

and Robert M. M*Cheyne. "Kepentence" and "being born again" were two phrases
4

used by Principal Cunningham. The precise word used to describe the onset of

this pilgrimage varied from man to man and sermon to sermon. It was the fact

that man had knowingly commenced the Christian pilgrimage which was important

to the evangelical preacher. Robert M. M' Cheyne said

Dear friends, have you had this beginning? Have you undergone
conversion—the new birth—grafting into Christ? Call it by any
name you will, have you the thing? Has this union to Christ taken
place in your history. Some say, I do not know. If at any time
of your life you had been saved from drowning,—if you were actually
drowned and brought to life again,—you would remember it to your
dying hour. Much more if you had been brought to Christ. If you
had been blind, and by some remarkable operation your eyes were
opened when you were full grown, would you ever forget it? So,
if you have been truly brought into Christ, you may easily remember
it. If not, you will die in your sins.*

1John Cairns, Christ, ^ -teMks utof $£& SJ&fiE PP* <3, 357,
358. Cairns also uses such terms as "conversion," "The second birth" or the
"new birth" for his experience, pp. 26, 314, 313.

ftobert Gordon, Geraons. p. 220.

^Horalius Bonar, T|i§ ul£ P. 32. Andrew Bonar, r-aysfde ig.ilg,
p.46. Alexander Somerville, rreelous beed. p. 163. Andrew Bonar, Memoir and
' Gf Ik Ik t-fpCheypq, R'J. 353, 350.

^William Cunningham, Geraons. pp. 21, 23, 24, 29, 30.
5
Andrew Bonar, i-taykSg. SM f-eci,alns fi£ Ik Ik McCheypie, pp. 450, 451.
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Death, the second advent, and the judgment were the terms used to denote

the end of the pilgrimage. Andrew Thomson began one sermon on the second advent

with this statementi

The coming of our Lord Jesus Christ literally refers to his appear¬
ing at the last day as the judge of the world. But in its substantial
meaning, and as to all its practical effects, it may be considered
as equivalent to our departure from the present into the eternal
statej because when we die, not only is our future condition as much
determined as it will be when Christ is actually revealed to decide
upon it with all the solemnities of a public procedure, but we do
in reality enter into that scene in which his award shall fix us
when he pronounces our final sentence.^

To ft. S. Condliah death and the second advent were penultimate to man's personal

confrontation with Christ in judgments

death is our going to Christ. The second advent is hie coming to
us. Death is, in a solemn sense, isolation....The second advent
is union and reunion....Death is abstraction, spirituality. The
second advent is substantial embodiment, fresh corporeity. Death
is silent and successive taking man after man noiselessly awey, one
by one. The second advent is simultaneous, one blast of the trumpet
summoning all together, leath is the preparation for judgment. It
is the apprehension or arrest of the parties who are to be judged.
The second advent is the judgment itself. It is the great and final
assize. It announces the irreversible, eternal issues."*
The sobering subjects indicating the end of the pilgrimage were expounded

in a variety of ways. In some sermons there was an almost haunting sense of doom

and fatalismi One preacher wrote in a sermon published in The .Edinburgh Christian

Magazine;

Death is the portal to the groat judgment hall; and guilty
fear antedates the sentence which awaits us there. It is a

guilty conscience which makes cowards of us all.^
In other sermons death and the judgment were used to goad man in his pursuit of

good works;

Andrew Thomson, as Vprfrpug Qcgsfijonp, p. 469.
2
ftobert Candlish, The 2£ ESEgjaSMMi* P» 439.

3The Mataggb Ste&g&sa Vol» 4, p. 291.
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Brethren, each of us here is embarked on a great mission for
God. Each of us has a great work to perform. For the performance
of that work, we have assigned to us a limited time....As we speak,
the grains of the sand-glass are falling, ^very beat of our.pulse,
every throb of our heart is bringing us nearer the judgment.

Other preachers saw in these subjects graphic examples of the uncertainty of

life.

The night of human life coses on at any hour of the day—involving
many in a moment, in the blackness of darkness for ever. There are
many who are sunk in night, whose privileges and opportunities are
terminated in the very morning of their lives.,..How very seldom do
men...really act upon the principle that they "know not what even
an hour may bring forth" and spend their hoars as if each successive
one might be their last I

Again death and the second advent were sometimes proclaimed as the joyful cul¬

mination of the Christian pilgrimage. Robert S. Candllsh positively welcomed

the second advent as the "defeat of death and a hostile world and the restoration

of paradiseI"

He returns in triumph to this earth which was the scene of his
suffering and shame. And lol at his bright appearing, his buried
saints start forth in immortal beauty from their tombs? his living
servants shine in the bloc® of an undying youthj and a renovated
world rejoices in the endless life, the unchanging and unclouded
sunshine of paradise at last restored.^

Death, the second advent and the judgment were solemn reminders that just as

the Christian pilgrimage necessitated a distinct beginning, so It reached its

climax in a definite if abrupt conclusion.

The portrayal of life as a pilgrimage indicated a negative view of the

world. To most older evangelicals the world was evil and the pilgrim was to

be waxy. In this "hostile world" ceutioned R, S, Candlieh, "Satan is far more

-^4nfrurg„fr Christian imagine, Vol. 2, pp. 292-293. Also see Andrew
Thomson, Sermons fifld - apraaental . pp. 463-464.

^William Cunningham, ^erraons. p. 314. Also see John Brown, ilsia
l4gcourges,pp. 304, 3H.

3
Robert S, Candlish, Life In j. Risen Saviour, pp. 261-262,
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than a match for you in this game of craft and compromise and conciliation.

Beware how you step out of your own proper sphere."^ iior&tius Bonar wrote that

"while conversion calms one kind of storm it raises another, which is to be life-
2

long." Bonar concluded that the image of life as a battle was "one of the most
3

inevitable conclusions" to be drawn "from the gospel," Robert H. M1Gheyne also

stressed the evil of the world, declaring that in "his darksome pilgrimage" the

Christian's "welfare is peculiar...deep-seated, agonizing, and ceases not till

death.To Andrew Thomson the world was a wilderness and life a grave test of

endurance as the pilgrim pursued his great object!vet complete salvation in

that life transcending death. In a sermon, "The Renetent's Preyer," Thomson

declared:

To us that land of vision is only in prospeet, the salvation which
dwells in it is only the object of anticipation. We are yet in the
wilderness where there are enemies to assail us, and allurements to
lead us astray, and difficulties to perplex and bewilder our thoughts,
and sins to burden our conscience, and disturb our tranquillity, and
many evils to remind us that we are still in a state of trial and must
still expect to have much to do, and much to suffer. Even, here, how¬
ever, amidst all that bedims our views, impairs our comfort, and
endangers our well-being, we are permitted to see the salvation
prepared for us and conferred upon us, in such a light as fully to
satisfy our minds of its infinite excellence, and its unbounded
sufficiency.-*

The sobriety with which the older evangelical proclaimed the pilgrimage

was partially due to his heightened sense of judgment. To these men the final

judgment cast its spectral shadow over all of life. They envisioned themselves

as men on trial and believed that the manner in which they conducted their life

1
Robert S. Candlish, Life 4 Rdaen daviour. p. 113. Also pp. 3, 83, 99.

^Horatius 3onsr, God's -ay of Holiness, p. Ml.

3lbid.. p. 150.
4
Andrew Bonar, Memoir ana Remains £* ii* McChe.vne. pp. 384, 440.

5Andrew Thomson, Sermons and sacramental exhortations, pp. 372-373.
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vrould tip the scaler of ultimate judgment for good or for ill.'' Robert S.

Candllah declared in one sermon*

You shuffle off this mortal coil. But it is only for a season.
You are to begin again to live in the body, And how you are then
to live in the body, will turn upon how you are living in the
body now.

3
Principal Cunningham described man as existing in the "state of probation."

Andrew Thomson portrayed man as "in that course of life we must pursue as candi¬

dates for heaven.other preachers emphasised man's ethical duties because*

"Our position in the Kingdom of Glory will bo regulated by the extent to which

we exercised the virtues and cultivated the graces, and displayed the mild, pur®

affections of Christians."^ John Cairns said*

Hi® older evangelical felt that the principles of this pilgrimage of
life were built into the structure of the world and that rewards and punishments
were inevitable because of the consistency of nature. Thus the preacher would
turn to natural law for the vindication of the pilgrimage motif with its rewards
and punishments. See williaa Cunningham, Germona. pp. 17, 25, 26; James Veitch,
Sermons, p. 309; E. S. Cundlish, The Two Great Comsndments. pp. 184, 241, 243,
This belief in reward and punishment was also evident in common sense philosophy.
Dugaid Stewart writes* "Sotwithstanding the seemingly promiscuous distribution
of happiness and misery in this life, the reward of virtue and punishment of
vice are the great objects of all the general laws by which the world is governed.
The disorders in the meantime which, in such a world as ours, cannot fail to arise
in particular instances, when they are compared with our natural sense of good
and of ill desert, afford a presumption that in a future state the moral govern¬
ment which we see begun here will be carried into complete execution." See
Dugaid Stewart, 2E* tit.> Vol, 2, pp. 167 and lCSff. In Stewart it should b©
noted that in Book Two the argument for the "moral powers of man" hinges on the
moral faculty or conscience. In Book Three man's duty in life is related to God's
moral government in life which concludes with an argument of reward and punishment
and "a future state." Book Four then treats man's duties in respect to his fellow
creatures.

^K. S. Gandlish, Life 2n 1 idaea oavlour. p. 345.

^William Cunningham, v.erraons. p. 26.

^Andrew Thomson, Sermons D& Various Subjects, p. 416.
5
The Edinburgh Christian review. Vol. 5, p. 259. This magazine featured

a sermon by an Old Kirk preacher monthly between 1850 and 1854.
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Heaven and Hell are tut the summation of our daily thoughts
and feelings and actions! lou put a slate into the hands of the
school-child, who then writes down the sums, till the line is
drawn, and the amount set down, neither less nor more...when all
is stated, all that we have down, all that we have been, death
draws the line and adds the items; and this sum—total, proclaimed
in judgment, is the best or the worst to us for all eternity,''
This then was the way of salvation as outlined in the older evangelical

sermon. The sermon began with an emphasis on man's sin and concluded with the

promise of death and judgment bringing either the reward of heaven or the punish¬

ment of hell. Between the somber enunciation of these facts there was the good

news of God's saving act on the cross issuing in a plea for man's personal response

both in a moment of change and conversion as well as continually in a life of self-

discipline and good works. In this theology of salvation, man himself was the

object of the preacher's sermon. Thus the sermon was both informative and urgent,

moving and at times terrifying, intellectual and emotional, objective and sub¬

jective. The preacher's sermon was pointed toward the whole man. The older

evangelicals stressed the objectivity of the cross while they searched subjectively

for man's personal encounter with Christ.

a, formal HfflaeUpsl t&X&S.

The certainty with which the older evangelical proclaimed the way of

salvation issued in a formal homiletie&l style, first, the sermon was largely

the exposition of the doctrines of the Westminster Confession. The understand¬

ing with which the preacher approached his task, the hermeneuticsl principles by

which he interpreted his text, the content and style of his sermon all expressed

his conviction that preaching be doctrinal. Gecondiy, his sermons had a defini¬

tive structure. The context of the sermon was often polemical or epologeticalj

1John Cairns, Christ, The dornln? Ctar. pp. 174-173.
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the sermon was distinctly outlined} th© style was straight-forward yet personal,

a. A Doctrinal Sermon

Th© understanding with which the preacher approached the sermon indicated

his allegiance to doctrinal preaching, John Brown noted in one sermon that the

preacher's "first object must be to communicate accurate views of the various
1

doctrine© and precepts of the revealed system." Andrew Thomson described

"the religion of Christ" as a "system [consisting of 1 various parte...the parts

may be separately examined and separately Illustrated and from each of them we
2

may deduce what is both true and useful." In his farewell sermon to the hew

Greyfriars Church, Edinburgh, 1814., Thomson said that in preaching he had

"insisted strenuously on the doctrines of grace as the peculiar and leading
3

doctrines of th© gospel." John Cairns exclaimed that as the "apostolic doc¬

trines" had been committed to the Church and its faithful preachers "the pulpit

was never to...descend from this pre-eminence."^ As the doctrines of revealed

theology were the truths committed to th© preacher the preacher was described

as "a witness coming from God to tell us of certain things which he knows to be
5

assuredly true." In 1851 the Tree Church Magazine contained this pontifical

declaration*

1John Brown, Plain discourses, p. 25k.
O

Andrew Thomson, The Doctrine of Universal pardon Considered and refuted
is. & Si p. 34A.

3
.uadrew Thomson, ..eraons and -ShftrtftUpM* ?• 509.

^John Cairns, Christ. The Hornlrp >tar. p. 86. ^benezer Porter, qr, cit.«
p. 69, wrote* " Sermons in which the doctrine of the atonement and other essential
doctrines of the gospel are avowedly discarded or decidedly over-looked come
altogether short of evangelical preaching."

^Koratius Bonar, bight and Truth, p. 173.
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If preaching does not contain a solid substratum of what is
doctrine end objective, the preacher is as a man building without
a foundation.'

Heraeneutics has been defined as "the science of the method of the right
2

interpretation of Scripture." In the hands of the older evangelicals, hermeneu-
3

tics wes the science by which scripture was utilized to substantiate doctrine.

As a result, systematic theology was the master, not the servant of scripture.

The preacher treated the Bible as a reservoir of texts which served as the spring¬

board for his doctrinal discourses. The dominance of dogmatic theology over her-

aeneutics is clearly evident in the various lectures by Thomas Chalmers on the
L

interpretation of scripture and preaching.

Chalmers treated hermeneutlcs under the heading "scripture Criticism."

He said that the object of scripture criticism was "the Integrity of the text

free Church Magazine. Vol. 8, p, 155* In 1862, an article on ^dward
Irving in Maci-iillan' s Magazine, noted that Irving was an exception to the
"dull doctrinal discoursing which went by the name of evangelical breaching,"
See fficMlll^' g Magazine, Vol. 6, Hey, 1862, p. 74.

2:lte ftgfl dictionary Mui Chpjptl&a Cliprcfr, p. 630.
3
This statement must not be construed as a criticism of the older evangeli¬

cal for it is a practice not limited to this one group. Indeed raul Tillieh has
argued that "the Bible as such never has been the norm of systeaatic theology.
The norm has been a principle derived from the Bible in an encounter between Bible
and Church." Paul Tillich, -.ystaaatic Theology. Vol. 1, p. 56*

^Thls particular hermeneutie&l survey is limited to Chalmers for two
reasons. First, he was the great theological figure of the first half of the
nineteenth century and it is his teaching which shaped the thoughts and hoaileti-
cal practice of many of the older evangelicals, secondly, he is one theologian
who deals with the significance of hermeneutics and preaching in the greatest
detail. In this case four lectures by Chelaera, all found in his Institutes of
Theology, will form the basis of this survey* Volume 1: "On cripture Criticism,"
pp. 277-328} "on ysternatic Theology," pp. 329-360. Volume 2s "Recapitulation
Of our Views on Ccripture Criticism," pp. 16-30} "on the Distinction Between The
Mode in which Theology should be learned at the Hall, and the Mode in which it
should be taught from the Pulpit," pp. 473-486.
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1
and the interpretation of it." To achieve this twofold objective, Chalmers

suggested a three-pronged methodology which he called "the philological, the
2

contextual, the doctrinalc,! On the one hand Chalmers argued that these three

approaches to biblical interpretation were all inter-related. He wrote:

In the act of determining the meaning, whether of a passage or the
nature and truth of a doctrine, we shall find that these hinge on
the meaning of particular words, and that we must have recourse to
the philological. On the other hand, in fixing the sense of a
particular terra or phrase, we have often to borrow light from the
adjoining sentences wherewith it stands in connexion, or even fetch
it from the greater distances of a still wider and more comprehensive
survey, as when we found our conclusion on the analogy of the faith,
and thus call in the aid both of the contextual and the doctrinal.^

On the other hand, Chalmers believed that the doctrinal approach to heraeneutice

was the most important for it was the final classification, the net result of

the philological and the contextual. He dismissed the philological as "unimportant"

and argued that "what Is true of the doctrinal is true...in a less degree of the
/

contextual.On one occasion Chalmers informed his students that the real value

of philological and contextual hermeneutics was simply that:

you will be able to distinguish between that which is of doctrinal
importance, and that which is not so; and at the same time will not

1
Thomas Chalmers, .Tngtfttqtea 2l 'fheolog/. Vol. I, p. 282. In his

Theological lectures. »illiara Cunningham writes: "The object of herraeneutics
is to point out the ways an the means by which we may attain to the raost accurate,
the most extensive and the raost certain knowledge of the whole statements con¬
tained in the sacred Scriptures." See j>, 552. Also pp. 551, 552, 559»

2
Ibiu.. p. 299.

3lbld.
L
Ibid.. pp. 303-309. on pages 302-320 Chalmers engages in a long dis¬

cussion of the merits and demerits of philology or scripture-criticism in the
narrower sense of linguistic and textual analysis. Here he acknowledges that
this aspect of herraeneutics has been weak in v cotland as compared to nngland and
Germany, pp. 313-319. He believes that such study has value when the beliefs
of the Church are under attack, p. 317* let he argues that much of this sort
of study is not important for either doctrine or practice, p. 304. It is often
very esoteric and thus unimportant, p. 308. Clearly Chalmers1 double-talk on
this subject shows that he does not really know what to do with the coming of
age of biblical criticism.
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fall to remark how much the plain sense of the Bible, in whole
hosts of unquestioned and unquestionable passages, is on the
aide of orthodoxy,1

for Thomas Chalmers hersaeneutics was the science of the doctrinal interpretation

and utilization of scripture,^
The doctrinal heraeneutie of Thomas Chalmers was based on two primary

principles. First, systematic theology was to determine the interpretation of

any given text. Second, the true doctrine of the text was usually obvious and

emergent in other parts of the Bible.

Systematic theology became the judge and guardian of proper hersorientice.

Chalmers writes that it is systematic theology which "gives both energy and

guidance to the investigation of Scripture criticism."^ It is systematic theol¬

ogy that is to "direct investigation" for doctrine is to scripture what "an

hypothesis is to science. Consequently Chalmers would not have the preacher

inquire of a text "what does this mean?" Such vague and general questioning would

leave one to "wander in trackless uncertainty,"^ Rather the preacher must specif¬

ically ask whether or not this particular doctrine is the meaning of the text.

In this way, Chalmers says, there is reflected a "system" of doctrine which

"arrives much sooner at a conclusion and sound interpretation.To Chalmers

1M£.» P. 315.
2
Also see William Cunningham, Theological Lectures, pp. 556-557. Speak¬

ing of doctrine or "those great fundamental truths so plainly revealed in
Scripture," Cunningham writes} "The use and application of an accurate knowledge
and a critical study of the scriptures, so far as these great truths are concerned,
is not so much to discover or to find them out, but rather to settle accurately
what are the particular passages of Scripture, which most certainly and conclu¬
sively establish them."

Thomas Chalmers, Institutes q£ Theology, Vol. 1, p. 344.

P* 345. 5Ibid., p. 349.

., In Principal Cunningham, this rules out virtually any sense of
history and historical criticism in textual analysis. See Cunningham's Theologi¬
cal Lectures, pp. 588ff.
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"the mere linguist is to scripture what the mere observer is to science.,.,lie

is like an observer going forth, innocent of all theory in the field of nature."^
Since systematic theology was concerned with "the whole subject-matter" of the

Bible and the philological and the contextual hermeneutic with usually only a

word, sentence, or passage, it was the task of systematic theology as the sum

2
of doctrine "to sit in judgment" over the whole interpretation of the Bible.

In effect this meant that for Thomas Chalmers, and most of the older evangelicals,

doctrine formed the essence and determined the meaning of any given text. In

1863 one writer in the North British Keview indicating the direction of the more

liberal evangelical pulpit cast a negative verdict on the older hermeneutict

System must grow out of interpretation, not interpretation out
of system. Let dogmatics no more dominate exegetico, then
exegetics shall supplant dogmatics

The second principle of Chalmers' doctrinal horaoneutics follows} the

doctrine of a given text was both obvious and emergent in the whole of the Bible,

lie writes t

The most Important truths of Christianity should be the most
obvious...and generally speaking they are the least useful things
in the system of divine truth, which either occur so rarely, or are
situated so recondltely among the *.Tr*^ of scripture, as
to call for the application of Scripture criticism in its utmost
skill and utmost strenuousness.

furthermore the meaning of one text was illuminated by other texts for when a

doctrine was so common to the Bible, scripture could bo called on to interpret

p. 33o. p. 35a.

^Ihe North British Review. I863, p. 445. In this same article, the
writer notes that in the evangelical pulpit in Scotland doctrinal preaching so
abounded that there was "scarcely the inculcation and enforcement of a specific
duty or Christian virtue per as."

^Thomas Chalmers, jnpt.ifritqs &£ Vol. 1, p. 288.
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scripture. Indeed the "essential doctrines' were so universal in scripture that

Chalmers could boast* ".,von in the most slovenly and careless of its versions,
2

all the essential truths of the Bible are conveyed to ub." When on certain

occasions the preacher was confronted with an obscure text or rare doctrine the

recommended solution was the abandonment of both the text and the doctrine.^ In

the end, doctrinal heimoneutics was in danger of becoming a closed system elimin¬

ating alien evidence or new interpretation#

Chalmers1 accentuation of the doctrinal to the abetment of the philolo¬

gies! and the contextual in hermeneutical theory led to the virtual negation of

the philological and the contextual in the sermon itself. In the pulpit Chalmers

urged the preacher to forget the exegetical and linguistic background and get

Immediately to the doctrine of the text. With complete confidence in both the

content of scripture and the understanding of the man in the pew, Chalmers said*

The very utterance of your text will generally be enough for gain¬
ing their assent to the doctrine which it enunciated, or, at the
most, the concurrence of a few decisive testimonies from other
parts of Scripture, will abundantly suffice in the way of argument
...I would curtail the formal proof of a doctrine, that room might
be left for an object ulterior to that, and In which the mere
verifying of the proof is conviction.

1Ibid.. p. 301. Also see Cunningham*© Ifa&tolfiflJ. P. 580.

Ibid.« p. 301# Also p. 314.

^Ibid.. p. 300. In his Theological Lectures, p. 554., William Cunningham
illustrates this from his own experience, ror one specific occasion he selected
a text which h© thought compatible to his subject (doctrine). His investigation
proved otherwise so he simply left that text for another one which would substan¬
tiate the doctrine he wished to express. Cunningham told this to illustrate the
necessity of a critical study of texts. Ironically, it also witnesses to the
fact that the doctrine- to be expounded dictated the use of scripture, not vice
versa. In a sermon preached in Obsdale and published in the Northern Chronicle
John Kennedy of the Jingwall Free Church was gravely concerned of the new trend
in heraeneutics noting, "The old method of using : eripture texts as satisfactory
proofs of a doctrine is to be exploded." dee sermons, p. 331.

^Thomas Chalmers, Theological Lectures. Vol. 2, pp. 473-474.
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In part Chalmers' theoretical preference for the doctrinal reflected the practi"
1

c-1 beat of bis mind# Doctrine was the sua of the hameneutie process, siaco

the pulpit was not the lecture hall, Chalmers reminded his students that the
2

methodology of the latter did not fit the purpose of the former. doctrine was

to ba applied to the heart and life of the man in the pew.

It is not necessary to expend time in the establishment of a
doctrine, if their minds be already established in the truth of
it. And the plain reason why we grudge unnecessary time in argu-
aenting the truth of the doctrine, is, that really there is too
such else to do with it# fou have to urge the truth upon their
consciences. lou have to open a way for its influence upon their
hearts. lou have to address it to their hopes or their fears, or
their purposes of obedience.^

Chalmers said that one of the principal objects of theological education was

the preacher's acquisition of right doctrine,^ In theory Chalmers utilised

hermeneutlcs to substantiate and illuminate doctrine. For Chalmers, the doctrinal

sermon was the practical culmination of a systematic theological process.

The doctrinal soraon was usually based on a single text of scripture,

Since expository preaching was traditionally limited in Scotland to what was

called the "lecture," the sermon was drawn from a more concise segment of the
5

Bible, This was the suggestion of the Directory of lublfc Worsjhip. for the

preacher was advised to solicit from his text "the chief heads and grounds of
6

doctrine which he is to raise from it." The preacher's preference for e text

1Ibid.. Vol. 1, p. 304. 2lbid,. Vol. 2, p. 481.

3Ibid., p. 480.. ^Ibid.. p. 473.

%'fae lecture, which was an expository and critical commentary on a longer
passage of scripture, was in 1854 said to have been common in Scotland for throe
hundred years and "the constant practice" in the "forenoon service." The British
&nd Bpreigp ^vuofflsllpal Deview, Vol. 3, 1854, pp. 661-662,

The Directory of rublic ..orshio. "Of The Preaching of the .orb." Here
it is also implied that the text should be brief although the preacinar "may go
on in some chapter, psalm, or book of the holy scripture, as he seas fit."
Professor George Bill advised his students? "preach textually, that is, to choose
a passage bearing upon one point." See Counsels, p. 44.
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of & single verso was so caramon among the older evangelicals that virtually any

one of their books of sermons could b© summoned as evidence* Of the 126 sermons

in the three volumes of the Free Chureh Balolt. ninety are based on a single
1

verse* Of the twenty-six sermons found in the two volume collection; The Church
2

of Gotland Pulpit, twenty-four are based on a single verse of scripture. The

dominance of the single text in the sermon suggests that the preacher had no

expository notions and substantiates his over-riding doctrinal objective*

Obviously preachers handled the doctrines to be expounded in various

ways. Principal William Cunningham and liobert M, M'Gfaeyn© nakedly exposed the

doctrine at the beginning of the sermon by simply stating what it was and how
3

they proposed to investigate it, Kobert S» Candlish sometimes gave the impres¬

sion that his preaching was more biblical because of his profuse use of scripture*

However he usually treated his text in s doctrinal manner quoting scripture to

prove his doctrine,^ His Life in 4 »lsen Saviour is a series of twenty sermons

^Ibe Free Church Pulpit. Vol* 1, 2, 3,

Church Of Scotland Pulpit. Vol, 1, 2, Also see ..ssociate ..crnnons.
Vol, 1 and 2* Here 27 of 32 sermons had a single verse text* In The Belief
Preacher. 16 of 24 sermons had a single verse text*

^cee Chapter 1, "Of Christ The Mediator," for the doctrinal style of
Principal Cunningham* In an ordination sermon, M'Oheyne said that the minister
was to "preach the word,.,with doctrine.M See Andrew Bonar, Memoir and Remains
9thl Ik AtcCfceyne, pp. 353-364.. Of the twenty—six seraons included in this book,
thirteen had the doctrine distinctly stated at the beginning as the "doctrine"
to be expounded or, "I now draw this doctrine**4 Actually what M'Cheyne calls
doctrine could more properly be called & proposition stating his purpose. These
are examples of what he calls doctrines

"Christ offers himself as a Saviour to all of the human race," p. 322.
"The Believer is Christ's garden,11 p. 334*
"Christ is a merciful High driest," p. 347*
"Glorying in the Cross," p. 370*
•'The good way of coming before the Lord," p. 376,
"Christ in you the hope of glory," p. 409*
"The gospel should be preached first to the Jews," p. 441.
4
In the preface of his book on The uoapletenoss ~xtant The

.atonement. Candlish notes that the question of the "reprobate" is a "question
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on First Corinthians fifteen in which he discourses on the doctrine of the

1
resurrection and the life everlasting. Similarly, T&2. Two Great Commandments

is a collection of seventeen sermons on iiomims twelve expounding the duty of man

2
to God and his neighbor.

The diversity of doctrinal preaching is evident in the way different

men utilised the same text and theme. For example, in three sermons on Genesis

5s24, three preachers set forth the same theme, "walking with God," in three

different ways. Donald Hoes, a Church of Scotland sinister, stressed the graces

3
of Christian character and piety in applying this doctrine. William ^nderaon,

of the Free Church, accentuated man's personal "fellowship with God" in the midst

of a sinful world demanding separation.^ John McDonald, whose sermons on this

for the theologian, rather than the commentator, to discuss," p. xii. in another
sermon on the death of Christ, Candlish dismisses any historical inquiry as not
his purpose, rather he wished to investigate "the essential rule or principle
in the holy administration of God, which...the death of Christ is seen to assert
and vindicate." Gee Life In A idsen Gaviour. pp. 19, 20. iilso see Candlish's
Sermons. p. 68. John Smith in Scottish Clergy. 1848, says of Candlish'a
treatment of the texts "The meaning h© affixed to ths text was not its true
meaning and the text was at best a motto,"

^Robert Gondiiah, Life In & .!son Saviour. 1858. In the preface to this
book, Candlish writesI "I have by no means aimed at anything like a complete
commentary or exposition. I have...abstained from minute criticism," p. v. The
outline of this book is twofold! /frets "What is implied in the denial of the
resurrection," Seconds "The Nature of The Future Body."

^Robert Candlish, The Two Great Cornyardraents. I860. In an introduction
to thle book, Candlish again eays that he did not attempt to deal with the
iseripture text "critically or oven exegetically,M p. x. lie writes, "The Dis¬
courses when preached were meant to be practical. #»in an evangelical point of
view. 1 endeavour, throughout, to carry the stream of sound doctrine through
all the departments of duty that I have to survey," p. xiv. Can&lieh then pro¬
ceeds to mention the specific doctrines which were the essence of thes© sermons.

^ i-'hc Church 0£ Scotland Pulpit. Vol. 2, pp. 32-45.

^The Free Churcfc xuloit. Vol. 3, pp. 544-552.
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eubjoct ap; eared in The Christian Treasury, minimized the progressive character

of salvation in his desire to force his hearers to certify that they -were
1

"saved" and "reconciled with God."

As the herraeneutics of Thomas Chalmers illustrated the doctrinal basis

on which scripture was interpreted, so his preaching illustrated the manner in

which doctrine dominated the sermon. The doctrine to be expounded linked to¬

gether the theme, the text, and the proposition of the sermon, in the theme

Chalmers usually stated the doctrine. In his text there was the biblical

verification of the doctrine. The proposition, which usually came at the con¬

clusion of his introduction, stated how he was to treat the doctrine. The fol¬

lowing illustrations drawn from two collections of bis sermons, Pernor;g Preached

la 2m ffwrch and Ge^onp Pr^phed ^ S&l ifeUffl'ft Glasgow, illustrate

this inter-relatedness between theme, text and proposition in doctrinal preaching#

The Mysterious Aspect Izk# 20*49 " Then
if The Gospel To The said I, Ah, Lord
Men Of The *.orld

Gratitude, Hot A
sordid Affection

GodI Doth he not
speak parables?"

Proposition

In the prosecution of the following
discourse, we shall first state the
ground on which the religion of the
Hew Testament looks so mysterious a
thing to the men of the world, and
then conclude with a short practical
remonstrance upon this subject.

I John 4*19 "We Let us endeavour, first, to rescue
love Ma, because the love of gratitude from the iapu-
he first loved us#" tations which have been preferred

against it,-—and secondly to assign
to the love of kindness manifested
to the world in the gospel, and to
the faith by which that love is made
to arise in the heart, the place and
the pre-eminence which belong to them.

1Ihe Christian Treasury, 1849, pp. 313ff.
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Text Pypposlt^op

The Natural Snaity
Of The Mind Against
k>d

On The New Heavens
And The New Berth

On The Doctrine Of
Predestination

Rom. 8:7 "The
carnal mind is
enmity against
God."

2 Pet. 3:13
"Nevertheless we,
according to his
promise, look for
new heavens and a

new earth, wherein
dwellcth righteous¬
ness."

Acts 27:^2, 31
"And now I exhort
you to be of good
cheer} for there
shall be no loss
of any man's life
among you, bit of
the ship. Paul
said to the centur¬
ion and to the
soldiers, except
these abide in the
ship, ye cannot be
saved."

.Let us first offer some remarks on
the affirmation of the text, that
the carnal mind is enmity against
God,—and then shortly consider, how
it is that the gospel of Jesus Chrlstt
suits its applications to this great
disease.

First, in the new economy which is
to be reared for the accommodation
of the blessed, there will be mater¬
ialism, not merely new heavens, but
also a new earth, becond, that as
distinguished, from the present, which
is an abode of rebellion, it will be
an abode of righteousness.

This doctrine hag been so injudi¬
ciously meddled with...that it were
well for us all could we carefully
draw a line between the secret things
which belong to God, and the things
which are revealed, and belong to us
and to our children. With this view
wo shall first, lay before you the
observations which are suggested by
the immediate history in the passage
submitted to you. .md second, we
shall attempt to evince its applica¬
tion to us of the present day, and
in how far it should carry en influence
over the concerns of practical godli¬
ness.

The doctrinal preaching of Thomas Chalmers produced two kinds of sermon

outlines both of which indicated his concern for the practical application of

doctrine. First, there was the sermon with a abort introduction followed by

distinctly enunciated heads, under which he explained and applied the doctrine.

He developed a sermon on "The Preparation Necessary Tor Understanding The

hysterias Of The Gospel," from Matthew 13:11, 12 in the following manner:

1. ..hat it is that we ought to have, in order to attain an
understanding of the mysteries of the gospel.
A. We ought to have an honest desire after light, and if

we have this desire, it will not remain unproductive.
B. We ought to have a habit of prayer conjoined with a habit

of inquiry; and to this more will be given.
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C. *e ought to do all that we know to be God's will, and to
this habit of humble earnest desirous reformation more

will be given.
II, How it is that the mysteries of the gospel are, in many cases i

evolved upon the mind in a dear and convincing manifestation.

Secondly, there was the exposition-application type of sermon in which

Chalmers did not always formally state his proposition nor give the eerrson dis¬

tinct heads. In these sermons he began with an exposition of the doctrine and

the principles involved and then midway through the sermon changed direction and

applied the doctrine to the personal life of the listener. Thus a rather theo¬

retical disputation on "the nature of the sin against the Eoly Ghost" is suddenly

thrust in the face of the audience as Chalmers queries:

And now for the interesting question,—How am I to know that 1 have
committed this sin, that is said to b© beyond the reach of for¬
giveness?2
for Thomas Chalmers, and for most of the older evangelicals, the sermon

was the living voice of a virile dogmatic theology. Thus a formal homiletical

style was evident in a sermon minimizing expository and exegetiesl preaching.

The doctrinal sermon ruled the day and dictated the plan of sermon preparation.

If occasionally such preaching became dry and metaphysical, the concern for the

practical application of doctrine to life possessed the potential to arrest

wandering thoughts and rouse drooping eyelids into alert attention and introspec¬

tive concern. Thomas Carlyle wrote of the sermons of Thomas Chalmers: "They

were usually the triumphant on-rueh of one idea with its satellites and

1

"Thomas Chalmers, Sermons Preached In The Tron Church. Glasgow, pp. 34-
112. In this well-outlined type of sermon, the very last major heading was
usually the personal application of the doctrine.

2
Thomas Chalmers, &SSSBM Preached In Johrds Church, Gl^fiow, p.

339. In this sermon thirteen pages are given to the exposition of the doctrine
and twenty-two pages to the practical application of the doctrine.
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eupportera.11 ^ For the older evangelical, the doctrines of a revealed theology

were the life and pulse of the pulpit*

b. A Definitive sermon Structure

The formal hoailetical style of the older evangelical gave the sermon a

definitive structure. Certainty of right doctrine produced a style of preaching

marked by concretenesa, clarity and confidence. This definitive character is

apparent in the polemical nature of their preaching, their distinct proposition

and outline, and their straight-forward yet personal style.

The older evangelical sermon often betrayed a polemical attitude* At

the beginning of the century undrew Thomson and Thomas Chalmers contended with

rationalism and deviations from the doctrines of Westminster. Andrew Thomson

preached a series of twelve sermons on The Doctrine Of Universal Bardon Con-

tiS£4£s£» He delivered a series of nine ^eptqftg 2H ifttffrWfr with

deism and atheism the primary targets of attack as he defined the doctrines of

"revealed religion." Bis Sermons up Hearing The Word Breached illustrate the

nature of polemical preaching. Uach of Thomson1s major points was worded in a

negative instead of a positive manner. He observed that people hear a sermon

in one of ten ways...all of which are badt

1. Dome hear with indifference*
2* Dome hear with all the disadvantages that result from a want

of preparation.
3. Dome hear without sufficient attention.
4* Dome hear with prejudice and partiality.
5* Dome hear without sufficient humility*
6* Some hear merely with a view to criticise.
7. Dome hear with levity.
8. Some bear without self-application.
9. Dome hear without any firm and steady view to practice,
10* Some hear without any serious regard to a future and eternal world**

1
James A* Froude, editor, Bemiaiscences Jay Thomas Carlvle. Vol. I, p. 161*
2
Andrew Thomson, Demons On Bearing The word Breached. Edinburgh, 1825,

PP. 8, 23, 39, 58, 73, 85, 100, 110, 125, 139.
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Thomas Chalmers usually hed to have an opponent with whom to shadowbox in his

sermons. He begins his oft-quoted sermon, The expulsive 1ower C£ A hew Affection

in these words!

There are two ways in which a practical moralist may attempt to
displace from the human heart its love of the world—either by a
demonstration of the world's vanity.*.or, by setting forth another
object, even God, as more worthy of its attachment...,% purpose
is to show, that from the constitution of our nature, the former
method is altogether incompetent and ineffectual and that the latter
method will alone suffice for the rescue and recovery of the heart
from the wrong affection that domineers over it.^

Polemic!sm often set the ton© in the older evangelical sermon because the preacher

made Ms positive assertions in the context of negative statements.

In the last half of the century, the older evangelicals retained the

disputetional flavor of their predecessors. For the® the evils wore those of

intellectual secularism and religious ritualism. John Cairns, who was Professor

of Apologetics in the United Presbyterian Divinity Hall, reflected his apologeti-
2

cal concern in Mo preaching. In Life I& 4 pisen Saviour Kobert S. Candlish
3

contended with those who denied the resurrection, James Veitoh, of St. Cuthberts,

had "an intense dread of the Broad chool" and much of the contemporary trend of

thought.^ At the induction of another minister he declared from the pulplti

Others may deem it their superiority that they follow the course
of modem enlightenment, but as ministers of Christ w© axe set for
the defence and confirmation of the Gospel, and it ie ours in our
several plages to contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to
the saints.'

Thomas Chalmers, Goraons Preached In ^t. John1s Church, pp. 57-58. Also
Chalmers* ^jyopqffigpl ylggq^es,

2
Ge© Cairns' sermon "Opinions About Jesus Christ," Christ. The iforaiag

Star and Other oermona. pp. 244ff» for an example of his apologetical preaching,
Also not© his boot: F&^gu Gj)xiptp A£d Th£ J&xo, Edinburgh, IS64.

3
ivobort C&nci.Lxslij ..Isea Gaviour.
/
"Vaaes /©itch, oermons. 1830, p. 27.

gIblq.. p. 360| also p. 299.
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Drincipal William .^mninghsa lashed out at "Traditionalism, or Iractarianism,
1

or Demi-Popery. • .Hierarchies, Cacrmenialisa and .•Itualiaa." Horatius Bon&r

decried the havoc Darwinism was bringing to bear on the doctrine of human de¬

pravity in these v.ordsj

ouch axe the representations of sin with which we find a large
amount of the literature and the religion of our day penetrated.
Humanity is struggling upward, nobly self-reliant 1 The race is
elevating itself, for the Darwinian theory has found its way into
religion,...and Christianity is a useful help to this process of
self-regeneration, this development of individual constitutions,
by which perfection is to be readied at last and the kingdom wonI
Thus does many a prophet speak peace when there Is none....of what
avail this calling evil good and good evil* will be in the great
day of reckoning, a coming hour will shew.*

The older evangelical's proclamation of sin, grace and salvation was often

polemical because to his way of thinking he was contending against "False

Ghrists,"-*
The definitive character of the older evangelical sermon is also evident

in the preacher's definite statement of both the proposition and outline. The

clarity of the proposition and outline left little doubt as to the preacher's

purpose in a particular sermon. The sermon commenced with a brief introduction

relevant to either the text or the doctrine to be expounded, proceeded to a

clearly stated explanation of the doctrine, and concluded with a practical and

William Cunningham, Cannons. p. 394#

^Horatiua doner, God's »,av Of Holiness, pp. 22-23. Mote also The
Christian Treasury. 1852, p. 62, where Sonar says* "The doctrine of the future
punishment of sin, has perhaps been more widely questioned in our day than in
any other age. Hell is denied, Torment is denied." Also sec his pamphlet
Truth and oyror. Edinburgh, 1866.

^coe the book by John Cairns bearing this title.
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were usually three or four major points, always two and sometimes eight, which
2

in turn could be divided into several distinctly headed minor points.

The sermons of John Cairns, who was offered the leading United Presbyterian

pulpits in both Edinburgh and Glasgow, are a model of this homiletical trans¬

parency, In his collection of sermons, Christ. The Morning Star, every sermon

begins with a one or two page introduction which in turn concludes with a proposi¬

tion and leads into the first of the major headings. The following three sermons

illustrate Cairns' distinct homiletlcal structure as well as his theological

emphasis in preaching.

Themei Christ, The Morning Star
revelation 2»28, 22s 16

Propositions It is plain that Christ will not for the first time
become the morning star to His people when He bestows Himself as
their final reward, since He is bo already in the present life; and
hence we must understand Him as promising to give Himself in a
higher measure as the reward of their fidelity, uur inquiry will

Of the eighteen sermons in the first volume of The Church of Scotland
Pulpit, sixteen reflected this basic structural similarity. Of the fifty-two
sermons in the first volume of Tfoe Free Church Pulpit, forty-eight had this
common homiletlcal scheme. In the sermons analysed in the periodicals The
Christian Treasury. The Christian Journal. The Edinburgh Christian Magazine.
the vast majority again fit this pattern both of outline and of a theological
approach akin to the older evangelicals.

2
In analyzing the outlines of the sermons in the three periodicals in

this period it was apparent that there was no great tendency to have simply three
points, although three is the mean. The preacher simply made what points were
necessary, although at this time the exact number of points in a sermon was less
than in the sermons of Andrew Thomson. In The Christian treasury of thirty-
three sermons analyzed, twenty-five were distinctly outlined, isiine sermons had
two points, eleven had three points, three had four points, one had five points
and one had six points. In The Christian Journal, ten sermons followed this
komiletie&l pattern, one sermon had one point} three had three points, three had
four points) two had five points, and one had six points. In The Edinburgh
Christian ^aazina. twenty-nine of the thirty-three sermons analyzed had a defi¬
nite outline. Of these eleven had two points, eleven had three points, three
had four points, one had five points; two had six points} and on© had eight
points.
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lead us, in the opening up of this great promise, following the light
of the figure in it, to consider in what sense Christ is to His people
tha morning star of time, and then in whet higher sense He will be to
them the morning star of eternity,
Jarlino; 1, His light shines after darkness,

2. His light transcends all comparison
A, Christ is pre-eminent in Ms titles
B, Christ is pre-eminent in Ms office
C, Christ is pre-eminent in His history

3. His light ushers in perpetual day.
Conclusion: In conclusion, let me remark how all the blessedness
of this indispensable, incomparable, everlasting gift is enhanced
by the fact that Christ is at once the gift and the giver.,,,Men
end brethren, this is the prise of our Mgh calling 1 cught it not
to lift ue all above the works of darkness, above the fashions of
the world, above the vanities of time, and to concentrate all our
energies in one prolonged, persevering, and through grace, victorious
effort to win Christ and be found in Him?''

Theme; The Mystery And The Glory Of Redemption
Text; Isaiah 55«&, 9
RroD03ition: In order to give unity to the subject, I shall say
nothing specially of the ways of God In Creation and in natural
Providence) but limit ayself to Redemption, showing how in various
departments, the ways of God are superhumanly mysterious and yet
divinely glorious.
-utlinei 1, In regard to the need of redemption

2. In regard to the purpose of redemption
3. In regard to the plan ol redemption
4. In regard to the progress of redemption

A, The rate of its progress
B, The instruments of its progress
C, The hindrances to its progress

5. In regard to the limits of redemption
Conclusion; what should be our sentiments, dear brethren, as ue
this day once more, in holy communion, draw near to a God in Christ,
so unutterably above us, and yet who has come so inexpressibly nighl
...Let us put off our shoes from our feet, for the place whore we
are is holy ground. Let us bow down before Him,

1'huae: Justification
Text; Romans 4:5
Rroposition: My design is not to preach a controversial sermon,
bit to see how this doctrine really fits into the context of God's
word and of Christian experience.

1John Cairns, Christ The Rornla* Mar, pp. Iff.
2
Ibid.. pp. 140ff. la the conclusion, this sermon is a polemic against

the doctrine of universalis®.
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jutllne: 1. I begin with a brief explanation of what I understand
justification to be,

2. How lot ua present one or two texts, which from their
connection cannot mean anything else than this scheme.
A. Some objections to this doctrine

3. We are thus led to consider the tribute to this
doctrine in Christian history, which is an ever-
accumulating argument in its favour.
A. The early centuries
B. The reformation
C. The recovery of this doctrine in the ^formation

Churches, (Here Cairns speaks of the seventeenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries)

Conclusion; Let me, in closing, impress upon others, as upon
myself, that this is not a mere question of speculative theology,
or even of Scripture interpretation. It is the gravest and most
serious practical question which any of us can ever have to face—
the question whether at the bar of God we are ourselves absolved
through the merits of Christ, or are still under condemnation.
This doctrine comes down to us in the experience of others, with
the marks upon it of pain and anxiety, of heart-piercing trouble
and agitation, leaving a record which never can be obliterated.
It is not right in us to treat it wholly with curious interest.'

As the clarity of the preacher's outline explicated his purpose, so the

certainty of his speech implied that his statements were beyond doubt, even

question. The verbs of the sermon were definite and concrete, unimpaired by

conditional clauses and words such as "possibly," "maybe" or "should," The

preacher said "it is obvious" not "it would appear," "lou must" instead of "you
2

should." "We know" in place of "we think" or "we hope." Any suggestion of

doubt or confession of mystery was rare. On occasion the older evangelical

acknowledged the mystery of the fall and the incarnation but invariably he choose

to accept such mystery in silence and turned to the more certain resolution of
3

the cross. for i obert S. Candlish the certainty of the crosa was grounded in

"*Ibid.« p, 275. This sermon also contains a polemic against unitarian-
isa.

2
William Gunningham, Cermons. pp. 25, 26, 74# 389»

3
John Cairns, Christ. The rlorpina Ctar. pp. 143» 144ff. Also see Wm.

Cunningham, Persons, p. 165. hobert Gordon, Leraons. pp. 75# 76.
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Ms unwavering view of th substitutionary atonementt

Avery theory that has been or can be proposed of the suffering
life and cruel death of Jesus, the Holy One of God, apart from the
recognition of his vicarious character and standing, fails, and must
fail, to satisfy a simple mind. The whole story is a confused,
inconsistent, inextricable, incomprehensible enigma; a dark riddle,
as regards the government of God; a strange anomaly that shocks the
moral sentiments of men. It is the doctrine, or rather the fact, of
Ms substitution for you, which alon© harmonises and hallows all. On
any other supposition, the evangelical records are as void of clear
meaMng as any complicated tale of romantic fiction, '

Andrew Bonar, though less a theologian than Candllsh, began one sermon with this

somewhat rash pronouncement* "Be sure of this,—-the dpirit that led you to Christ

is in you tonight; and now I want to shew you some of the ways He is working in
o

you," The certainty of the preacher's speech reflected that certainty which

Lir William Hamilton once described as the distinctive characteristic of the

Scottish School of PMlosopby. In Ms Lectures On Metaphysics. Hamilton said:

The Scottish School of PMlosophy is distinctively characterised
by its opposition to all the destructive schemes of speculation;~
in particular to .Scepticism, or the uncertainty of knowledge; to
Idealism, or the non-existence of the material world; to Fatalisa,
or the denial of a moral universe,'

The sermon outlines of Horatiua Bonar are an example of yet another

technique employed by the preacher to give Ma sermons the ring of ultimate

certainty* the use of questions and answers, Bonar's questions were the simples

who, what, when, why. While he appeared to be interrogating his subject, ho was

shrewdly drawing from it only the answers he sought and implying that this was

in fact the complete unraveling of unerring truth, In a sermon titled "Looking

Unto Jesus" based on Hebrews 12il, 2, Bonar began* "In considering our text

^Robert 3, Candlish, Beraona. Edinburgh, 1873, p, 45•
2
Andrew Bonar, BSSBSl Glasgow, 1878, p. 109.

3
william Hamilton, Lectures ol tislasteuiteA* Vo1* l* p- 4oo.
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more minutely, let us ask and answer the three following questions: 1. In

looking, what do we see? 2. In looking, how are we affected? 3. In looking,

what do we learn?In the sermon Bonar answered each of these questions, but

there was no exegesis, no historical study done of the text. In fact, the text

was only alluded to, Bonar turned to other parts of the bible to find support

for his answers. While exegetically weak, Boner's use of questions was psycho¬

logically magnetic. In a sermon on John 20:11-14 and the inability of Msry to

recognize the risen Christ, he said: "How could it be so?...Let us then ask
2

what hindered the recognition?14 On this question Bonar then built the outline

of his sermon. In another sermon "Bethlehem And its Good hews" Bonar simply
3

inquired: "what it is and what it teaches." In the sermons of Horatius Bonar,

questions were not woven into the argument and the text of the sermon, they were

merely the basis of the proposition and they served the heads of the outline.

The result was a sermon exuding simplicity, finality, obdurance.

i'he definitive sermon of the older evangelicals was spsrtanly straight¬

forward. Good literary style was not their concern. Their consuming passion

was the proclamation of God's action in Jesus Christ, it was said that the

"burning eloquence of Chalmers covered all the faults of his composition, pro-

nunciation and manner.'1 John Bonar wrote in the preface to the sermons of

Principal Cunningham: "he let style alone, as what he had no need off and as

Horatius uonar, "Look Unto vosus'1 wcraons: tills a collection of bonar's
namphlet sermons found only in New College Library.

^Tbid.. "A Present Saviour."

^Horotlus Bonar, Family Sermons. p. A. Also see p. 13 and Bonar's sermon
on "waaareih ioid Its Good hews."

/!Xh& British ml myanflaUe# 3# 1854, p. bo2. Also
see p. 82.
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little had he time for it,"1 A, R. Macfiwen has said that John Cairns wrote his

2
sermons "with partial indifference to style." while preachers such as R# S.

Candlish could be poetic on occasion, their use of illustrations from sources

outside the Bible were rare. Andrew Soaerville, the one notable exception among

older evangelicals, did use contemporary stories and anecdotes yet in setting

forth hie rules for sermon preparation Ms obvious objective was the simple com-

3
aunication of truth unaarred by fine sentences or literary embellishments.

Andrew Bonar stated the raison d' etre of plain preaching in this dictum:

"reaching is no preaohing unless I speak with the solemnity and earnestness and

affection that Jesus would have had had he been there.

The definitive nature of the older evangelical sermon wa3 sealed by its

intensely personal character. The polemical context, the clear outline, the

straightforward style made the sermon definitive, but the personal pronoun "you"

1
williaa Cunningham, Pomona, pp. x, xi.

2Alexander I.. Mac-wen, Life and Letters 0£ John Cairns. 0.0.. p. 24.6.

3deorge Lmith, A *-.oogtlot 4o^ady ^ -yaervjfla, p. 27. 1.
BFr«y without ceasing for clear views of your subject, for help in composition,
in committing to memory, and in delivery. 2, Prey without ceasing for the people
you are to address. 3. • emember you are to apeak to souls who must either be
impressed or hardened by the sermon you deliver. 4. write for Christ and of
Christ. 5. iiesaember that the Holy Cpirit not merely can alone show to the heart
the things that are Christ's bit that he must be recognised as doing so by us.
Keep the Spirit's peculiar office and work continually in view. 6. Remember
that what you write must have eternal consequences. 7. write as one who must
give an account to Christ for so doing, 8. write for a people who must give
an account to Christ for the manner in which they hear. 9. Lever write for
the sake of magnifying yourself. 10. -uemeaber the flock of Christ must not be
fed with ingenuities, but with the bread of life, 11. Write from the heart
with simplicity, plainness (so that a little child may comprehend^ and godly
sincerity. 12. Fray for the other congregations—-for Cdgerston for your own
companions in the work of broaching (A, Bonar, John rurves, and John Bonar).
13. Never write without this before you—and read at least three times in the
composition of each discourse."

^Marjory Bonar, reminiscences Of Andrew A. Bonar. p. 96.
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was the arrow piercing the listener in the pew and leaving Mm unable to evade

the fact that tMs sermon was for him. Andrew Thomson concluded one sermon on

"The Gospel of Salvations"

Gladly, my friends, would I close with the mention of these pleasing
anticipations. But 1 must offer a single word to those with regard
to whom no such anticipations can be cherished or expressed. There
are some in every congregation, and no doubt there are some among
you, to whom the salvation we have been speaking of is but & name
or an idea. lou are indifferent to it, you have rejected him who
brings it, you are not walking in the way which leads to it. You
are contented with the world, you are living in ungodliness and un¬
belief, you are trusting in the uncovenanted mercy of God, you are
relying on your own doings and deservings for obtaining what you
acknowledge that you must have or perish. But have you in good earnest,
made up your mind to rest in such refuges or lies....Death is cooing
upon youj are you prepared to die.,..Juograent succeeds death; and are
you cased in innocence or in hardihood?^

Thomas Chalmers said, "By pinning your creed to your minister, you put the whole
2

of this provision ...God's saving act! away from you." John Cairns usually used

the pronouns "I", "we" or "us" throughout his sermon until the conclusion when

he would us© "yew" to relate the practical side of his doctrine to the life of
3

each person. The preacher was personal in his conclusions because in the final

analysis religion was personal. Principal Cunningham said;

If therefore, you would cultivate true religion,—if you would
discharge the duties which you owe to God, and prepare yourselves
for the everlasting enjoyment of His presence,—you must habituate
yourselves to view God's character in the light of the Gospel.^"

iiobert 3. Candiish captured tMs conviction that preaching be personal when

4

Andrew Thomson, Geraong On Various Gub.lects. pp. 296-297.

^Thomas Chalmers, Joraions. "The Two Great Instruments" Hew College
Library, p. 10.

3John Cairns, Christ. ]£e : brain,- £t§£, pp. 14, 33, 56, 96, 242, 351.
Cairns' us© of the pronoun "you" also suggests that when he used it he was not
identifying with hia congregation but considered himself to be in another, probably
superior, spiritual cl ies.

William Cunningham, Geraona. p. 209.
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he declared:

In preaching the gospel, we have to address multitudes and masses
of men, and, in a sense, to address them collectively or miscel¬
laneously, But we have no collective or miscellaneous method of
salvation to propose, we have no message to any crowd, as such.
Our message is to every on® in the crowd; separately and personally}
to every man, woman, child} isolated and apart,•

Andrew Bonar, who in a letter to a friend described himself as "no speaker-

only a talker" couched his personableness in a conversational style.

Are you willing to detect yourself? Ask yourself, "Why am I not
willing to do as Jesus did at i-azareth, though unnoticed? why m
I complacent at any good thing 1 say or do? Are not these to a
real saint as natural as streams to a spring? Am I independent
of money and comforts, or name and praise for ray heaven, finding
it in Jesus? The Spirit has found you out, for H© never knew a
time when lie opened the door of your heart. lour conscience may
be quiet by your profession. 0 look on sin aa you see it in the
law and in the Gross.

To the more liberal evangelical, this use of the personal "you" was frowned
3

upon as indicative of a clerical feeling of spiritual superiority.

The soteriological emphasis and the formal hoailetieal style of the

older evangelical sermon fit together well. The doctrinal content of the sermon

was beyond question. The martial tone of the preacher was commanding and un¬

wavering. The good news of God1® action, in Christ and the definite manner in

which this message was proclaimed were the characteristics of the older evangeli¬

cal pulpit. In spite of these general similarities the older evangelical sermon

was not that of a production-line mentality. Soteriology is a very broad concept

and a commonly held soteriology could be enunciated in a variety of ways.

•j
xcobert S. Gondiish. The Gospel u£ ioiv.iyoneso. p, 476,

^Marjory Bonar, ^oalaiacencos vf ■■uidrew a. donar. pp. 49, <32#
3

Chapter VI, H'i5he descriptive <m*u
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GBAF2B& V

VARliiwT IS TUB OLDLh SVAMi.ilGAL SBiiMGN

The older evangelical sermon was usually orientated in one of two direc¬

tions. either the sermon assumed a more dogmatic and academe character or it

was orientated in an ultra-spiritual, hence pietistical direction. The more

dogmatically orientated evangelical viewed salvation as it were through a tele¬

scope, stressing the magnitude, the totality, the comprehensive nature of the

way of salvation. The more pietistic&lly orientated evangelical viewed salvation

as it were through a microscope, magnifying the various stages on the way of

salvation and bringing to each stage both a sense of urgency and a specific

direction. In part this variation in orientation reflected the personal concern,

experience and background of the preacher. The result was individuality and

diversity within the older evangelical pulpit.

Toward pp,mat^ga

The more dogmatic orientation of the older evangelical sermon was rooted

in the divinity hall. The preacher mirrored the scholarly emphasis of the train-

ing for the ministry in Scotland. The preacher generally used a manuscript in
2

the pulpit. Indeed, the preacher himself was often the member of a theological

^See Chapter II of this thesis.
O

•ee FP, 189ff In the United Presbyterian Church the manuscript was die-
allowed and men such as John Brown would spend long hours committing their manu¬
scripts to memory. Sir George Bruce says that there were times when John Cairns'
memory would fail him whereupon he would take "the manuscript from his pocxet
with apparent unconcern, place it in the Bible and read it to the end." See A.
R. Macdwen, 22* cit.« p. 317«
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facuity. John Brown, John Cairns, Thomas Chalmers, William Cunningham and James

Robertson were all professors. Robert i>, Candlish while still the minister of

St. George*s Free Church, Edinburgh, served as Principal of New College from

1862 to 1873. Hone of these men were theological recluses. They represent at

its best, what some historians have described as the Intellectual thrust or
•i

"Presbyterian thoroughness" of the bcottieh pulpit.

These preachers were men with a traditional theological perspective.
2

They were loyal to the Westminster Confession of Faith. Their dogmatism was

that of scholastic Calvinism. The sovereignty of God in relation to man's salva¬

tion was the sine oua non of the pulpit. While earnest and evangelistic they

seldom gave the Impression that everything depended on either one particular
3

sermon or man's immediate response. Consequently, their utilization of the

doctrine of salvation was more comprehensive for they stressed God's action in

its breadth and totality ae they understood it.

Their comprehensive view of salvation issued in a threefold emphasis in

preaching. First, salvation was seen to be continuous* it was a process.

: econd, the preacher stressed the objectivity of God's action in Ms conviction

1Ingv© Brilioth, A Brfref Hlstori, k£ Rroffching, p. 162. Lewis 0, Brastov,
The Modern Pulpit, p. 290. These judgments must be accepted with serious limita¬
tions, namely the fact that the writers are making a great generalisation on the
basis of the sermons of a very limited number of men,

2
See Chapter 1, pp. 5ff. John Kennedy of Dingwall says that in his

sermons he "was conscious of the desire that [they] should be in accordance with
...the Confession of Faith." See Sermons, p. 609.

3
This is particularly noticeable in the sermons of Andrew Thomson and

Thomas Chalmers whore they would often, in an unannounced manner, extend one
sermon into two or three sermons in order that they might fully develop the
outline they had announced at the beginning of the sermon. Gee Andrew Thomson,
Sermons On Various • ublects. sermons #19, 20, 21. Also see Thomas Chalmers,
2m Chjjrgh asaagaa, sermons j, 4, 5, 6, 13, H.
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that preaching was to enlighten the mind, Third, since salvation was continuous

end comprehensive, doctrine was to be blended with duty, justification with

sanctification, faith with works.

a. Salvation A Process

To the dogmatically orientated evangelical, salvation was continuous

and therefore proclaimed as a process, he did not minimize the necessity of a

"new beginning" but he never forgot that man's entry into the Christian life

was only the beginning, Ke did not necessarily reject "sudden" or "instantaneous

conversion" but to him such experience® were not to be treated as the norm of

the Christian life,'' in his sermon he would speak of "coming to Christ" of

"being born again" or "being converted" but the subjective experience of conversion

In the 1844 General Assembly of the i£ree Church of Scotland, this
question of preaching for conversion was the subject of a major debate, Princi¬
pal Cunningham and Professor John Duncan were among those who stressed that
preaching was to be for more than mere conversion, oee Proceedings, pp. 87ff»
Also see Minutes Of the Presbytery of Aberdeen. 1340, for the questionnaire on
th© Inquiry into Revivals, Mad-hail' s journal, vol, 4, 1843, p, 15, jrrofessor
John Duncan wrotei "regarding Instantaneous Conversion—I believe that a man
may come into a new world consciously, in an instant of time, and that through
no specific agency. But I must equally affirm that in the very nature of things
the three elements stated in our Catechism as parts of the effectual calling are
essentially necessary—the "conviction of sin" the "enlightening In the knowledge
of Christ" and the "renewing of the will," They are terms of a sequence. Thus
conviction may be pungent, yet come short of the cutting off of the legal hopei
that belongs to the enlightenment in the knowledge of Christ, And this, again,
may bo keen, may be terribly vivid, and yet "the will" remains unpliant and un¬
renewed. i believe that the act of "renewal" is instantaneous? but there is a
power as well as an act, and in its development to the observation of others or
even to a man's own consciousness, it may be slowly progressive," bee David
Brown, ££. cit,. p, 409. This debate reoeeurred in 1874 and 1875. The disput¬
ants were John Kennedy of Dingwall, the more scholastic Highlander, and Horatius
Bonar, a pietist and defender of D. L, Moody, Dee the following three pamphlets
for this debate. John Kenr.eUy, Hyper evangelism: another Gospel though & eighty
Power. 1874-J A only M k£a. Bonart Defence <J£ Hyper-bvanrelism. 1875, Horatius
Bonar, _lu fc -flochtr nospcl I&e ££»£
1874, rhese pamphlets suggest that this cleavage within the older evangelical
pulpit was continuous through much of th© nineteenth century.
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1
as such was not the dominant thesae in Ms message, hobert S» Cendliah spoke

of "your first conversion" in a tone suggesting that man was to expect other

similar religious experiences because conversion was continuous mid salvation a
2

process, John Brown, on one occasion phrased the task of the preacher in terms

of man's progressive salvations "The conversion, improvement and final salvation

of those entrusted to his care, are the ends which he ought consistently to keep

in view,"v James Veitch was most adaaent in Ms rejection of preaching which
4.

solicited "immediate results" end "sudden conversion." Such preaching Veitch

called "misdirected zeal" for to Mm salvation wes a process from beginning to

end*

The Gospel does not profess to transform men miraculously.,,it
does not change them all at once, but conducts them through a
course of trial and discipline; its net encloses fish both good
and bad; the tares and the wheat must in this world grow up
together,5
The dogmatic evangelical, being a person of keen theological perceptivity,

accentuated the magnitude of salvation by contrasting and comparing various theo¬

logical terms commonly associated with soteriology. lor example, Thomas Chalmers

insisted that reconciliation not be equated with salvation. ..©conciliation was

simply "the portal" to salvation.*"' ^conciliation referred to "an event that

Tor an example of the more generalized and lass pressured way in vMch
the dogmatic evangelical proclaimed the beginning of the Christian Life see
Andrew Thomson, J&fi. -fflgd PP. H2ff.

2
ivobert o, Candlish, unions. p. 103#

^Joha Brown, discourses, p. 252,

^James Veitch, p. 247. nleo see T&& rfIj.qbiygh C^lptl#n
Vol, 2, April 1850-1 arch 1851, p. 228.

5Ibid., pp. 221-222, 247.

6Thomas Chalmers, imqns preached I& Jopa'.p CMjrcJb p. 117.
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has already happened—solvation, [to3 an event that is to come,"'' Andrew Thomson

began one sermon by noting the various words used to qualify the torm "gospel"

thereby indicating the comprehensive nature of God's action for man.

The Gospel is combined with a variety of terms, indicating a
corresponding variety of character and of excellence. It is called
the Gospel of God, to intimate that it comes from Hia and that it
reveals his will. It Is called the Gospel of Christ, to denote that
Christ is the author of the blessings which it discloses, and that
he brings the message which it contains. It is called the Gospel
of peace, thereby declaring its purpose to be that of malting recon¬
ciliation between God and man. In the words of ay text it is called
the Gospel of our salvation, to draw our attention to it as unfolding
the method by which it has pleased our Heavenly lather to save us
from our sins,

John Calms also said that "th© word gospel haa many aides" and settled on the
3

idea of "redemption" as expressive of "the essence" of the gospel. To Cairns,

redemption embodied four revelations: "First as a divine saving planj secondly

as a personal Christian experience; thirdly as a collective spiritual history

and fourthly as an endless development."^ liobert S. Candliah, in his attempt

to emphasize the continuous and comprehensive nature of salvation, insisted that

justification and eanotiflcation and adoption were connected with each other.

Concluding a series of sermons on this theme Candlish Balds

All three together may be taken as constituting the one union
and communion with Christ which is at once gracious and glorious;
and that each of the three apart may be viewed as having both a
gracious and a glorious aspect and bearing....Justification is
chiefly, if not exclusively, union and communion with Christ in
grace; sanctiflcation is union and communion with him partly in

P. 116.
2
Andrew Thomson, Sermons On Various Subjects, pp. 273-27-4.

a

John Calms, Christ. The, ipmim Gtarf p. 357.

*Ihid.. p. 23.
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grac© and partly is glory} adoption is union and coiaiaunion with
hi® in glory only#'

When viewed through the telescope of theology, salvation was a doctrine too grand

for simple and universal categories. Consequently the more dogpaatlc evangelicals

sought to capture the magnitude of God* s sovereign action by their comprehensive

proclamation of salvation as a process#

b# Preaching To enlighten the Mind

The grandeur of God1a saving activity led to an objective emphasis in

the sermon of the more dogmatically orientated evangelical# The sermon was to

enlighten man1s mind. As a preacher he did not wince at the doctrine of pre-
2

destination. While forgiveness and repentance were essential elements in his

aoteriology, he did not sake God* s forgiveness contingent on man* a repentance#

He proclaimed both as "gifts.#.imparted by Christ in the exercise of his sover¬

eignty. " Justification was objectively presented "not as inward change" or

transformation of character but as a change of man's very state due to the

"righteousness of Christ."^ The traditional doctrine of the substitutionary

atonement remained central to man's salvation, for legally this was man's one

5
"sure hope furnished through the blood of propitiation." Use Church and the

_

Kobert S. Candlish, UB2R && Byqtfrephoqd
2ll Believers, p. 61. Also see pp. 39, 40. In the context of these sermons,
Candlish defines grace as "the redress of what is wrong, the remedying of what
is amiss, in our condition and character," p. 40. Glory he defines as "the
attainment of what is positively good} for our being endowed with excellency
and beauty} for our being elevated in rank and having our nature perfected,"
p. 40.

2
See Chapter I, "Of God's .sternal Decrees." Also John Kennedy, Germans.

PP. I07ff., 299ff#

Andrew Thomson, JXPfflB. P. 9.
/
John Cairns, Christ. The .-brains Star, pp# 2?6ff# His sermon is titleds

"Justification By faith."
5
James Veitch, Sermons, pp. 7, 123. Also see Chapter 1, p. 43*
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eacraraents ware treated with greater respect for the Church was "man's servant

,..appointed to be the instrument, the means and minister of his salvation."^
God's grace was the theological touchstone of salvation for Christianity was

the progressive infusion of "the life of grace" in the place of the "life of
2

nature." The dogmatic evangelical was a convinced Calvinist and his objective

utilisation of theological terms suggests that to him salvation was primarily

God's action and only secondarily man's response, salvation was concerned with

man's status before God.

The more objective emphasis of the sermon was conditioned by the preacher's

conviction that salvation was in part dependent on right thinking. The emphasis
3

was on faith as belief, and belief was to be rational. In a sermon on "Salva¬

tion By Grace," Andrew Thomson described the faith essential to justification

as "that very exercise of the mind which refers the whole of our redemption to
4

the love of God, as manifested in Jesus Christ." John Brown said that to him

faith was "the belief of the saving truth" whereas other evangelicals viewed
5

faith as "dependence on that Saviour whoa that truth reveals." Bine© faith

was right belief, the preacher sought to enlighten men's minds for ha reasoned

that "the Gospel itself" always dealt with men "as rational and moral agents."^

1
Bobert 3. Candlish, Two Great Commandments, p. 116.
2
James Veitch, Germans, p. 141# Also see pp. 211 and 325 for Veitch's

stress on the Church and tho sacraments.

3
ee Chapter I, "Of caving Faith."

^Andrew Thomson, Syffgpfl iflfrdrtatjpflg,, p. 12.
5
John Brown, Plain uisoourses. p. 356.

**James Veitch, Sermons, p, 221.
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1
Indeed "reason and conscience" made nan responsible for hie "spiritual impotence."

Principal Willi ana Cunningham noted in a seraont

Before we can rationally believe any doctrine, we oust indeed under¬
stand what the doctrine is; we oust see and perceive the neaping
of the statement or proposition to which we give our assent.1*

It was this kind of reasoned and didactic preaching which Principal hobert Gandlish

urged upon the divinity students of hew College*

To give instruction, to convey information, to investigate, eluci¬
date, and explain difficult problems in theology ami religion...to
open tip the Scriptures, and unfold in an orderly way their inex¬
haustible fulness of grace and truth as containing...the unsearchable
riches of Christ;—to discuss controverted questions and establish
dogmatical conclusions;—to be the expositor and defender of the
whole truth as it is in Jesus: these are works within the sphere of
the preacher's province.*

c. Doctrine Blended With Duty

The sermon of the dogmatic evangelical was more than a mere recitation

of the doctrines of revealed theology. He believed that right doctrine issued

in duty.^" He blended faith with works in an attempt to infuse a working salva¬

tion into the crucible of life. He related justification to sanctlfieation.

Andrew Thomson told his congregation in St. George's, Edinburgh I

^
John Kennedy, Sermons, p. 9.

William Cunningham, Sermons, p. 90.

^Robert S. Candlish, The Gospel Off Forgiveness, p. 462.

*It should be noted in passing that these ideas of doctrine and duty were
both important terms within the framework of the Scottish philosophy of common
sense. In the Active And Moral Powers by Dugald Stewart if one substitutes the
word doctrine for the word principle, then doctrine and duty are the structure
of Stewart's moral philosophy. His Active Moral dowers is composed of four
books: Book One - "Of Cur Instinctive Principles Of Action." Book Two - "of
Our national And Governing Principles Of Action." Book Three - "Of The Various
Branches Of cur Duty." Book four - "Of The Duties Which Pespect Our fellow
Creatures." Also see S. A. (heave, 2£>. ciy. pp. 224ff. In 1856, at the
death of Sir William Hamilton, the chair of Logic and Metaphysics at x^dinbur&h
University was contested by James Frederick Ferrier of St. Andrews, one of
Hamilton's former pupils. It was believed that Farrier had forsaken the
Scottish jefaool of Common Sense. His application was opposed and his
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The word that is preached communicates to you a system of doctrine
and of duty which all the art of man could never have formed or
discovered.'

Principal William Cunningham contended that "it is from the Doctrines that we

learn what are the Duties incumbent upon us, and it is from the Doctrines that
2

we are to derive the motives from which the Duties are to be discharged.* Thomas

Chalmers berated the mere proclamation of the revealed doctrines of grace as nur-

turing "a stealthy and secret Wntinomianism" in the Church. It was Chalmers'

conviction that "both the preachers and the hearers were ...bediaaed and be¬

numbed upon the question" of the relationship between doctrine and duty, faith
4

and works. Consequently, Chalmers made It plain In both his sermons and his

more formal Institutes of Theology, that while "salvation is of grace...it is
5

to works." The dogmatic evangelical was equally critical of preaching which

abandoned either doctrine or duty because it was his conviction that the sincere

profession of faith would validate itself in the common life of the Christian.^

appointment lost. His opposition was centered in the clergy of the Free and United
Presbyterian Churches, be© h, b. Haldane, masses Prouerick Terrier. pp. 9# 74«
The leader of the opposition was John Cairn® who in an earlier letter to i&r
William Hamilton salds "I am more indebted to you for the formation of my in¬
tellectual habits and testes than to any other person} and 1 shall bear, by the
will of the Almighty, the impress of your hand through any future state of exis¬
tence," See A. R. MaeiSwea* og. cit.f p. 65.

<1
'Andrew Thomson, Sermons Hearing The ■■ord Preached, p. 83. Also

Jqrmons On .^fidelity. pp. lOJff*
2r"William Cunningham, demons, p. 50.

^Thomas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 2, p. 269. Here notice
should be made of the entirety of chapter 8i "On The Preaching Of Good Work*
and All Virtue."

41M£.
5Ibid., p. 285. Also see his Tron Church benaons. pp. 247-248, 501-502,

5l5ff.

^Ibid.. pp. 281-282. Here Chalmers criticises the evangelicals for their
failure to preach "virtue, character, conduct." bee p. 242 for his criticism of
the legalists, who negated the doctrine of grace.
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Robert Gordon declared* "Reason ie given to expect wherever a profession of

faith is mad®, that its fruits will appear in all holiness of life and conver¬

sation. "'

In the sermon this dual emphasis on doctrine and duty, faith and works,

was spoken of theologically as justification and sanctification. Thomas Chalmers

said that the harmonization of these two doctrines was "the essence of good
o

preaching#" He advised his students*

Preach much and earnestly on justification? but preach as much and
as earnestly on sanctlficetion. Give your hearers well to under¬
stand that all who are justified ore also sanctified? and that while
confidence in God's offered reconciliation is the proper outset of
Christianity, it is the outset of a new life as well as of a new
hope#*
The doctrine of sanctification was most compatible to this dual emphasis

on faith and works# Chalmers described sanctification as "the principle of being
L

resolved at all hazards to follow the will of God*" John Cairns depicted sancti-
5

flcatlon as a "working faith," Robert S# Candlish defined sanetification as

"communion with Christ in his holiness" and viewed it as both continuous and

progressive*^
union and communion with Christ in his holiness may indeed be

perfect in germ or embryo, in virtue of my participation, in my
new birth, with him in hie birth. But the germ, the embryo, must
grow.,.,The growth, therefore, my be slow, interrupted, painful.
But it is a growth which cannot but go on to ultimate perfection.

•j
Robert Gordon, Sermons, p, 232,

^Thomas Chalmers, Institutes of Theology. Vol. 1, p. 275»

3Ibid.. Vol. 2, p. 110.

^Thomas Chalmers, "Sermons," Posthumous Works. Vol. 6, p# 379#
5
"Vohn Cairns, Christ. The Morning Dtar, p# 279. Also see p. 314#

Robert S# Candlish, Discourses Bearing Upon The Gonshjp and Brother¬
hood Qf Believers, p. 45#
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It is the growth of that holy nature,—that element of holiness—
which I have in common with him who by his Spirit makes me and keeps
me one with himself.^

In an essay on "The Work of The Spirit" Professor James Robertson of the Old

Kirk wrote: "Re who possesses faith, has entered upon the path of Improvement
2

as a moral and religious being."

The dogmatic evangelical's utilization of the doctrine of sanctification

was illustrative both of the comprehensive nature of salvation and the compre¬

hensive content of his sermon. Addressing the students of New College in 1871,

Principal Robert S. Candlish declared that the "entire range of human experience,

the vicissitudes of human life, the rich resources of human history over all the
3

world" were freely open to the preacher in his sermon. Concluding his farewell

sermon to his New Greyfrlars congregation in Edinburgh in 1814, Andrew Thomson

urged his parishioners to:

Show that the sanctifying influence of the gospel is minute and
universal; that It extends to every situation of life and every
branch of duty; that it regulates alone the Inward tamper and the
outward behaviour. Show it in the fervour of your piety, in the
integrity of your dealings, In the purity of your conversation, in
the warmth, the extent, the activity, the disinterestedness, the
spirituality, of your benevolence. Show it in your several relations
—as husbands and wives—as parents and children—as brothers and
sisters—as masters and servants—as teachers and taught—as
neighbours and friends. Show it in your various circumstances—
in riches and in poverty—in prosperity and in adversity—in health
and in sickness—in Joy and in sorrow—in obscurity and in eminence
—in society and ip retirement—in youth and in advanced age—in
life and at death.4

This was the kind of preaching Thomas Chalmers commended to his students as "the

PP. 52-53.
2
Jsanee Robertson, Old Truths and Modern Speculations. 1859» p. 202.
3
i-obert Candlish, The Gospel of Forgiveness. pp. 462f 465-466.

^Andrew Thomson, oermons ana . acramental exhortations, pp. 509-510#
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1
holiness of social virtue."

While the more dogmatic orientation of the older evangelical sermon was

comprehensive, it carried with it one weakness. There was no concrete doctrine

of assurance. A telescopic view of salvation was not conducive to clarity in

every detail, with characteristic firmness, the preacher asserted that conversion

was the beginning of the Christian life. let this was an experience about which
2

the preacher himself was hasy* Man was told that h® must be converted but

seldom what he was to do to be converted, for conversion was the work of the Holy

Spirit and as such a mystery. Ironically the older evangelical proclaimed &

definitive faith which had little place for mystery. Indeed the older evangeli¬

cal' s disdain for mystery tended to magnify, out of proportion, that which was

ambiguous or mysterious in his own system. In the end, this uncertainty as to

men's duty at the onset of the Christian life resulted in a basic uneasiness as

3
to nan's personal salvation. At best man was told that "labor and perseverance"

4
might bring a "full assurance of faith," In a sermon preached on Phillpplans

2*12, "Work out your own 8r.lvnt.ion with fear and trembling," Robert Gordon said*

Our text is a very unequivocal declaration on the pert of the
apostle that if believers do not fall away, it is because they
are habitually and powerfully influenced by the fear of so falling|

1 Thomas Chalmers, Inpt^tyg g£ Ihgplogy, Vol. 1, p. 23,
2
In one sermon on "The Means of Regeneration" Robert Gordon says that

he "cannot tell how" conversion takes place as to its nature and manner. let
in the next sentence he says that the conversion experience is "very distinct
and intelligible," See Robert C-ordon, Sermons. p. 223. Also see James Buchanan,
The Kolv Spirit, pp. 76-87, 183.

^Jsaea Veitch, Sermons, p. 182. Andrew Thomson, sermons On Various
,ub.1ects. Appendix A, pp. 525ff.

^"Andrew Thomson, Sermons On Various cubiecta. p. 138. Also see Vim,
Cunningham, oermons. pp. 16, 144. In Thomas Chalmers' Tron Church Sermons
see* "The Folly of Men Measuring Themselves By Themselves," pp. I90ff.
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that if the work of their salvation is carried on and ultimately
perfected, it is because they are feelingly alive to the danger of
its being arrested or retarded? and that they are thus saved by
fear.*

Ultimately, the only solace the preacher could offer any harassed person was that

"The Lord knoweth them that are really his...the world may not know them; they
2

may scarcely know themselves? but the Lord knoweth them." Here, the dogmatic

evangelical had the last words man's uncertainty as to any assurance oi his sal¬

vation van but a witness to the preachers' underlying conviction that salvation

was all of God.

The strength of the older evangelical sermon tending toward dogmatism

wan the harmonization it sought to produce between preaching and theology,

Thomas Chalmers, John Cairns, isobert S. Candllsh, to name three, were respected

theologians as well as outstanding preachers. These men built a bridge between

the professor's lectern and the pulpit. The dogmatic evangelical, whether or

not he held the official title of professor, was both preacher and theologian.

His sermons were not without their weakness, but usually it was a weakness con¬

sistent with his system of theology. The sermon tending toward dogmatism, was

free from the contemporary peril which Helmut Thielick© has called "the dualism
3

between preacher and professor."

Toward i&etigm

The older evangelical sermon was also orientated toward pietism. The

preachers taking this direction were a distinct and influential group concentrated

in the free Church. Robert M, M'Gheyne, William Burns of Kilsyth, John Purvea

'Robert Gordon, Sermons. p. 455,
2
Robert S. Candlish, Sermons, p. 228.

"^Helmut Thielicke, The Trouble «itfa The Church, pp. 28ff,
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of Jedburgh, John Milne of Perth, Andrew and Horatius Bonar, A# 1 oody Stuart

and. Alexander Somerville were among the preachers said to belong "to that pietis-

tic order who...attracted to the Free Church all that was best in Scotland."1
These men were the prominent clerical figures in the Scottish revival.® of the

late 1830's and early 184.0's, the add 3.850' s, and the Moody campaigns of the

1870's. With these men the evangelistic fervor of the older evangelical usually

spelled revivalism. The fact that Andrew and Horatius Bonar, A. Moody Stusrt,

and Alexander Somervllle all served ae Moderator® of the Free Church witnesses

2
to the respectability of this group in nineteenth' century Scotland#

These sen tended to share a common background. Brought up in the Old

Kirk they went out with the Disruption. Their own religious experience was usually

of such a nature that either they could pinpoint the moment of their conversion

or their change was so prolonged that it Involved periods of inner despair and
3

agony. Their education found many of them in Edinburgh in the late 1820*s and

the early 1830*8# There they heard Edward Irving lecture on the Book of Revelation

1
Kenneth Moody Stuart, Alexander Moody Stuart. D.DV p. 70. The- Free

Church of Scotland Monthly. September 1, 1898# p. 210.
2
A. Moody Stuart was Moderator in 1875, Andrew Bonar in 1878, Horatius

Bonar in 1883 and A. N. Soaerville in 1886, In passing it should be observed
that the impact of Dwight L. Moody on Scotland was very great# These ministers
were among those prominent in the various Moody campaigns. The period in which
these men served as Moderators corresponds to the period of Moody's activity in
Scotland,

3'Mote especially the Memoirs of Fobcrt McCheyne, pp. 13-4-1 and the
Diary and Letters of Andrew Bonar, pp. 3-10. The experience of these men should
be then contrasted with that of such men as John Cairns, see hie biography, pp.
17ff| also k. S. Candlish, in his Letters, pp. 52-55. The religious experience
of the first two men was emotional, that of the latter more intellectual. In
Thomas Chalmers one must also be careful not to confuse his more emotional con¬
version to evangelicalism with his more intellectual conversion to Christianity.
Chalmers always said that the latter was the time when he became a Christian#
See William Karma, o£» pit#. Vol# 1, p# 155#
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1
ia 1329# The urgency of the. preaching of these aon was in part due to their

heightened awareness of the uarousia. augmented by the pre-nillennialism of pome
2

of thom. their involvement in the movements of revival led them to vigorously
3

defend instantaneous conversion as authentic if not normative.

Hi© pietism of these men had two distinct characteristics, first, they

stressed the necessity of a personal conversion experience. In this they attempted

to bring a sense of certainty to what was often the uncertain commencement of

the Christian life# They demanded a radical religion of the heart as well as the

head# In this they made conversion a subjective experience and focused attention

on man's will. In their attempt to break man's will and move man to conversion

they interpreted the events at the end of life's pilgrimage in their harshest

manner. Secondly, they emphasised Christian holiness. Piety, In the beet sense

of the term, was a concern of the older ovangelical tending toward dogmatism as

well as the liberal evangelical at the end of the century. The men tending

toward pietism attempted to systematise the holy life and consequently were

legalistic in their predication of right arid wrong. In emphasising a religion

of the heart, the pietist was often sentimental in his sermons, fet he was not

theologically ignorant nor disdainful. On the contrary, he was a staunch defender

of the scholastic Calvinism of the Confession of faith. This was, in the main,

the theology behind his preaching,

*Hrs. C'lipkant, The Life of -dward Irving, Vol. 2, p. 75.

^T'his is particularly poignant in the preaching of the Loners and K.
M« M'Cheyne. At a prophetic conference in Ldinburgh in 1338 Andrew Bonar said,
"50 years ago, those of us who held this truth were very few and much despised."
how, Bonor notes that such views are widely held and accepted. Marjory Bonar,
Llary &nd Aattayp, p. 369.

\t the time of the Moody revivals, 1874* Moratius Bonar wrote: "In
truth all conversions must be sudden if they are the work of the Holy Ghost.
They who deny such suddenness must believe the process of conversion to be in
port a human one," Bee The Gospel, p. 32.
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a. 'The Conversion experience

Th® older evangelical sermon tending toward pietism sought to dispel

the haze enshrouding the beginning of the Christian life. Consequently in preach¬

ing there was the earnest quest for man's experience of true conversion, Iobert

M'Cheyn© stated the reason for this emphasis most succinctly}

Here I would observe what appears to me a fault in the preaching
of our beloved Scotland. Most ministers are accustomed to set
Christ before the people. They lay down the gospel clearly and
beautifully, but they do not urge men to enter in. How God says,
iixhort,—beseoch men,-—persuade menj not only point to the open
door, but compel them to come in.'

William Bums, M'Cheyne's colleague in the revivals at Dundee, described such
2

preaching as (ia demonstration of the Spirit." He decried those who in preaching

"substituted the intellect for the heart."3 Horatiuo Eonar defended the pietists'

rigorous demand for a conversion experience on seemingly pragmatic though sincere

grounds}

While the preaching of a guarded gospel may lead to no backslidings,
it will accomplish no awakenings} so th© question will come to be
this, Is It not better to have some fallings away, because none have
been shaken?.,.What preaching produces, upon the whole, the most
conversions, and brings most glory to God?4
In his attempt to clarify the onset of the Christian life, the pietistic

evangelical stressed man's subjective response more than God's objective action

in Christ. He attempted to be both simple and explicit in his solicitation of

1
Andrew Bonar, Memoir and Remains of M,_ HfGheyne, p. 358.

2lslay Burns, Th& hastor of bilsyth. p. 232.

3Ibid.
%foratiue Bonar, God's way of Holiness, pp. 66-67. In another sermon

written at the conclusion of his ministry, Horatiur Bonar looked back over bis
ministry and said, "The keynote which 1 struck was, 'le must be born again}' and
that message found its way into many hearts. It repelled some, but it drew
many together." Gee Horatiua Bopar. P.P.. A Memorial, p. 91.
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the conversion experience. William Burns proposed four questions as a basis

for man's self authentication of this experience!

Would you then wish to know whether you are built upon this sure
foundation? If so 1 shall willingly assist you to make the trial.
1. Have you ever seen the utter insufficiency of every other
foundation so as to feel yourself shut up to the faith of the
Lord Jesus as your righteousness?
2. Have you perceived and felt Christ to be precious to you,
so that your building on Christ has been an act at once of
necessity and free choice?
3. Where is your habitual dependence? Is it upon Jesus Christ
clone, or is it upon Him and something else? .

4. Is the life you live a life of faith on the Son of God?

Alexander :xsnervllle prescribed five steps essential to the "new birth" but he

too found difficulty in illuminating the mystery of the commencement of the

Christian life as four of his five suggestions hinge on the equally ambiguous

term "things."

1. Renounce all things that you may win Christ.
2. Bear the loss of all things for the sake of Christ.
3. Do without all things if you have Christ.
4. Count that you have all things if you possess Christ.
5. Submit at all times to the will of Christ. Follow Jesus
only; follow Jesus fully; follow Jesus alway.^

Horatius Sonar was less explicit but more simple In his description of conversion

as the cessation of all human effort and work and "simply the belief of the

truth."3
Since the pietist sought a religion of the heart and stressed man's

response, salvation seemed to be increasingly contingent on man's will. It was

said that before a man could be converted h© had to endure "a certain amount of

preliminary mental suffering."^ In hie incisive essay, "i'fodee Of Conducting

•j
Islay Burns, pp. clt.. p. 287.

2
Alexander N, womerville, Frecioue >j©ed. p. 160.

n
Horatius Bonax, Truth and arror. p. 79} Llafat and Truth, p. 133.

^"lioratius Bonar, Cod1 s Way Of Holiness, pp. 56, 57.
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RevivalWilliam >oras declared the uso of "spiritual terrors c.id distresses"

to be providential as the preacher was "to use all means to save some even pulling
1

them out of Hell." A.Moody Stuart who described conversion as the gate at the

head of the narrow way declared: "The -ate is too narrow for human pride; the

heart must be broken down to pass it and broken and contrite through all the
2

way." The preacher justified his most bitter and brutal denunciations of man

as but God'a voice awakening the will by disclosing to man his true nature.^
The pietistic evangelical was particularly penetrating and uninhibited

in his use of death, the oarousia. the judgment and hell. These more indeter¬

minate, and therefore disquieting, doctrines were the anvils on which the preacher

haaaared out his message of salvation. Death was "an evil and a penalty,..yet

God's instrument for opening prisons, aid unloosing chains, and disengaging the

higher vitalities and perfections of being,In a revival sermon preached in

a churchyard, William Burns concluded:

0 will you not embrace the faithful saying? Will you not believe
the gospel? Dearly beloved friends, the time is at hand when that
trumpet shall sound, when that sand-glass of time shall be emptied
of its last grain, when these graves shall be opened and the dead
raised, the bodies which sleep around us in this churchyard awaking
to life and coming forth to shame or honour,*

The parous!a was described as "the awful advent which ends all hope."^ iiobert

M, M'Gheyne appealed to the fear and hopelessness brought by the parous!a in

his quest for man's conversion:

1Isley Burns, 04. cit.. pp. 230, 239.

2A, Moody Stuart, Th& G£ T&e Kede^ed, p. 8.

3Andrew Bonar, KstriQlf mh& hfitt&iaB fi£ ik !k McCfteyfle, pp. 377-373.
^Horatius Bonar, Family Sermons, p. 172.

**Islay Burns, op. cit.. pp. 259-260.

Horatius Bonar, 4 Memorial, p. 62,
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When Christ shall appear,—the holy Jesus, in all his glory,—
then brazen faced sinners will begin to blush. Those that never
prayed will begin to wail. Sinners, whose limbs carried them
stoutly to sin and to the Lord's table last Sabbath, will find
their knees knocking against one another.

_ 2
The judgment was "God exorcising thlsj attribute of justice." It was the pros¬

pect of judgment which brought many sermons to a shattering conclusion as seen

in this excerpt from the preaching of Horatius Bonart

Unready sinner 1 yonder is the Judge, and the throne, and the
gathering crowd, waiting their sentence I Hear the shout and the
trumpet and the thunder, and the voice of Majestyi Are you looking
out, or are you asleep? Are you preparing, or are you resolved to
risk everything and brave the Judge of all? what is time worth?
What is gain, or pleasure, or sin, or earth worth? Nothing. What
is the soul worth? What are heaven, and God, and Christ, and the
kingdom, and the glory, worth? Everything. And yet these are
nothing to youI cne piece of earth's gold, one acre of land, one
smile of gay companionship, one wreath of the world's honour, one
day of time's power arid greatness, you would prefer to all that is
divine and eternal1 u sadness of the human heart, how unsearchable
and incurable! 0 spell of sin, how potent and enthralling, 0 snare
of the evil one, how blinding, how fatal, how successful.3

The judgment ended in either reward or punishment. The idea of an ultimate

reward provided the pietist with added incentive in his quest for man's con¬

version.^ The end of punishment was hell, and this was the subject utilized by

the preacher to strike terror and crush the resisting will of man. Hell, as

described in a sermon title by Andrew Bonar, was "Dreams Gone and Desolations

Comet"

They used to have their dreams about Hell. They said it was no¬
where} they sooffingly proclaimed that the idea of it was only
a device of some who wished to terrify their fellows.,..But they

Andrew 5k>nar, Mgmoir gad trains s£k!li P« 363.
2
John Purves, Sermons Touching Some Points Much Controverted At Present.

p. 14»
3
Horatius Bonar, ramify c^eraons, p. 318.

^Marjory Bonar, ..emjnigqenqeq 0£ ^ndrew honar, p. U.
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hare been rudely awakened out of their dream. They see hell now.
There it is, stretching cut on every side. They will never forget
the gates that shut upon them as they entered, precluding every
hope of escape, 0 dreadful darkness! tormenting devils! unfeeling
company? Sow and then, it may be, some of the lost cry one to other,
"How long;" and one to the other utters the terrible response, "For
ever and for ever!" They find now there is a real hell, and that it
has everlasting pains, and thirst such as a man sometimea felt on
earth when he would hsve given kingdoms for one drop of water,..,The
infinite God in very truth has poured out vials of wrath on sinners.

The Intensity with which many pietists utilised these eschatological elements

reflected the nre-millennialisa which convinced them that the second coming and
2

the judgment were at hand.

The weakness of the older evangelical sermon orientated toward dogmatism

was its failure to articulate a firm doctrine of assurance. The strength of the

older evangelical sermon orientated toward pietism was its definite doctrine of

assurance. In developing this doctrine the pietist was More dependent on the
3

"Harrow of Modern Divinity" than the estminster Confession of Faith, The

pietists' conviction as to the necessity of this doctrine in preaching grew out

of his Intensified views of the oarousia?

The very thought of the Lord*3 Ceoond Coming raises in us the
conviction that we need assurance of our salvation ere we can

welcome that avent which opens eternity, The man who is to delight
in Christ's beeond Coming must have not only a hope, and a good
hope, of his own salvation, but must have assurance of eternal life
in Him, rejoicing in that blessed hope as being his euro heaven,*"

His interrogation of man was sometimes harsh and severe, never-tho-less he

could promise the man "cominj to Jesus" the immediate assurance that by simply

Andrew 3onar, Gospel Truths, pp. 207-208,
2
juidrew Bonar, ^demotion .ur&ving Nigh, pp. 5, 12.

•^Bee Marjory Bonar, .ndrew A. Bonar P.P.. Diary and Letters, p. 38.
Horatius Bonar, D.D., The i&l Gospel, pp. 3Iff.

^
narew A, Bonar, - -exemption -rawing high, pp. 5, 12,
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believing his ultimate salvation was certain. Andrew Bonar saidJ

This staple, direct Assurance is got by what we discern in Christ
himselfj not by what we discover about ourselves. It is got by
what we believe about Christj not by what we know about our own act
of faith..,.In a word, this direct and immediate Assurance is found
by my discovering that Christ, God-man, is the very Saviour for my
needs and wants, my sins and corruptions.

To Horatius Bonar instantaneous conversion and immediate assurance were simul¬

taneous with man's act of beliefi

A Christian is a saved man! And he knows it! It is his belief
of the gospel that saves him, that alone! los; he is saved at
once, and saved for all eternity, and that simply in and by
believing.^

Th© pietist proclaimed man's simple but sincere belief as the essence of salvation.

He prefaced this act of belief with all the terror and emotionalism of preaching
3

designed to break the will. He appended this act with certainty and assurance

and here hie preaching had a positive element wanting in the sermon of the more

traditional and dogmatic older evangelical. With certainty as well as a vinsoae-

ness often lacking in other pietists, A. N. Somerville declared:

Christ's blessings are not merely freely given. They are for
ever bestowed. He who is saved shall not bs lost. He who is
justified shall not be condemned. He who ie bora of God shall
not again become a child of the devil. "My sheep shall never
perish.,:4

1M£., PP. 342-343.

^Horatius Bonar, bight and Truth, p. 379.

^Thie preparatory phase of salvation was prior to conversion, but an
essential step to conversion which wag contingent on man's belief. The more
liberal evangelical (go© Chapters 6 and 7) often stressed salvation as man's
simple belief in Jesus but he did not subject man to the terror of breaking the
will, Koratiue Bonar therefore decries this newer preaching. He says: "Their
object in simplifying faith is to bring it vdtkia reach of unrenewed man, so
that by performing this very simple act ho may become a renewed man. In other
words, their object is to make man the beginner of his own salvation." See
Truth and rror. pp. 82-33.

^Alexander Sooerville, .Tocioug Seed, pp. 12-13, 177-178.
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b. Christian Holiness

Holiness was the second tharoa in the eerrsoa orientated toword pietism.

This radical demand for righteous living indicates the austerity and sincerity

with which the preacher viewed the Christian life. A, Moody ..tuart, whose elders

at ft, Luke'a Free Church once rebelled against the highly introspective nature

of his preaching, saidi

The narrow way sjay always fee recognised by these two beautiful
tokens, forgiveness of sins and holiness of heart and life. These
roaain the sane all the way through, yet always beautiful* new and
living through the dally sprinkling of the atoning blood and the
daily quickening of the Holy Spirit,'

In his closing address es Moderator to the General Assembly of the Free Church

in 1075, Moody Stuart said, "Absolutely sinless holiness is our only scriptural

standard, and she least sin is not to be tolerated in us."* Moody Stuart outlined

four "senna to attaining holinessi"

1, .e receive holiness by faith,
km We obtain It by intensity of prayer
3. We obtain it by solemn and unreserved dedication of ourselves

to Jed in Christ, 3
4. There are dally lessons to be learned in detail,

Horctlas Sonar who defined holiness as "likeness to God" and "spiritual perfec¬

tion" declaredi

This newness is comprehensive, both in its exclusion of the evil md
its inclusion of the good. It is summed up by the apostle in two

1A. Moody Jtuart, Ujft Pqth 0£ ftadceaed. p, 10,

hm Moody Stuart, && *4MW mXmm$ caaphlet, Now
College library, p, 37, *

3Ibld, In this address ISooty Stuart rejects what ho calls Christian per-
fcation. Christian holiness is the process of sunctification which he calls a
"trying, hoablini;, yet most glorious process," p. 36. this closing address is
an example of the rigorous two-fold these of pietist preaching, "Preaching
salvation to the Lost," pp. 41ff, "higher Holiness," pp. 26ff,
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things, 'righteousness and holiness*....It is then to a nev standing
or state, a nev moral character, a nev life, a nev joy, a nev work, a
new hope, that we are called.'

Robert M, M*Choyne said that holiness was "every real Christian making progress
2

...advancing, getting higher, nearer to Canaan, riper for glory." To Andrew

Bonar, holines , which was "living for Christ" was so imperative to the whole
3

scheme of salvation that he ruled out death-bed conversions. A. N. Somarville

did not use the word "holiness" to any great extent. Be preferred to speak of

backsliders whom he considered to be very numerous and whom he defined as "those

falling away from previous attainment in spiritual things."^ While the preacher

tending toward pietism proclaimed salvation as belief in Jesus? while he articu¬

lated an immediate doctrine of assurance? he nonetheless insisted that belief

issue in responsible and holy living.

As the pietist usually hardened the tenets of the older evangelical, his

directives for the life of holiness suggested legalism. In preaching this

emphasis on holiness was wholly spiritual and personal as opposed to social and

ethical. He advocated complete withdrawal from the world in place of discriminate

living in the world. Brownlow North, an Anglican educated at uton and Oxford

who was so influential as a lay revivalist in Scotland that in 1859 the General

Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland officially recognised him as an evangelist,

declared*

I would define the world to be a compound of persons, and place,
and pursuits which do not glorify God and which bring no honour
to the nmo of Jesus.

i

Horatius Bonar, God's £M. i£ Holiness, pp. 7-8, 16, 176.

^Andrew Bonar, Hqaoir a^d nemaing hyw Ik Kcpfreyne, p. 340.

3Marjory Bonar, i era^sQcnpea (£ Andrew 4t Borjar, p. 273.

^Alexander -omerville, Precious Geed. p. 256.
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That man cannot be said to be coming out from the world who
habitually associates, on terras of intimacy and friendship, with
persons to whom he cannot freely talk about Jesus.
That mar cannot be said to be coming out from the world who
seeks his amusement in places to which he knows it would be
mockery to ask Jesus to go with him.
That man cannot be said to be coming out from the world who,
for the sake- of any temporal advantage, engages in pursuits on
which he cannot kneel down and ask God's blessing.'

Unlike most dogmatists, tb© pietist specifically named the "evils" to be avoided.

Horatius Sonar said, "Let us not try to combine the novel and the Bible, the
2

closet and the ball-room." Robert M. M'Cheyne was particularly stringent,

thundering!

How dare you cross the threshold of a theatre or a tavern any
more! what the Spirit of God amid the wanton songs of a theatre,
or the boisterous merriment of a tavern J Shame on such practical
blasphemy....You must never cross their threshold any more. What
shall 1 say of games—cards, dice, dancing? I will only say this,
that if you love them, you have never tasted the joys of the new
creature,.,.What shall I say of simpering tea-parties, the pleasures
of religious gossiping, and useless calls, without meaning, sin-
eerelty, or end? I will only say, they are the happiest of God's
children who have neither time nor heart for these things,3

A, H, Somervllle was much less militant allowing "the character of the concert"

1
Brownlov North, ourselves. 1866, p. 73. The role of the lay revivalist

cannot be minimized, particularly in the North of Scotland. Brownlow North was
perhaps the most widely recognized and his collection of sermons provides
worthy insight into the message of these ley preachers, "nother preacher worthy
of note was Duncan Katheson whom the Duchess of Gordon employed as a lay mis¬
sionary and who was offered ordination if he would go to New Zealand, Kay
Maedovali Grant was yet another lay Anglican preacher active in the North of
Scotland, In 1859 Grant's revival efforts were supported by the uld Kirk
minister of Greyfriara Church, Aberdeen, Mr, smith,• and Smith was brought be¬
fore the bar of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland where he was
defended by Nonaan MacLeod, All three of these lay preachers were active in
the three emergent Presbyterian churches, particularly in the North of Scotland,
and in the city churches of the clergy of this more pietigtlc persuasion,

noratius Bonar, God's -ay C£ Holiness, p. 187,

^Andrew Bonar, Memoir gnci '-.emeina of HcCherne. pp. 4-56-457.
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to determine Its statue and observing that while the ".altz and the Galop" were

to be shunned there were other dances 11 froe from objection."^ Still, Sonierville

tended to say what was right end what was wrong in his attempt to be explicit

in his direction of the holy life* Among the older evangelicals, these men

were not unique in their abstinence from such social pleasures. They did,

however, differ from most of the more dogmatic evangelicals in denouncing such

social activities in their preaching.

Ae the pietist proclaimed this two-fold message of conversion and holi¬

ness his sermon was sometimes inclined toward sentiaaentallsa. The terror and

anxiety he provoked in his usage of eechatology w^s somewhat countered by his

recourse to terms of endearment. In speaking of the gospel he employed such
2

conditioning adjectives as "precious...dear.,.sweet promises...sweet invitations."

A sermon telling the story of a remarkable conversion was titleds "Another Lily
3 L

Gathered." The minister was addressed as an "Angel worker." The Christian

message was likened to a basket of fruit in a garden setting!

The beautiful clusters I have spoken* of represent the Promises of
God, those exceeding great and procious promises, in which the
blessings of the everlasting covenant are stored up, and by which
we are said to become 'partakers of the divine nature.' Now let
me open the basket, and take out a few of its delicate specimens.
Ah, here is a beauty J We must handle it softly. Gee how symmetri¬
cal in shape, how perfect in form, is each grape1 The fruit seems
as if it would melt on the Hps.

1
George Gmlth, & Modern Apostles Alexander N. Gomerville. p. 178.
2
Alexander H. Coaerville, t'reclous Ssg&, PP* HO, 250.

3/.ndrev Bonar, Moflpiy a^i $wAM a£ Ljl £k ggfih8gBfc» P- 496.

^Marjory Bonar, hernialsconcea _X Andrew Bonar. p. 256.
K

Alexander H. Goaervilie, ,» rodour. Goedf p. 235# This kind of preach¬
ing is found particularly in The Christian Treasury, the periodical edited by
Horatius Bonar.
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Xn the sermon tending toward pietism, romanticism, the spirit of the age,

becaas sentimentalism.

The sentimental language of the pietist would appear to have been the

result of a religion centered primarily in the heart. The preacher was the
1

analyst of "the human heart, in its motives and inner workings," To make his

point in a sermon, Robert M, k'Cheyne said to his congregation, "Put your hand

on your heart. Has it lost its burning desire after earthly things,...do you

2
feel that Jesus has put the nails through your lusts?" The pietist believed

that "the study of truth in its dogmatical form,.,robbed it of its freshness
3 4

and power." He therefore advocated "devotional" preaching, Robert M, M'Cheynfi

listed the dong of Solomon as one of his favorite books for preaching becauset

If a man's religion bo heart religion—if he hath not only
doctrines In his head, but love to Jesus in his heart—if he
hath not only heard and read...but been brought to cleave unto
him...then this book will be inestimably precious to his soul
for it contains the tenclerest breathings of the believer's heart
towards the Saviour, and the tenderest breathings of the
Saviour's heart again towards the believer.*

Xn preaching to the heart, the pietist turned to the language of the heart.

He appealed to man's feelings, his moods, his emotions as well as his aindj

only then, he reasoned, could he persuade man's will.

The varying emphases of the older evangelical sermon points to the

diversity and latitude of the older evangelical pulpit. Jhilo the sermon was

usually inclined toward either dogmatism or pietism these two tendencies were

1
Kenneth Moody Stuart, 2k, cit.. p. 14-0.

2
Andrew Bonar, ?temper j&d Koqtfe ik H'Chey^, p. 375.

9

Horatius Bonax, Tfes School3 Thg srophetg. p. 36.

*Ibid,
5
''Andrew Bonar, Memoir and . mains of i-»«, ;-ifi McOhcyne, p. 432.
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not exclusive of each other, ^ven those preachers whose sermons shared a simi¬

lar emphasis articulated their message with varying sentiments, Thus a, K,

Coaervill© spoke with a mildness alien to the more turgid Sonar brothers.

Professor John "Rabbi" uncan incorporated both the academic argumentation of

dogmatism and the legalism of pietism in his sermons, Thomas Chalmers was not

given to the harsh denunciations of Andrew thornson nor A, 3, Candlish to the

cold scholasticism of William Cunningham. The older evangelical war traditional

in his theology but liere theological uniformity did not prohibit variety in

preaching.

The older evangelical dominated the Scottish pulpit in the first half

of the nineteenth century. Under tjodrow Thomson, Thomas Chalmers and John

Brown evangelical preaching acquired a new respectability. In Thomas Chalmers

the evangelical pulpit became aggressive and innovative in its attempt to

recapture the masses lost to the Church through urbanization. Under «illiea

Cunningham and John Calms, the older evangelical became increasingly scholastic

and defensive, even combative. In the Sonar brothers and A, Moody Stuart

preaching was inw&rdized as theology began its withdrawal to the citadel of

man's heart. Yet, even as the older evangelical pulpit receded alternate forces

and preachers were emerging to dominate the last quarter of the century and

Issue in a more liberal evangelical theology and sermon.
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Gll&Ftm VI

THM EVANGELICAL SERMON IN HJdJSITIuN

The last half of the nineteenth century witnessed the appearance of &

more liberal evangelicalism in both the pulpit arid the religious press. In

1855 John Caird'a sermon "Religion In Common Life" was described as marking "a
1

new era in pulpit thought" in Scotland. In 1866 Norman MacLeod was arraigned

by the Glasgow xTesbytery of the Old Kirk because he had departed from the tra¬

ditional and Confessional understanding of the "Sabbath-day" in his preaching.

In defense, MacLeod acknowledged that indeed he had "taught against the Confession

of Faith" and further "asserted that all had done the same or did not in every

2
lota believe the Confession." In the same year, Walter C. Smith was brought to

the bar of the Glasgow Presbytery of the i?"ree Church because of a series of

Cunday morning lectures entitled "The Sermon on The Mount" in which he said:

The New Testament is now the on© complete and sufficient will
of God for our salvationj so that even were the ancient Scriptures s'
...to be lost...yet we should still have the whole will of God,
the perfect law of life, the complete scheme of grace, all absolutely
essential to the salvation of men.

1
Charles L. *arr» P^ip^ Cajrd, p. 141.

O

^Donald MacLeod, Memoir of Norman MacLeod. D.L.. Vol. 2, p. 203.
In this controversy, the United Presbyterian Preacher, John ^adie, publicly
sided with Norman MacLeod, tee James.Brown, The Life gf John ^adie. pp.
I64ff.

3
Walter C. i:h>ith, The ,Sermon on The Mount, p. 62. Also p. v.ff. jaith,

as was MacLeod, was really challenging the idea of the law or the preaching of
the law which had been so central in the older evangelical proclamation of
the way of salvation.

I



In 1871 the formerly conservative British and foreign evangelical lieviev declared

that Its new purpose was:

To develop a free believing theology by which the evangelical faith
of the church shall be harmonised with all discovered truth, and *
shall itself be placed upon a safe scientific basis.1

2
1875 to 1880 was the period in which liberal evangelicalism came of age.

In 1875 The uxoositor commenced publication with the promise that its attempt

to "teach and preach" would "be informed by no narrow and sectarian spirit. It

will face difficulties honestly, it will deal with thea sincerely, its tone will

be broad, generous, catholicDuring the winter of 1875-1S76 a group of young

men in the Free Church influenced by the evangelism of Bwight <. Moody organized

what they called the "Gaiety Club." For some twenty-five years members of this

club faithfully met to discuss problems in theology and share together religious

experiences. Included in this group were Henry uruaraona, James Stalker, John

Watson (alias Ian MacL&ren) and George Adam baith.^ In 1877, charges of heresy

were levelled against Marcus bods because of his sermon on "xievelation and
5

Inspiration." In 1879 a group of prestigious ministers in the Old Kirk pub¬

lished the notorious Scotch Sermons. These they claimed were "specimens of a

1
1hs. idJfaUfa ££& i'dnto review. Vol. XX, 1871, p. 13.
2
This was also the time of the uobertson Smith heresy trial in the Free

Church. This was the major case marking a new era for higher criticism in Scot¬
land. I have refrained from further discussion of this trial for two reasons:

First, it has already been emphasized in other works to which little could be
added. Second, Smith was brought to trial on the basis of his academic lectures
and articles, not because of his sermons, although he was a preacher who attracted
large audiences.

~*rhe expositor. Vol. I, 1875, p. v.
L
George Adam Smith, The fife o£ Henry Druaaond. London, Rodder and

Stoughton, 1902, p. 108. The other members of this club were rrovoEt Swan of
Kirkcaldy, James Brown, John F. Ruing, b. M. hose, Frank Gordon, Robert Barbour,
Alexander Skene and Dr. Hugh Barbour.

5
Marcus Dode, . evelation and Inspiration. 1877, «hat I& & ChristianV

1889. See Pamphlet Collection, "The Sods and Bruce Casei," hew College Library,
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style of teaching, which increasingly prevails amongst the clergy of the Scottish
1 2

Church." Their opponents were quick to shout "heresey."

By the advent of The British *eek;ly in 1886, liberal evangelicalism was
I

well established. This was probably the moat prominent religious periodical at

the end of the century. Kobertson Nicoll, the free Church preacher and editor

of the paper, said that The British weekly would pursue the course of "advanced

liberalism [because] we are believers in progress because we are believers in

the advancing reign of Christ."^ 'There was no preacher whose sermons so dominated

the pages of The British weekly as those of Alexander Whyte of free ft. George's, ^

Edinburgh. Unlike the older evangelical pulpit which oscillated between pietism

and dogmatism, the "more liberal evangelical" pulpit was less easily defined

and more diversified.

The more liberal evangelical sermon was no sudden innovation. Pre¬

ceding the acceptance of the evolutionary theory and higher criticism together

with the reorientation of certain theological concepts, there was a period of

theological restlessness. During this time there was a reaction against an

overly rigid allegiance to the Confession and a corresponding return to the Bible

as the basis of authority and preaching. This was the period in which the neglected

doctrine of the incarnation returned to prominence, in these years many of the

Edinburgh. In 1890 Bods was also accused of heresy because of a sermon preached
to the students of Edinburgh University entitled* "what Is A Christian?".

^1ZB2SS» 1880, p. v.
2
Bee the following pamphlets, Lew College Library, .Edinburgh, dotes On

" cotch wcraong." by a Parish Minister, 1880, John Gtorie, The Lcotch Bemoan.
1S81. The It^hln^ „cotch ,-erapqs &&&&!«& & & hSXSm* 1881.

^The British .eekly. November 5, 1886, p. 1.
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bettor known preachers vers struggling to make the proclamation of the gospel

loss a matter of doctrinal disputation and more the description of a way of life.

Consequently the "liberal evangelical" sermon must first be seon against this

background of subtle but significant transition.

1855 to 1880 was the time of transition in evangelical preaching. This

was the first phase in the development of a more liberal evangelicalism. The

preachers of this period were by no means at one in either their theology or their

styls of preaching. Thomas Guthrie, Principal Robert aainy and Professor A, B.

Charteric were more backward looking in their theology but in spirit and style

their sermons marked a definite departure from those of the older evangelicals.

Norman MacLeod, John Robertson, John Ker and George Gilfillan were theologically

more forward looking yet restrained in their pronouncements and robbed by death

of entering the era which belonged to the "new theology." hre&chers such as

John Caird, John Tulloch and A. K. M. Boyd were men whose ministry spanned the

last half of the century and whose sermons reflected the change and diversity

of the more liberal evangelicalism.

The obvious changes in this period of transition were twofold: there

was a change in the attitude and style of the sermon and there was a shifting

theological emphasis in the sermon. The change in attitude and style was apparent

In the anti-dogmatism in the pulpit, in the pr©sober's quest for practicality

end in a sermon which was descriptive and less definitive. The alteration in

theological emphasis was concentrated on the Incarnation and the atonement. /

The result was a sermon accentuating belief in Jesus and stressing the love

of God.

gfeaafitg la ,v..ttjtudg And Gtylp

a. The merging Anti-Dogmatism

The anti-dogmatic mood of preaching was evident in the growing conviction
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that the pulpit was not the place for doctrinal argumentation. Religion was

not a question of right thinking, and belief was more than mere assent to right

doctrine. Thomas Guthrie, who along with Norman MacLeod and John Caird was

said to be the leading preacher in this period, declaredt "Let theologians

settle the metaphysics of the Fallj their business may be to know how we become
1

sinnersj our first business is to know how we are to be saved." In its rebel¬

lion against dogma the evangelical pulpit was seeking a freedom and veracity

which it felt to be constrained in the Confession. On such grounds John Lobertson

refused to "perplex" his congregation "with the metaphysical difficulties" of

theology confessingJ

It is a growing and apparently a well-founded opinion that our
creeds have frequently been too minute, descending too much into
details, and seeking to limit thought upon points, on which, not
only without impropriety, but with advantage, it might have been
left unfettered.^

The craedal orientated sermon was denounced as "dead orthodoxy...chilly doo-
3

trine...book-theology...Pharisaism." In 1869 Norman MacLeod noted in his

journali

I feel a great difference from looking at revealed truth, not
as it dovetails into a system of theology, but as it appears in
the light of God, as revealed in Christ, A divine instinct seems
to assure me "this is true," "It is like God," "it 1b in harmony
with all I know of

Thomas Guthrie, The Gospel in Laekiel. 1856, p. 81. The statement that
the three outstanding preachers in Scotland during this period were Thomas
Guthrie, Norman MacLeod and John Caird was made by A. K, K. Boyd. See A. K, H.
Boyd, 4 Volume 0£ S&gg&aiMb P- 177.

2
Johii Robertson, Pastoral Counsels, pp. 20, 232, Also see A. L. H, Boyd,

&UU&3SL ttoAagi *£& kogkdayp, pp. 99, 100.

•^John Ladie, gfee Divine Love, p. 250. A. A. H. Boyd, seaside HM&Bgft
On ..und&yg Aqd eekdaya. p. 72. Norman MacLeod, C&EUilfta Ministry, p. 22.
John Her, Oermons? Lecond oerles, pp. 165-166.

A
Donald MacLeod, Memoir of Norman MacLeod. Vol. 2, p. 316.
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John TUlloch, and later John Ker, advocated a us© of the Bible free from a

heraeneutic which reduced "the book of God to a set of doctrinal moulds."''
This was the period in which many preachers concluded that Christianity could

2
not be proven. In part, the anti-dogmatism of the pulpit was a reaction against

the considered obduracy of older evangelicalism.

Positively, the anti-dogmatic mood reflected the preacher* s increasing

awarenass of the innate mystery in life. In the pulpit this issued in a new

sens© of wonder as the preacher probed th© significance of this mystery. History

was "the darkened stage where walks at times th© shrouded sovereignty of the
3

, Most High.*1 The relationship between predestination and freedom was not dis¬

cussed for it witnessed to the mystery innate in life. John Ker saids "That

God can create, throw out a world from Himself and remain infinite is a mystery.

That he should confer freedom on intelligent beings and still control than,

is another mystery, The way of salvation so definitely outlined by the older

evangelical was increasingly viewed as a process soliciting wonder. God's act

in Christ for men's salvation while set in history became an act of mystery,

Robert Rainy declared*

We cannot determine how that great task took shape as it offered
itself to our hordf a mystery cleaves for us to the method and the
means, for we can give no final and complete account of how His sub¬
mission and suffering availed to set us right in reference to those
elements of our state as sinners. But yet we have enough; we have
the links, needed, in order that the mystery, every where felt

— —- . - - — - —

John Tulloch, Theological Tendencies The Me. p, 30, John Ker,
sermons, p. 41*

Z
John Caird, Aspects Of Julfe, pp. 2, 3. John Ker, Sermons* Second

£g&flg» P. 94*
3
George Gilfillan, Aloha and Onega, p. 189.
L
John Ker, Thoughts For Heart *.nd Sife. p. 161.
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wfaere God is present, nay lay effective hold on our mind and heart
and history.^

Salvation was by grace, but grace was itself the supreme mystery, John iwadie

said*

The mode in which divine influence operates is usually beyond
human analysis and detection. It coses when aamy perceive it not}
it comes when many expect it not. It coses to its own appointed
place...,Ve are not to seek to solve the mystery, but our special
desire should be to feel the blessing.

Robert .-toiny was even more emphatic stating!

It is always to be acknowledged with the deepest thankfulness
and gladness that this mystery of grace is far too great to be
explained in all its parts, so that no mystery should remain. If
that were to be done, every step and element of the process would
have to b© reduced to some analogy, drawn from human experience
and sanctioned by general human consent. That cannot be done.3

At the heart of this faith to be proclaimed was mystery; a mystery which to

John Kor was itself a source of religious experience.

There is a source of wonder in the mysterious which surrounds man
comes from the sense of what we can touch with our thought

but cannot comprehend,It is here, that man comes into contact
with religion, with a God, with an eternity,^
One result of this anti-dogmatic mood in preaching was the mergence

of s new sense of tolerance. In a book of sermons published in 1865, A. K, H.

Boyd described the spirit of "intolerance...as a perilous reef, on which many

souls have been wrecked; and on which many more that were not utterly lost, have

suffered damage of spars and hull."^ Boyd pled for tolerance on those issues

1itobert Rainy, ■ qjou^inft JLih G&dj PP. 309-310.
Z
John . adie, ££>. clt.. p. 223,

^Robert kaipy, oQ,joTO^ tilth P. 308.

^John Ker, Beraona. p. 31.

5A. K. H. Boyd, T&e Qraycy Thq^htg d£ £ Coiiptyy rarspp, p. 74.
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and beliefs not essential to Christianity. He said:

The Apostle's meaning is quite plain. He has been arguing for
charity, forbearance, toleration, among Christians, in matters
not of vital import-nee: a lesson not less desirable and needful
in Scotland in the nineteenth century, than it was in borne in the
first. He has been trying to get people to believe, that though
a man think differently from you and me on any point short of the
great essential doctrines of -ialvation, he may yet be a conscientious
Christian man, acting according to his light} and, as in the presence
of God, trying to do what will please iiia.1

George Gilfillan conceived of the responsibility of the christian in the world

as a non-essential matter demanding tolerance:

Christian duty varies at different times and in different cir¬
cumstances....One man is to live a good, holy life, the sound of
which is not audible to the world....Another is to carry on some
calm work of benevolence, such as visiting the poor or distributing
tracts} a third i3 to stand up prominently...against some prevail¬
ing evil; a fourth is to seek to revive or build up some Church or
congregation} a fifth is to hurry after some detachment of the anti-
christian foe...} preacher of the word at home.2

John dadie likewise pled for tolerance in accepting the differing ways in which

the spiritual life expressed itself in peoples v

Heligion, though it sanctify mental power in the children of God,
does not give it an equal strength in all of theaj and while it
elevates and purifies the heart, it does not produce a uniform
evenness of ardour and love. There are some believers in whom
intellect predominates} and the ''full assurance of understanding"
is their goal; others in whom emotion has a constitutional empire,
and who find a more natural delight in devout meditation than in
profound reflection, ^ome have an instinctive tendency to ruminate
on the past, and on what has been done for their soul} others are
led forward to sanguine expectation, and find their paradise in the
"full assurance of hope." One class tends to look more to Christ
without them in His atonement} and another class inclines to look
more to Christ within them by His Opirit. There are those of a
darker hue, who prefer to walk in the valley, humming psalms of
penitence and there are those of a bright nature, who love to
traverse the mountains, chanting hymns of triumph. Babes are found
by the side of perfect aan.3

^
Ibid... p. 241.
2
George Gilfillan, blpfya. and Cjflfflb PP» 342-343.

•'John cadie, qjj. cit.. p. 281.
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■ y &
In 1860 at the time of the excitement produced by the religious revivals in

Scotland, iJorrnan MacLeod counseled his parishioners;

while conversion is absolutely necessary for every man, we by no
means assert that its inner history must, in each step, be
necessarily the ease.

Let us beware of dogmatising irreverently as to when and how
that living Spirit shall operate on the souls of men, who worketh
according to His own counsel of unerring and inscrutable wisdom.''
This spirit of tolerance was also evident in a hesitancy to proclaim

a particular theory of the atonement. A. K. H. Loyd wrotes "It seems plain

that a vital thing which cannot go amid all cosing changes, is the way of
O

salvation through the Atonement of Christ*" let Boyd declared specific theories

of the atonement to be "sometimes confused...the production of minds inveterately

crotchety."*^ To hi®, "the Atonement was \m\ pure matter of revelation... which
L

must be drawn from the Word of God." Increasingly the preacher made less of

the nature of the atonement as be accentuated the benefits of the atonement.

Robert Rainy, who in theory held to the older understanding of the atonement,

in preaching stressed the atonement as the basis of forgiveness without dis¬

closing his own forensic view of the atonement,** Likewise, Norman MacLeod who

called the atonement "the grandest expression of His love to us," refrained from

theorising about the atonement, only stressing that it was for all raen.^ John

Robertson who held similar views, of the atonement said:

different views may be taken as to the nature of the atonement,
and the grounds upon which an atonement was required. You may

"'Norman MacLeod, Rariah Ranera. pp. 208, 218.
2
A* K. H, Boyd, -oasi-ae ,iusin?g yj ounoays a.-d weekdays, p. 6.

3Ibid., p, 8. ^Ihld.. p. 9*
K
-icobert Rainy, ,x?.iouraims with God.pp. 231-233, 244. Also see Batrick

C. Simpson, The Life of Rrlncip&l Rainy. Vol. 1, p. 4L4.

^Norman MacLeod, Parish Papers, pp. 5» 6.
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think, and rightly, that a complete theory on either branch of
the subject is beyond the powers of the human mind. But there
cannot be a doubt that the Scriptures do teach that we are indebted
to the life and death of Christ for the good hope toward God we
are permitted to cherish, that life and that death having been
needful that our sins might be forgiven.1

Tolerance, the neglected grace of the older evangelical pulpit, and mystery,

the forgotten notion in the doctrinal sermon, both contributed to the anti-

dogmatic mood of the evangelical eermon in this period of transition.

b. The Quest For Practicality

In this period of transition, the evangelical pulpit was engaged in

an earnest quest for practicality, for earfchiness in preaching. Thomas Guthrie

who believed that religion lived in action and walked among men said?

Fir© low...suits the pulpit not less than the battlefield,
The mistake common to both soldiers and speakers is to shout
too high, over people's headsj missing by a want of directness
and plainness, both the person they preach to and the purpose
they preach for.

John Caird, whose preaching was at its aenith in Glasgow between 1856 and

1863, acknowledged to his West Park congregation that the demand of the age was
3

not for theory and doctrine but for "the real and the practical." John her,

whose fame as a parish preacher was also won in Glasgow in this period, wrote*

The final test of every religion comes to be its moral strength-
its power to set before the man the right and good, and to induce
his to follow them. By this, religion, whatever its formal evi¬
dencef and its promises, must consent to be tried. This does not
destroy the value of doctrine, it only subject® it to a practical
proofs "What do ye more than others?"^

1
John Robertson, ieraong end accosttlons. pp. 134-135*

^Thomas Guthrie, aRggftLng. |£ The Hggrlb p. 1. also ggd l£e QsSSSh
p* 105*

3"
John Cairo, Aspects life, p, 266, This evaluation of G&ird's preach¬

ing in this period in Glasgow is made by Donald MacLeod in an introduction to
Caird's book, ImSA i&£ P« x11'

k
John her, Thoughts Tor Heart And Life, pp. 106-107.
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In Edinburgh, Eobert j ainy demanded that preaching be practical, notinga

Preaching should be loyally evangelicalj while, at the same time,
I say that it ought to grapple frankly with the various elements
and aspects of things presented in the Scriptures and eminently
with those which are ethical and practical.'

With this n, K. H# Boyd of St. Andrews concurred, insisting that faith be con-
Z

nected with works and "Evangelical doctrine with morality."

In part, the practical concern of the pulpit in this period grew out of

the preacher's own experience in city life and his sensitivity to the secularizing

spirit of the age# John hobertaon and Norman MacLeod in Glasgow, Thomas Guthrie

and A. H. Charter!s in Edinburgh were all preachers sharing this concern for

practicality and all were engaged in a ministry focused, in part, on the working

classes of society, John Caird wrote in the pages of Good words and declared

to his Glasgow congregation:

There is a secret feeling often in the minds of practical men
that ministers do not know much of the world} and that, if they
did, they would see how Impossible it is to carry out all this
fine talk about heavenly-aindedness and superiority to the world's
vanities and pleasures amid the rough business of everyday life#
Hen like very well to hear all this solemn, elevated sort of dis¬
course about piety and holiness. It is the sort of thing for the
Sunday and sermons; but the feeling is, "we must make allowances
for clerical ignorance of life; sermon goodness must be discounted
before we can make use of it in business,'^

A, K. H# Boyd suggested that to be practical, preaching had to come from men

who themselves knew life, its "human ties and human worry" if it was to "come
/

home to men's business and bosoms#" In an era in which secularization was

i
Kofcert i aiiy, "Topics Tor breaching," loners on -breaching, p. 37.
a
A. K. H. Boyd, ?h& Graver Thppgfttfis 0£ A Country PP. 177, 272.

3■'John Caird, ~ssays lor --unday i eadim;. p# M5. While this collection
of sermons was not published until 1906, it originally appeared in Good words.
in 1863. Also see Aspects orf Life, p, 367.

L
A, K. H. Boyd, & Volume of selections, p. 34-.
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restricting the pulpit to a narrower sphere, John Robertson insisted that the

objective of practice! preaching was "To spiritualise the secular."*
In part this quest for practicality in preaching was dependent on a

new attitude toward the world. Whereas the older evangelical emphasised the evil

nature of the world as necessitating either withdrawal or severe discrimination,

the preacher in this period of transition stressed the responsibility of man in

the world as he began to see that this was God's world, John Ker noted that?

There are some who have thought that we would be sore pure and
Christian if we were to withdraw from the activity of life to the
solitude of the cell or desert. 3uch a withdrawal must always be
impossible for the mass of men, and it i© in direct opposition to
the example of Christ, and to the spirit of the gospel. The Lord
Jesus Christ mingled with men all through his own life, and touched
them in every relation of theirs. The world is his world, and it is
open in its entire breadth to those who belong to him.

To Thomas Guthrie the Christian was always "to live for others,""' He said? "If

Christian men and women are to retire from the world,—pity the world! how Is
A

it to b© converted?" While Robert Kainy depicted the world as one of man's

"adversaries" he continued? "With this world we are and must be in contact

all our life."'' Norman MacLeod who attempted to make benevolence part of the

spiritual mission of the Church in the world wrote his parishioners?

If ever society is to be regenerated, it Is by the agency of living
brothers and sisters in the Lord; and every plan, however apparently
wise, for recovering mankind from their degradation, which does not

1
John Robertson, Lemons and expositions, p. 37. Also see John Tulloch,

"The Peace of Christ," Good Words. 1872, p. 502.
2
John Ker, Sermons, p. 334.

Thomas Guthrie, l„atheft's Bqslre^s, p. 89. Also see ^peafein/> Tg
The Heart, p. 146.

^Thomas Guthrie, Lpeakiag To The Heart, p. 146,

^Robert iuiiny, ^ermon Preached Ijq The Hfoth Church. Edinburgh >,ra Occasion
L& i-euth JL 2h* M JfeYr fonnliy-ham, P.P.. p. 7.
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mske the personal ministrations of Christian men and women an
essential part of it, its very life is doomed, we think to perish.
It is thus that our Father has ever dealt with His lost children.
He has in every age spoken to men by living men.'

To MacLeod the mission of the Church was twofold! "First within itself...

and second beyond Itself and includes the good done, by the whole body to the
2

world without." John hobertson also rejected any isolationist attitude toward

the world for he said that this was "God's world.,.not the devil's world" and

in this world the Church was to be "a coamnity of interest and work.

The preacher attempted to achieve practicality in his sermons in various

ways. In Thomas Guthrie, there was an emphasis on good works, how to Guthrie

there were two sides to salvation! "The remission of sin and justification of

the sinner," and "The renovation of the soul,Salvation as justification
5

pointed to God's action and this was a mystery. Salvation as the renovation of

the soul pointed to man's character and to man's active participation in salva-
6

tion. The latter was the side of salvation emphasized by Guthrie for here he

could be both concrete and practical. In this sense good works was the essence

of his preaching. Guthrie ssids "Far from holding good works cheap, we say

that by them ^?od is glorified, by them faith is justified, and by thorn on the
7

great day of judgment shall every man be tried." Theologically, good works

^Norman MacLeod, Farlah Lasers, p. 239.

'"ibid.. pp. 228-229. Also see Love The Fulfilling of The Lawf p. 76.
3
John Kobertson, .-erraona and ^positions, p. 91. Also see Fastoral

Counsels, p. 305.

^Thomas Guthrie, The Gospel In -zekiel. p. 254.

^Thomas Guthrie, yjj£ vather's lusinsas. p. 185.

6Ibid.. pp. 227-228.

7Thoaas Guthrie, Ihe Gpgpel |n ^aek^el, p. 211.
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became the proof of Christianity,

ftow what is true of the nature of the soil is equally true of
the religion of the soul, You can always judge it by what it yields.
In both cases the crop i3 the test of character,'

The true evidence of our state is to be found in our hearts and
habits,*

Guthrie's emphasis on good works also had its social justification, referring

to the state of religion in vogue in the 1860's Guthrie observed* "Perhaps

there never was a time when the mere profession of religion was a less satles-
3

factory test of its reality than at present," Summing up the necessity for

practical preaching Guthrie declared* "Morality without religion is a dream but

not less a dream and wild a dream is religion without morality, that lies in the

cold assent of the understanding to truths that never touch the heart or effect
L

the conduct,"

The quest for practicality in the sermons of Norman MacLeod is evident

in his proclamation of Christianity as "life itself,"

Christianity is not the philosophy of life, but life itself* and
is a revelation, not of abstract truth, but of the living personal
God to living persons as His children, whom He hath created to glorify
and enjoy him forever,*

Life was a gift of God.^ Han's responsibility In the "race of life [was] simply

the doing of God's will, in the acceptance of that which God sets before us day
7

by day," MacLeod rejected a religion simply based on a creed and demanded a

1
Thomas Guthrie, M&n gnd 2M Gospel, p. 1Q4«
2
Thomas Guthrie, Speaking: To The Heart, p. 176,

3I&d., pp. 274, 175.
4
Thomas Guthrie, Han and The Gospel, p, 222,

5
Norman MacLeod, The .CJjyjfltjlaa Hj.nist.ry, p. 7.

60ood Words. 1873, p. 421.
7
Ibid., p, 727•
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rellgion of the heart.* He stressed that salvation was a way of life her© and

now, "not a blessing which we get for the first time when we die in reward for
2

our being good here." He advised his parishioners that when they were in doubt

as to some course of action in their life, they should aski "How would Jesus

Christ act as a member of society—whatever His occupation might be, whether as
3

buyer or seller, planter or builder, merchant or minister, ruler or subject?"

At times he could be very explicit in his attempt to make Christianity a practi¬

cal way of life. Concluding a sermon at the start of the Hew Year, MacLeod out¬

lined eight practical objectives for his congregation.^ MacLeod sought to impress

his listeners with the urgency of turning faith into works "the good done by

us...alone can afford satisfactory evidence of a true and living faith in Jesus."

As a way of life, MacLeod saidi "The end of Christianity is to make us Christ¬

like; the Gospel is glad tidings of goodwill in order to draw forth goodwill in
6

return. Salvation is the change from enmity to goodness." There was a positive

spirit, a new sense of optimism in Konaan MacLeod^ sermons. Christianity was

taken out of the sphere of abstract doctrine and placed in the arena of life and

personal experience.

The quest for practicality in preaching was also evident in the develop¬

ing social conscience of the pulpit. In the 1850*8 Thomas Guthrie exposed the

drunkenness, vice and immorality of the city in a series of sermons entitleds

1Ibid.. 1864, P. 166. 2Ibid.. p. 24.

3Norman MacLeod, &X1 £& u£ 2M hSZb P* 76.

^liorman MacLeod, Far!ah Papers, pp. 317, 318. Also see Love The Ful-
amuL ul to p. »o.

5£22£ L22&, 1866, p. 770.

^Norman MacLeod, Love The Fulfilling 0£ The Law, p. 44.
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The City Its Sins and Sorrows.^ In 1855 John Caird began his now famous sermon

before i-ueen Victoria with these wordsi

To combine business with religion, to keep up a spirit of serious
piety amidst the atir and distraction of a busy and active life,—
this is one of the most difficult parts of a Christian's trial in
this world. It is comparatively easy to be religious in the church

.But to be religious in the world—to be pious and holy and earaest-
ainded in the counting-room, the manufactory, the market-place, the
field, the farm—to carry out our good and solemn thoughts and feel¬
ings into the throng and thoroughfare of daily life—this is the
great difficulty of our Christian calling,*

Caird was sensitive to the difficulty "of being good and holy at once in the
3

church and. in the world," let the preacher's recognition of this problem and

his speaking prophetically to this need was no easy task, George Gilfillan noted

with regret that it was one thing to denounce "the scandalous sins such as

drunkenness and licentiousness" and quite another to strike down the more

4
"expensive frivolities," Re leseatedi

How slow the pulpit is to launch its anathemas against wickedness
in high places, against the haughtiness of our aristocracy, the
grasping greed of our merchants, the trickeries of our lawyers, end
the barbarities of our soldiers^

Just how difficult and precarious it was to venture outside the accepted and

i
Thomas Guthrie, The City Its dins and sorrows.po. Iff, This sold over

fifty thousand copies. See John her, Thomas Guthrie. P.P.. New College Library,
p. <i&4#

^John Caird, xtelfgion In Common Life. 185S> fawpnlet in Hew College
Library, p, 3.

3Ibid., p. 274*

^George Gilfillen, Alpha and uae&a. Vol. 2, p. 325. In his most pro¬
vocative and incisive book on this subject of Christianity in this period of
transition George Gilfillan writes» "Uir pulpits are generally silent on public
questions—and silent, because, first, no one expects them to speak; because,
secondly, many of their occupants are Afraid to speak out; because, thirdly,
others of them could not speak to the purpose; and because, once more, their
word would not now have much weight, or exert much power," See cforfl at. flaggy
/aid Our Lra. p. 38.

3Ibid.
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oarrowly Interpreted role or the gospel Is evident in the apologetic tone with

which preachers, haltingly apok© to the public saind, Concluding a sermon on the

"Fl&ees and Forms of Worship, * John hoberteon eaidt

haw, ay friends, I have done* I om hardly say that I have preached
this morning &si eminently gospel sermon, twit I have stated to you
honestly and plainly the best opinion I m able to foam on certain
mistier® of some interest* . .matter® which are such in the public
mind, end m which it is I think, quite consistent with his duty, .

that a Christies minister should expound Ma ideas from the pulpit*

A* K, H. Boyd went out of hi® way in one sermon to assure his congregation

that in his practical Interpretation of the text, "speaking the truth in love"
2

he had been preaoMng the gospel and not just ethics*

So we take the text as reminding us, that as professed disciples
of Jesus', Truth, bile, and way, we ate to be faithful la all cur
dealings with our fullowaen, There is to be no trickeryj no in¬
direct conduct| nana of that petty diplomacy which sees© people think
such a proof of astuteness tm* wisdom* There is to b© no taking
adv&nteg© of the ignorance or simplicity of other people* m are
faithfully to keep engagements am! promises* we are to represent
the sayings end doings of others with scrupulous fairness* And sill
this, not as a spastica of morality, of sound ethio#) 1 am net
preaching morality to you todays 1 em preaching the dospel#^

Cautious though it was, this period of transition with its quest for practicality

urn the beginning of a sore social caphasi ss in preaching.

c* The descriptive uersou

Ihe anti-dogmatic mood of the pulpit ami the preacher's quest for

practicality altered the style of the sermon it-self * cs the sermon grew less

definitive It became acre descriptive. 'The developaest of the descriptive sermon

i
John Aobertson, ranters! counaei** p. 200*

^i'he Sihle* "dpbeaieae 4*l$»rt

h* a. h. Boyd, k&axmsm is 4 M-xmkte -Ate* pp. *32.
This seas trepidation is apparent ia a sermon by noyd on feat* Boyd was active
la the Church Service noeiety* nee ^aaide rinsings ±gx uiadav. pp. 5Gff»
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in this period of transition is particularly evident in the preaching of three
1

sen: Thomas Guthrie, George Gilfillan and A. K. H, Boyd.

In Thomas Guthrie the more formal style of the older evangelical sermon

was exchanged for a procedure allowing more freedom of expression. The sermon,

while well-outlined, was usually lacking the formally stated proposition as
2

found in Thomas Chalmers and John Cairns. Guthrie's preaching was topical but

the topics were more evenly divided between the practical virtues and concerns

3
of the Christian in life and the more formal doctrines of a revealed theology.

For Thomas Guthrie the supreme task of the preacher was to communicate, and to

communicate he had to secure the attention and interest of his hearers. His style

and language had to be arresting. Guthrie writes in his autobiographyt

I have selected these three men because their sermons are most illustra¬
tive of the various aspects of this new and descriptive style of preaching.
Thomas Guthrie was the most famous preacher of the three men. In contrast to
the sermon of the older evangelical (a sermon which was usually devoid of illus¬
tration, formal and closely argued), Guthrie typifies the picturesque language
and vivid story or anecdote to b® found in soma of the more liberal evangelical
sermons. George Gilfillan, a United Presbyterian preacher from Dundee, was not
as famous as Guthrie in the pulpit. Yet his collection of sermons, Aloha and
Omega, give the best single illustration of the degree to which at least one
preacher, turned to secular literature for sermon illustration. A. A. H. Boyd
was possibly the most renowned essayist in Scotland. While his pen was more
potent than Ms pulpit voice, Ms many printed sermons provide the most exhaus¬
tive illustration of the new concern for style, how something was said, in the
more liberal evangelical pulpit* a style more personal and lucid.

2
""Joe Thomas Guthrie, The Gospel In lusekisl. for an example of Guthrie's

well-outlined sermons. Gee Ms Man and. The Gospel for an example of sermons
which usually lack any formally divided outline. In both of these books, most
3eraone lack any formal proposition, although on occasion Guthrie did use the
formal proposition. Gee The 'Gospel aaekiel. pp. 85* 86.

^In Father's Business. Guthrie's sermon topics arc; "uur Model;
our Objectj Our Chief And* The Glory of God; uur Chief nndi The Good of Man;
Christian Decision; The Christian'a .-ark; Perseverance In well-Doing; Man's
Inability; God's Ability; Good Works." In Sfen and The Gospel Ms sermon titles
include* "True Religion, Doing Good and Being Good; iUrity; The door; Charity;
Risen With Christ."
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I set myself vigorously to study how to illustrate the great truths
of the gospel and enforce them, so that there should be no sleepers
in the church, no wandering eyes, but everywhere an eager attention.
Savingly to convert ay hearers was not within ay powerj but to com¬
mand their attention, to awaken their interest, to touch their feelings
and instruct their minds was and I determined to do it.

To this end, I used the simplest, plainest terms, avoiding
vulgar bit always, where possible, employing the Saxon tongue—the
mother-tongue of ray hearers.^

In a letter to a fellow clergyuan, Guthrie described the task of the preacher
2

as "Proving, Painting, and Persuading." Similarly Guthrie described himself
3

to an artist friend as also "a painter} only I paint in words."

The sermons of Thomas Guthrie exhibited the graphic language often em¬

ployed in the more descriptive sermon. As a preacher, Guthrie particularly

excelled in telling stories, many of which were sea stories. Concluding one

sermon Guthrie said:

During a heavy storm off the coast of -pain, a dismasted merchant¬
man was observed by a British frigate drifting before the gale.
Hvery eye and glass were on her, and a canvas shelter on a deck
almost level with the sea suggested the idea that there might be
life on board, with all his faults, no man is more alive to
humanity than the rough and hardy mariner} and so the order in¬
stantly sounds to put the ship about, and presently a boat puts
off with instructions to bear down upon the wreck. Away after
that drifting hulk go these gallant men through the swell of a
roaring sea} they reach it| they ehout} and now a strange object
rolls out of that canvas screen against the lee shroud of a broken
mast. Hauled into the boat, it proves to be the trunk of a man,
bent head and knees together, so dried and shrivelled as to be hardly-
felt within the ample clothes and so light that a mere boy lifted it
on board. It is laid on the deck} in horror and pity the crew gather
round it} these feelings suddenly change into astonishment} it shows

1
bavid K. and Charles J. Guthrie, autobiography of Thomas Guthrie.

JJ.3.. Vol. 1, 1374, PP. 160, 161.

2Ibld.. Vol. 2, p. 190.
3
Ibid., p. 189. In an essays "The Archbishop's Gtatue," A, K, H.

Boyd writes: "There never was greater orator than Guthrie..,.Give Guthrie
eny mortal, not truly an idiot, for a few successive oundeys, and at the end
of these that mortal would be listening open-mouthed." Gee A. K. H. Boyd,

itel And ffiaaprf e$, pp. 56, 59.
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signs of lifej they draw nearer; it movea, and then nutters—
miters in a deep sepulchral voice—"There is another man." Saved
himself, the first use the saved one made of speech was to seek to
save another. OhI learn that blessed lesson. Be daily practicing
it. knd so long as in our homes, among our friends in this wreck
of a world which is drifting down to ruin, there lives an unconverted
one, there is "another man" let us go to that man and plead for
Christ...,The cry, "ford save me, I perish," changed into one as
welcome to a .Saviour's car, "Lord save them, they perish."'

On one occasion Guthrie's description of a shipwreck was so realistic that a

young naval officer, seated in the front row of the gallery, sprang to his feet

end threw off his coat in an effort "to asm the lifeboat." Ouch impression¬

istic preaching could at times become emotional as when Guthrie compared the
3

cost of forgiveness to God with a parent bending over a dying baby. Again his

imaginative speech was capable of re-creating the historical setting and mood

of his sermon texts. In a sermon on Jerusalem during the exile, Guthrie captures

the mood of desolation with this opening description;

"The holy cities are a wilderness; Zlon is a wilderness; Jerusalem
is a desolation." Go low as this had the fortunes of Israel ebbed,
when the words of my text were penned. Judah was in chains the
people were captives in the hands of the heathen—exiles in the
land of Babylon. Jerusalem lay in ruins; the grass grew long and
rank in her deserted streets; an awful silence filled the temple;
the fox looked out of the window, and the foul satyr had her den
in the Holy of Holies* Ho plough turned a furrow in the field the
vines grew wild and tangled on crumbling terraces; nor cock crew,
nor dog bayed, nor flock bleated, nor maid sang, nor shepherd piped,
nor smoke curled up from homestead among the lonely hills. The land
was desolate, almost utterly desolate.^

For Guthrie graphic preaching rested on the use of "pure, pithy G&xon" and the
5

abandonment of unnecessary adjectives. Descriptive preaching was: dependent

1
Thomas Guthrie, The Gosnel In aseklel. pp. 21, 22,

2Cavid K. and Charles J. Guthrie, gg). cit.. Vol, 2, pp. 299, 200.

^Thomas Guthrie, Gpeakin*' % iM Heart, p. 35.

^Thomas Guthrie, Thg, 222E2I Ifi P. 33.
5
David K, and Charles J. Guthrie, 2E* cit.. Vol. 2, p. 190.
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on the preacher's ability to personify the feeling and frustrations of man in

his vulnerability. In a sermon on "The Undeoaying rover and Grace of God"

Guthrie magnified the immutability of the divine by accentuating the temporality

of mam

AhI The time comes when the actor must leave the public stage?
when the reins drop from the leader's grasp? and the orator's tongue
falters? and the work-man's stout arm grows feeble? and the fire
of wit is quenched? and the man of genius turns into a drivelling
idiot? and men of understanding, without any second birth, pass
into a second childhood. But the time shall never come when it can
be said of Jesus, his hand is shortened, that it cannot save.

In the sermons of Thomas Guthrie, descriptive preaching emerged in the form of

the well-told story and language which was simple but graphic.

The sermons of George Gilfillan, a United Presbyterian preacher in Dundee,

illustrate the new appreciation of literature in preaching. In a book published

in 1851, entitled: Christianity And Our bra: 4 Book Tor our Time. George

Gilfillan wrote:

Aany of our literary men professedly abstain from churches, because
they hear nothing that is new, or that is calculated to please their
peculiar taste.

The views entertained by many of our Christians and clergy¬
men about literature are...false and one-sided.. Many of them, look
on literature as intensely and intrinsically opposed to the spirit
of religion..,.Literature, strictly speaking stands to religion in
a neutral position. It is the written worship of material and in¬
tellectual beauty, and arc it can be set in antagonism to Christianity,
it requires...to be desecrated? and ere it can become its friend and
ally, it must be consecrated....The value of literature does not lie
simply in what it is, but in what it may be made to do.

Gilfillan, who in 1848 refused the Chair in u-nglich Literature at Belfast, made
3

literature his servant in preaching. bordsvorth, Defoe, Milton, Coleridge,

1Thomas Guthrie, breaking Tg, T^e Heart, p. 48.

^George Gilfillan, Gfoj^Ipijity And yjjr *£&: 4 gook £&£ i^r lime, pp.
30, 31.

^George Gilfillan, George Gilfillan; Letters and Journals, p. 180.
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Byron, Pascal, Dante, Shakespeare and Schiller ware some of the men summoned to

add illustrative interest to his preaching.*
In his frequent appeal to literature, Gilfillan always used the literary

quotation or characterisation to his own purpose, iiobinson Crusoe illustrated
2

"God's solitude...the Divine loneliness." The Ghost in Hamlet was reflective
3

of the guilt of Cain. Dr. Johnson's fear of death because of his innate sense

of sin was similar to the relation of sin to death in both Aaron and Moses.

Byron and ^helley served as examples of men who 11endowed with all the earnsst-
5

ness, courage and energy of the prophet...turn their powers to fearful abuse."

Gilfillan was critical in his use of literary figures. He was cautious in his

appropriation of the novel but generous in his us© of poetry, lie once wrote

that he would have felt more at home in a "London pulpit. Gilfillan used
tor

literary quotations to embellish the descriptive sermon.

The sermons of A. K. H, Boyd are a good example of the homileticsl and

literary technique employed in descriptive preaching. Boyd, who was said to be

"better known than any other Scottish clergyman of his day" outside Dcotland,
7

placed more emphasis on the form than the content of the sermon. In an essay,

"The Art of rutting Things," Boyd writes»

What nonsense it is to say, that the effect of anything spoken or
written depends upon the essential thought alone I Why, nine-tenths
of the practical power depends on the way in which it is put.5

George Gilfillan, Aloha and omega. Vol. 1, pp. 5* 7, 16, 30, 35, 41,
52, 142, 143, 174, 184.

2Ibid.. p. 5. 3Ibid.. pp. 174, 175.

*Ibie.. Vol. 2, pp. 147, 148. 5Ibid., p. 269.
6
George Gilfillan, Goor^ Cdlfjllpni Letter^^ Journals, p. 249.
7
iM £3£&aagSE s£ isMaSSl Biography.
g
A. K. H. Boyd, fa. Ik Ux fk 4 Volume of selections, p. 61.
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The manner in which feh© preacher expressed himself was of first importance to

Boyd because the object of the sermon was not to make man know, it was to make

man feel.

It is & noble gift, when a man is able to put great truths or momen¬
tous facts before our minds with that vividness and force which shall
make us feel these facts and truths in their grand reality. A great
evil, to which human beings are by their make subject, is, that they
can talk of things know things and understand things, without feeling
them in their true importance—without realizing them. There appears
to be a certain numbness about the mental organs of perception! and
the man who is able to put things so strikingly, clearly, pithily,
forcibly, glaringly, whether these things are religious, social, or
political truths, as to get through that numbness, that crust of
insensibility, to the quick of the mind and heart, must be a great
man, an earnest man, an honest man, a good man.

Probably in the pulpit more than anywhere else, we feel the
difference between a man who talks about and about things, and another
man who puts them so that we feel them,'

in one sermon to his congregation in the parish church of St. .vndrews, Boyd

decreedi

Unless you feel, each of you, the presence of God here now just
as forcibly and awfully as if the flames of dinal shone on your face,
or the still small voice that spoke to Blijah fell thrilling on your
ear—unless you do all this, you, even now, are hearing without
understanding, and seeing while you do not perceive.*

'True religion was man feeling within himself the force of what he heard and

confessed. True preaching was communicating this truth with such "interest"

and attraction that men did feel,"*
The sermons of A. K. H« Boyd were themselves patterned after the style

L
of a literary essay* First, like an essayist he did not attempt to treat his

1A. K. H. Boyd, Aa Ik Ma g*. k MMS. & oe^cjtjLone, pp. 32, 33, 47.

2a. k. h, Boyd, aaflai MftwrnQm & 2m £§&§£, P» 4i.

""*&« K. H, Boyd, fa fa li. D. A Volume of Selections, p. 20. Here Boyd
writes: "The very first aim of the preacher should be to interest."

% essay 1 mean a relatively short composition dealing with a single
subject, written from a personal point of view, and in a style which while easy
and light and sincere does not boast of finality or completeness, dee Ifee

Britannic*. •,*ssay.B
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subj ect In any exhaustive or definitive manner. Re had no use for preaching

which attempted to be too minute, for to him there were certain ideas and beliefs

which were grounded in mystery. He began one sermon relating to the incarnation

and the atonement by admitting*

I hove always shrunk from anything like prying too minutely into
the mysterious Personality of our beviour....It is possible that we
may know Rim...whom to know is life eternal without any going into
metaphysics that recall that most dreary if most orthodox confession
commonly called the Athanasiaa Creed....There is a certain sense of
irreverence in presuming to look too closely into that awful Mature}
with its capacity of unspeakable misery} with its blending in one
Person, of the Godhead, and of ii&ahood that can be tempted, can be
weary, can suffer, can die....We know, concerning Him, that which
is revealed to us: farther than that, we do not know. And to seek
to be wise beyond what is written, is presumptuous foolishness.'

Like Thomas Guthrie, Boyd seldom built his sermon around a clearly stated pro¬

position thereby giving himself more freedom in the development of his subject.
2

Indeed the themes of his sermon were usually too broad for exhaustive treatment.

In his Informal and conversational approaoh to preaching A, K. H. Boyd usually

gave the impression that more could be said on the subject. Beginning a sermon

entitled "Praying Everywhere," Bcyd said:

In thinking of this text...I purpose to turn away entirely from
the little niceties and difficulties of criticism, with which it

1*. ft. H. Soyd, Beaside Musings Ofi Sundays, pp. 99, 100.
2
A, ft. H. Boyd, The Graver Thoughts uf 4 Country Parson. Seme of the

themes dealt with in this book were: "Intolerance,...work,...Intercessory
Prayer,...Patience,••.Needless Fears,••.Fraying everywhere.a

3The more informal and indefinite style of Boyd should not be taken as
indicative of a light-hearted attitude toward preaching. It has bean said that
one of the marks of the essay style of writing is the "easy, cursory way" it
deals with a subject, yet each as is always the "light result of experience and
profound meditation." See T&& encyclopaedia u*ssay." In two
essays, "The Country Parson's Life" and "The Art of Putting Things," Boyd indi¬
cates the great preparation he put into the composition of his sermons so that
he would speak with both "clearness and interest," Obviously his informal style
was the formal result of hard work and planning. Bee ik ft*. Ik Boyd 4 Volume o£
Jeleotlons. pp. 19, *0, 3A, 35*
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haa been surrounded by people who had mors time for that kind, of
thing than ve have} and to take the text in ite broad and solemn
ser.ee, as suggesting the duty and privilege of keeping and cultivat¬
ing a praying spirits of keeping our hearts so that we shall be
always and in all places ready to turn to God in prayers and of
living in that atmosphere.1

When introducing some new aspect of his sermon Boyd would says "there are other

thoughts suggested on which w© may dwell," or "the second thought suggested to
2

us by the story is" or "I think ay text warns ue.!t Concluding a sermon on the

text "you have need of patience" (Hebrews 10*36)> saids

We might go on to point cut various other sources of that peculiar
state of mind in which patience becomes needfuls but we have already
suggested to you enough to make you see that...we may well understand
our text as spoken to every member of the human family.3

As an essayist, Boyd did not pretend to be treating his subject exhaustively.

Boyd's essay-like approach to preaching is also evident in the personal

manner in which he developed his text. He did not stand aloof and treat the
4

material of his sermon In an impersonal way. He used the pronouns "we", "our",

"us" arid "I" inetead of the pronoun "you" for he always identified himself with
5

both his text and his audience. In a sermon entitled "Martyrs," Boyd's thought

progressed by way of a series of flashbacks in which he interpreted his text,

Hevelation 2*13, by recounting the "thoughts which occurred to me as they sang
6

the la Ileum" in a pariah church years ago. In a sermon based on fsalm 119196,

"'a. K. H. Boyd, The Graver fhou&hts v£ & Gountry * arson, p. 3.
2 3
ibid.. pp. 10, 76, 30, 82, 98. Ibid.« p. 302} also p. 34.

^A. i-1. H. Boyd, A*. 4 Volume o£ Selections, pp. llff.

5A. K. H. Boyd, .MMday Afteraoypq 4 MaaSfi&& ?Ate» P* 225. Here
Boyd denounces preaching in "a severe, harsh, overbearing manner." He warns
that preachers are not to "address the congregation of hearers, as though they
were outside sinners, worse than himself."

^A. K. H. Boyd, seaside Musings Sundays, pp. 34> 46*
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he developed his argument via a description of the feelings of the Psalmist,

careful to insure at the same time that he and his congregation had "an eye to

our own individual experience." In his preaching Boyd was obviously intent

on drawing his parishioners into the living soul of ocripture so that together
2

"we can see" and "feel" the meaning of the text. In A. K. H. Boyd, the des¬

criptive sermon was modelled after the literary essay, while resolute, there was

no impression of finality. In his sermons he described his own feelings and

experiences! he attempted to describe the feelings of the people of the Bible}

in this personal and descriptive method of preaching he attempted to capture the

feelings of bis parishioners. With him descriptive preaching became synonymous

with psychological preaching.

Ilm. IVolo/jicnl Chang?* The nepftj^ance, The Incgrngtipp

As the sermon of the older evangelical was dominated by the doctrine

of the atonement, so the sermon of the more liberal evangelical came to accentuate

the doctrine of the incarnation. It was in this period of transition that the

pendulum swung from the atonement to the incarnation.

The restoration of the incarnation to a place of centrality in preaching

had been earlier evident in the sermons of Bdward Irving, lor Irving the in- -*6

carnation was more important than the atonement. In one sermon he declared*

Bo necessary is it to have one man, ever; the man Christ Jesus, to
look to, as the great prototype of spiritual men, that I have no
hesitation in setting this view of the work of the con of God on a
level with, if not above, the view of Him as an atonement. And
therefore it is that in this whole discourse on the incarnation I
have sought to bring out the humanity of Christ in its true colours*
whil© I never lost sight of Bis Divinity, For, once say that in any
part of His life He is not imitabl®, He is not approachable and you
do open the widest door for mysticism and superstition to enter in,''

1Ibid.. pp. 153ff. "ibid.. pp. I07ff

3^dward Irving, Collected «rltir^s. Vol. V., p. 360.
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Juch conviction infltienced Irving1s choice of sermon texts end topics. Over

half of his texts came from the Gospels,1 In a series of sermons on the incarna¬

tion Irving intimated that he turned away from the epistles to the Gospels because

here he found discourses of a "prophetical character...stern or severe" and more
2

compatible to the "present church, which is all but apostate." like many

preachers in the last half of the century Irving rebelled against the insincerity

of religion. Yet _,dward Irving, 1792--1834» lived in the wrong half of the cen¬

tury. He once described the incarnation as "the infinitely pregnant mystery"
3

but living in an era suspicious of mystery be was accused of heresy, Irving

refused to recant. To him the Issue hung on one's view of the humanity of Jesus.

If Jesus was not human as well as divine, Christianity was invalid. He arguedt

The great point between us...is not whether Christ's flesh was
holy—for surely the man who saith we deny this blaaphemeth against
the manifest truth—bat whether during His life it was one with us in
all its infirmities and liabilities to temptation, or whether, by
the miraculous generation, it underwent a change so as to make it a
different body from the rest of the brethren. They argue for an
identity of origin merely; we argue for an identity of life also.
They argue for an inherent holiness; we argue for a holiness main¬
tained by the person of the Son, through the operation of the Holy
Ghost. They say, that though hie body was changed in the generation,
He was still our fellow in all temptations and sympathies! we deny
that it could be so; for change is change; and if His body was changed
in the conception, it was not in its life as ours is. In one word,
we present believers with a real life; a suffering, mortal flesh;
a real death and a real resurrection of this flesh of ours* they
present the life, death and resurrection of a changed flesh! and
so create a chasm between Him and us which no knowledge, nor even

In the Collected writings of dward Irving are to be found eighty-six
sermons. Of these fifty are from the Gospels: sixteen from Matthew, twenty-
five from Luke and nine from John.

^Edward Irving, Collected Writings. Vol. V., pp. 370, 371. This particu¬
lar volume is largely given over to a series of sermons on the incarnation
delivered to the National Scotch Church, London, in 1828.

P. 395.
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iaagination, can overleap. And in so doing, they subvert all
foundations? there is nothing left standing in our faith of Godhead,
in our hopes of manhood.

Irving*s argument did not convince his contemporaries and he was officially

cast out of the Church.

In this period of transition the earlier verdict concerning Ldward

Irving'b view of the incarnation was reversed. Increasingly preachers turned to
2

the Gospels and discovered the Jesus of history, Frofessor A. H, Charteris

wrote of Adward Irving? "One may think that enough would have been done if the

courts had joined him in preaching the real humanity of the Saviour of men, and

had admonished him to be careful of using words...which could not but seem to
3

simple minds to mean that the Redeemer's person had in it an element of sin."

In a sermon on Jesus Christ "The Manifestation of God," John Caird declared to

his Glasgow Congregations

By the constitution of His person, Jesus is to us a manifestation
of God, The incarnation, the mysterious embodiment of the divine
in the form of the human, meets a deep necessity of our nature,
supplying, as it does, to our feeble apprehensions, a visible, palp¬
able object on which they may fix in the effort to think of God, and to
our sympathies and affections in the endeavour to love Him.*

1Ibid.. p. 566. Also see Vol. IV, p. 526,

\hile all of the preachers in this chapter are considered to be liberal
evangelicals, there were really two phases in the evolution of the liberal evangel¬
ical sermon. This first phase I have called the period of transition. The
preachers most prominent in this phase were Rdward Irving, Thomas Guthrie, George
Gilflllan, Robert Rainy, John -adle, John Ker, Norman MacLeod, John Robertson,
and A. K, H, Boyd. John Tulloch and John Caird were also prominent in this
period. While I will be citing them from time to time they are ultimately placed
in the period of the more mature liberal evangelicalism. I have attempted to
read all of the sermons by these mm which were available in book form in New
College Library, Edinburgh. 447 sermons were read by men prominent in this transi¬
tional phase in the evangelical sermon. Of these 114 vere based on the synoptics
and 61 on the Fourth Gospel.

Gordon, i&£ Life Archibald Hamilton Charteris. p. 437.
/
John Caird, Sermons. 1858, p. 123.
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John Ker, who saw in the incarnation "the greatest proof of the Divine," ob-

We are ready to think of Christ as if, by his Divine nature, He
stood above all the sense of human infirmity* But He felt it, and
fell back on the same sources of support*.,.We might doubt the true
Divinity of Christ as soon as his real humanity, for He must touch
both, and touch then entirely, if Be is to bring them together.

Norman MacLeod said that "the purpose of the Incarnation...was not to change
2

the infinite and unchangeable God, but to change man, to reconcile man to God."

Concluding a series of sermons addressed to the working class of his Glasgow

parish, Norman MacLeod emphasized the hope derived from the incarnation;

Thank God for such a revelation as this of Jesus Christ,.,.It
assures us that though "fools and slow of heart to believe," yet
this Prophet will not reject us; that though we are nothing in
the great world, yet this Jesus will walk with us and enter our
homes, that though for a time we may not know who is with us, yet
he will in hie time and way reveal his presence and interpret those
burnings of the heart which softened and soothed us when we knew not
who had kindled theaj that though the day is far spent, yet we need
not fear the night, however dark and mysterious it be, for we have
Jesus with ua—Saviour and Brother, who will "abide with us and never
leave us,"^

In an era seeking a Christianity which was genuine and practical the incarnation

became the theological basis of preaching.

The renaissance of the incarnation resulted In a reorientation of the

atonement. The man most responsible for the new understanding of the atonement

was John MacLeod Campbell, like Irving a deposed minister of the Church of y-

servodt

Scotland.

Scotland, 1831.
5
J. M. Campbell, The, Nature Of The atonement. All references to this

book are from the i'ifth edition, published in 1878,
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vieved the atonement from two perspectives which he called "retrospect and proe-

of God.,,and His dealing with God on behalf of nan." In prospect the atonement

made the humanity and the righteousness of Jesus the norm of Christian livingJ

The perfect righteousness of the Son of God in humanity is itself
the gift of God to us in Christ—to be ours as Christ is ours,-—to
be partaken in as He is partaken in,—to be our life as He is our
lifes instead of its being...ours by imputation.4

In retrospect the atonement was concerned with man's status before God, In

prospect the atonement affected man's character•

In bis view of the atonement, Campbell assumed that Christ had died for

all men and that the gospel was a universal option for all men,-* In this period

of transition the pulpit was quick to make the universal atonement one of the

major tenets of preaching. John iuadie, John her, George Gilflllan, John Caird,

A. K. K. Boyd and Norman MacLeod were among those preachers whose sermons pul¬

sated with a new sense of freedom because of this belief.

This period witnessing the renaissance of the incarnation with its new

understanding of the atonement saw new emphases emanating from the pulpit. The

love of Cod emerged as the great theme of the sermon. Belief in Jesus became

the great plea of the evangelical preacher.

a. Proclaiming The Love Of God

It was la the third quarter of the century that the preacher rediscovered

the love of God and made this a major theme in his sermon. Thomas Guthrie

1Ibid.. pp. xvlff, 22, 23, 206, 207, 278, 279.

2Ibid., pp. llGff, 130ff.

AMA*» PP- 132, 133.

3

5
!£££., pp. Ill, 115.

P» 2.
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faulted the Westminster Confession because there was "no mention of love" in its
1

definition of God. John Robertson declared it to be "the leading function of
2

the ministerial office to proclaim the love of God." John _adie published a

book" of sermons, The divine Love, in which he described love as the essence of

the incarnation and the evidence that one was a Christian.

Christ came into the world to teach and illustrate love. Love is
the very soul of His system. All its doctrines lead to love as
their centre, and all its duties depend upon it for their ful¬
filment. Love is the essence of all its promises, and the lustre
of all its hopes. It teaches that love to Jesus should fill the
heart and that the entire life should be swayed and consecrated by
its influence...,He who loved us and gave himself for us, is the
model we are summoned to copy in all our words and deeds.

The DIVINn LOVE produces in the believer's hec.rt the
reflection of itself...love to the brethren is only another form
of loving Christ.'

To Norman MacLeod, Christianity was nothing less than people living the life of
4

love. Writing to bis congregation in 1862 he said;

I at once frankly express ay earnest conviction that this, if true,
involves the truth of what are recognised to be the other "peculiar"
doctrines or facts of Christianity—such as the divine, as well as
the holy and perfect character of the Person we love; His atoning
work as the grandest expression of His love to us, and that which
most of all kindles love in us to Him; the teaching of the Holy
Lpirit, through whom alone we ear; so perceive the spiritual charac¬
ter and glory of Jesus as to admire and love Him....These, I say,
and other doctrines appear to ae to be involved in the very idea
that Christianity is supreme love to Jesus Christ,*

Love, in the words of Principal John Tulloch, was axiomatic as the "life of

God...the mind of Christ...the health of the Church."^

■j
Thomas Guthrie, T3je Gospel In haekiel. pp. 61, 63,
2
John Robertson, Pastoral Counsels, p. 291.

^John Ladle, The Divine Love, pp. 249, 242, Also see p. 253.

^Norman MacLeod, Love The Fulfilling of The Law, pp. 29, 76, 111, 149.

'Horraan MacLeod, Parish Papers, pp. 4, 5*
6
John Tulloch, Sundays At Balmoral, p. $3.
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This emphasis on the love of God reflected the optimise resulting fro®

the new understanding of the incarnation and the atonement. There was a new tone

in the pulpit. The spirit pervading the sermon was more free and joyful. In

his Reminiscences and Reflections. MacLeod Campbell wroteJ

l{y labour was to fix their attention on the love of God revealed
in Christ, and to get thorn into the mental attitude of looking atN
God to learn His feelings towards them, not at themselves to consider
their feelings towards ilia. As to these, I taught them to be con¬
sistent in their admission of their not being what they should be,
and also to know that they could not by any blind effort make them¬
selves what they should be...and so to come under the natural power
of the love, the forgiving, redeeming love which was set before
them.'

Bobert iainy, minister of Minburgh's Free High Church and later Principal of

New College, accentuated the "good news of Forgiveness11 in his preaching.

Yes my brethren, God is not.awilderness to His people, neither
is His Gospel a dry land of barren words and abstract principles.
God is love. With Him is the fountain of life.,..No good thing
will he withhold from that that seek Him,

Ah, but my brethren, there is hope for us yet. Christ is
come to make us young again—to make a beginning of it, that shall
have its outcome In a better country, where the people are forgiven
their iniquities. *

Taking as his text "speaking the truth in love" A. K, H, Boyd observed!

It is a beautiful combination—truth with love. It makes the
truth infinitely pleasanter to hear,,..It makes the truth infin¬
itely more efficient to do its work. Truth, spoken in love, has
incomparably greater force to do good,—to direct people, to mend
people.,.to draw poor sinful creatures like us to Christ and salva¬
tion,—than truth spoken in severity.'

Writing in Good t.ords in 1872, John Tuiloch nailed his optimism to "The Divine

Fatherhood" whose essence is loves

Love is the essence of the Divine Fatherhood in Christ. It sums

up all its other meanings....The lack of faith to look beyond the

1
J. M. Campbell, n^pipcqnces gnd a#lqct£on,s, P. 133.
2
Bobert . ainy, ..ojourning with Cod,, pp. 21, lb8.

**A. K, H, Boyd, Gunday Afternoons in & University City, pp. 225, 229.
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darkness and evil of the world, and to read the Divine meaning of
good in all nature and providence is for many men, something to be
deplored than to be wondered at. But this Divine meaning has been
brought near to us all in Christ. In Him the great source of all
being is perfectly good.1

In a New Year's sermon in 1874 horaan MaeLeod was exuberant in his quest for

salvation:

What a joy it is to be able...to offer you all good, and to know
that whatever is worth possessing and enjoying for ever is most
surely yours, if you will but know and love Jesus Christ.

I *

Proclaiming the love of God issued in vibrant preaching.

In this period of transition, the preacher was not forgetful of the more

severe aspect of God's character. The wrath of God, the justice of God and the

judgment of God were often proclaimed as the reverse side of God's love. In a

sermon preached before jueen Victoria, John Tulloch minced no words in declaring

that man's rejection of God's love resulted in man's experience of God's wrath.

To them that reject His love, His will is no longer one of love,
bat of wrath. His name is no longer a name of endearment but of
terror. It is of the very essence of the Divine love that it should
not spare, the impenitent and unbelieving. It is the very nature
of the Divine Fatherhood that it should oast from its embrace those
who disown its solicitations....Brethren, it is the very love of God
which, despised, makes the wrath of God. It is the very Fatherliness
of the Divine which makes it a "consuming fire" against all unrighteous-
ness and ungodliness of man.3

John Ladle said that while "Christ's love is without bounds and without end," it
A

did not preclude "discipline and correction" in its pursuit of righteousness.

Thomas Guthrie interpreted the more apocalyptic and aschatological passages of

the Bible as truths accentuating God's love for man.

1John Tulloch, Good ..ords. 1872, p. 199,
2
Herman MacLeod, Good words. 1874, p. 123.

3
John Tulloch, Good words. 1872, p. 202.
4
John uadie, The divine Love, p. 147.
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God indeed, tells us of hell, but it is to permade us to go to heaven,
and as a skillful painter fills the background of his picture with
his darker colours, God puts in the smoke of torment and the black
clouds of Ginai, to give brighter prominence to Jesus, the cross of
Calvary, and his love to the chief of sinners#

In a sermon on "The Perpetuation of Character In the future Life," A. X. B. Boyd

said: "There is great severity in God's character, a® well as incomprehensible

love."2
Norman MacLeod was described as preaching "a merely genial and after-

3
dinner sort of Liberalism," yet his sermons are a poignant example of the more

liberal evangelicals' utilization of God's wrath and judgment in this period of

transition. Death, heaven and hell were common themes. In his Parish Papers.

MacLeod devotee at least half of his sermonic essays to the themes "The Final

Judgment" and the "Future Life." These were not symbolic events to MacLeod. In

one sermon, "The Books Shall Be Opened," he spoke of providence, memory, conscience

and life a® the basis of the final judgment.^ In developing these subjects Norman
5

MacLeod determined to be "practical" not "speculative." He depicted heaven as
6

the apex of God's love. Of hell he said:

A soul separated from God or from all other beings in the universe
is hell.,..It is hell when love is banished from every bosom, love
in none of its forms is ever found in its society, but each soul
lives apart amidst the crowd, wrapt in the burning fire of its own
hate, and for ever gnawed by the worm of undying selfishness.'''

Like the older evangelical, MacLeod used death, heaven and hell as goads to spur

^ Thomas Guthrie, The Gospel & -zekiel. ?• 97.

2A. X. H. Boyd, Mfly & 4 9jtyt p. 21.

3jM. -egtalngter MS&mit Vol. XCVI, p. 26.

4Ibid.. pp. 68-77. 5Ibid.. p. 56.

Norman MacLeod, Love The Fulfilling Off The- Law, pp. 77, 78.
7
Ibid.. pp. 8-4, 85.
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Ms parishioners to greater deeds of love aad labour,let, oil occasion, MacLeod

could give these themes of severity a positive twist because of bis ultimate

confidence In the sovereignty of God which he called love,

Even in this world, never yet emptied of a God of lovo, states
of society have existed, and still exist,,,wMch would be hell to
any men who had ever known or loved God, Do not say again that
the world will never come to this. I know it won't. But my con¬
fidence rests in God, got in men who now reject His kingdom and
refuse to do His will.

At the time of his fatal illness, MacLeod said*

Let us thank God for His love. After all...death is a wrong nam©
for It is birth into the true life.3

In MacLeod's sermons there was a spirit of optimism but it was not the naive or

idealistic optimism of later liberal!as. MacLeod proclaimed God's love as justice

and judgment as well as goodness and forgiveness.

b. Inducing Belief In Jesus

The renaissance of the incarnation coupled with the new understanding of

the atonement led to a new emphasis on man's response to God's love. To the more

liberal evangelical God's action while complete and open to all sen necessitated

man's acceptance. "Believing in Jesus" was one phrase used to describe man's

response. Inducing belief in Jesus was thus a major objective in preaching.

In soliciting man's favorable response to God's action, the liberal evangelical

both simplified and intensified the ides of belief.

In urging belief in Jesus, the more liberal evangelical accentuated the

simplicity of belief. Norman MacLeod, who made frequent use of this phrase,

said:

1Koraan MacLeod, Good Words. 1866, p. 770j 1867, p. 19•

1872, p. fo27.

^Donald MacLeod, Memoir of floroan MacLeod. Vol. 2, p. 376.
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fhis consecration or simple yielding of ourselves to God, in itself
occupies little time—-no more necessarily then the uttering of an
intelligent "yes" or "no" whatever the preliminaries that may lead ^
to this point, or the momentous consequences that may follow fro® it.

George Gilfillan spoke of "the simple act of believing on Jesus" as the beginning
Z

of salvation. Robert Rainy called the gospel "glad tidings of great joy" because
3

all man need do is "ask for it and it is given to them for the asking."*^

Belief in Jesus while disarmingly simple was demanding in it sincerity,

A. K, H. Boyd wrote that believing "the truth as it is in Jesus" was not self-

inflicted torture nor the transformation of life into "a long dull agony so God

will pardon you."^ Yet the result of this belief was a "living, experimental"

faith whereby the Christian attempted to live "in & healthful spiritual atmosphere

...saturated through and through with Christ."-' Belief was not Intellectual

assent, it was trust and commitment to Jesus. Such belief, declared John Caird,

was the cornerstone of true religions

know Christ as my Saviour—to come with all my guilt and weakness
to Him in whom trembling penitence never fails to find a friend-
to cast myself at His feet in whoa all that is divine holiness is
softened, though not obscured, by all that is beautiful in human
tenderness—and believing in that love stronger than death which for
ae, and such as me, drained the cup of untold sorrows, and bore without
murmur the bitter curse of sin, trust my soul for time and eternity
into His hands—this is the beginning of true religion.6

7
Belief vm the evidence of man's "own personal interest in Christ." MacLeod

Gorman MacLeod, Good Words, 1872, p. 428,

''George Gilfillan, Alpha and -mega. Vol, 1, p. 345*

^Robert Itainy, Xh£. Syer^tjiy, (&gM, pp. 3, 4, Sojourning 2a&, p. 177.
A
A. x. H. Boyd, Seaside Musings vk Sundays, p. 79*

^Xbid.. pp. 80, 81.

6John Caird, jftUfflqn & P* 27-

7hdward Irving, OoHepted uritingp, Vol. 1, p. 603*
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Cfsmpbell preferred th© word repentance which he defined as "the heart turning

to God and putting trust in God and glorifying God as God."^ John Ker said*

We may be brought to the conviction that there is an architecture
of the universe fcy the study of its physical lavs, bat to believe
firmly in an Architect requires some personal contact with Him,
and to have faith in Him as a Father and a friend requires the
surrender of ourselves. There is no other way} to live a spiritual
life we must choose to live and in the choice of life comes the
conviction of its reality ami of its divine excellence.^

Believing Jesus was trusting Jesus. It was coraaiting oneself to Jesus* way of

life. In a book of sermons published in 1865 Professor Robert Flint insisted that

salvation was only "obtained through Faith""* yet he viewed with contempt those

who said that man had to "only believe." For Flint faith was not a "simple

act"| true saving faith demanded the concentration of the "whole soul."^ While

simple because of its immediatenees and expliciteness believing Jesus ruled cut

cant ana necessitated personal experience.

Belief in Jesus was not simply an act occurring at one moment in a

person*s life. Belief was to be continuous* The more liberal evangelical of

this period accepted the validity of conversion experiences tut to him the

question was never "when did you first believe?" The question was "are you be¬

lieving and trusting Jesus now?" Norman MacLeod always spoke in the present tenae
5

inquiring "Do wa believe in Jesus?" His cousin, the famous John MacLeod Campbell,

spoke of belief as "the test of th© presence of real faith," defining belief

1
The -hole Proceedinge £n £ho Case a£ JQftn - 'hood Campbell. Fart 2, p.

187. Also see h^iplfceppep ac£ kSllSSUSMj PP» 25ff.
2
John iter, .eraonai Second series, pp. 98, 99.

\obert Flint, Christ's Kingdom un Carth. p. 229.

PP. 230, 231.
5
Norman MacLeod, Good ^ords. 1861, p. 700} 1862, p. 387} 1866, p. 419.
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"I
as "seeing what is given you in Christ." John Ker described man as searching

for "th© salvation of the Lord" and warned that "there is not a spot in the
2

search after Qod where he is entitled to sit down and rest." A. K. H, Boyd

described belief and repentance as the two requirements necessary for man's

personal salvation and insisted that both b6 continuous."* To Boyd the sincerity

of a man's belief was evident in the way he lived. To believe was "to feel...

to realize" in life the truth of Jesus.^ Inducing belief in Jesus was not the

same as preaching conversion. Belief in Jesus was continuousj it was comprehen¬

sive! it was not doctrine j it was personal experience. It was "the power to

realize spiritual things."^
By 1875 the divergent elements of evangelicalism were heading toward

their Araaggedon, The balance of power was shifting in favor of the more liberal

evangelical, A descriptive sermon, a disdain for dogmatism in the pulpit, an

appreciation for aiysteiy, the cantraliiy of the incarnation, an atonement for

all men, a God whose essence was love, a belief in Jesus which was simple but

demanding* these were the new elements secured in the sermon during the

ascendancy of liberal evangelicalism. In 1876 the final conflict came in the

heresy trial of Irofesaor Aobertson bmith. The iseue was higher criticism. In

1881 he was condemned and deposed of his Old Testament chair in Aberdeen free

Church College, This case marked th© end of th© first phase, the period of

1
J. M. Campbell, hefle^pr,?, pp. 15A, 153.
2
John Ker, persons. pp. 348, 349.

K. H. Boyd, seaside Musings Ofi Cundaya. pp. 94, 318. Also see The
Graver Thoughts 0£ 4 Country Carson. pp. 68, 265ff•

^A. K. H. Boyd, duoday /Xternoona k University City, pp. 34ff. In a
sermon entitled "realization" Aer deals specifically with this theme,

5Ibid., p. 38.
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transition in the emergence of a sore liberal evangelicalism. Ironically

Robertson1 s defeat was the coup £& grace of older evangelicalism.
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CHAPTER VII

THL LIBERAL LValiGlSLIGAL S&iMQN

After 1880 the more liberal evangelical sermon became dominant in the

pulpit. The sermon reflected all of the changes wrought by the earlier liberal

evangelicals in the period of transition, "Reductionist" was the trend, for the

preacher continued to whittle down the "huge tissue of orthodoxy" in his attempt
•j

to gain practicality. Hie liberal evangelical of this period was equally firm

in his rejection of dogma and his commitment to tolerance. Hie style of preach¬

ing continued to be descriptive but style became less & matter of importance and
2

the once vivid outlines of the older evangelical were now blurred and foggy.

1
"Reductionism" was a phrase used by the Scottish Congregationalist, P,

T, Forsyth, in his iyaan Beechor Lectures in 1907? see P, I. Forsyth, Positive
Preaching And The Modern Hind, p, 133, Also see W, L, M'Farlan, "The Things
Which Cannot Be Shaken," Scotch deraona. pp, 2l9ff,

The continued practicality of the sermon is evident In the sermon themes
and titles, Alexander Wbyte once preached a sermon on enjoying a holiday and
another on reading a newspaper; see The walk. Conversation aid Character of
Jesus Christ Our Lord, pp, 24Sff, 258ff, Henry Drummond1s "Christmas Booklets"
included "The Programme of Christianity," and "The City without A Church"; see
The Greatest Thing Lj world, pp, 71ff, 127ff, Also see Joto Caird, Aspects
of Life: iiobert Flint, Christ's nlngdom Upon oarth.

2
In Scotch Sermons only one sermon in the aeries has a clearly enunciated

outline; see pp. 5Iff. In John Caird's, University Sermons the outline is usually
blurred. In Caird's Aspects of Life, the sermon is usually obviously outlined.
Likewise Alexander Wfayte at times follows a formal outline in his sermons and
other times abandons such a plan. When the more liberal evangelical did outline
his sermon he only enunciated his major heads. The minute and detailed outline
of such older evangelicals as John Cairns appears to have been discarded.
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He continued to turn to the Gospels more frequently in his sermon text. The

incarnation was the theological basis of the sermon but no longer was it necessary

to posit the incarnation against the atonement. That debate was largely settled

by the earlier liberal evangelical. The more liberal evangelical preacher in

this period clearly built on the achievements of his predecessors.

what then was the difference between the liberal evangelical in the clos¬

ing decades of the century and his forebears? In part it was the generation

gap} men such as Norman MacLeod did not live long enough to drive their stakes

into this new era. For those men living long enough to span the two phases of

liberal evangelicalism, evolution and higher criticism often brought about the

parting of the ways. In the Robertson Smith heresy trial men such as Robert

Rainy and A. H. Charter!s were opposed by Alexander Whyte and Marcus Cods who
2

defended Smith, Robert Flint, John lulloch, John Caird and Henry Druaaond were 7

examples of the more apologetic preachers who defended evolution in their sermons

and even sought to establish a positive relationship between science and Chris-
3

tianity. By contrast the earlier liberal had been silent even negatory on

See Appendix IV-B, C. Also see The British weekly. March 26, 1896,
p. 379. In a survey on sermon texts for the Sunday of March 8, 1896, three-
fourths of the texts were from the New Testament} one-sixth were taken from
the Gospel of John. The other favorite books in order weres First John, Luke,
. atihew, Mark, Hebrews, Acts, First Corinthians, Romans.

2
George Adam Ttoith and Marcus Bods were both leaders in the area of

biblical criticism. This was the subject of George Adam Smith's Lyman Beecher
Lectures in 1899* Modern Criticism And The ^reaching of The old Testament.
John Tuiioch, jjaaoaaalB QL MAsiam Thou^t M Mtoto l&g&g xh& i&nateaayi
Century, p. 332, believed that this study had done much good for both the Bible
and preaching. Also see G. F, Barbour, ££. cit.. pp. 201ff.

3 l'
Henry Drumaond was the great proponent of evolution among theologians „.

in Scotland at this time. His Lowell Lectures in Boston in 1893 were titled
The Ascent of Kan. For these lectures he was brought to the bar of the Free
Church Assembly but defended by Marcus Dods and James Stalker the charges were
dismissed. An earlier work by Srumond on Natural Law in thg, Spiritual World
was attacked in & pamphlet by James Denney. Bee James Denngu Cg "Natural Law
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these issues. As the century drew to a close sen such as Robert Rainy showed

greater tolerance in these areas but somehow these issues were never part of

their creed. The liberal evangelical of this later mood believed in both evolu¬

tion and biblical criticism and publicly affirmed his belief.

Two distinct patterns were evident in the background of the more liberal

evangelical of this period. One group was centered in the Old Kirk. They were

a close knit fraternity with John Tulloch, John Caird and it. E. ftory among their
1 2

leading spokesmen. Many of thorn had contributed to the scotch Sermons. They

were academically proficient and ultimately a number of them left their rural

parishes for academic posts. They were, in some respects, the more radical of

the liberal evangelicals and more reflective of the influence of contemporary
3

German thought. Their theology was not really less orthodox than that of the

in the L-oiritual World." Druaaond's use of evolution in his sermons was the
basis of much of his optimism. He once said, "Nothing happens by chance in the
world, God is a God of order and of good and evolution is that rule of order";
see The Greatest Thing In The *orld And Other Addressee. p. 245, Also see
iiobert Flint, Sermons and Addresses, p. 78; John Tulloch, Burners At Balmoral.
PP. 37, 57-59J Alexander Whyte, Bible Gftr-craqtefgs To pchan, pp. 9-12.

\j. L. btory, pp. 59ff.

She contributors to the Scotch Sermons weres John Caird, John Gunning-
ham, B. J. Ferguson, William Knight, William Mackintosh, William L, M1Parian,
Allan Mensties, James Nicoll, Thomas fain, Adam Scrapie, John Stevenson, Patrick
otevenson, R. H, Story, Of these men, John Cunningham became Principal of St.
Mary1® College, St, Andrews; William Knight was a Professor at St. Andrews;
Allan Menzies became Professor of Biblical Criticism at St. Andrews; R. H. Stozy
was later iirincipal of Glasgow University, succeeding John Caird. John Tulloch,
though not & contributor to this volume of sermons, was also principal at St,
Andrews. For this particular group of men the universities at Glasgow said St.
Andrews appear to have been points of gravitation and education,

3
John Tulloch in his inaugural lecture at St. Andrews in 1854 paid

tribute to the thought of Gchleieraacher. While he is critical, his main point
of departure from Schleierraacher is his substitution of the Bible for the Church
as the final basis of authority; see Theologies! Tendencies y£ The Age. John
Caird is the outstanding example of right-wing Hegelianism in Gcotland; see
Introduction To The Philosophy pf Religiofl. In some of these sermons there is
also the suggestion of a kitschlian influence. The United Presbyterian James Grr
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liberal evangelical found in the Free Church, but the jpsissiaa verba of a more

evangelical theology were often missing in their sermons.

The second group of liberal evangelicals was centered in Edinburgh and

the Free Church. They included such sen as Robert Flint, Marcus Dods, Henry

.hen

4
Drummond, Alexander whyte, George Adam Uaith and waiter C. baiih.^ Many of them

had studied old Testament at hew College, Edinburgh, under a. B. Davidson, him-
2

self suspected of being the father of biblical criticism in the Free Church.

These men were aggressive in their evangelism although they cast their evangelie-
3

tic endeavors into new molds. In contrast to the aloof stance of the more liberal

evangelicals in the Old Kirk, these men were ardent in their support of Dwight

L. Moody but their liberalism brought consternation to many of Moody's more
L

conservative followers. These men of the Free Church were also influenced by

/ V

was very critical of the Influence of Kitsohlian theology in Britain} see The
,-itachXian Theology, particularly chapter 8, "The Kltsehllan Theology And The
Evan.olical Faith."

1
Of the men mentioned, all were members of the Free Church except for

nobert Flint. Flint was Frofessor of Divinity at the University of Edinburgh.
Flint appears to have been sympathetic to the liberal evangelism of the Free
Church. He actively supported Henry Lruaaond in his work among university
students as well as Dwight L, Moody.

2
Archibald C, Kennedy, "William inbertson baith," Fathers Of The Kirk.

p. 24-2.
3
Henry orumaond's paper, The Hew ^vangellsm. is the best single index

to the evangelism and theology of the more liberal evangelical in contrast to
the older evangelicalism.

^The biographies of all of these men substantiate their allegiance to
Dvight L. Moody. Especially Interesting is Henry Drummond's Dwlaht b. Moody with
an introduction by George Adam Smith. 3y contrast it is curious that the studies
of men such as John Caird and oohn Tulloch are silent about Moody. In her Later
iieminiacences. pp. 67-68, J. L. Story, the wife of xTincipal Story, indicates her
own personally positive impression of Moody.

The advent of Dwigbt L. Moody in Scotland in 1873 was like the lull be¬
fore the Btorm, the storm being the itobertson omith controversy commencing in
1876. One striking feature of Moody's impact was the loyalty he commended from
the divergent groups within presbyterianism. As might be suspected, pietists such
as undrew and Horatlus Bonar, Andrew Fosaerville and A. Moody Stuart were at the
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contemporary German theologians, many of them having spent a period of time in 1 ,
A

study in Germany. In George ndaa Smith this group included the leading old Testa-

sent critic in Scotland, if not in Britain. In Henry I/rumaond they boasted the <r-

leading spokesman of theiatic ©volution. Yet their sermons retained many of ^

the phrases of the evangelical vocabulary and their speech appears to have be¬

trayed an evangelical eloquence. While some of them were accused of heresy,
1

on the whole they proved that a man could be both liberal and evangelical. V

front of his campaign, equally involved were a number of theological professors.
In December, 1873, a "call to prayer1' was sent to every minister in Scotland in
connection with Moody's meetings in Edinburgh. Among those signing this appeal
were ..rofesaora W. G. Blalkie, A. H. Charteris, Thomas J. Crawford, dames Hac-
Grogor and Robert Rainy. Gee h. Peddle, & Consecutive narrative Uf The . .u:aarkable
awaketing In Edinburgh, p. 5. A. K» H. Boyd, Marcus bods, John her, iexander
■hyte, James Stalker, George Matheson and William Robertson of Hew Greyfriars
were among the ministers in sympathy with Moody's efforts in Scotland. See W.
E, iioody, The Life y£ i/wight L* Moody, pp. 164Xf; Recollections of 2a. k». Moody
;.nd His .,ork In Britain, a pamphlet by D, L. to bo found in hew College Libraryj
The British Weekly. September 23, 1897, p. 381. As a result of Moody's influence
the Gaiety Club, an evangelistic program among university students and later &
group for more liberal theological discussions, was formed. See G. A. Smith,
The nlfe C£ Henry ^ruaaond. p. 108.

The influence of Dwight L. Moody upon the Scottish religious atmosphere
appears to nave been rather considerable. His Influence upon the sermon per ee.
was minimal. His simple message was that because of the love of God, men were
to "believe in Jesus." Moody did not pretend to be a theologian. His aagnitissa
was found in his simple sermons and his genuine humility and tolerant even ad¬
miring attitude toward men holding differing views. Thus he invited to his
Northfield Conferences in the United States men such as Henry Drummond whose
evolutionary sympathies he did not share, and George Adam ^aith whose own theo¬
retical views of higher criticism he rejected* brummond especially gave time and
energy to Moody's campaigns in Scotland. bruamond wrotei "It is not too much
to say that Scotland would not have been the same today but for the visit of Mr.
Moody and Mr. Saakey; and that so far-reaching was, and is, the influence of
their work, that any one who knows the inner religious history of the country
oust regard this time as nothing short of a national epoch." oee Henry Bruamond,
fwight L. Moody, pp. 81, 82. George Ada® wraith wrote at the time of Moody * s
death? "To me it is very clear that we have lost not only one of the strongest
personalities of our time, but a man who was more able than any other to act as
a reconciler of our present divisions." See Henry Drummond, bvflght h. Moody.
"A Personal Tribute" by George Adam Smith, p. 4,

^Marcus Hods, Henry Bruauaond and George Adam Smith were all accused of
heresy but the charges were ultimately dropped as men such as Robert Rainy moved
to make certain that the tragedies of the Robertson .mith Trial were not repeated.
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If it is correct to say that theological diversity and hoa&letical

variety were the keynotes of the nineteenth century pulpit, at no time was this

more true than in the closing decades of the century. With a spark of prophetic

insight John Stevenson of ulexais said*

When the historian of th© future seeks to trace the development of
religious life in the nineteenth century, he will find it no easy
task to discover its vital elements amid the antagonisms of v
doctrinal belief and the conflicts of ecclesiastical power.'

The liberal evangelical was not easily given to labels. Freedom of spirit,

catholicity of mind, an unpredictable quest for practicality* these were the

attitudes with which the preacher approached his task of sermon composition.

Consequently any examination of the more liberal evangelical pulpit in this period

must beware of over simplification. While outlining the path pursued by the

preacher, it must be remembered that tfa© unique characteristics and common themes

of liberal evangelicalism were appropriated in a variety of ways.

There were three unique characteristics appearing in the more liberal

evangelical sermon in this period, first, there was a new perspective in preach¬

ing, Preaching was consigned to religion as opposed to theology. Preaching xma

to appeal to man's motives, his imagination, his heart, his spiritual instinct.

Preaching to man's intellect alone was discouraged. Second, there was a new

appropriation of the Bible. The Bible was a human book and its message was to

be proclaimed in a human way. Third, there was a new soteriologlcal emphasis. >

Salvation was stressed as a matter of character, not of status before God.

Be© Liliaa Adam Smith, Georre Adam Smith, p. 83. Donald MacMillan, The l»li'a Of
i.iobert Flint, p. 270, writes that at this time "the theological world was divided
into two camps...evangelicalism and Broad Church!sow" He says Flint "belonged
to neither school...transcended both."

3
John Atevenson, "Religion—The-logy—ecclesiastic! am," Scotch -Harmons

P. 339.
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Its Unique Characteristics

a, A New Perspective In Preaching

The more liberal evangelical preacher viewed his task from a new perspec¬

tive. Preaching increasingly came to be associated with religion as opposed

to theology. Theology was 'Intellectual," it was "science."^ Religion was
2

Mapiritual"| it spoke to the "spiritual instinct," the Geist of man. John

Tulloch, sometimes called the father of modern liberalism in Scotland, saidi

"Truth on its intellectual side is hard to find. It is the possible quest of only

a few...the essential weakness of many modern schemes of religion is that [they
■5

are] schemes of intellectualisa." Re observedx

Practically life is built upon confidence, and the religious life
certainly rises out of it, and men learn to act upon it. Knowledge
never displaces it here. However closely we may rest in the Divine,
in the end it is the rest of trus* and not the insight of knowledge.
We feel God rather than know Hiaj feel Him as a presence rather than
know Him as an object. And ©very step we make in the Divine life we .

must still trustj we must often stretch forth our hand in the darkness.

John Caird, who exercised considerable influence over theological students in

this period, described pergonal piety not theological knowledge as "the first

1Marcus hods, vhat Ig. £ Christian? pp. 5, 6. R. H. Story, Greed and
Conduct, p. 3* John Stevenson, "Religion—Theology—ixjclesiasticisra," scotch

p. 340.

2John Caird, introduction T& ihe Thqloffpph.v nellgion. p. 172. Marcus
Cods, -'bat Is 4 Christian? pp. 5, 6. John Stevenson, "Religion—Theology—
kJclesiasticiSEi," Scotch Sermons, p. 340.

3
John Tulloch, Sundays A£ Balmoral, p. 87.

^Ibid.. p. 50. The text of this sermon was 1 Cor. 13x9, "for we know in
part," The theme was "Christian Agnosticism," Tulloch made three points: 1.
The necessity of trust. 2. The necessity of tolerance...when we know so little.
3. The necessity of charity for all true tolerance springs from a bond of love.
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i

(Salification of the religious instructor#" waiter C, Smith of Edinburgh's free

high Church was equally direct, stating, "Theology is not piety.#..Therefore

Jesus does net say 'Have you sound ideas on the doctrine of the atonementV"
2

H© askst 11Lovest Thou me?" In a sermon entitled, "hellglon, The Open Air Of

The Caul," George Adam Smith declared:

It is not profession which reveals where a man puts hie trust. It
is the practice and discipline of life, betraying us by a hundred
coamonpiace ways, in spite of all the orthodoxy we boast.3

In a series of lectures delivered to the theological students of the Old Kirk in

Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Glasgow, Henry Wallis Smith insisted! "the aim of the
L

preacher is not literary or intellectual, but spiritual." Alexander Whyte said

that "self-knowledge" not knowledge of doctrine was the "root of all real reli¬

gious knowledge" and "all preachers" were "at one" on this.^ The preacher was

to "bring real personal religion home to the experience and the heart.This
7

meant that he was "to preach not Theology bit Religion." In aligning preaching

with religion, the sermon was to be addressed to man's "spiritual instinct."

Since preaching was consigned to men's "spiritual instinct" the preacher

appealed less and less to man's reason. This was the blunt pronouncement of

1
John Caird, Aspects Ug Life, pp. 253*254. Caird said that while the

truth of revelation was to be believed and accepted, this belief was "unsupported."
It was not derived from "reason." He said that in man there was "a silent oracle
...an unwritten revslation,..unbiased conscience," pp. 2, 3. Also see .(hat Is
Aeldgiop, p. 20} Uqiverplty ^rmons, pp. 116, 117,

2
Walter C. Smith, Sermons, p. 307.

3
George Adam Smith, Four rsalaq. pp. 74* 75#

^H. W, Smith, Th£ Faster 4& preacher, p. 21.

^Alexander Whyte, Bururan Uharacters. iirst oeries. p. 32.

^A, K, H. Boyd, Towards The :,unsct. p. 219.

?Ibid.
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Henry Gruraaond in a paper, "The New uvangellsm," read to the Free Church Theo¬

logical Society in Glasgow 1892* "The leading faculty of the new theology is
1

not to be reason." Drunraond found reason wanting because here the "soul-food
2

was taken out of the truth and the husks thrown to the intellect*" He asserted*

3
"Reason is not large enough to be the organ of Christianity,"

Preaching was to stir man's spiritual nature# Juch preaching Drumond

believed should be addressed to man's "Imagination.He said*

All[Jesus'J most Important sayings are put up in such form as to
moke it perfectly clear that they were deliberately designed for
the Imagination.

You cannot indeed really jut up religious truth in any other
for®. You can put up facts, information, but God's truth will not
go into a word. You must put It in an image, God Himself could not
put truth in a word, therefore He made the Word flesh. There are few
things less comprehended than this relation of truth to language.

The purpose of revelation is to exhibit the mind of God—the
ungebocdner Ctelat. The vehicle is words, gebundnen Worten. what
words? Words which are windows and not prisons, .torus of the
Intellect cannot hold God—the finite cannot hold, the infinite. But
an image can. Go God has made it possible for us by giving us an
external world to make image-words.*

The language of imagination was the parable, the metaphor, the axiom and the

paradox for only these could "burst the shell of words,Drummond equated
7

imagination with faith, intuition and subjective idealism. He concluded* nm
8

preachers our aim must be, not to prove things, but to make men see things,"

The preaching of Alexander Whyte of Free St, George's West, xudinborgh,

i

Henry Grummond, The New ;wangellsa And wther Fapera. p. 26,

2Ibld.. p. 34. 3lbid.
Ibid., p. w8,

5
m* p. 29. Also see John Calrd, assays For Sunday Reading, p, 70,

PP» 31, 32. 7M&*> P. 34.

8I32i£., P. 35.
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has bean described as "sanctified and soaring imagination." tor Alexander ,hyte

preaching to man's spiritual nature was the same ss preaching to the heart, ireli¬

gion was rooted in the heart and the preacher was defined as "The prophet of the
2 3

heart." ./byte once soldi "your eye is the shortest way to your heart." In

his sermons he appealed to man's imagination for here was the optic nerve of the

heart. In a sermon on "Imagination In Prayer" Whyt® called imagination "The

noblest intellectual attribute of the human aindj" the "inward eyes.In the

preaching of Alexander Whyte it is apparent that the language of imagination

was the language of imagery. In s sermon based on the Bunyan Character in the

Holy War. Clip-Promise, Whyte saidi

The grace of God is like a bullion mass of purest gold, and then Jesus
Christ is the great ingot of that gold, and then Moses, and David, and
Isaiah, and Hosea, and Paul, and Peter, and John are the inspired
artists who have commission to take both bullion and ingot, and out
of them to cut, and beat, and smelt, and shape, and stamp, and super¬
scribe the promises, and then to issue the promises to pass current
in the market of salvation like so many shekels, and pounds, and
pence, and farthings, and mites, as the case may be. And it was just
these royal coins, imaged and superscribed so richly and so beautifully,
that Clip-Promise so mutilated, abused, and debased, till for doing
so he was hanged by tha neck till he was dead.*

Whyte preached at least 111 sermons to his congregation on bunyan1s Characters

for his desire was that his parishioners would "enter with mind, and heart, and
6

conscience, and imagination into Bunyaa'a great conception of the human soul."

1G. F. Barbour, TJje Uf& Alexander Wfartfl, p. 299.

^Alexander Whyte, Bible Characters? Ahltonhel To Nehemiah. p. 153. The
Walfc* Oopvergaljon M. Ch^acter £f Jes&£ GMg£. Jgr Lord, pp. 179ff•

3
A. whyte,» Gftarqqterq, Thj,rd ,;prjep, p. 38.

^A. whyte, Lorcf Teach lis To Pray, pp. 243* 244,
5
A. whyte, gmm Characters, ihjrd paries, pp. 98, 99.
6
Ibid., p. 6.
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Tbe liberal evangelicals addressed their sermons to the spiritual nature

of man for differing reasons. First, preaching delimited to the spirit of man

reflected the new understanding of religion, Religion was not a formal system

of beliefj religion was a way of life, a relationship. Marcus hods insisted that
1 2

religion was not morality. Religion was not the Church. Religion was the

recognition that "the Supreme as the Incomprehensible Spirit who underlies all

existence...is our absolutely holy and loving Father."^ Religion was that

"permanent" relationship with "the absolutely holy and loving God" in which

man himself became holy and lovingReligion was the method by which man was

united with God. Christianity was simply "Christ1s method of uniting us to

God."'* Dods once defined a Christian ass

The mm who has received the Spirit of Christ....All the knowledge
that a man needs to make him a Christian is only the knowledge
that Christ can and will bestow the Holy Spiritj for the one
article of the Christian creed is faith in a new living and
supreme Christ. All the action that is required to make a man
a Christian is that action which consists in truly depending upon
Christ for the Holy Spirit.

Again, preaching to man's spiritual nature was the result of the contin¬

uing liberal emphasis on Christianity as a practical way of life, a life of love.

Walter C« Smith called "love the body and symbol of Christianity" and declared
7

that the Golden Rule was the "guiding principle of life." George Adam ~aith,
*

the popular young preacher at queen's Cross Free Church, Aberdeen, held an

1
Marcus Dods, Why Be it Christian? pp. 78ff.

2Ibld.. pp. 82ff. 3Ibid.. pp. 76, 77.

*lhld.
^Marcus Rods, M IS. k Christian;' p. 3.

^Marcus Gods, Christ and Man, pp. 120-121.
7 -

-alter C. Cmith, Germon The Mount, pp, 287, 302ff.
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enlarged and social vision of the kingdom of God. He wrote;

The leal love of God is every day. There, in that commonplace
daily light: in that love which is as near you as the open air
and as free as the sunshine, are the life arid exultation which
you seek so vainly within yourself.'

Faith as "belief in certain opinions; the assent of the mind to a certain system
2

of truth" was discarded. Faith was "trust in God" and this was a trust which

proved itself in "the common affairs and interests of life.""' "Religion" said

Walter G, Smith, "is neither a doctrine of truth nor an amotion of piety but

both working together to bring about a life of practical goodness." let to

emphasize the practical was to minimize the doctrinal, for the task of the

preacher "from beginning to end" was to "bear on the actual business of the

moral and spiritual life.""* The principles of the spiritual life were "love

...sincerity....faith.,.sympathy."6 Practical preaching accentuated a religion

of the heart for only then would the individual Christian be motivated to live
7

out the life of desus. George Adm Smith began a communion sermon with this

affirmation:

Religion is a fountain of life or nothing at all. When it is
practised as a round of solemn functions, or trusted only as
the assurance of a future salvation, or obeyed as a series of
precepts and doctrines} then the soul is deceived and starved}
and ve need the voice of Jesus to cry loudly in our ears-—!

i

George Adam Smith, lour realms, p. 86.

Walter C, Smith, The Sermon ug The Mount, p. 2^1.

•'ibid.
^Walter G. Smith, Mormons, pp. 94ff.

\alter C. Smith, The ^rmoa Oq The Mount, p. 308.

6Ibid., p. 317.
7
Walter C, Smith, ermons. p. 3*8; The .sermon on The Mount, pp. 3klff.
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came that they may have life and that they may have it abundantly,
isvery heart will tall itself that this is the gospel which it
requires.1

Alexander .hyte advocated preaching to man's motives for "our motives are the
2

secret springs of our hearts,'* Preaching was often addressed to man's spiritual

Instinct not because the preacher disdained the intellect nor abandoned any sys¬

tem of doctrine, hit because such preaching was felt to be the only practical

way to foster a living faith,

finally, the sermon was often addressed to man's spiritual instinct,

for the preacher believed this to be his most effective answer to the intellectual
3

challenge of secularization. This was particularly true in apologetlcal preach¬

ing, The liberal evangelical believed that Christianity was centered in man's

spiritual nature and this meant that man was both free to follow Christ and

believe what he would,^ The Bible was not to be squared with evolution nor the
5

authority of scripture defended on the basis of inerrancy. In a sermon preached

to the students of Glasgow University, Professor Robert flint attempted to speak

to man's spiritual nature by appealing to man's conscience for belief in Christ

was a matter of the heart,

Gome of you have the most radical doubts as to Christianity.
Go be it. Although 2 have no time to consider how you may

^George Adas Smith, The Forgiveness Of sips. p. 238.
2
Alexander Whyte, With Mercy AiyS ^-ith Judgment, pp. 44-45.

pp. 159ff. of thesis,

d, Ferguson, "Law and Miracle," scotch ^eraons. p. 82. Here Ferguson
says that the three issues demanding accommodation were science, history and
biblical criticism. In this sermon Ferguson does not commit himself one way or
another to these issues he simply argues that man was free to believe these new
concepts and still b© a Christian.

5
John Tulloch, Sundays Balmoral, pp. 37# 87-93. Marcus Bods, ngvel&-

liaa M laatoteb PP« Robert Flint, Jegfflm, p. 311; K. H. Story,
Qryed a£d Conduct, p. 205.
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have come to your doubts, or what may be the worth of the
grounds on which you would be prepared to defend them, I have
a word to you also.

There are some things which, happily you cannot very
easily doubt. You can no more doubt, for instance, the testimony
of your consciences than can doubt the testimony of your
eyesight,

well, let tills conscience scrutinise and judge your own
moral lives. It is what it ought to do. It is its appropriate
function and work within you.^
We constantly hear of young men having had their faith shaken
by, for example, some metaphysical theory of the limits of
knowledge, or some scientific or so-called scientific theory,
of evolution, or certain critical investigations Into the origin
and composition of books of scripture, or some ingenious specula¬
tion as to the credibility of miraclesj and it may be that we are
asked to Indicate how the doubts which have thus been raised should
be dealt with. In the vast majority of cases it is, I believe,
comparatively useless to deal with the® directly, because they have
mainly risen from there having been no real faith in Christ, or even
serious and reasonable consideration of Christ's claims, to start
with,...If you realise in sane fitting measure your own condition
as a sinner, and seriously consider how the Gospel responds to
your wants as a sinner, then, but only then, can 1 entertain a
good hope that you will see that Christ ^stands in an altogether
exceptional, yea unique relation to you.

* »

In another sermon, John Caird reminded the students of Glasgow University that

faith was always personal and grounded in that internal spirit common to both
3 § t * ■

man and God. Ducb faith could only be experienced and "discerned" by the

individual. Therefore faith need not fear nor spurn the "questioning or criti¬

cism of documents, the clashing of scientific facts with sacred narratives, the

*Robert Flint, ^enaons. p. 75#
2
Ibid., p. 78. Also see in this volume "dome Requirements Of A Present-

Day Christian Apologetics," an address by .lint before the Edinburgh Diocesan
Church Reading Union In 1899, pp. 299ff#

3John Caird, cfrrftgt^ rianlp-flcsg, pp. 23ff. In hia Utflygr^ty
p. 76, Caird sees religion as above intelligence.

P« 25 •
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•j
philosophical assaults on miracles." Indeed such questioning only strengthened

2
"the witness of the Spirit of God within your breasts." In a sermon addressed

to the students of Edinburgh University, Marcus uods noted that while the

atonement and the divinity of Christ were the "two fundamental doctrines" one
3

did not have to believe in either to be a Christian. This was true because

"reunion to God depends so much more on the conscience and on the heart than

on mental enlightenment." Cods said that the simple question for believing

faith was "Do you believe in Christ as able to bring you into fellowship with

God?"'* As an apologetical preacher, the more liberal evangelical did not con¬

demn evolution nor deny biblical criticism. He simply appealed to man's spiritual

instinct and he attempted to make this appeal both intelligible and conclusive.

As religion was more and more restricted to the spiritual nature the

preacher became increasingly tolerant and the sermon more mystical, lor oohn

Caird religion was more catholic than all creeds"$ religion was "love and
6 7

loyalty to Christ." "The essence of religion [wasJ piety." Caird's religious

^Ibid. In Dcotch Deraops. pp. 20ff., Caird attempts to make Christianity
reasonable to those not believing in the divinity of Christ. His approach is
not to argue either the divinity or humanity of Christ but to set forth the
divine"potential latent in man himself because of Christ.

P. 26* Cee £& MgaMsUa SSL 'USSL Is-
appealing to the Gelat innate in man, Caird emphasized that religion was both
"feeling" and "knowledge," pp. 156, 165. While religion was centered in nan's
"rational and intelligent nature," religion was not a "purely intellectual
thing," p. 152. Caird said: "In estimating the religious character of indivi¬
duals...we must regard as of primary importance, not the element of feeling,
but the objective character about which we feel} we must look beyond feeling
to that intellectual activity by which feelings are determined," p. 176. For
men like John Caird, preaching to man's spirit was not anti-intelligence.

^Marcus Bods, hnt Is L Chvi pp. g-8*

*£&&•» P. 9. glbld.. p. 11.

6John Caird, wfrat I& MJj&SOb PP* 28 •
7
John Caird, -ssays For ..unday reading. p. 243.
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faith was increasingly clothed In mysticism. He saidi

In religion, the humility before God which is deepest is that not
of blind assent to incomprehensible dogmas or obedience to authori¬
tative precepts, but the profound humility of a spirit to which
has been vouchsafed some measure of spiritual insight, and which,
in the contemplation of God's revealed vdll, is penetrated with
awe and reverenoe for a Mind, which it knows, yet can never know,
for a truth and goodness and beauty which it_understands, yet can
never exhaust or be found out to perfection.'

ft, H. Story, Caird'a successor as i rincipal of Glasgow University, defined

rationalism as man putting reason in the place of conscience "and accounting
2

for everything in heaven and earth by the strict rules of logic," In a

weighty Christmas Ave sermon, Story said that conscience and the spirit were

3
the true foundations of religion# These were the basis of "all that deserved

L
the name of religious growth, progress, improvement."^ Professor ..night of

St. Andrews summed up the reason for this emphasis on the spirits "In every

age religion has found a hoaa in human consciousness....neligious intuition

never dies.""* The more liberal evangelical agreed that preaching was to be

addressed to man's spiritual Instinct if for differing and at times conflicting

reasons, k religion of the spirit replaced the old dogmas of right doctrine.

The true basis of faith was experience not reason. The logic of the heart and

the conscience was to rule the logic of the mind. Preaching was to be seen in a

new perspectives the perspective of religion and religion was spiritual.

1John Caird, j&CU&aa ifoiyllpepg, p. 25.
2-
ft. H. Story, Creed and Conduct, p. 25.
3
Ibid., p. 4. Also see K. H. Story, "Christ's Authority, S£2$Sil

p§£32M* PP» 382, 383.

H

, PP. 174ff.

^eoteh oerajpnfi,,
p. 122.
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b. A Haw Appropriation Of The Bible

The more liberal evangelical was inclined to believe that he had fostered

a return to true biblical preaching. A, K. H. Boyd comparing the sermon in

the Church of his youth to that in the sunset of hie life eaidj "The preach¬

ing is incomparably better....Then they were often theological expositions,

God's plain and powerfull ^ord has its place now."1 Principal John Tulloch

declared that the critical study of scripture had transformed the Bible from
2

"a mere repertory of doctrinal texts" into "a living literature." In his

manifesto, "The hew Tvangelisra," Henry Drumaond decreedt "the hew .evangelism

must not be doctrinal...this simply means that a man is to go to a reliable
3

edition of the Bible for his truth and not to theology.* In 1886 an editorial

in The Scotsman observed!

Amid the growing doubt of stereotyped propositions to support a
living faith; amid the almost universal impatience of the religious
world to discharge itself forever of the scholastic ingenuities with
which it has been so long and so fatally hampered; amid the general
upheaval of external authority, and the ever-widening dissent among
the Churches, the Bible itself is rising out of the smoke and
clamour of conflict into purer air.^
The belief that preaching had become aore biblical reflected the new

understanding of the Bible evident in the last quarter of the century. The

continuing reaction against dogma obliterated the use of the Bible as a biblio¬

graphy of doctrinal proof texts. The inherited views of revelation awl inspira-
5

tion were reinterpreted, altering the concept of biblical authority. The

1A. K. H. Boyd, Towards The Cunaet, p. 240,
2
John Tulloeh, Movements Of religious Thought In Britain uurlne Thai

NjnaU-efltft P* 332.
3
Henry rummond, The hew nvanaellaa and other racers, pp. 20, 21.

*33St Ocotsaan. April 28, 1886, p. 6.
5
Marcus Dods, revelation and Inspiration, p. 15. "When we speak of

revelation we mean the imparting by 6od Himself of knowledge about Himself which
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Bible was the infallible rule of faith; it was "God's book" but the Bible it-
1

self was not "the revelation of God." The dogmas of verbal inspiration and

inerrancy were discarded as distortions of the view of scripture found in the
2

Confession of Faith. The Bible was authoritative because it was true; it was

3
not true because it was authoritative.

While this new understanding of the Bible was supremely the result of

the acceptance of biblical criticism, the liberal evangelicals were virtually j
unanimous in their insistence that this was no subject for the pulpit. George

Adam Csith bluntly dismissed young preachers who discussed such questions in

their sermons as "badly trained asses" declaring: "The pulpit is not the place

for criticism; if a man has not a gospel to preach, he has no right to be there.

man could not otherwise have attained," p. 15. "Inspiration is a spiritual
gift, and only Indirectly a mental one. It illuminates the mind as enthusiasm
does, by stimulating and elevating it; it enriches the memory as love does, by
intensifying the interest in a certain object and by making the mind sensitive
to its impressions and retentive to thea. It brings light to the understanding,
and wisdom to the spirit....But it is not a gift conferring intellectual acute-
nesa where that did not previously exist, nor imparting any superhuman power
of knowledge," pp. 21, 22, A. B. Bruce, The Chief And of revelation, pp. 57,
58. "revelation does not mean oausing a sacred book to be written for the
religious instruction of mankind.,..It signifies God manifesting Himself in the
history of the world in a supernatural manner and for a special purpose."
Robert Flint, Sermons, pp. 63, 64, suggests that nature, conscience and the Bible
were all involved as means of revelation.

"'it, H. Story, pp. cit.. p. 27. Also see Bobert Flint, Sermons, p. 323.
Marcus rods, revelation and Inspiration, pp. 13, 14. Bods says that it is through
the Bible that the knowledge of God comes, for the Bible is "the literature in
which the revelations aro recounted ami preserved."

2
George Adsa ,,mith, Modern Criticism Agd flop . reaching r£ The old

Testament, pp. 26ff. I-obert Flint, sermons, pp. 310, 311. Henry Drummond,
The Now .evangelism. p. 22.

3
"'W, L. M'Farlan, "Authority," ..cotoh Mormons, p. 204,

^George Adam Smith, "Introduction," Henry Drummond, Mght L. Moody
impressions and Tacts, p. 25.
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It was his conviction that the application of higher criticism to the Old

Testament had only made the Bible more "ethical and evangelical.Hie preach¬

ing of Alexander Wfcyte betrayed little awareness of higher criticism, yet on

one occasion he said*

That wonderful discovery and operation of our day which is called
Biblical Criticism has let in a most piercing and searching and
edifying light, not only upon Bible books, but also upon Bible
men.*

In a paper on T&© Teaching junction i£ 'Tk& Moaern Pulpit. James Lindsay of

Kilmarnock wrote:

We ought never to forget what irrelevancy marks that criticism,
so far as direct spiritual purposes or aspects are concerned, no
matter how noble or needful as a preliminary such critical inquiry
may be. For when the higher criticism shall have ended its task
and done all that it can do for us, our work as spiritual thinkers
and Christian teachers will still wait to be done.2

Addressing the divinity students of the Old Airk, Henry W&llls waith noted the

valuable benefits of biblical criticism on theological study but concluded

that "the results of this advance can be used in the pulpit only to a very
L

limited extent directly."

While indirect, the effect of higher criticism on the sermon was still

significant. The preacher's new understanding of the Bible Issued in a new

appropriation of the Bible in preaching. The Bible was still the word of God

but only indirectly. The Bible was also the word of man and as such was

Hip., p, Lb. Bee George j*.dam >.>mlth, Sim ' Teaching Of £h& <&d TeBtsqeptj
To The Aim. p. 33. Graith says in his inaugural address as the Professor of
Hebrew in the Free Church College, Glasgow, "In this country at the present day
nearly every leader in Old Testament criticism is a believer in evangelical
Christianity,"

^Alexander Whyte, Bi^lp Gfayacterp; (frdyip M Lb.yflpa, P. 185.

3Jam©b Lindsay, The It^chiqg of tjia i&dern ^p^t, p. 44.

H. W. .Joith, The Pastor Preacher, p. 88.
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1
appropriated as a human book.

The preacher's appropriation of the Bible as a more human book is

evident in the variety of ways in which he developed his sermon text. On the one

hand he approached the Bible as a human book. The biblical writers were human

beings. The situation to which they originally spoke were human, historical

situations. Preachers became interested in the s^ta im leben of the text. On

the other hand this new appropriation of the Bible meant that the preacher was

to apply his sermon in more of a human, practical, manner, dose still inter¬

preted the text in a doctrinal manner although they did so with greater tolerance
2

ana less dogmatism. The preacher turned more frequently to history as a means

of illuminating ancient customs and providing new inaight into possible inter-
3

pretations as the circumstances of the sermon text were explored. On occasion

the preacher approached his text psychologically, attempting to probe the mind
4

and motive of the author. The text itself was often examined critically. At

times the preacher gave his text a new translation in an effort to gain new in-
5

sight and correct false interpretations. Again the text was accepted as having

been originally addressed to a specific situation in life. In speaking to their

1
Henry oruramond, The New evangelism, p. 54.» "We have got cur Bible.

The theory of development, the study of the Bible as a library of religious
writings rather than as a bookj the treatment of the writers as authors and
not as pensj the mere discovery that religion has not come out of the Bible,
but that the Bible has come out of religion* these announcements...have opened
up a world of new life and interest to Christian people."

2
Robert Hint, .enaons, j lint was a doctrinal preacher but he was no

dogmatist. Hie theological emphasis is evident in the titleB of his sermons:
"The Divine will, Christ Suffering i'or dins, The Lamb of God, Christ Made Unto
Os wisdom, Christ I4ade Unto Us Righteousness, Christ Made Unto Us Sunetific&tion,
God's Sovereignty."

3
George Adam Jaith, The rorgiveness Of Sins, pp. 29ff\ Marcus Sods

laa«. c. Jacob And Joseph, pp. 23ff; John Tulloch, Sundays At Balmoral, pp. I76ff.

^K. E, Story, (.reed and Conduct, pp. 93ff•

5Ibid., pp. 49ff, 64ff,
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own contemporary concern some preachers sought to elicit an ethical or spiritual

meaning from the text which could in turn be relevantly applied to the Immediate

life and interest of their congregation.^ When following this latter method,

the preaching of the more liberal evangelical was often no store biblical than

that of the older evangelical. For the doctrinal presuppositions of the older
2

evangelical, the liberal evangelical simply substituted his own ethical concerns.

The appropriation of the Bible as a human book was most evident in the

many sermons based on the personalities of the Bible. Indeed, the vtbranee

of the character sermon was the most significant contribution of the liberal evangeli¬

cal pulpit to nineteenth century hoaileties. While the character sermon was

not unique to the more liberal evangelical, he popularised this form of address.

George Ida® baith observed:

How often has one seen an Old Testament character, whom one once
knew alive, bound to the chariot wheels of some violent dogmatist
and dragged round the whole citadel of Christian theology, till
there was as much life left in the battered corpse as in Hector's
own!...On the other hand, if we will go to the characters of the
Old Testament as they are, and treat the®, not as our dead prey,
but as our masters and brothers, whoa it is our duty to study with
patience and meekness, there is almost no end to the real benefit
they shall do us .3

George flatheson of St. Bernard's Pariah Church, Edinburgh, Marcus Bods, George

Adam ..nith and Alexander whyte were all masters of the character sermon.

"There were numerous reasons for the popularity of the character sermon.

1John Gaird, UnlVQy^ty pp. 322ff.

^While it is generally true that the sermons of the more liberal evan¬
gelical were more biblically orientated than those of the older evangelical,
this statement is not without some notable exceptions. John Gaird is such an
exception. In University baraons. his most common method is to first examine
the meaning of his text, usually in just two or three pages. Then on the basis
of an idea he believed to be couched in the text he would devote the remainder
of the sermon to a practical discussion of the implications of this ethical or
spiritual insight for mankind at that time.

30eorge Adam Smith, T^e Fyftftcfrinf, y£ iM la UBSL i&«# PP*
4-8, 49#
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Waltor C, Smith said that "for one soul saved by Christian precept, you find

twenty saved by Christian example."1 Preaching which accentuated the personali¬

ties of the Bible was preaching by example not by precept. Alexander Whyte,

who once called the parables "portraits," emphasized the people of the Bible
2

in hie sermons because in them man saw himself. Marcus Bods informed the students

of the Free Church College, Glasgow, that character preaching "enables us to

touch upon delicate matters of personal and home Ufa which we could never
3

have the audacity to select for treatment." In his sermon on oechariah, Marcus

Bods suggested that preaching focussing on certain periods and people in history

was "serviceable" for all generations because "the history of God's people very
4

much repeats itself," James Lindsay wrote that it was not the task of the

preacher to "throw light on scripturej" rather he was to "make scripture throw
5

light on his own observations." The character sermon accomplished this par

excellence.

The prince of preachers in terms of the character sermon was Alexander

whyte. In byte's treatment of a biblical character his sense of history and
6

psychology plus a descriptive imagination were his tools to relevance. He

usually elicited one spiritual or personality trait from his subject which was

1
Walter C. Smith, j&g Sermon Op The >!ount. p. 48.
2
Alexander Whyte, Bunvaa Characters. First Series, p. 31. Also see With
^ Jqdgfaeflt* p. 264.

^Marcus Dode, rg«fi!.qb*n£,r p. 7,

^Marcus Bods, & Visions 0£ 4 xypphQt, p. 6.

^James Lindsay, 3&§. Teaching Function a£ Jska Modern Pulpit. p. 51,

**G» F, Barbour, The Life a£ Alexander whrbe. p. 224, peaking of whyte' a
preaching Barbour says: "As time passed, his preaching concentrated more and
more on the study of characters, and his interpretation increasingly became
intuitive and psychological."



applicable to his parishioners. Cain was the story of "all envious-minded men."^
2

-.noch was the first mystic. "Isaac in his infirm years L was j the father of all
3

those people who are weakly and tender merely by their indulgences." Esau was
4

a reminder that all men have "a profane aind and hard heart." Joshua was an

example of the "admiration and reverence for great and good men" to be found
5

in youth. Wfcyte's characters were always human* Having elucidated the human

element of his characters, Whyte was able to forcefully, and imaginatively

speak to that same human trait in his listeners. Speaking of the faith and

courage of the "Woman With The Issue Of Blood" Whyte said*

One stolen touch was sufficient for an issue of blood; but a long
and close lifetime of absolute clasp of Christ will not heal us of
our sin! Only, with ell that we must not despair. We must not go
back....Let us be like this bleeding woman. Tonight, put out your
hand and touch Christ. Never mind the gaping crowd pressing behind
and before on Him end on you. They are nothing to you, and you are
nobody to them. Never aind what they do, or do not do. They ore not
bleeding to death like you, and they are no rule to you. They did not
come up here to-night on your errand. You are as good as dead, and
this may be your last chance of Christ. Hake a grasp at Him. Hake
a great grasp, however unceremonious and desperate, at the hem of
His garment. Actually stretch cut your hand where you now sit, and
the stretch of your hand will saeraaentally help your heart. Never
mind the people in the same seat staring at you, end thinking you are
mad. o you are, and you need not ait and look as if you were not.
Never mind that you have not all your days till tonight so much as
once touched Christ by faith. This woman had suffered enough to drive
her beside herself for twelve years before she ever thought of the
hem of His garment, and she went home that night healed of her plague.
Press through, and grasp tight, and held fast till you hear him say,
"Somebody is detaining me."°

In one of his last sermons Alexander whyte took as his subject death and judgment.

1
Alexander Whyte, Chs£a£ter£» £daa Ta iste P. 43.

2Ibid.. pp. 55, 59. %bid.. p. 160.

^Ibld.. p. 168. 5Ibid., p. 219.

^Alexander Whyte, Bible Characters* Joseph and Mary To James The
Lord' s Brother;, pp. 89, 90.
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Se titled the sermon °A Study la The Swelling Of The Jordan" and Jesus, Stephen,

Paul, Augustine, bather, several Bupyan characters, Bishop Butler and Thomas
1

Chalmers were the men whose fearless faith in death made the sermon telling.

Alexander »hyte preached his way through the entire Bible in a series of 159

sermons on nifcle Characters. Ouch preaching justified the more liberal evangeli¬

cal contention that he had fostered a return to biblical preaching. Ouch preach¬

ing re-enforced the liberal evangelical's conviction that the Bible was a human

book to be appropriated in a human way,

c. A hew uoteriological Aaphasis

The character sermon of the late nineteenth century pulpit is also a

clue to the new aoteriological emphasis. Salvation was accentuated as a matter '

of character, not of status. It was men himself who was to be changed and this

change was to be reflected In his common life. This new emphasis on moral charac¬

ter meant that righteousness was not something Imputed to men from outside man.

Bight living was a way of life centered is man's moral character. The sermon

based on the men and woman of the Bible, the numerous references in the pulpit

to man's moral character all reflected the new soteriological emphasis, -alvation

was still a process but no longer was life viewed as a "state of probation" to
2

determine man's final status with God. The older evangelical emphasis on rewards

and punishments was generally abandoned. As a process salvation was a wsy of

life to be worked out and realized in this world. Such a soteriological emphasis

was most compatible with the entire tenor of the more liberal evangelical pulpit.

The continued prominence given to the incarnation, the demand that religion be

^Alexander Jhyte, MglSZ. §8& i3*k PP. 263ff.

^See pp. 230-232 of this thesis.
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practical and personal, the conviction that preaching stir and shape man's

spiritual instincti all contributed to this view of salvation as centered in

man's moral character.

The character sermons of Alexander Whyte are an incisive commentary on

this emphasis in preaching, uhyte, whose liberalism was never radical, did not

deny that salvation was concerned with man's status before God.^ However the

practical and psychological aspects of preaching led hi© to stress salvation

as it related to man's character. Whyte said that the character of man was the
2

"essence" of man. Kellgion was first a spiritual, an inward concern, focussing
3

on man's heart. Character was rooted in man's will and heart. Character,

«hyte said, refers to "that tcaper, taste, disposition, whole frame of mind

from whence we act in one way rather than another...those principles from which
4

a man acts, when they become fixed and habitual in him we call his character."

Sow rrhyta, whose vision of the Christian life was lnfluenceo by mystics such as

St. Teresa, stressed personal spiritual discipline in his preaching.'* The

acquisition of this holy life was to be the goal of every Christian. let the

attainment of this objective was always strenuous and elusive and rooted in

the moral character of man. Man's character was "formed and deformed" in the

process of life whereby acts often repeated became habits and habits assidu¬

ously practiced hardened into character.^
Whyte's emphasis on salvation as most closely related to man's character

1Alexander Whyte, coyd Teach ds To Heay. pp. 7, 8,
2
Alexander whyte, hunyan Characters, first aeries, p. 1.

p. 2. P. 3.

5.>ee Whyte' a

Alexander whyte, $mm ciWftcterS> &£& PP. 4, 5.
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reflected hie ©aphasia on the incarnation. To bin there was no other doctrine
1

"to compere" with the incarnation, "the word made flesh," He insisted that all
2

of the experiences of Christ were to be imitated by his present day disciples,

trice Jesus had pursued the human path of charaoter development and then carried

his "moral character to His Father's House," his disciple® were to follow his
3

example. Concluding the first sermon in his series on Junyan Characters.

Whyte declared!

Moral charaoter is well worth achieving her© and then carrying there,
for it is nothing else and nothing less than the divine nature itself;
it is the divine nature incarnate, incorporate, and made manifest in
man. And it Is, therefore, immortal with the Immortality of God, and
blessed forever with the blessedness of Cod,^

Beginning another series of sermons on IM fihwrapUr &£

Jesus Christ uur Lord, Wbyte said!

I invite you, then, to the study of our Cord's charaoter and walk
end conversation; and, in that, to the parallel study and improve¬
ment of your own character and walk and conversation, For, firs'
His character, and then your own, those are the two things that
Mist concern you and me In all this world,.Come then, and let us
begin to study the character of Christ, in order to put it on,5

6
Man's salvation and sanctification rested on his "mastery of his passions•"

Alexander kbyte's many character sermons were to enlighten and inspire man in

A lexander whyte, ££& Ohqrppter u£ Jems alsM.
cur jCord, p, 161,

2
Alexander Wbyte, with dercy And ilth Judgaent. p, 210,

3
Alexander -fayto, Banyan Characters, airat ferlea. pp, 5f£•

p. 9.
5
Alexander 'byte, ml ywres.frpff, & flftfiftg. IhSiMk

}Mf lord, pp, 16-18,
6
Alexander Whyte, Banyan Characters. First ..cries, p, 97, Bee Banyan

Characters. Third Ceriea. p. 143» for here ..hyte plainly equates sanetification
with salvation.
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his quest for salvation.

This new soteriologieal emphasis was not limited to Alexander Whyte.

It was an emphasis shared by all of the more liberal evangelicals. K. H, Story

declared:

The righteousness of Christ is not a great fund...out of which
sums may ever and anon be taken and "imputed" to his people.
It is the pure and perfect character and life which we by knowledge
of him see, which we by faith in him set before us as our only
aim, as our only example, as our only stimulus and help to over¬
come self and the devil and the world.2

I cannot be satisfied with any doctrine of "imputation," or any
talk about being "clothed with Christ's righteousness" and, as it
were, under cover of this passed into the secret place of God's
favour. What I want...is not to be accounted as righteous, but
to be made righteousj not to be called righteous, but to be
rightsous.^

Marcus hods, who described salvation as making the "character" of Jesus Christ

"our own," said:

The object aimed at in our salvation is our real moral restoration
from our condition as sinners, our real spiritual up-building in
the image of God. It is we ourselves who are to be changedj it
is not only that the lives led by us and the fruit produced by us
should be better, but that we ourselves should be perfected*—
our evil affections deadened, our weak will strengthened, the
whole nature renewed.^

Just so does Christ save us. With an infinitely finer and more
delicate application of His saving power does He excite, encourage

1Alexander Whyte, Dj.bl? Cfraryctyrp: Ad$a Tg. ncfrqa, p. 228. In this
first volume of his sermons on biblical personalities Whyte writes "liy inten¬
tion and my aim is to try to find out bow the foundations of their moral
character were laid in those Bible men and women; how their respective lives
and characters were built up, what the instruments were, and what the occasions
and opportunities by means of which thos - men and women made the®selves what
they were and are....My method and my endeavour in these expositions is the
study of those Bible men and women in their moral character alone."

2
it. H. wtory, "Christian idghteousness," scotch sermons, pp. 393# 394*

P. 395.

Marcus Dods, Christ and .Man, p. 186.
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aad eld our efforts, but never so as to make them not our own,..,
And because He truly saves us, He inspires us to work out our own
salvation,"'

John Caird often spoke of man's salvation as the restoration of his "true self,"
2

and tills wag essentially salvation related to man's inward moral character.

In a university sermon entitled? "Can right©ousnees Be Imputed?" Caird defined

justification as getting to "the springs of human character" by revealing to
3

man hia inmost "divine possibilities." John Xulloch preferred the phrase "The

higher life" iri speaking of the Christian life but again this was salvation con¬

tingent on character. Tulloch said? "The higher life,,.comes only from change

of will and character and this change, again, only comes from contact with the

spirit of Christ."^ George Adam Cmith said that "The cross was no new thing

but the putting of the love of God, of the Blood of Christ, into the fundamental
5

pieties of the human heart," Personal piety, called by John Caird the "essence

of religion," was an important aspect in the message of the liberal evangelicals

for piety was related to, if not the same as character,^ To those who said

"that character cannot be coaainicated from the outside to the soul of man,"

George Adam Lmith said?

let such is the Christian religion. It is knowledge to begin with.
It is a proclamation of truth? what God is in His Nature and Character.
It is the publication of good tidings? what He wills, and what He has
done, for us men. And our faith is not the intellectual conception of
these thin*:3, as if we could shut off heart and conscience from them,

1Ibj5d„ p. 187.
2
John Caird, Aspects g£. M£S» PP* 18* 23, 24, 26, 27.

3John Caird, MlIElUg Menaong, pp. 116, 129.

''"John Tulloch, .undayg A£ gal-moral, p. 93.
5
George Adam Smith, Four realms, p. 128.

^'John Caird, -ats-wa lor Sunday, p. 242.

*
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but It Is the opening of our whole nature to their moral influences#
God is Himself the maker of that nature, and when His grace comes to
us it is not by some unnatural or magical way, that avoids or over¬
bears the faculties with which He has Himself endowed usj but it uses
these to persuade, inspire and save us from death.^

Henry Druramond contrasting the new and old evangelism faulted the older evangeli¬

cal' s conception of salvation with characteristic declamation:

The characteristic to notice here is that religion was not so much
a question of character as of statue# Man's standing In the sight
of God was the great thing. Was he sheltered judicially behind Christ,
or was he standing on his own merits? This is a vital question to
ask, but the way in which legal status was put sanctioned the most
erroneous notions as to religion and life# Salvation was a thing
that came into force at death. It was not a thing for life# Good
works were permitted, and even demanded, bit they were never very
clearly reconcilable with grace. The prime end of religion was to
get off| the plan of salvation was an elaborate scheme for getting
offj and after a man had faced that scheme, understood it, acquiesced
in it, the one thing needful was secured....When a preacher did
speak of character, of the imitation of Christ, of self-denial, of
righteousness, or truth and humility, the references theologically
were not only not clear, bit were generally Introduced with an
apology for enforcing them at all# Hine times out of ten, the preacher
took them all back under the last head, where he spoke of man's in¬
ability and the necessity of the Holy Spirit,

for Henry Drummoad, indeed for all liberal evangelicals, to b© a Christian

was to pursue in this life "the character of Christ#

This new soteriological emphasis caused the preacher to view salvation ^

as a processj a process encompassing the whole of life# Man was to work out

his own salvation and the world was his place of activity. There was a beginning

to the Christian life and "renunciation...the new birth...believing in Jesus...

coming to Christ... conversion" were some of the terms used to express this ini¬

tial phase.^ let, the liberal evangelical emphasised the continued and progressive

1
George Adam Caith, Ihfi iX JLm» PP» 240, 242.

Slenxy Drummond, Thq Kgw ovapgeljflffi And jt&gr £§£§££, pp. 18, 19.
3
Henry Druaaond, Protest Th^ng. I& Xfe& Ut^£ ^ddyessep, p. 59.

Robert flint, j-pfflpqa, p. 93. John Caird, MgggiSE PP« 70ff.
Henry Druaaoad, Thg Ideal Life, p. 181. Marcus Cods, May, Be 4 Christian, p. 128.
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aid© of a&lvation. George adaa Jwith informed his youthful congregation at

Queen's Cross ire© Church, Aberdeen!

I would not say one word against that preaching, which claims our
hearts for the grace of God in a single and perfect hour of appre¬
ciation, for by such sudden conversions the lives of many have
immediately been changed and shall be to the end of timej tut I do
know that in the sens© of forgiveness, which 1 have put before you,
you will expand the sensations of an hour to the experience of a
lifetime and make God's forgiveness of you as wide and as constant
as dig coataon Providence.'

Salvation, for Alexander whyie, was an experience embracing a lifetime!

That is not a thing done in an instant, but is a certain process,
a gradual release from our captivity and disorder? consisting of
several stages and degrees, both of life and death, which the soul
must go through before it can have thoroughly put off the old man.
It is well worth observing that our Saviour's greatest trials were
near the end of His life. This wight sufficiently show ua that our
first awakenings have carried us but a little wayj that we should
not then begin to be self-assured of our own salvation, but should
remember that w© stand at a great distance from, and are in great
ignorance of, our severest trials.''

John Oaird, whose mysticism was the result of his Hegelian idealism, declared

in a sermon on "The Mew Birth"!

It is no little thing to respond to the call of duty, even when
our human inclinations and passions war against its dictates. There
is a certain dignity end nobleness in the life of duty and self-
discipline, or repressed impulses and restreined passions and actions
persistently regulated by reason and conscience. But the ideal of
the Christian life, the life human yet divine which broke upon the
world in all the glory of its perfection in him who is our pattern
and example, is something far beyond this. It is that of a life in
which not merely our reason, our conscience, our spiritual Intelligence
recognizes and responds to the law and will that is above us, bit in
which there is enkindled in our hearts a love, a sympathy, a passionate

1
George Adam Gmlth, t orglvenosa of Gins, pp. 23, 24-.
2
Alexander whyte, Banyan Characters, cecond Geries. pp. 49, 50. Also

see p. 257. Gee with Corey i»nd >dth Judgment, p. 159. "four things go to con¬
stitute a Christians faith makes a man a Christian, Life proves a won a Christian.
Trials confirm a man a Christian. And heath crowns & man a Christian.8
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aspiration after goodness akin to that which burns in the very heart
of God, "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your father which is in
heaven is perfect,"'

Henry Dromond portrayed life as the battlefield on which man worked out his

salvation*

everyone who comes into the world experiences less or more of the
facts of Sin; and every one is allowed to live on in the world
mainly that he may also experience the great facts of Salvation,
God keeps the most of ue alive from day to day with this one object.
Sin has got hold of us, and He is giving us time,,,time to work out
the three facts of Salvation in our lives with fear and trembling
against the three facts of sin. Our being, therefore, lies between
these two great sets of facts, the dark set and the bright! and
life is just the battlefield on which they fight it exit. If the
bright side win, it is a bright life—saved. If the dark side,
it is a dark life—lost,*

Marcus Bods said that while it was easy to become a Christian, there followed

"the difficulty of continuing to be one,|!^ Concluding a sermon on the theme

"Fatting On Christ" Dods declared*

Get yourself resolutely to conform in every particular to the
character of Christ, Mot without self-control and self-knowledge,
not without pain, not without striving and sacrifice can we make
that character cur own; tut that character satisfies all the require¬
ments of God and human life, and to be without it is to miss the
chief end of our beingA

Salvation was a process, A process whereby righteousness and faith became a

way of life. Salvation was not determined by what a man believed as much as

by how he lived.

The strength of this soteriological emphasis was its ethical relevance

1John Caird, Vqj.y^ity, &Wm» PP* 89, 90,

%Ienry BruHaaond, T^e Ideal Jbii'ef pp. 165, 166, Brummond said that the
three facts of sin were its "guilt, stain and power," The three facts of
salvation were "forgiveness, healing, redemption,8

"Viarcus Dods, Christ and Man, p. 127,

^Ibid.. p, 84.
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artd Its accent on individual and social responsibility. There was the continued

growth of a social awareness and while salvation was first personal it was at

the same tJLae corporate. Christianity, it was increasingly believed, had a

"Programme for Society."^ In part man's salvation was his "personal dedication"
2

to "Christ'© Programme." Certainly, man's salvation was contingent on the way

he lived. This, declared John Caird, is "the final standard by which here or

hereafter each of us is to be measured."** This soteriological emphasis reflected

the practical concern of liberal evangelicalism, h. H. Story said}

Every truth, every system, every teacher must be Judged according
to what it, or what he, produces, and is—according to the fruits,
according to th® character. This is the Judgment by which Christ
wishes to be Judged. It matters little what a man calls himself.••
the question is, What can he do'/ What can he teach? What is he
in himself? It matters little what men say against or for a new
form, or a new truth, or a new system}—that it is not Scriptural)
that It is not according to the fathers of the Church) that it is
not according to the common custom) or that it is in accordance
with Scripture and tradition, and the usage and order of the Universal
Church. The question is, "Is it true? la it better than what ve
have hitherto believed or practised?*

Judged by this standard, the liberal evangelical pulpit succeeded in recapturing

the essence of Christianity) the fact that Christianity is a way of life.

The or this .ot^oa «Pha*s wee the reeuit oT it.
^

strength. It was theologically ambiguous. In his continued reaction against

dogma the tolerance of the more liberal evangelical threatened to eradicate

Christian belief of some of its content. Christianity was simply a way of life

and the sermon the stimulus of the Spirit of Christ. In divorcing religion from

1Henry Drumaond, i&g, greatest thing Ja •■WW> PP. 71».

Tu£•» p. 106.

3Jobn Caird, Ufl^yeapgjty Syrioffig, p. 258.

him H, Story, "Christ's Authority," scotch Sermons, pp. 378, 379.
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theology and identifying preaching with religion the sermon was becoming an

umbrella of moral character concealing theological diversity. In the closing

years of the century some liberal evangelicals grew wary of the diffusive nature

of thoir theology. Certain Important differences as to the person of Jesus

Christ and the nature of sin and salvation were becoming visible,"' Yet, a more

radical liberalism, in spite of the Ccotch demons, does not appear to have been

a potent force in the pulpit of the nineteenth century.

1SS0 to 1900 was the period in which preaching was most emphatically

consigned to man' o spiritu&l nature. The Bible was appropriated in & human way

as a human book and salvation was designated as primarily a change of character.

This was the period in which the preacher attempted to make Christianity fit

the Zeitgeist. This was the period in *&ieh the pulpit of the nineteenth century

was practically the most relevant and virile yet theologically the most im¬

poverished.'2

1
James Orr, ^jic Iteftito jM jM. MUh PP*

231ff. In this book published in 1897, Orr, while appreciative of much of
Eitechllan theology, faults xiitschi on three major countsi 1. His approach to
religion is too subjective. 2. In his treatment of the incarnation he really
denies the divinity of Jesus. 3* Hia doctrine of the atonement, of recon¬
ciliation, is deficient for he "denies propitiation." This makes for a faulty
view of sin.

Alexander .rtyte, fowyqn jfoffth p. 86. In this
sermon Whyte ssyei "lour day and mine is the weakest in doctrine that the
Church of Christ has ever had to ease through*" He defined doctrine as "a
truth that is so sure that it can be taught and. can be trusted." whyte antici¬
pated a needed return to doctrinal preaching although his preaching cannot be
said to have pointed the way,

James Denney, 4S 2M rPj-ritppl dqrfld,» p, 67* This
is a critical evaluation of Henry i^rummond1 e adaptation of the theory of
evolution to theology. Dormey concludes that this "is a book that no lover
of men will call religious, and no student of theology scientific."

^The British Weekly. June 4# 1891# p. 81. In this article on the
theological debates of the Free Church of Scotland between the more liberal and
the more conservative, it is said that the liberals must take cares "that they
are In danger of preaching a Gospel, freed from corruptions, but bereft of
power."
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ite Mal Bsses

While the more liberal evangelical sermon assumed & kaleidoscopic

pattern, preaching still rested on a solid foundation, The variegated sermon

was usually anchored in one of three themes: The fatherhood of God, the personal

experience of God, or the kingdom of God, These themes, while general, gave

coherence to the more liberal evangelical sermon.

&, The fatherhood of God *

The fatherhood of God was the foundation of many liberal evangelical

senaons. This concept was expressive of "the grand peculiarity of Christian

thought—that God is first, man only second,"^ The fatherhood of God was the

complement of the love of God,

God's fatherhood rests not on creation and providence, but baa
its principle in the love which prompted creation and underlies
providence. He has not merely made Himself to be our father by
creating end preserving us, but He has created and preserved us
because of a fatherly love to us which had no beginning,,..Cut of
that everlasting love of the Eternal father's heart arose redemp¬
tion; and only from a love of wondrous depth and tenderness could
it have arisen,2

God's love, declared Walter C, Jmith, is "the one sufficing truth,,.and there-

1
John Tulloch, Sundays at Balmoral, pp. 104, 105• "This is the grand

peculiarity of Hebrew thought and of Christian thought after It—that God is
first, man only second; that the Eternal Being is the true Being, the present
visible and transitory being only the derivative being,,••The whole Bible clings
to this background of faith, and upon this all religion has hitherto been based.
It is at least important for us to realise that it is the great object of what
is called modern thought to overturn this fundamental conception—to make man
first and God only second; to call man the reality and God the apparition-
born of human dreams and imagination,.. .Man is no longer the child, but the
parent,.,.It is impossible to imagine a deeper contrast or antagonism of thought
than this. It is important to see it, and to realise on which side we are
standing—on the old Biblical ground or the modern ground, Our whole life must
take form and colour from our standpoint, and the contrast strikes deep into
every phase of social, moral and national life," Tulloch sided with the "old
Biblical ground."

2
Eobert flint, Germans. p, 99,
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fore this world is part of the Father's house—nursery and schoolroom for his

children—where his love is shown no less than in its heavenllest places."^
The conviction that God was a loving Father and that this was his world was the

hope in which the preacher framed his message of life after death.

The rending of the veil which hides the secrets of the unseen
world, the summons that calls you into regions unknown, need
awaken in your breast no perturbation or dismay, for you cannot
in God's universe go where love and truth and self-devotion are2
things of naught, or where a soul.••shall find itself forsaken.

The brotherhood of man was only a viable belief whan buttressed by the father-
3

hood of God. "Saving faith" was to believe and trust in "God the Father, whose

Fatherhood is divine."^
The fatherhood of God reflected the new understanding of divine

sovereignty as it related to man's salvation. Sovereignty was the name for God's

"freedom in action" but God's sovereignty was never to be separated from God's

love,-* God's freedom in action could only be understood in terms of love.

There was a time when the church largely substituted the mere
absolute sovereignty of God for the love which Jesus and John
exalted above all his other attributes. Then it was thought
that the fountain, from which flowed all the streams of providence
and grace, was simply the divine will. He had a right to do what
he chose, and he did what he chose.

The same idea ruled also over the whole work of redemption.
He chose to save some, it was said, and others he chose to pass
by. Those who were saved owed it only to his grace, and those who
perished suffered only for their sins; but the whole cause of the
difference in their lot was that God willed to redeem the former,
and to let the latter alone. There was no other reason. It was a

\alter 0. smith, sermons, p. 2.
2
John Caird, "Corporate Immortality," Hootch Sermons. p. 17.

3
Robert i'lint, Sermons, pp. 106-108.

H. Story# Creed and Conduct, p. 172,

^Robert Flint, Sermons, pp. 245ff.
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matter of soveroign pleasure, end there wag an end of it, how, there
is so dispute among us as to the sovereignty of God, Assuredly the
creator of all is free to work out his own will, and cannot be con¬
trolled by anything but his own nature. Muf hia and through hint
and for hi® are all things, to whoa be glory for ever."

But then that divine will has lying under it, and prompting
it, and guiding it, an infinite divine lovej and if he chooses to
do anything it is because his love so chooses, seeking to do good
and to communicate itself to all. Hence the unspeakable worth of
that word, "God la Love." His will, his sovereignty, all his attri¬
butes, have that as the basis on which they rest, and by which they
are controlled,1

The New Testament was not a "plan of salvation.The New Testament was the

story of a "Father seeking his children" and in love sparing no effort, not even
3

himself, E, H. Story said that he could never believe in a God choosing some
4

and abandoning others. The very purpose of the incarnation was to disclose

a Father who "loved and redeemed man."5
Such an idea of God helps ae to understand God's purpose in all
his dealings with His children. It helps ae to understand that
while He sees us just as we are, yet He looks on us with a love
that always desires and strives to make us, what we should be,
like Himself, and which can never swerve from that desire and effort.
If we understand this to be the purpose of God, then we can freely
trust Him, The faith which rests on this understanding is a living
end powerful faith. It la not shaken by any of His disciplines,
howsoever severe, because it knows that these are parts cf a loving
purpose and goodwill, of & goodwill which is righteous as well as
loving, and which therefore seeks our righteousness."

The more literal evangelical did not deny the sovereignty of God. Ee simply

cast the concept of divine sovereignty into a new mold which he called the

fatherhood of God. He proclaimed the old truths of the love of God, the freedom

Walter C, Smith, , .ermons. pp. 5, 6.

H. Story, Greed and Conduct, p. 160.

^Ibid.. pp. 160-162. Also see John Caird, Aspects s£ 41fe. p. 110,

^Ibld.f p. 164. 5lbid.« p. 165.

6Ibid.
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of God, the grandeur of a redemption for all men in a new and winsome metaphor#

The belief in the fatherhood of God was contingent on a belief in the

incarnation. Marcus Tods declared! "If we do not acknowledge Christ in saying,
i

';.ur father,1 this epithet is either profane, misty, or heathenish." The

fatherhood of God was always proclaimed in a Christocentric eetting. Christ was

2
man's revelation of the father# Robert flint said! "Through Christ God is

seen to be our father, not made our father. There was no need that Christ should

die in order that God sight have a Father's love to us, but Christ died to reveal
3

to us that He had it," To John Tulloch, Christ revealed that "higher life"

apart from which "Christianity had no meaning,when man accepted this higher
K

life, the "Divine fatherhood in Christ" became personal.

God must be to you and to me a reality, a true father, else He
will soon be nothing at all but a shadow, a dream, & broken image,
vanishing from the range of intelligence and life#®

Take away this Christocentric foundation from the divine fatherhood, and the

notion of God was empty end impersonal. Thus John Caird aaids

The mere abstract conception of the spiritual God is not less
foreign to our himan sympathies and affections than remote from
our finite apprehensions. The devout heart yearns after a personal
God. It craves for something more than the works of God, however
replete with proofs of His power and gloryj it wants to get near
Himself# Its Instinctive desire is after a father and a friend..,,

How that which is thus the deep-felt want of our natures, is
most fully adequately met in the Person of Jesus Christ# for here

1
Marcus Gods, it-aver That Teaches To Pray, p. 10#

Walter C. Smith, Sermons, p# 11#
3
Robert Flint, Sermons, p. 100.
L
John Tulloch, Gundays At Balmoral, p. 4.

^John Tulloch, "The Divine fatherhood," Good words. 187k, p. 199#

^John Tulloch, uradavs A% Balmoral, p# 110.
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is One whom, while we may reverenee end adore as God, we can think
of as clearly, suad love as simply, trustingly, tenderly, as the best
known and loved of our earthly friends.3- *

How did Jesus reveal the fatherhood of God? "H® does so" answered John Caird,

"by His person, by His life and character, and especially by His suffering and
2

death." To the liberal evangelical Christ was man's knowledge of the divine

fatherhood and man's only way to the Father.^
The belief in the fatherhood of God gave a positive and optimistic

edge to the liberal evangelical sermon. John Tulloch whose sermons were lumin¬

ous with this theme stressed the objectivity of the divine fatherhood.

This idea here, and in all higher religious thought, comes down
from above to man. It is not the mere reflection of man's
longings, not the mere birth of his desires, not the mere upward
prayer of his heart. It is a fact—beyond him, above him, indepen¬
dent of him—God is God, and God is a Father, whether man had ever
called Him so or not, or acknowledged Hia in such a relation or not.
In other words, it is not our subjective feeling that makes God a
Father. It is no mere ideal image which we make of Hia out of our
own affections and desires. He is a Father. The parental relation,
like all facts and relations, is original in Hia. They are in us,
because they are in Him, as He has made us after His own image.

uiace God was the father of all men, Tulloch was unequivocal in stating that

all men were to obey him, conscience being the universal reproach of disobedience.^
Since the fatherhood of God was objective, God's love was unchangeable, un-

6
affected "with the varying pulses of our aortal thought and affection." The story

of the Prodigal Son was the perfect example of the divine fatherhood to John

1John Caird, Aspects ££ Idle, pp. 102, 103.

2Ibid.. p. 101.
3
Marcus Dod
PP. 179ff.

*John Tullo

5IblcU. p. 108. ^ibid.

3
Marcus Dods, Thjs fyayer That Teaches To fray, pp. 10, 11. Kobert Flint,
I

*John Tulloch, fundayg flt Balmoral, p. 107.
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Tulloch and his adaptation of it a compelling commentary on the spark this

theme struck in his preaching.

The old story repeats itself in many lives, we grow weary of the
great Father's house, with its righteous restraints, and we go into
a far country in search of the indulgence of our own will and the
gratification of our own desires until w© are sated, and become
more miserable than ever. Then a famine arises in the eoul, at
least, in every soul that does not abandon itself altogether, and
we try to feed our hunger perhaps with the husks of an ungodly or
pernicious appetite. It is a poor soul that can abide so. But the
light of the higher life survives in the midst of all our debase¬
ment, and unless we utterly sink or perish, as alaei many do, we
arise and we go unto cur Father. The thought of the Divine home
from which we have wandered, and in which "there is bread enough
and to spare,11 arises in th© heart. The thought, perhaps, of our
early religious youth still haunts us, and will not let ue sleep
the sleep of death so long as conscience stirs at all} and we go
forth from our prison-house with this light before us, if only but
a glimmer in the midst of darkness. All this while th© Father is
waiting for us. His love has never forsaken us, His arms are stretched
out towards usj His heart is moved to us, even when our hearts are
not turned to Him; and while we are yet a great way off he comes forth
to greet us and give us a kins of welcome, and put on our hands the
ring of reconciliation and clothe us with the robe of righteousness:
This is the teaching of the Biblej it is the good news of Christ. -j
We are objects not merely of Divine providence but of Divine love.

The sermons of K. H, Story were equally translucent with the theme of

the divine fatherhood. Story boldly declared it "the right of every human soul
2

to claim God as its Father." The divine fatherhood reordered the priorities

of the gospel.

It does not hide the evil; but it proclaims, first and above all
else, the sovereign might of good. It sets the health before the
disease, the blessing above all curse, the eternal Fatherhood of
God above all eclipse of human disbelief and unworthiness} saying
to each human being, in the very voice of Him who died upon the
Cross, "You are a child of God. Live then as becomes His child.
All your sin and failure is but a falling away from that place in
your Father's family which you were bora to fill."^

1Iblci.. pp. 22, 23.
2
A. H. Story, Greed and Conduct, p. 116.

3Ibid., p. 117.



This was th© theme molding the mission and message of the Church.

'It is this knowledge, this consciousness, that the Church en¬
deavours to instil. It is her office to hold up...this motive
to those who are sunk in ignorance and sin. "You are children of
God. Be worthy of your father. You are living as though this
world were all, and even as though it had nothing better than to
eat and drink and be merry. There is a future world, a higher life,
hise to the thought of it, to the hope of its glory. Your failure,
your sin, your folly are griefs to the very heart of God, who loves
you with an everlasting love. Try to make some return for that love,
and to live in the light of it. You are not each living a separate
life, with no interest attaching to it but your own. You are all
brethren, children of one Father, heirs of one inheritance, consider
one another, bear with one another. Let each mind not his oviu only,
but also his neighbour's good."^

Those liberal evangelicals turning more frequently to the fatherhood of God as

2
the backbone of their message were men convinced that life had a divine purpose.

b. The Personal experience Of God

The more liberal evangelical pulpit emphasized the importance of the

personal experience of God, heligion was personal. Preaching was concerned

with man's spiritual nature, Kan's knowledge of God was contingent on man's own

experience of God. indeed the term "mysticism" gained a new respectability in
3

this period. The two preachers whose sermons are most illustrative of this

emphasis on personal religious experience are Alexander Whjrte and John Gaird.

Alexander whyte attempted to make the personal experience of God a continuous

1Ibid.« pp. 285, 286. ^Ibid.. p. 197.

3rob©rt Hint, Ideological, Sfid .qfrfrep Ufojqptg, pp. 122H27.
In an address on "Tendencies Of The Age," Flint notes "the Mystic movement or
tendency," while critical of mysticism he sayax "I am inclined to think that
there has been too much mysticism in the Catholic and too little in the
Protestant Church," p. 125.

From time to time in this section I will use the term "mysticism." I
am using this much abused term in th© very general sense in which th® mystical
element is common "in every religion and in every prayer," namely as the inner
experience of God or "personal religious experience." Gee rsul Tillich, 22* cit..
p. 22. Also see "Mysticism," The -xford Dictionary Of The Christian Church.
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reallty within the Christian man by stressing "the myeteriousnesa of the spiri¬

tual life." John Caird insisted that the potential for union with God already

existed within every man find it was the recognition of this which was to be the

basis of man's experience of God,

In accentuating man's experience of God, Alexander Whyte was influenced
2

by the mystics. In the early 1890's he first turned to the study of the mystics,

v/hyte said in one sermon that "the most fascinating and enthralling of spiritual

teaching in all the world" was to be found in linking the older Puritans with

such mystics as Jacob Behmen, Thomas a Keapis, Francis Tension, Jeremy Taylor,
3

Samuel Rutherford, Robert Leighton and William Law, The sermons of Alexander

Whyte, particularly his ninny character sermons, were replete with illustrations
4

drawn from the lives of themystics. Whyte himself used the phrase 11 evangelical
5

mysticism'' to describe the religious experience he endorsed. Whyte was careful

to show that ouch a mysticism was not marked by "dreaminess, cloudiness, unreality
6

and unpraoticalnese," While he equated mysticism with mystery, he insisted that
7

"vigour and efficacy" were the chief characteristics of an evangelical mysticism.

He defined evangelical mysticism ass

-

Alexander ..iyte, 4W. qhaffigterp, Rtpphqn Tg. Timothy, p. 230.
2
G. F. Barbour, Lfjo 0£ ^nytg, p. 224.

lexander .»hyte, Banyan Characters. Third series, pp. 163, 164.

^..Imost any book of sermons by Alexander «hyts, particularly one of
his zomona on Bunyan Characters could be appealed to as evidence,

5
Alexander Whyte, Qhs&S&MEZ* tfoBBfeafi 1° ]&&&£» P. 230. "evan¬

gelical ^yatieiaa" was also the title of the Presidential Address by Alexander
MacLaren to the Baptist Union of Great Britain and Ireland delivered in Edinburgh
in 1901, This view MaeLaren commended.

Alexander Mbyte, Bible Characters, -tenhen To Timothy. p, 238,

7iii£.
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the profound nysteriousness of the spiritual life, as that life
was first created by the Holy Ghost in Jesus Christ, and will for
ever be conveyed from Him down to all His mystical members.

To Alexander Whyte man's continual experiece of God was the mystery of the

Christian life. His accent was on spiritual growth and vitality. Ibis emphasis

on religious experience was accordant with his preaching to man's heart, his appeal

to man's imagination and motives, his belief that salvation was progressive.

There were three major strands in whyte*s emphasis on personal religious

experience. The first was what Whyte termed an "evangelical humility." 3y this

Whyte meant an acute sense of sin.

Evangelical humiliation is the sense that a Christian man has of
his own utter despicableness and odlousness, with an always
answerable frame of heart. This humiliation is peculiar to the
true saints, for it is always accompanied with a sight of the trans¬
cendent beauty of divine things. And then, God's true saints all
see, more or less, their own odiousneee on account of sin, and the
exceedingly hateful nature of all sin. Evangelical humiliation
consists in a mean esteem of ourselves, as in ourselves nothing,
arid altogether contemptible and odious.^

Humility was the "grace of graces" of Christian character and only a deep and
3

persistent awareness of sin eould produce such humility# "The true ly religious

life [wasJ a secret life" tut it was this pervading sense of sin which validated
A

the reality of this life.

The best and most infallible evidence we can have of the truth of
our religion in this life is in the steady increase of our secret
sinfulness.*..Huaility is the foundation of all our graces, and
there is no humility so deep and so ever-deepening as that evangeli¬
cal humility which in its turn rises out of and rests upon secret

'ibid., p. 230.

^Alexander whyte, rjiar«ftt.ar« CA fiartn Tn ^r p. 133. Also
®ee Banyan Characters. Eecond ^erlea. p. 135. In both of these instances
■byte is quoting Jonathan EdWiSFds.

3
Alexander Whyte, Bi&g Cftarqctp^, &G£on & Mfrgeloa, p. 130.

A
Alexander whyte, Bunvan Characters. > econd series, pp. 76, 77.
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sinfulness. Not upon act® of secret sin..««X speak of that secret,
original, unexplored, and inexpugnable sinfulness out of which all
a sinner's actual sins, both open sins and secret, spring} and out
of which a like life of open and actual sins would spring in God's
very best saints, if only both He and they did not watch night and
day against them, sensibility to sin is far and away the best ,

evidence of sanctific&tlon that is possible to us in this life.

bin, or evangelical humility, was the scalpel in a launder -byte's sermons. He
2

ssidi "If true preaching does not subdue us, it is sure to exasperate us."

The second strand in -byte's emphasis on religious experience was a rigor¬

ous spiritual asceticism, positively, this was the discipline of "the .acramental

Principle" whereby the ordinary experiences of life became "a lesson in grace

and a means of grace.Negatively, self-discipline reflected Mbyte's acute

sense of the demonic.

2es, my fellow-sinners, Lucifer and his infernal crew know us and
despise us and entrap us at every little trouble, till He who
travailed for us on the tree covers His face in heaven and weeps
for us. iiS long as we remember our misery, all the mind, and all
the malice, and all the sleeplessness in hell cannot touch a hair
of our head, hut when by any emissary and opportunity either from
earth around ue or from hell beneath us we for another night forget
our misery, it is ail over with ue.^
j©lf-denial was the essence of kbyte's spiritual asceticism, Telf-

denial was the way of the cross2

The only way to life is the way of the cross. There are two crosses,
indeed, on the way to the Celestial City; there is, first, the Cross
of Christ, once for you, and then there is your cross daily for
Christ, arid it tidies both crosses to secure and to assure any man
that he is on the right road and that he will come to the right end
....^very man is only so far a Christian as he partakes of this
same spirit of Christ—the same suffering spirit, the sacrifice
of himself, the same renunciation of the world, the aaae humility
and meekness, the same patient bearing of injuries, reproaches, and

1Ibid.
2
Alexander ..hyte, word Teach Us To . 'ray, p. 13k.

3
Alexander w^yte, ujr Lord's characters, pp. 30, 31.

^Alexander .hyte, Lunvan Characters. Third ,-eries. p. 132.
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conteapts, the same dying to all the greatness, honours, and
happiness of this world that Christ showed on the cross# We also
are to suffer, to be crucified, to die, to rise with Christ, or
else Hie crucifixion, His death, and His resurrection will profit
us nothing.'

2
without self-denial true discipisship was an impossibility. The spiritual

asceticism of Alexander Whyte focuseed on the internal vices of the heart, not

the external excesses of life. "Pride, vanity, self-love, covetousness, envy,"

these were the evils to be subdued.-^ ;Juch spiritual self-discipline was the

only way to ultimate salvation.** Alexander v-hyte cannot be labeled a pietist

for he did not systematize self-denial nor legislate lists of do's and don't'3.

let his emphasis on the personal experience of God, particularly in its more

ascetic strain, created an austerity in his preaching reminiscent of the older
5

evangelicals tending toward pietism. This was no accident. Concluding a

sermon on the Punyan Character, "Mr. wet-dyes," Whyte said:

Spiritual preachingj real face to face, inward, verifiable, experi¬
mental, spiritual preaching} preaching to a heart in the agony of
its Banctification; preaching to men whose whole life is given over
to making them a new heart—that kind of preaching is scarcely ever
heard in our dey.°

The third emphasis in ..hyte's quest for personal religious experience

was his utilization of what can best be described as the grace of contemplation.

1
Alexander w'hyte, Banyan Characters, Tirst Series, pp. 61, 6k,
2
Alexander ..hyte, Bunyan characters. Third series, pp. 253, 254«

^Ibld.. pp, 168, 169.

^Alexander whyte, Bible Cheractere. sh^thqohel To heheraiah. p. Ilk.
K
As a divinity student at hew College, Whyte worshipped on alternate

Sundays at Free St. George's West under n. S. Candlish and, at Free St. Luke's
under A. :-toody Stuart. He noted that these two men while of different schools
"were simply the very best in their own kind." oee A. Moody Stuart, A*. Moody
tuart. p. 253. ..hyte retained a very deep respect for the pietism of A. Moody
Stuart, See Bunyan Characters. First Series, p, 267.

^Alexander whyte, bunyan Characters. Third Series, p. 202.
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whyte's penetrating sense of sin coupled with his rigorous emphasis on self-

denial was aimed at the effectuation of the spiritual life. But specifically

how was this spiritual life to come aboutV This was the supreme mystery. At

best the genuine realization of this life could only be contemplated and exper¬

ienced by the miracle of grace.1 All ..hyte could promise his parishioners

possessed with this over-whelming sense of sin and bent on a life of self-

mortification was that "God has a sensitiveness ©no a tenderness [to theaj that
2

he cannot have toward the cotamun run of his people." He could only advise his
3

parishioners to live life as though God were within them. Only then would the

spiritual life, the continual experience of God, become a reality.

You become a mystical theologian and a spiritual man when you begin
to believe with your whole heart that God is beside you and within
you, end is nowhere else for you but in your own heart.*

Contemplation was dependent on the exercise of the Imagination, for without
5

imagination "faith is small and love is cold." The continual experience of God

was the truly spiritual life, this life of righteousness was both given by Christ
6 7

and contingent on man working for himself. It was the life of constant prayer.
8

It was the way of "imagination." It was the "secret life" which was the essence

i
Alexander Wbyta, Lord Teach Ps Tp Fray, p. 81. In this sermon ohyte

relates how one of his parishioners had experienced the mystery of this grace.

2Ibid.

3Alexander whyte, Bible <^a>ra & P. 56.

A2m., P. 55.

^Alexander Kbyte, Bunyan Characters, T-eoond varies, p, 22,

^Alexander wbyte, Bunyan Characters. Third ceri&s. p, 271.

^Alexander ..hyte, Lprd Teach Us To fray, pp. 18$ff.

SIbld.. p. 2U.
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1 2
of true religion# Mysticism, as *hyte once said, was skin to mystery. The

personal experience of God was both internal and esoteric# B© said: "The truth

is you oust all become mystics before you will admit all the strange truth" of
3

the spiritual life#

John Caird's emphasis on the personal experience of God was cast in the

idiom of Hegelian idealism.^ To comprehend this strain in G&ird's sermons, on©

must first understand hie view of man and religion# To Caird there was both &

5
natural and a spiritual side to man# In hie sermons and lectures he expressed

this dichotomy in such terms a© the "lower and higher life...outer life and

inner hidden life..,the actual and the ideal life...our' selves and our true
6

self." The great practical question for John Caird was this: "How can this
7

division in man's nature be healed?" In his instinctive desire to unite the

actual with the ideal and thereby attain union with God, man often followed the

way of morality. To Caird this was futile for "morality [wasl the never ending
8

approximation to that ideal." Only religion could transform man's "aspiration
9

into fruition, anticipation into realization."

John Caird embraced a radical notion of religion for religion itself

*Alexander Whyte, Banyan Characters. Second Series, p. 68,

^Alexander V hyte, Bible Characters. .Stephen Tp Timothy, p. 230.

^Alexander .-byte, Bunyan Characters, series, p. 271.

*John Caird, £& Introduction J£a j&e rfrllg?pphy a£ frelfofloq, p. vi. also
see B. M, G. Keardon, uellgloua Thought In 'The Nineteenth Century, pp. 352-362.

Ibid., p , 24.7.

6John Caird, s& Ifltygduetfon To The Thl^opophy of i.elfaiqn, pp. 262, 268,
277. Also see Aspects g£ PP« 131, 182, MSSSg&Z x$mmf P• 166.

rt

John Gaird, Introduction To The Philosophy of heliglon. p. 262.

8Ibid.. p. 277. 9Ibld.. p. 280.
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was perfect union with God jure.1 fteligion was "the surrender of the finite

vdll to the infinite.#.the absolute identification of my will with the will
2 3

of God." Yet religion did not attain perfect union with God facto. This

tension, between what was in principle but not in experience man's perfect union

with God, was the axis of Caird's preaching. First, Caird emphasized that within

man himself there was the potential for perfect union with God. Secondly, the

truth of this union could only be verified by experience which itself was secre¬

tive. Thirdly, life was to be devoted to the perfection of this union.

Preaching was first the proclamation of man's inherent potential for

union with God. God was everywhere, permeating the whole of life,^ Yet God was

supremely within the "common nature of man" and therefor© Caird could sayi "to

become one with God, as 1 am, is not to transcend but to realise your true nature
5

as men." Within each man there was conscience. Caird called conscience that

innate sense of "what is good and right," that "imperative of duty."^ Awaken

this built-in sens© "of the higher life" and man would realize the extent to
7

which he was chained to his lower nature. In preaching this meant that Caird

1
Ibid.. pp. 284-287. 2Ibld.. p. 283.

^Ifcid.. pp. 285p 287. Caird says* "The whole future of t.he religious
life is given in its beginning, bat it is given implicitly, as a principle which
has yet to unfold its hidden riches and its all-subduing power," p. 285. "Mot
only is there in the Individual life much which has not yet been subjected to
the transforming power of the principle of religion, but that principle can
never, under the conditions of the outward and temporal life, fully and adequately
realise itself.,,.The satisfaction and blessedness of the divine life is thus,
so far as our common experience goes, ever only a goal to be reached, the result
of a process ever renewed and never consummated," p. 287.

4
John Caird, "Corporate Immortality," Scotch Sermons, p. 15.

5Ibid., p. 21.

6John Caird, University Geraona. pp. 56, 93» 94.

John Caird, Ag MSP&S&ga ISL WAPS9PAY $£ i^Won, P. 268.
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placad little emphasis on sin, for sin was negative and since the basis of union

with God was already in man the preacher was to be positive,"' "Religion" he
2

said, "is from beginning to end the work of the spirit of God," This meant

that in preaching, "in worship," union with God was to be proclaimed "as a
3

thing realized and complete,"

For John Cairo the gospel was the supreme revelation of the divine poten¬

tial innate in man, Caird declared to his West Park congregation in Glasgow*

In what way may we conceive of divine truth aB commending itrelf to
the consciousness of man? It does so by revealing to man the Lost
Ideal of his Nature,

The Gospel is, in one view of it, the disclosure to man of
the true ideal of humanity, the discovery of the perfect type of
our being, lost by sin, and yet recoverable in Christ,^

To the students of Glasgow University he aot forth Jams Christ as the "visible

form and embodiment [of] the moral ideal."Jesus Christ [was] the new idea of
6

God, transcending all that the world has otherwise been able to attain to,"

Indeed it was because of Jesus Christ that Caird could proclaim man's union

with God as complete and perfect.

What we are in God's sight,,,is determined not by what we do or
have done, but by the presence in the soul of that inward spirit,
principle, characteristic motive arid aim—in one word, by that

i
John Caird, University .-among, p, 49, "To make a sinner righteous

is an infinitely greater triumph of righteousness than to make a sinner wretched.
In itself there is nothing valuable in pain or misery or torture aa pain, misery,
torturej God has and can have no pleasure in themj but in every holy act there
is something that is inherently and essentially precious."

2ltid,. p, 85.

3John Caird, ;fctrodqotl9p To The Philosophy pf iye.l&flftf,, p. 237.

^John Caird, Aspects o£ Life, p. 11.
5
John Caird, University ver?nQne, p, 98,

P. 229.
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self-surrender, that identification with a divine ideal, which
constitutes the Christian faith. Poor, imperfect, fluctuating,
inadequate ®ay be our attempts to realize that ideal in action,
the very best which the best of men do can be only a gradual
approximation to Itj but all they fain would be, all the splendour
of the spirit's future career Is already and virtually contained
In it. In the soul in which that divine principle dwells, in the
soul in which devotion to Christ has become the one supreme, all-
dominating motive and aiaj it Is and not the dim imperfect
life, the blurred, confused medium through which it struggles into
expression,—it is that which determines God's judgment of us, makes
us what in his sight wo are.'

Uadergirding Caird's mysticism and hidden in his untraditionel language was the
O

orthodox belief in salvation as first a matter of man's status before God.

The reality of man's union with God could only be verified by experience

and experience was itself innate and secretive. There was a beginning to the

Christian life but it was an internal experience in man difficult to verbalize.

John Caird wrote:

In that act which constitutes the beginning of the religious life-
call it faith, or trust, or self-surrender, or by whatever name
you will—there is involved the identification of the finite with
a life which is eternally realised. It is the elevation of the
spirit into a region where hope passes into certitude, struggle
into conquest, interminable effort and endeavour into peece and
rest.3

"Lepentance, conversion, regeneration, sanctiflcatlon" were "pictorial or
/

figurative" ideas turned into realities by experience. Justification and

1
Ibid,.. pp. 126, 127. Also see pp. 130, 131.

^Marcus Doda, hater Letters of Harcus hods. 1895-1909, p. 35. Here Dods
writes: "I have beer, reading LrincSpal Caird's Gilford Lectures and. san pleased
to see how orthodox he is. The style is wonderful, in every clause classically
pure.'1

3John Caird, Ifltyp^pt,Lon L£ iMfiUQPtif &£ P. %

^Ibid,.. pp. 171-173. In Caird' a sermons these theological terms wore re¬
cast into the language of human experience, liepentance wae the rousing of the
soul "to the revelation of eternal righteousness...the vision of an infinite
purity and holiness in the light of which it sees its own misery and degradation,"
University Leraong. p. 88. Forgiveness, which was inseparable from repentance,
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regeneration were actual although "beyond the reach of outward observation.

The reality of the work of regeneration may be questioned, finally,
because of its secret or imperceptible character; and it is this
difficulty which the argument of the text seems specially intended
to obviate (John 3:7, 8). Momentous though the change be, which, in
regeneration, the soul is supposed to undergo, it is one of which
we have no direct consciousness—no immediate evidence....We reach
and pass the crisis of our spiritual history all unconscious^that
en event so extraordinary is taking place within the breast.

unly the experience of man himself could prove the reality of union with God,

Caird declared:

If you ask ae where I find the evidence of this abiding contact of
the human spirit with the Spirit of Christ.,..I answer that I find
it in the experience of every soul that has ever loved and lived for
Christ...,In the living experience of every Christian heart, I find
the irrefragable witness to the abiding, life-giving presence, the
proof that that redeeming, forgiving, Hallowing, saving spirit, that
once in human form visited the world, is not a thing of the past, but
a living, operating spirit and power in the present life and experience
of man,'

Dean Inge wrote just after the turn of the century:

Thousands are craving for a basis of belief which shall rest,
not on tradition or authority or historical evidence but on the
ascertainable facts of human experience, end the mystics,.it has
been truly said, are the only thorough-going empiricists.^

John Caird made personal experience the cryptic basis of man's union with God.

Finally, Caird insisted that man was to devote his life to the perfec¬

tion of this union with God. It was only in the cultivation of the graces of

life that man's union with God was recognised.

was the "child-instinct within the soul to verify and welcome that revelation of
the Fatherhood of God," University Demons, pp. 89, 140. lieconciliation was the
act in which "the soul regains its lost equilibrium," Aspects of life, p. 161.

^John Caird, University oexmons. p. 116.
2
John Caird, Asoeota a£ bile, pp. 69# 70.

3
John Caird, University peraons. pp. 109# HO.

William Aalph Inge, vtudiea uf English cystica, p. 238.
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Ualy by its effects,«—by the fragrance and beauty of a saintly-
life, its truthfulness, gentleness, humility, self-denialj or,
again, by evil passions rooted up, inveterate sinful habits bent
and broken, obstacles to holiness swept away—by the sorrow, the
self-abasement, the penitence, the prayers of a soul at the footstool
of infinite Justice end Mercy,—only by these outward effects can
the hidden presence and working of the Holy spirit be recognised.^

It was only as man attempted to live life in terms of this perfect union with
2

God that the higher life became a viability. Caird lamented the fact that

"human nature seems to be a thing of boundless possibilities but of miserable
3

performances." let he declared that there was a "nobleness" in the "imperfect

life" for imperfection pointed to the infinity of perfection/* Nothing less than
5

that perfection seen in Christ was to be the objective of the spiritual life.

Caird rhetorically inquiredi

What does religion, what does spiritual growth and advancement mean?
it means a fuller and richer sympathy with God's boundless love}
the nearer a human soul comes to God so much the more does it yearn,
—with a compassion which reflects the infinite pity and tenderness,
—over the spiritually forlorn and wretched, ^ad if it be so, so
much the more does a happipess which is consistent with their ruin
become a thing impossible.0

Perfection, "this exalted ideal of Christian goodness," was the goal to which
7

"Christian men and women [were] bound to aspire."

In his quest for a perfect union with God, man was to view life only

from the perspective of his true self. When viewed from the level of the higher

1John Caird, hapects G£ wife, p. 75.
2
Caird was here making use of Hegel's notion of negation, he® i-n

Infraction To ihe Philosophy Of religion, pp. 249, 252, 273.
3
John Caird, "Corporate Immortality," Ccotch demons, p. 2,

5John Caird, Cfllveralty Sermons, pp. 89, 90.

6Irbld.. p. 172.
7
Ibid.» p. 91.
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life, ;iselfishness" was an "absurdity and irrationality." Man was a split
2

personality living in two different worlds. This was both his agony arid

hi3 ecstasy. Gaird observed: "That which makes man a spiritual being makes
3

him a restless being...reason is the secret of divine discontent."' For John

Caird only religion could integrate the polarities of life and create in life

"aw© and reverence.

The capacity of religion is the capacity to rise above ourselves
and the world, to forget and oast behind us the soils and stains
of guilt, to feel no longer the dreg and bondage of earthly cares
and troubles, to soar into a region where the interests and agitations
of time are dwarfed into their inherent littleness, and, in the
fulness and ecstasy of spiritual emotion, we can claim our birthright
of communion with the things unseen ana eternal.'

"The touchstone of our being is," decreed John Caird, "Are we living for God?"^
Caird attempted to help man answer this question affirmatively by stressing the

potential innate in man for his own experience of God, As a preacher, his

message attracted an army of followers. His sermons were said to be "the most

1rbid., pp. 166, 167.
2
John Caird, Aspects qf Life, pp. 181, 182.

3John Caird, ISLIM Fh&opophy fi£ MAb3M» P* #6.
4John Caird, Cjy&Ffrlttfl p. 25. Also see p&fim £2£M§I

] awdtiv. pp. 106, 107, "Religion is, or ought to be the regulating principle
of man's being..,,A man's mind may be in a religious attitude, engaged in a
spiritual, evangelical contemplation, when considering how to behave towards
his wife, or treat his servants, or invest his money, or vote for a member of
parliament. Piety may be brought into exercise in the endeavour to bring Chris¬
tian principle to bear on the gains, losses, rivalries, competitions of business,
on the cares and toils and sacrifices of domestic life, as really as in meditat¬
ing on the doctrine of Justification by faith,...Principle elevates everything
it touches." It should be observed that these examples would apply to only a
portion of the social class of the community. An indication that Caird's in¬
fluence was restricted to the middle class.

5John Caird, MSXUWiL PP. *>3,
^John Caird, Assays For Aundav needing, p. 203.
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powerful defence of Christian J^sticisa... since william Law.®

c. The Kingdom of God f

The kingdom of God was the third these of prominence in the sermons

of the more liberal evangelical. As proclaimed by the preacher the kingdom of

God was primarily personal and spiritual. John Caird equated the kingdom with
2

the "ideal life11 for it was within man's nature. Caird used such synonyms as

"spiritual world...the divine order of things...the kingdom of truth" to describe

the kingdom of God,^ Robert Flint said that "the kingdom of God begins within.

He continuedi

It is the kingdom of divine power and grace over man's will, its
acts and results, of divine order and righteousness in man's life
and all its relations. In the measure that human caprice is re¬
placed by divine law, human perversity by divine holiness, this
kingdom is advanced.5

Marcus bods insisted that the kingdom of God was no mere "figure of speech...

but most literal."^ This was so because the kingdom was essentially personal

and spiritual.

The kingdom of heaven...is within you. It does not alter empires
into republics, it doss not abolish work and give us all demoralising
ease, it doe® not find fault with the universal frame of things, or
refuse to fit itself into the world as it is, but accepting things
a® it finds them, it leavens all it touches. It does not demand that
the family shall be broken up, that business shall cease, but only
that all relations of life be purified, The outward forms of the
world's work, its offices and dignities, its need of work and ways

1
William Ralph Inge, Christian Mysticism, p. 322.

^John Caird, Univ+rgftty pp. 355, 356,

3Ibid., p. 340,

nobert i* lint, L&mISB V.RQn iJE&tLt P« &3.

5Ibid., p. 60.
£
Marcus Dods, The Prayer That Teaches To Fray. pp. 50, 51.
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of working, would be little altered if all men were suddenly to become
truthful, sober and industrious; and similarly the change proposed by
Christ is inward and on the individual, and is only influential in
society through the individual. Our Lord, in establishing a kingdom
on earth, did not intend to erect & vast organization over against
the world, but he meant to introduce into the world itself a leaven
which should rule and subdue all to His spirit,•

Henry Druramond concurred that the first objective of the kingdom of Cod was
2

"spiritual.,,to make men." However, he interpreted the spiritual essence of

the kingdom in sweeping terras, for the kingdom was nothing less than the

"society of Christ,"^
The Kingdom of God is a Society of the best men, working for the
best ends, according to the best methods. Its membership is a
multitude whom no man can number; its methods are as various as
human nature; its field is the world. It is a Commonwealth, yet it
honours a King; it is a Social Brotherhood, hit it acknowledges the
Fatherhood of God. Though not a Philosophy the world turns to it
for light; though not Political it is the incubator of all great
laws. It is raore human than the State, for it deals with deeper
needs; more Catholic than the Church, for it includes whom the
Church rejects. It is a Propaganda, yet it works not by agitation
but by ideals. It is a Religion, yet it holds the worship of God
to be mainly the service of man. Though not a Scientific Society
its watchword is evolution; though not en ^tfaic it possesses the
demon on the Mount. This mysterious Cooiety owns no wealth but
distributes fortunes. It has no minutes for history keeps thea;
no member's roll for no one could make it. Its entry-money is
nothing; its subscription, all you have. The ociety never moots
and it never adjourns. Its one word—loyalty; its Gospel one message

The kingdom of God was spiritual and personal; it was within man. let the very

idea of a kingdom had social implications,

without denying the personal and spiritual character of the kingdom of

God the preacher orientated this phrase in a social direction, hirst, this

—love.1

1
Marcue hods, vlu-iet $nd ;ian. p. 153.

^ienry Drummond, £ha ggg rftaBgaJAW SS& yftfrPF PP. 95, 96.
3
henry hrummond, Greatest Thing Jp The world, pp. 31ff.
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coneept of the kingdom was the basis of th© emerging secular emphasis in

Christianity* Second, this phrase was another basis for the optimism which

marked the more liberal evangelical sermon.

Confronted with the challenge of secularization, the pulpit countered
1

with its own secular response. The Church was not to be equated with the king¬

dom, While the kingdom was personal and spiritual the Church was often institu¬

tional and organizational*

The Church itself may become too -visible—has in many respects become
too visible—and has thus unfortunately succeeded in at once separating
itself fro® the world as a distinct and alien institution, and becoming
entirely "of the world" by imitating the institutions, the ambitions,
the power, the ostentation of the world* It has learned to measure its
success very largely by the bulk It occupies in the eyes of men, by
its buildings, its costly services, its creeds and laws and courts|
and it has too much forgotten that its function is of quite another
kind, namely to be hidden among the flour*

The Church often trusts to massive end wealthy organizations, to
methods which are calculated to strike every one) bit according to
the Head of the Church His religion aid spirit are to be propagated
by an influence which operates like an infectious disease, invisible,
without apparatus arid pompous equipment, succeeding all the better
where it is least observed,-'

"The Church," wrote Henry Dromond, "is paralyzed,«,.It has something to show

in the past,...But for the present nothing stirs) it is all as frozen as

4
Labrador." The distinction between the sacred and the secular was to be aban¬

doned and any attempt to retain such a distinction was repudiated and negatively

labeled " sacerdotalism* The relationship of the Church to the kingdom was

*Se© pp. 148ff,

^Marcus Cods, Christ and Man, p, 153*

^Ibid* r p. 154. Also see Robert Flint, Christ1s kingdom On ^arth. p* 65

^Henry Drummond, The hey avangeliaa. p, 115*
5
Allan Menzies, "The Christian Rrieethood," scotch sermons, pp. I6lff,
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alwsys tenuous. At best the Church was a means of the kingdom but never the

end,

The Church may not lay its commands upon other institutions, as
if it belonged to the kingdom of God, and they not, but has to teach
them that, by right if not in fact, they belong to th© kingdom of
God as much as itself, that tbu® awakening them—art, literature,
science, commerce, government—to a sense of their true dignity, of
their high vocation, they may walk worthy of it. To bring men under
the influence of that holy and blessed Word which "giveth life," and
is "the power of God unto salvation," and to persuade them to act on
it in every relationship bravely, faithfully—this is our work as
members of the Church.'

At worst, the Church was a barricade to progress, a hurdle to be either by-passed

or demolished.

The secular emphasis of the kingdom of God turned on a comprehensive view

of the kingdom. The kingdom was greater than the Church, the kingdom was life

and the Christian was to work for the reign of God in life, Henry Drummond said

that the kingdom of God "acts, not by commandment, but by eontagionj not by fiat,

but by friendship....Tn© crowning wonder of His scheme is that Be entrusted it
2

to man." Marcus Gods insisted that Christian men were to "mix" in society for
3

the improvement of society rested with mm himself.

Who can improve society but the men who actually compose it?
Who can bring bad custom to an end but those whose temptation it ia
to perpetuate them? Where is this purified society God promises to
come from but out of actual human society? It is our society mode
better by ourselves. To wait till society regenerates itself, and
till everybody will support you in righteous action and in carrying
out your higher views, is unreasonable, you being the salt which is
to purify society. If society is not regenerated it is because the
individual is not. If we decline to use our influence on that part
of society we touch, we, in so far, prevent the possibility of the ^
very thing we profess to be hoping for, the regeneration of society.

Eobert flint, Christ's kingdom Un ...arth. pp. 80, 81. Also see p. 75»
here Flint says that Church history can "only be adequately described as the his¬
tory of the kingdom of od on earth,"

2Henry Dromond, Tfce G,rqatq?t. Me & 2M world, pp. 1H, 116.
-Ymreus Gods, Cfrrlst and Man, pp. 157, 158.
4
i-iarcus Gods, T&g, '/islon,s g£ 4 Froabet, pp. 86, 87.
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John Caird declared that "religion is eminently social. It is essentially the
1

deepest bond of union between man and wan." Robert Flint accentuated the

priesthood of all believers in emphasizing that it was each man doing his best

in his own sphere of work which secured "the advancement of Christ's Kingdom."**
George Adam Cnitfa grounded this enlarged vision of the kingdom in the incarnations

"The Kingdom has already come. In Jesus Christ we have understood it, we have
3

owned its obligation, we have felt its full influence."

In an era restricting the scope of the sermon the liberal evangelical

launched a counter offensive and set out to make the secular holy. There was a

general consensus that religion consisted "not so much in doing spiritual or

sacred act®, as in doing secular acts from a sacred or secular motive," Indeed
5

the secular was believed to be "intensely sacred."

What did it mean to make the secular sacred? Robert Flint described

it as Christianizing a nation.^ He continued;

This is not to be done exclusively through the Church. The kingdom
of God is not to be established among us in this country solely by
the services of the sanctuary, or directly religious exorcises and
instruction, A legislator by obtaining good laws, a poet by writing
ennobling versos, a country gentleman by an active interest in the
well-being of those who are on his estates and in his own neighborhood,
and every class of men by the faithful discharge of their special
duties in commerce or trade, science or art, rasy help and hasten on
the coming of the kingdom of God without entering into the ecclesias¬
tical sphere of action. When Christians speak contemptuously about
any kind of social reforms and moral improvements in a nation, when

1
John Gaird, What Is nellHon?. p. 23.

^Robert Flint, demons, p. 9.
3
George Adam uaith, TJie Forgiveness of eipa. p. 136.

fjofcn Caird, Aspects 0£ Lifg, p. 286.
5
Henry Druramond, The Greatest Thing In The World, p. 142.

^Robert Hint, Christ's Kingdom Upon ^arth. p. 70.
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they fancy that as Christians these natters concern them not, they
show great and lamentable blindness to the true nature of that kingdom
which Christ died to set up on earth, and which He desires us to pray
and labour for..,.

The kingdom of God in Britain is not merely the Church in
Britain. Government, education, literature, art, science, and morality,
these, sanctified and guided by the Word and Spirit of God, are all
ways in which His kingdom ought to operate,'

i areas Bode suggested that in order to make the secular holy the Christian

should "join freely in all the Innocent ways of the world" for the simplest way

to communicate the Christian spirit was to be Christian in the natural i*<ter-
o

course of life. George Adam Graith, said to be an example of a preacher with a

"social policy," turned to the story of the good Gamaritan as exemplary of the
3

role of the Christian in the world. Henry Drufisaond was the most radical insist¬

ing that the task of making the secular holy necessitated vast social reform.

It comes from people living. Before ever the Broken-Hearted can be
healed a hundred greater causes of suffering than death must b©
destroyed. Before the Captive can b© free a vaster prison than his
own sins must be demolished. There are hells on earth into which no
breath of heaven can ever come; these must be swept away. There are
social soils in which only unrighteousness can flourish; these must
be broken up.

That is the work of the Bay of Vengeance, when is that Bay?
It is now. rtho is the Avenger? Law, What Law? Criminal Law, Sanitary
Law, Social Law, Natural Law. wherever the poor are trodden upon or
tread upon one another; wherever the air is poison and the water foul;
wherever want stares, and vice reigns, and rage rot—there the avenger
takes his stand. Whatever makes it most difficult for the drunkard
to reform, for the children to be pure, for the widow to earn a wage,
for any of the wheels of progress to revolve with these he deals.
Belay him not. He is the messenger of Christ. Despair of ham not,
distrust him not. Eis Bey dawns slowly, but his work is aire. Though
evil stalks the world, it is on the way to execution; though wrong
reigns, it must end in self-combustion. The very nature of things
is God's Avengers the very story ox" civilization is the history of
Christ's Throne.4-

'ibid., PP. 71, 72.
^Marcus Bods, Christ and Man, p. 1$8.

^George Adam Smith, The foradvances Of Bins, pp. 146ff, The British
weekly. June 10, 1897, p. 139.

^Henry ,.>rummond, T&g, Greatest Thing In The world, pp. 110, 111.
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To make the secular holy was to bring in the kingdom of God. This was the

Bomm bornm of the Christian enterprise.

The concept of the kingdom of God was another basis of the optimism which

so marked the sermon of many liberal evangelicals. This kingdom was an "ideal
i

...realisable on earth." The certain attainment of this "golden age" was the

one article of faith to which John Caird could positively attach the notion of

predestination.

It is this lest thought,,,which makes Christianity, above all things,
the religion of aspiration, of hope, of progress, of unresting en¬
deavour after a perfection that is yet to be. If there be views of
life which lead to reaction or stagnation, to a false consecration
of the past or despair of the future, it is not to Christ's teaching
they can appeal. If there be those who are disposed to regard the
misery and degradation, the sorrow and sin that crust down vast masses
of mankind with a weight heavy as frost, as incurable evils, who turn
away from the present life and transfer their ideal of goodness and
happiness to a world of visionary bliss beyond the grave,—-to none of
theee, to no form of the paralyzing creed of pessimism does Christ's
conception of life afford the faintest sanction, tor not only does
Christ proclaim that there are no forms of evil, material or moral,
poverty, disease, pain, sorrow, suffering, or even those darker, deeper
ills that oftenest baffle human healing—guilt and sin, unholy passions,
evil desires, impenitence, remorse, and despair,—no forms of evil
however deep-seated and inveterate, to the victims of which ne may
not address the invitation, "Come unto me, all ye that labour and
are heavy-laden, and I will give you rest"; but he goes far beyond
this, and proclaims the coming of a kingdon of God, a universal reign
of light and love, an era of perfect goodness and blessedness, as the
predestined future of humanity.

For henry brumraond the kingdom of God was a phrase most expressive of his belief
3

in the immanence of God and the theory of evolution. These were the factors

producing his buoyant Christmas message of 1891* "A City without A Church,"

in which he spoke of the certain renewal of the city*

^dohn Caird, Oniversity s>ermons. p. 356.

2M£', PP. 354-, 355.
3
Henry lirummond, The New ^vsn^ellsa. "The Third Kingdom," pp. 92££i

JSfcfi Greatest Thing In TJie «orld. pp. 114, 115.
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jurvey the Cities of the world today, Survey your own City—town,
village, homo—&a prophesy, God's kingdom is surely to eorae in
this world, God's will is surely to be don© on earth as it is done
in Heaven,,,,Cith Christianity as the supreme actor in the world's
drama, the future of its Cities is even now quite clear, Project the
lines of Christian and social progress to their still far off goal and
see even now that Heaven must come to earth,^

It has been said that progress is the one word best characterising this period
2

of the nineteenth century# Marcus Dods saw progress as the essence of the

kingdom of God, as "God's lew" in the world and this enlarged his vision of the
3

mission of the Church in the world. He declared!

The Church must take into account that she is destined to be world¬
wide, ...Jhe must be such a corporation as can admit Hindoos, China¬
men, savages, oh© must not tie herself to any practice which cannot
be adopted by all men everywhere. Most religions have made this mis¬
take,,,. To make certain forms of worship compulsory, to prohibit
divergence from our own creed and from our own nahite is simply to do
what is here reprehended} it Is to limit the expansion of Christianity,
to shut ourselves up within walls of our own building and have little
or no share in the extension of the true religion. Be comprehensive,
be progressive, is the voice of this vision to the Church,^

5
Mince this kingdom was certain to triumph, life took on an aura of sacredness,

George Adam Smith said!

In the religious communities which lift their eyes above their own
low hedges to the high hills of God—to the great simple outlines
of His kingdom, to the ideals and destiny which God has set before
mankind—in such churches faith in His nearness to the world,,.must
always abound. To men who have an eye for the big things of earth,
God will always seem to be afoot upon it,®

1
Henry Drummond, The Greatest Thfng jiie -PP.ld, pp. 139, 140.

M, G, Heardon, o£. elt.. p. 1.
3
-Marcus Code, Tjae ^.sjons, Q£ 4 i-rophet, p. 12,

^Tbid.. pp. 13, 14.

^iuabert Flint, sermons, pp. 56ff.

^George Adam Smith, four realms, pp. 108, 109,
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The conviction that the kingdom of God was destined to triumph gave the more

liberal evangelical sermon a compelling, but historically naive sense of optimism

and confidence#

Diversity was the essence of the more liberal evangelical sermon. Where¬

as the older evangelical sermon oscillated between dogmatism and pietism, the

more liberal evangelical sermon assumed a kaleidoscopic pattern. This was the

period in which Walter C, Smith wrote*

The world is losing faith in God,
and thereby losing faith in man,
For now the earthworm and the sod
Wind up, they say, our little span;
But they that held by the Divine,
Clasp too the Human in their faith,

And with immortal hopes entwine
The silence and the gloom of death.

In his attempt to revive faith in God and man the preacher bocame both more

apologetical and personal. Faith was individual but it was an individual faith

with social implications. The God to be experienced was the God whose spirit was

within every man. The new perspective in preaching, the new appropriation of the

Bible, the new eoterlological emphasisj—all witnessed to the determination of

the more liberal evangelical to speak to man in a period of increased secularisa¬

tion, The themes of the sermon were variable, John Tulloch and R# H# Story

stressed the fatherhood of God, Alexander Whyte and John Caird accentuated

personal religious experience. Henry Drummond, Marcus Bode and Robert Hint

found new impetus in the kingdom of God#

In retrospect the more liberal evangelical sermon reflected the continu¬

ity and contrast in evangelical preaching. The academic perspicuity of the

older evangelical sermon tending toward dogmatism remained, only appreciation of

^Walter C. Smith, "The Letter," Foams, p# 133.
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history, and psychology and ethics replaced the old devotion to scholastic Calvin¬

ism with its metaphysical emphasis. The demand of the older evangelical sermon

tending toward pietl era for a radical and experimental religion of the heart was

retained and refined into a mysticism which attempted to sake the God revealed

in Christ the essence of tho spirit of man. The soteriological emphasis of

evangelicalism continued but it was the reformation of man's human character

which was central. The pulpit was still aggressive in its proclamation of the

Uvangel hut in deference to the age, evolution and higher criticism were accom¬

modated as comrades of the good neve. Preaching continued to be biblically

orientated but the text of the sermon was less frequently analyzed by th© index

of the Confession of Faith, The sermon was supremely Chrletocentric but "preach¬

ing Christ" placed primary emphasis on the incarnation instead of the atonement,

"Theology" it has been said "plays a role in the periphery of preaching, giving

light and direction end correction,"^ Society and history are the stage on which

the validity of the sermon is tested.

1A. B. Come, Ag. MSB&g&SB &Wp £aBM&&gg £SL *T*frC,herPi P.
165.
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APFENDIX I - A

Statistics Of The Church of Scotland?

Year

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

Year

1886.
1887.
1888.
1889.
1890.
1891 .

1892.
1893.
1894.
1895.
1696.
1897.
1898.

No. of Divinity Students

223
230
246
245
216
188
18O
177
159
148
142
124
126
109 TOTAL...2,613

Status of the Probationers List

Total
With
Degrees

.270,

.293.

.302,

.310.

.336,

. 68,..

.121...

.127...

.159...

.189...
.376 226...
.358 214...
.366 221...
,382 203...
.399... 220...
.393 216...
.376 207...
.366.•..••••196...

1699 348 178,

Added

&
License

«•.63...*
.#.72... .
...66....
••.67..•.
...74....
«..69....
...6le...
*•.70.•..
.. .71»..»
...65....
...48....
...39....
...52....
...25....

without
>riployntent

.. 55....
• • 61.....
• • 81....
.. 94.... 1

..108*"***,

..103....,

.. 67....,

.. 96..«. i

.. 99....,

.. 87..,.,

.. 59....,

.. 69
•• 46....,

TOTALS . .4,677 2 ,604. 652. .1p25.

Leaving* >
For

Charges

► •36
►.a
,.60
>.66
,.48
..58
,.62
,.38
,.47
,.51
,.49
,,48
,.67
,.44

.74-8

* The statistics of the Church of Scotland do not become complete until
1686. These figures were taken from the "Heport of the Committee
of Probationers"•

** This figure also includes those entering the service of the Church
of Scotland abroad.

*** No returns available.

»*«•* In 1891, the report of the Committee on Probationers said there were
108 probationers unemployed. In 1892, this MUM committee said
that in the previous year (lb9l) there had been 123 unemployed
probationers.
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APPENDIX I - A

Number

Year

The Probationers List
4 886 to 4 899

Probationers Added by License
Probationers withdrawn Fro® List as
settled in the Ministry of the Church
of Scotland.

Comparative Statistics

YEAH.

1886 - 1899

1960 - 1966

NO. OF
DIVINITY
STUDENTS

838*

403

NO, OF
MEN

LICENSED

852**

401

NO. OF MEN
ORDAINED OR

SETTLED IN THE
CHURCH*S MINISTRY

74B

452

(These more recent figures are included only to serve as
a basis of comparison with the past.)

From 1886 to 1899 there were a total of 2f6l3 divinity student®. The
above figure of 838 was deduced by dividing the total number of
students by the length of the divinity hall curriculum which was four
years.

This figure only includes those added to the probationers list eaoh
year by liosnoe. Here it should be observed that seven out of every
eight men licensed were ordained.
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afpendix i - b

Statistics Of The Free Church of Scotland4,

No. Of
Divinity

Year Students

1876 .

1877 .

1878 .

1879 .

1880 .

1661 .

1882 .

1883 .

1884 .

1885 .

1886 .

1887 .

1888 .

1889 .

1890 .

1891 .

1892 .

1893 .

1&94 .

1895 .

1896 .

1897 .

1898 .

1899 .

161
16i
193
199
166
209
209
220
237
248
266
270
280
265
273
236
243
205
193
203
183
194
192
171

TOTALS .5,219

Students
Holding
Degrees

. 71

. 77
• 75
. 104
. 85
. 99
. 102
. 105
• 119
. 129
• 126
• 141
. 153
• 156
• 151
. 138
. 130
• 114
. 100
• 102
. 99
. 100
• 101
. 104

2,681

* from 1864 * 1875 there were 2

Students Passing
Final Exit
Examination

39
29
36
42
43
55
41
35
62
51
69
52
54
64
85
65
62
14
48
58
43
39
56
53

1,224

,430 divinity students in the free Church.
In this same period 563 passed the "Final exit examination". These
statistics were compiled from the reports of the " -lamination Board",
the reports "Distribution and Employment of Probationers" and the
various reports of the "Commission for Quinquennial Visitation".

Comparative statistics 1676 - 1899

no. OF STUDENTS PROBATIONERS PROBATIONERS
DIVINITY COMPLETED ADMITTED SETTLED IN THE
STUDENTS DIVINITY CHURCH *S

HALL MINISTRY

1,305s" 1,224 960** 786**

* From 1876 to 1899 there were a total of 5,219 divinity students. The
Free Church divinity hall was four years.

** Observe that one out of every five men admitted as a probationer failed
to secure a Free Church pastoral charge.
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Status Of The Probationers List
The Free Church of Scotland

- - - - Probationers Added by License

Probationers Withdrawn From List
as Settled in The Free Church
ministry.

Number Probationers Probationers Probationers
of Holding Added by Leaving For

Year Probationers Degrees License Charges etc

1876 . . . 84 • • • • 21 • • • • 33 • • • • 26
1877 . . . 70 • • • • 27 • • • • 7* • » • • ♦

1878 . . . 52 • • • • 24 • • • * 24 • • • • 33
1879 . . . 51 • • • • 15 • • • • 40 • • • • 41
1880 . • • 44 • • • • 15 • • • # 5* • • • • *

1881 . . • 43 • • • • 13 • • • • 34 • • • • 28
1882 . . . 58 • • # • 19 • • • * 59 • • • • 40
1683 . . . 52 • • • • 16 • • • • 25 • • • # 28
1684 . • .48 • • • • 19 • • • • 37 • • • + 31
1865 . . . 55 • • • • 17 • • • • 32 • • • • 17
1886 . . . 70 • • • • 31 • • • • 42 • • • • 23
1887 . • .64 • • • • 42 • • • • 62 • • • • 41
1888 . . . 86 • • • • 49 • • • • 38 • • • • 39
1689 . . . 89 • • • • 47 • • • • 44 • • • • 37
1690 . • .119 • • • • 65 • • • • 66 • • • • 30
1691 • • .118 • • • • 71 • • • • 60 • • • • 55
1892 . • .131 • • • • 73 • • • • 58 • • • • 38
1893 . . .138 • • • • 77 • • • • 55 • 9 • • 44
1894 . . .135 • • • • 78 • • • • 38 • # • • 34
1895 . . .122 • • • • 66 • • • • 35 • • • • 38
1896 . . . 132 • • • • 80 • • • • 60 • • • • 43
1897 . . .119 • • • • 73 • • • • 37 • • • • 40
1896 . • .114 • • • • 69 • • • • 38 • • • • 37
1899 . • .117 • • • • 71 • • • • 43 • • • • 33

TOTALS . 2,131 • # • .1 ,075 • • a • 960 • • • • 786
* Incomplete or partial returns.
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Statistics Of The United Presbyterian Churoh

<u0.0E5 NO a Of No. of*» No. of Preachers Or¬
Divinity Preachers Preachers Preachers dained Holding

Year Students Licensed •ithdrawing Ordained Degree s

1850 • • * • • a 19 a a a a a 0 . . a a 22 . a a a . 0
1851 • • * • • a 18 . a a a a 0 a a a a 18 . a a a a 0
1852 • • 185 • • a 18 . a a a a 0 a a a a 26 . • a a a 1
1653 • • * . . a 30 a a a a a 0 a a a a 12 . a a a a 0
1654 • • 19l • • .21 a a a a a 5 a a a a 21 . a a a a 2
1855 • . 188 . . a 33 • • • a a 1 a a a a 22 a a a a a 3
1856 • . 20i . . a 31 a • • a a 0 a a a a 17 • a a a a 0
1657 • . 193 • . .31 a a a a a 6 a a a a 27 a a a a a 0
1858 • . 190 . . a 30 a a a a a 1 a a a a 22 . a a a a 0
1859 • . 195 . . a 29 a a a a a 3 a a a a 21 a a a a a 2
i860 • . 181 • • a 30 a a a a a 8 . a a a 31 a a a a a 3
1861 • .171 . . • 41 a a . a a 8 . . . a 22 a a a a a 2
1862 • . 161 . • . 26 a a a a a 6 a a a a 25 a a a a a 0
1863 • . 151 . . a 30 a a a . a 6 a a a a 19 a a a a a 0
1864 • . 133 . . a 33 a a a a a 4 a a a a 33 a a a a a 1
1865 • . 134 . • a 24 a a a a a 6 . . a a 28 . a a a a 1
1866 • . 132 . . a 22 a a a a a 6 a a a a 31 a a a a a 6
1867 • • 136 • • a 27 a a a a a 6 a a a a 19 a a a a a 6
1868 • . 139 . . a 32 a a a a a 7 a a a a 27 a a a a a 7
1869 • . 142 . # a 23 a a a a a 5 a a a a 25 a a a a a 3
1870 • . 139 • • a 24 a a a a a 9 a a a a 25 a a a a . 1
1871 • • 151 * • a a * a a a a 22 . a a a a 7
1872 • • 138 . • a 26 a a a a a 12 . . . . 22 a a a a a 5
1873 • . 12J . . a 25 a a a a a 6 a . a a 25 a a a a a 7
1874 • a 12/ a a a 20 a a a a a 8 . . a a 26 . . a a a 10
1675 • a 127 a a a 22 a a a a a 3 • • a a 1 3 a a a a a 8
1876 • a 107 a a a 27 a a a a a 4 a a a a 33 a a a a a 12
1877 • a 88 • . a 19 a a a a a 3 a a a a 16 . a a a a 7
1878 • a 74 a a a 19 a a • a a 5 a a a a 20 . a a a a 4
1879 • a 101 a a a 45 a a a a a 2 a . a a 26 . a a a a 11
1880 • a 116 . a a 22 a a a a a 6 a a a a 21 a a a a a 9
1881 • a 121 . . a 20 a a a a a 5 a a a a 16 a a a a a 9
1882 • a 110 a a a 26 a a a a a 4 a a a a 14 a a a a a 7
1683 • a 111 a a .31 a a a a a 11 a a a a 17 a a a a a 11
1884 • » 113 a a a 31 • • • a a 7 a a a a 20 a a a a a 14
1885 • . 126 a a a 25 a a a a a 5 a • a a 20 a a a a a 10
1886 • a 116 a • a 27 a a a a a 9 a a a a 1 3 a a a a a 11
1887 • a 114 a a a 31 • a • a a 7 a a a a 25 a a a a a 17
1888 • a 96 a a a 35 a a a a a / a a a a 29 a a a a a 15
1889 • a 94 a a a 39 a a a a a 7 a a a a 13 a a a a a 9
1890 0 a 93 a a a a * a a a a 21 . a a a a 12
1891 • a 102 a a a 35 a a a a a 13 a a a a 26 . a a a .21
1892 • a 96 a a a 25 a a a a a 13 • • a a 1 6 . a a a a 11
1893 • a 92 a a a 34 a a . a a 5 a • a a 26 a a a a a 9
1694 • 68 . a a 27 a a a a a 1 a a a a 27 a a a a a 13
1895 • a 95 a a a 22 a a a a a 2 a a a a 15 a . a a a 10
1896 • a 95 a a a 31 • • • a a 3 a a a a 19 . a a a a 9
1897 • a 77 a a a 18 . a a a a 6 . . a a 19 a a a a a 13
1898 • a 6l a a a 30 a a . a a 4 a a a a 15 a a a a a 5
1699 • a 62 . . a 30 a a a a a 11 a a a a 1 6 a a a a a 12
TOTALS .5,974 a a 1 ,314 a a a a .257 a a a 1 ,062 . a a a a33&
* Incomplete returns. All statistics ta-e taken from the annuel "Proceedings"
of the United Presbyterian Church.

** This is the number of men leaving the "Preachers List" either* because of
emigration, their time on the list has elapaed, or they "withdrew".
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Number of Men Licensed and Ordained
The United Iresbyterian Church

1676 to 1899

——— Number of Preachers Ordained

Comparative Statistics

NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF
DIVINITY MEN PREACHERS PREACHERS

YEAR STUDENTS LICENSED %ITHDRAAIN& ORDAINED

1850-1675 723 665 116 599

1876-1899 782 649 141 483

* Until 1876, the divinity hall of the U P Church was a five year
curriculum. After 1&76 it was a three year curriculum. The
number of tudents was deduced by dividing the total em-oHraent
of the divinity hall by the length of the curriculum.

*'* Of those withdrawing from 1850 to 1875, a total of 12 withdrew for
emmigration purposes, 65 for various reasons of their own request
and 35 because their time on the "preachers list" had expired. From
1676 to 1899 a total of 8 emigrated, 109 withdrew for personal
reasons and 24 were dropped as their alloted time had lapsed. The
178 who simply "withdrew" either changed their vocation or their
denomination, but no further statistics are available on this. It
should be noted that from 1876 to 1899 three out of every four sen
licensed to preach become ordained.
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APPENDIX II-A

REPRESENTATIVE M.A. CURRICULA IN SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES

* 's College, Aberdeen, 1826;
First Year... Latin, Greek.
Second Year.. Mathematics, Chemistry, Latin, Greek.
Third Year... Natural Philosophy, Latin, Greek.
Fourth Year.. Logic, Moral Philosophy, Rhetoric, Latin, Greek.

** Edinburgh University, 16fj9:

1• "It is required that candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts
shall have completed four years of academical study, and attended
the following classes: Latin, Greek, Mathematics, Logic and Meta¬
physics, Moral Philosophy, Natural Philosophy, Rhetoric; of which
Greek, Logic and Metaphysics, Moral Philosophy, and Natural Phil¬
osophy must have been attended during separate Sessions."
2. "It is required that candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of
Arts shall have completed three years of academic study, and
attended the following Classes: Latin, Greek, Mathematics, Logic
and Metaphysics, Moral Philosophy; of which Greek, Logic and Meta¬
physics, and Moral Fhilosophy must have been attended during
separate Sessions."

#** General M.A. Honours Course. 16bi:

1. Classical Literature
II. Mental Philosophy (Logic, Metaphysics, Moral Philosophy)
III. Mathematics (Pure Mathematics, Natural Philosophy)
IV. Natural Goience (Geology, Ecology, Chemistry)

**** General M.A. 1892

1. Language and Literature (ten subjects)
2. Mental Philosophy (five subjects)
3. Science (seven subjects)
4* History and Law (five subjects)

**** Honours M.A., 1892

Honours in any one of the following departments: "Classics;
Mental Philosophy; Mathematics and Natural Philosophy; Semitic
Languages; Indian Languages; English (Language, Literature and
British History); Modem Languages and Literature; History."

* Morgan, Alexander, Scottish University gtudiea. Oxford, 1933, p. 75.
** Edinburgh. University Calendar. 1659» p. 31 • Alexander Morgan, op.olt.

p. 90.
*** Morgan, Alexander, op. cit.. pp. 81, 82.
**** Ibid.. p. 85.
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CURRICULUM IN THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND DIVINITY HALL

lS26 Divinity Curriculum (As stated in the Report of the Universities
Commission of 1826)

First fear • ••• First Class in Divinity
First Class in Oriental Languages

Second Year ... Second Class in Divinity
Second Class in Oriental Languages

Third Year .... Second Class in Divinity continued
First Class in Ecclesiastical History

Fourth Year -econd Class in Ecclesiastical History
Class in Biblical Criticism.

1897 Divinity Curriculum (As stated in the "Reports On The Schemes of
The Church of Scotland," 1897» pp.l2i0-l2i9)

Class Schedule: Divinity - three years

Church History - two years

Hebrew - three years

Biblical Criticism - two years

Curriculum Content!

Biblical In Edinburgh and Aberdeen biblical oriticism included
Criticism Old Testament exegesis but in Glasgow and St, Andrews

it was always confined to New Testament subjects.

Divinity In Glasgow, Professor Hastie taught the junior class
Theological Introduction and Enoyclopaedia Apologetics,
the Philosophy of Religion. To the senior class he
taught the Comparative History of Religions, Biblical
Theology, Critical History of Christian Doatrinea,
Systematic Theology which was Dogmatics and Ethics.
In St. Andrews, Principal Stewart taught the Nature
and History of Religion, the Organisation of Theological
Sciences, Christian Doctrine, Apologetics (with
occasional lectures on Modern Thought) and lectures on
the duties of the Pastoral Office.

In Aberdeen, Profensor Peterson lectured on Theological
Enoyclopaedia, Apologetics, biblical Theology of the
New Testament, System of Christian Doctrine, Philosophy
and History of Religion.
In Mij&urgh, Professor Flint, lectured on the Biblical
Doctrine of Man, the Biblical Doctrine of Sin, the
Divine Fatherhood, the Person and Redemptive Word of
Christ, the offices of Christ, Christian Soclesiology.
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CURRICULUM IN THE FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND DIVINITY HALL

Curriculum For Now College, Edinburgh (As found, in the Proceedings
Of The Free Church General
Assembly, 1851, p. 1b4.)

First Year ,,», Hebrew
Natural Science
Theology - Primarily "Apologetical Theology" stressing

"Natural Theology, and its relations to
Revealed Religion, The Presumptive and
Positive Proof for Christianity, including
the Historical, Miraculous, Prophetic,
Internal, and Experimental Dvidenoes of
Religion, The integrity and authority of
the Records of Revelation,"

Second Year ,,, Hebrew
Church History
Theology - Primarily "Systematic Theology" the "System

of Doctrines Of The Dogmatic Theology of
Scripture,",,,The Doctrine of God, his
Being and Attributes; His works of Creation
and Providence: The Doctrine of personal
distinctions in the (Rtdhead: The Trinity:
The Doctrine of the Divine Covenants,*,The
Doctrine of Original Sin,,,"

Third Year •••• Church History
Exegetical Theology (Some attention is here given to

the principles of Hermeneutics,)
Systematic Theology - The System of Doctrine continued,

"The Doctrine of the Incarnation: the person
offices, and word of Christ,,,His Priesthood,
Atonement, Intercession, the nature end
ground of Justification: The Doctrine of the
Spirit's agency,,,Regeneration, Sanctifies-
tion.,,1-,'achfitolagy, or the Doctrine of Death,
Resurrection, Judgment, Heaven and Hell,
Review of the whole series of the Divine

Dispensations in connection with the Doctrine
of the Divine Decrees, and the questions as
to the Origin of Evil,"
• Here some time was given to the illustration
of Herman©utical principles.
The Doctrine of the Church,
"The Church of Christ, in its general nature
and design, and In its relations to Christ¬
ianity, to the Acrid, and to the State, The
Power of the Church, in its source, use, and
limits, and the exercise of that Power in
reference to the Doctrine, to the Ordinances
and to the Discipline of the Church, - em¬
bracing the nature and authority of the or¬
dinance of Preaching, - Creeds and Confes¬
sions , - Public worship, - The Sabbath, - the
Ministry, - the Sacraments, Baptism and the
Lord's Supper, - and Church Censures* The
Parties in whom the administration of Church
Power is vested,,,the duties of such parties,"

Fourth Year ••• Sxegetics <

Theology -
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1863 Curriculuia for ireo Church College. Glasgow, (Taken from Assembly
Proceedings. 1863.
Report Mo. XXX)

First Year •••• iie«hrew
Apologetical Theology

Second. Year ... Hebrew
Mew Testament Exegetica
Systematic Theology - CM1 this class, Professor

Gibson says; "I delivered about twenty
oral lectures on selected portions of the
Confession of Faith." Beside this the
Professor aaya that he "delivered sixty
written lectures on the first course of

Systematic Theology, according to our
Standards, from th© second to the ninth
chapter of the Confession of Faith*"

Third Year •••• Old Testament Exegetics
Ancient Church History
Pastoral Theology and Doctrine of the Church - This

class is taught by Principal Fairbaira and
includes: - "The relation of the Ministry
to the Church and the world; the distinctive
character and ends of the ministry; the na¬
ture and grounds of a proper call to it, the
personal and social life of the minister;
homiletics; th© devotional services of the
sanctuary; the administration of disoiplne;
supplementary methods of instruction; sub¬
sidiary helps and agencies, which, though
not strictly belonging to the evangelioal
work of the ministry, yet may have an im¬
portant incidental bearirn on its labours."
Principal P&irbaim says that th© above
topics were dealt with during "two days each
week" for part of th© term. Otherwise the
time was spent in an exposition "of on® of
the Pastoral Epistles."

It does not appear that the basic structure of the divinity hall
curriculum of the Free Church changed during the last quarter of th® century.
What changes did take place were within the structure noted in the outline
of both the New College Curriculum of 18$1 and Glasgow of 1863* Apologetics
tended to abandon somewhat of the emphasis on natural theology as attention
was focused on the defense of supernaturalism. There was also an increasing
emphasis on ethics and practical theology as more and more in Glasgow, Aberdeen
and Edinburgh these fell under the responsibility of one Professor: Professor
31aikie in Edinburgh, Professor Candllsh in Glasgow and the "Professor of
Church History and pastoral Theology" in Aberdeen.
Resourcea for Free Church Divinity Hall
See th© "quinquennial Visitation Reports" as they are found in the Assembly
Proceedings and Debates for : 1850, 1858, 1863, 1874, 1875, 1876, lH$£, "
1686, 1891.
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SYLLABUS FOR PHESBTTERIAL EXAMINATION OF STUDENTS*
1699

I* The Jiglish .rdble

First Year - Genesis to Joshua; The Gospel of Matthew; The Epistles
of James, Peter, and Jude.

Second Year - Judges to Second Kings; Job to Canticles; Gospel of
Mark; Epistles To Thessalonians and Corinthians.

Third Year - Chronicles to Esther; The inor Prapherts; The Gospel
of Luke and the Acts of th© Apostles; The Epistles to
Romans, Galatiana, and lebrews.

Fourth Year - Isaiah to Daniel; the Gospel of John; Epistles to
Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, Philippiana, Timothy,
and Titus; the Epistles of John; the Apocalypse.

II. The Shorter Catechism and the Confession of Faith

First Year - Shorter Catechism, questions 1 to 30, Repetition, and
Analysis. Selmond's *Primer" or kbyte's "Bible Class
Handbook" recommended.

Second Year - Shorter Catechism, the remaining questions.
Third Year - The Confession of Faith, chapters 1 to 13. Knowledge of

its statements a.ad of their relation to the History of
Dootrine. Mcpherson's "Bible Class Handbook" recommended.

Fourth Year - The Confession of Faith, remaining chapters.

6ooka on Personal Religion. One each year.

The following is a list of those ascertained to be in use in
Presbyteries!

"The Pilgrim's Progeas"
"Grace Abounding"
Hodge's ".ay of Life"
Murray's "Spirit of Christ"
Goulburn's "Thoughts on Personal Religion"
Guthrie's "Trial of a Saving Interest in Christ"
Eraser, "On Sanctifioation"
Owen, "On The Holy Spirit"
" "On the Glory of Christ"
" "On Indwelling Sin"
" " On Spiritual Mindedness"
Baxter's "Reformed Pastor"
Scott's "Force of Truth"
Aitherspoon "On Regeneration"
"The Life of Henry Partyn"
Doddridge's "Rise and Progress of religion in the Soul"
John Angell James' "Earnest Ministry"
Marshall, "On Sanctifioation"
Spencer's "Pastor's Sketches"

* This is taken verbatim from "Appendix A", "Report of College Committee"
The Free Church of -Scotland. Proceedings and Debates. 1699
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SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION FOB SESSION 1&99 - 1900

(Not©i- The minimum required is the following:
For a pass in Scripture. . . , jjQ percent
For a. pass in other subjects . • 33, percent
Average over all the papers « .30 percent)

1* Students intending to enter on the theological curriculum will be
examined on the following, except in so far as they have already
passed Degree examinations in any of these subjects:

1• Scripture knowledge: The Pentateuch and Joshua} the
Gospel of Matthew} the Epistles of James, Peter and Jude.

2. Hebrew: Dr. Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar,
Sections I-XXX...along with Genesis xv., xvi,, for
Translation.

3. Classics: Latin - Tacitus' Annals, Book I., Sections 1*32.
Liyy, Book VI} Passage from an author not prescribed.
Translation into Latin.
Greek * Matthew's Gospel} Plutarch's Timoleon, Passage
from an author not prescribed. Translation into Greek.

4. Philosophy * Logio * Jevons' Elementary Lessons} Eraser's
Selections from Berkeley.
Moral Philosophy * Mackenzie's Ethics, Book II; and Butler's
first three Sermons, with Kilpatrick's Notes.
English Literature - Benton's English Literature} Shakespeare's
"Macbeth"} Bacon's Essays.
Mathematics - "Euclid" Books I, II, III, and VI } "Algebra"
as far as the Binomial Theorem and the Progressions} Elements
of "Plane Trigonometry" up to and including the Solution of
Triangles} "Conic Sections" the Parabola.
Natural Philosophy - Blaikie's Elements of Dynamics.

II. Students beginning their Second Session will be examined on the
following subjects:

1. Hebrew: Deuteronomy xv. to end for translation into English.
Translation into Hebrew, The Irregular Verbs. Syntax « The
Article} the Pronouns} the Genitive, together with the
Construct State.

2. Scripture Knowledge (English Bible): Books of Judges * 2 Kings}
Job - Canticles} Gospel of Mark} Sspiatles to the Thessalonians
and Corinthians.

3. Latin: Tertuiliani Apologetious, Capp. 1-21} Auguatini
Confesaionum, Libri IX-XI.

4. Natural Science: Huxley's Elementary Physiology, Lessons I-IX.
III. Students beginning their Third Session will be examined on the following:

1. Scripture Knowledge (English Bible) Books of Chronicles -
Estherj The 'Minor Prophets} Luke's Gospel, and acts of the
Apostles} Epistles to the Romans, Galatians, and Hebrews.

IV. Students beginning their Fourth Session will be examined on the
following subjects:

1. Hebrew: 1 Kings viii-xxii and Amos, for Translation} Amos, for
Introduction} Amos, Chapters i. li. v. vii. viii and ix.
for Exegesis} Syntax.•.Translation into Hebrew.

* This is taken verbatim from the "Appendix" of the "Report of the Examination
Board" of The Free Church of Scotland. Proceedings and Debates. 1699*
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SUBJECTS FOR EXAMINATION CONTINUED

2. Creek: For Translation, Luke's dospel, mid the Epistle to
Diognefcus. For Introduction and Exegesia, the Epistle to
tufc Epheaiens. i«w Testament Grammar - The ceases# Textual
Criticism - the important K-:3S» Translation into Creek.

5* Apologetics: The Lynoptio Gospels: Theories of their Origiu,
Composition and Mutual Relationsj together with the value of
their testimony to Miracle.

4. Systematic Theology: The Christian Doctrine of Sin.

At thu dose of their Fourth Session, Students will he examined on
the following subjects:
1 • Scripture ,'howledge (English Bible) Isaiah - Daniexj John*s

Gospel} Epistles to tha Bphasisns, Colosslana, Philemon, and
Phili plans} the Pastoral Epistles? the Epistles of John}
the Apocalypse.

2. Early Church History: Pros A.D. 75 to 325.
3. ^ater Church History: The Doctrinal Controversies in the Churches

of the Reformatton, from 1564 to 1620.
Doctrine of the Church: The Authority of the Church with special
reference to Doctrine, Discipline, and Worship} Free Church
Principles.
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CURRICULUM IN THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN DIVINITY HALL

1848 Theological Curriculum: (As found in the United Presbyterian
II mm ■! mm 11 ijrtiiimiiw ai«« wim i mmmmmmmm * mmmmmm «aMpMdhiMn«waMM

Xirooeedinga. 1848, pp. 138-142.

1• Schedule of Classes:

First Year: Professor of Secred Languages and Biblical Criticism
Professor of Biblical Literature.

Second Year: Professor of Saered Languages and Biblical Criticism
Professor of Biblical Literature.
Professor of Heraeneuties and Evidences.

Third Year: Professors of Exegetical Theology.
Professor of Systesifitic and Pastoral Theology.
Professor of Ecclesiastical History.

fourth Year: Same as the Third Year

fifth Year: Same as the Third and fourth Year.

2, Schedule of Examinations:

Examination before Admission To The Hall:

1. Latin: Virgil's ifoied, first 2 books. Cicero de Offioils,
Book I,, Parsing, and Rules of Syntax and Quantity.

2. Creek: Testament, Luke's Gospel and Epistle to Epheaians.
Xenophon's Cyropaedia• Grammar.

3. Hebrew: Firs*. tv.-o chapters of Genesis. Grammar.
4. Logic: Leechman'a Logic.
5* Metaphysics: Stewart's Dissertation.
6. Moral Philosophy: Eardlaw's Christian Lthies. M'Intosh's

Disseratlon.
7* Mathematics: /any two of the first six books of Euclid's

Elements, end Algebra, as far as Equations.
English Composition: A short Exercise, to be written on
the spot, on some easy Scriptural Topic.

Examinations and Exercises for Students in Theology.

First Year,

Latin: Calvin's Institutes, Book i«, Chaps. 15-18.
Greek: Hew Testament, Romans.
Hebrew: Genesis, 40-42
Theology: Dick, Vol. i., Loct. 4-11, 14, 15»
Biblical Literature: Davidson's Biblical Criticism, Lect. 1-24.
Church History: Teddington's History, Chap. 1-8.
Homily.

Second Year

Latin: Calvin's Institues, Book ii., Chaps. 12-14.
Greek: Seme as First Year, with Epistle to Galetiena.
Hebrew: Isaiah 52-60, inclusive.
Theology: Dick, Vol. ii., Lect. L4-51 •
Biblical Literature: Davidson's Hermen, Chaps. 2,3,4,7, 8—10.
Church History: Laddington's History, Chaps. 9-16, 19-28.
Lemon and Exercise with addition.
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1848 Theological Curriculum Continued
WMMMMMIMMMHk MMMMMMMMIMW

Third Year

Latin: Calvin's Institutes, Book iii, Chaps. 1,2,11,21•
Creek: Same as Second Year, with Spistle to Galetiana.
Hebrew: 'erne as Second Year, with Psalms 100-110#
Theology: Dick, Vol. iii., Leot.65-72.
Biblical Literature: Davidson's Herraen., Chap. 11.
History of Doctrines, Hagenbnch'a first half of Vol. i.
Churoh History; Reformation in Germany (b'Aubigne'a History,
Books i. to x.)
Popular :ermon and Hxegeala

fourth Year

»atin: Calvin'a j.uatitutea, Book iv., Chaps. 1-4, 1V-17.
Greek: as for first Year, with .pistle to Hebrews.
Hebrew: Oaiae as Third Year, with Daniel 10-12.
Theology; Diok, Vol. iv., hect. 86-99.
Biblical literature: Davidson's Herisen., Chaps. 12,13*
iiagehbaoh, second half of Vol. i.
Churoh History: History of the Reformation in Scotland including
the History of the Secession and Relief Churches.
Lecture and Sermon.

18^6 Theological Curriculum: (As found in the united Presbyterian
Proceedings. 1876, p. 638.)

first Year: New Testament Literature end ocegesie.
Hebrew and Old Testament Literature and Lxegesis.
Practical Training.

Second Year: Hebrew and Old Testament Literature and*

Exegesis and New Testament Literature and
Exegesis on alternate Days.
Church History
Lystematio Theology and Apologetics.

Third Year: Hebrew and Old Testament Literature and Exegesis*
and New Testament Literature and Exegesis on
alternate Days.
Churoh History
Systematic Theology and Apologetics
Practical Training.

* Note that this is one class meeting on alternate days while
each other class in the term meets one hour five days a week.

As in the fro® Churoh, the structure of the United Presbyterian divinity
hall remained the same tnroughout the last quarter of the century. Again
the changes which took place were in terms of the content of the courses •

In terms of theology there appears to have been more of a philosophical
as opposed to a purely doctrinal emphasis. In terms of practical theology
the subjects of "Society and the Church" and "Christian Ethics" ©merged as
items of consideration. for particular references note the annual "Report
of the College Committee" in the United Presbyterian Proceedings. The
reports of 1878 and. 1900 are espeoiaily full.
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Number of People Attending and Cocafluniea'ting

At The Church In Their Pariah

Aberdeen

"Fifth Report Of The Commissioners Of Religious Instruction, Scotland,'

Parish
Total

Communicants

No. of
Communicants
Outside Parish

Total No, Attending
Attending From Outside
Church iarish

East «••••••••••••*• 1,600,
.Vest 848.
North 800,
South 1,300.
Groyfriars ......... 620,
St. Clements ....... 600,
nion .............. 1,288,
Spring Gardens ..... 230,

1,356
*

574
1,100
520
200 1 ,000 250

1,145 1,600 1 ,p60
244........ 800 760

Trinity 1,131 1,025.
John Knox 695..............
Old Machar ......... 1,766..............
GUcomston ......... 2,006..............
Bon Accord ..*•••••• 672......
Aoodside 966

1 ,562

* ......

550
*

550 ,000
* 2,000

1 ,500 1 ,282
1,050 606

650
1,600

TOTAL 10,712 8,240

♦ Indicates the absence of further statistics

** By way of contrast there were 3 other churches in th® Aberdeen which
though not in Aberdeen proper, were part of the Presbytery• In these
parishes? Belhelvie, Dyce, Skene there were a total of 1,630 communi¬
cates and only 75 resided outside the bounds of their respective parish.
Tine Parish of Skene claimed that 1 ,008 were in the habit of attending
the Pariah Kirk and of these only 9 came from outside the parish bounds.
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Edinburgh

".First Report Of The Commissioners Of Religious Instruction, Scotland,"*®*

Pariah
Total
Cogaauni-
cant*'!,1

Communicants
Outside
Parish

Total
Attending
Church

Attending
Prom Outside
Tariah

High Church 750.
Old Church •••••*•••.. 130.
Tolbooth mm « 942.
Trinity College....... 225.
Hew North ............ 900.
Tron 384.
Old Greyfriars ....... 390.
Gaelic Church ••.*•••. 590.
Lady Tester .......... 570.
New Greyfriars ....... 5CO,
St. /ndrew ........... 400,
St. George 1,26i,
St. Mary ••••••••..«•• 883.
St. Stephen •••«..•••• 1,200.
Canongate •••••••••••• 500.
Hew Street ••••«..•*•• 430.
Leith iVynd ••••••••••• 220.
St. Cuthbert ......... 2,060.
Buccleuch ............ 600,
Newington ............ 1,000.
St. Bernard 900.
Roxburgh ••••••••«•••« 450.
*•

721
116
782
189
879.
304,
340
*

480

768
423*........ i
600
250 ,

440.
450.
700,
560,
380,

900,
500,

1,786.«»..«»«i

800,
590,

2,400,
1,200.
1,500,
1 ,400,
1,000.

879
400

883

267
443

600
800

1 ,000
800
808

TOTAL 12 ,056 . 6,680

* Indicates the absence of further statistics

** There were 6 other parishes in the Edinburgh Presbytery which were not
within the city itself; South Leith, St. John, North Leith, Portobello,
Liberton and Colinton. In these churches there were a total of 4,793
communicants of which 1,474 resided outside the bounds of the church
in which they communicated. Two Churches, South Leith and Portobello
indicated that 2,965 were in the habit of attending their respective
churches. Of these 1,046 came from outside the parish bounds.

*■** This survey is usually dated 1835, although the reports were published
in 1837, 1836.
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Glasgow

"Second Report Of The Commissioners Of Religious Instruction, Scotland,"

Total Communicants Total Attending
Parish Communi- Outside Attending Proa Outside

cants Perish Church Parish

Inner High . ... 500 150 1,750... 500
Outer High #,•••#.••••# 700......... *
Blackfriars ........... 500......... 414
Duke Street *,».•••.»• *
Tron 850 768 1,300 1,208
St. David's 650 *
Albion ••..*•••.•......1,200......... 1,1501,600.......... 1,500
Gaelic Church 700 200
St. George's .......... 980......... 800
St. George's Fields ... 360......... 290.......... 900.......... 700
St. Andrews ........... 400......... •.......... 1,000.......... 832
St. Enoch's ........... TOO......... 630.....*•».* 1,157.•••«•*••• 1,037
St. John's ............1,080......... 860.......... 1,503*......... 1,258
St# Thomas's .........a 300...#..... *#......... 750.......... 548
St. James's ,000......... 750.......... 1,200.......... 900
St. Ann's 330 295
Hridgegate •••...•••••• *••••••••# *
Barony ••••••••••*••••• 900......... 300,......... 1,600.,...••••• 500
Aiiderston ............. 650......... 525#......... 1,300.......... 1,000
Middle C&lton 650 *
West Gaelic ••••••••••• 600......... *
St. Marks 300...•••••• 162
St. Stephen's ••••••••• 400,........ *
Shettleston ........... 445*........ 48.......... 620...,...,,, 50
Maryhill 300 50
Corbels •«••••»•••••••• 984......... 184
Kirkfield 450 435.. 1,000 837
**

TOTAL 15,660 10,670

* Indicates the absence of further statistics

** There were 8 other perishes in the Glasgow Presbytery which were not a
part of Glasgow proper: Govan, Campsie, Cathoart, Chryston, Cumbernauld,
Kilsyth, Kirkintilloch, Rutherglen. These churches claimed a total of
5,035 ooiamunicants of which only 69 communicated in a church outside
their parish. All of these churches, except Cumbernauld which gave no
statistics, claimed that a total of 6,107 were in the habit of attending
their churches of which only 102 attended a Church of Scotland outside
their boundaries.
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Church Attendance by Synods

"Report Of The Commissioners Of Religious Instruction"

Synod of Galloway Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Kirkcudbright....... 3,blO.............. 200
i.lgtoim............. 1,500....... 1,200
Stranraer........... 3,265...,.,.,,,.,,. 2,240

TOTAL 6,655 3,640

Synod of Glasgow <Ss Ayr Chr. of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Ayr. 7,740.............. 3,495
Glasgow... 28,374 27,006
Lanark. 3,950,............. 3,410
Irvine......... 6,410. 8,015
Hamilton. 9,546..10,663
Paisley 14,455 12,345
Greenock............ $,265...••••»••*••• 6,671
Dumbarton •••••• 4,390.............. 2,720

TOTAL 86,149 76,525

synod of Angus & . .earns Ch. of Sootland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Forfar..... 3,230.............. 2,200
Fordo 1 ,100..... 750
Brechin 5,200 2,555
Meigls, 2,720 1,858
/rbroeth............ 6,024. .......«...*• 2,265
Dundee.............. 9,480.7,150

TOTAL 27,754 16,776

Synod of Fife Ch. of bootland Presbyterian Dissent
Presbytery - Orwell 3,790.............. 5,930

Kirkcaldy 8,360 5,250
Cupar 3,000 2,527
St. Andrews......... 2,750...1,120

TOTAL 17,900 14,627

Synod of Argyll Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Abertarff........... 2,250*.
Dunoon.............. 4,290.............. 1,294
Inverery............ 3,030.............. 60
Kintyre. 6,000...... 2,100

TOTAL 15,570 3,454
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Synod of Lothian & Tweedale Ch, of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Bigger,.••...«•■••.• 130
Peebles 755
Haddington..... 3,280.. 1,920
Lauder#............. 1,500................ 850
Linlithgow.......... 2,700................ 4,515
Dalkeith 6,675 4,590
Edinburgh 29,370 22,240

TOTAL 44,410 >4,115

Synod of llarsa 1 Toviotdde Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian Dlaaent

Presbytery - Duns....#............ 1,050.2,480
Chirnalde 2,i95..... .... 1,500
Kelso. 1,100 1,600
Jedburgh 2,570 4,0>0
Selkirk 1,000 1 ,400

TOTAL 7,915 11,190

Synod of Puafries Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Langholm. 1,080.«•••••*••••••• 150
hoch&aben. •••••• 1,300............... 830
Annan 2,050 2,150
Dumfries.•..........• 4,450...............2,250
lenpoint.. ........... 1 ,000. 700

TOTAL 9,880 6,080

Synod of Perth & Stirling Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Stirling............. 7,940 7,745
Perth 7,905 7,522
Dunk»ld.............. 5,260#.,............ 13c
Aeeia 5,250 460
Auchterarder 4,250....... ••••.••• 1,685
Dunblane 4,600.. •••••••»••••• 1,525

TOTAL 35,245 1 9,267

Synod of Orkney & Shetland Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian 11jsent

Presbytery * Cairaton.•••••••••••• 4,204.1,093
Kirkwall... 2,206 1 ,880
N. Isles 1,600 650
urravee............. 4,000.•••«..••«••••• 250
Lerwick.............. 600.«••••••••••••• 88

TOTAL 12,610 3,961
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Synod of Aberdeen Ch. of Scotland I resbjterian Masent

Presbytery - fordyce 4,945»*»*»»» 430
Turriff.,..,... 3,700 445
Deer 6,625 2,560
Ellen..,. 1,700 560
darioch. „ 2,100....... 495
Alford 1,450..... 535
Kincardine 1,665
Aberdeen..•••.«•••••••• 15,828............... 4,370

TOTAL 36,213 9,455

Synod of Moray Ch. of Scotland Presbyterian Dissent

Presbytery - Inverness 3,045.625
Nairn 2,600 756
Forres ••••••..•• 2,480............... 860
Elgin 614 245
Aberdour............... 1,602.#. 120
Strathbogie •••••• 4,250 955
Absrnathy.••••••••••••• 3,440.••••••••••••••

TOTAL 18,231 3,96l
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* 1051 Census

Church Attendance Counties

County Population No, of Attendants On March 20, 1 651y«
Total Old Free U.P,

Kirk Kirk Church

Aberdeen ..... 212,032.... 61 ,5l4...20,G32»... 23,631 ..., 3,404
Argyll 69,296.... 13,101... 4,238..,. 6,305.... 1,435
Ayr 189,656.... 45,02?...16,675.... 12,156.... 9,36?
Banff 54,171.... 16,764... 6,729.... 6,610.... 702
Berwick..,.,...... 36,297.... 15,922... 6,29i.... 3,446.... 5,893
Bute.............. 16,606.... 5,924... 1,457.... 3,691.... 240
Caithness 38,709.... 6,530... 442.... 6,779.... 300
Clackmannan.•••••• 22,951.... 4,922... 1,530.... 1,383.... 1,403
Dumbarton......... 45,103.... 12,772... 4,029.... 3,841.... 3,479
Dumfries 78,123.... 18,325... 5,974..., 4,698.,.. 4,660
Edinburgh 259,435.... 65,084...15,264.... 18,858.,.. 17,186
Elgin (fcioray),.... 38,959.... 13,451... 5,015»... 5,270.... 2,001
Fife 153,546.... 50,622...21,274.... 13,063.... 12,726
Forfar (Angus).... 191,264.... 53,931 ...20,744.... 19,197..•• 6,831
Haddington........ 36,366.... 9,936... 4,305.... 3,570.... 1,605
Inverness......... 96,500.,,. 18,066... 3,790.... 10,583.... 964
Kincardine 34,596.... 12,479... 7,098.... 3,908.... 574
Kinross...«.«•**,. 8,924.*.* 4,346... 1,400.... 1,416.,.. 1,530
'Kirkcudbright.*• • • 43,121.... 10,625... 6,586#... 3,980.... 600
ii&n&rk...........• 530,169....111,252...24,539.... 26,097.... 28,214
Linlithgow 30,135.... 5,917... 1 ,639.... 1 ,950.... 1,830
Nairn... 9,956.... 2,941... 180.... 1,712.... 895
Orkney & Shetland. 62,533*.•• 20,563... 7,192.... 4,624.... 5,096
Peebles*.......... 10,738..,. 2,975... 1,134,... 765.... 869
Perth............. 136,660.... 43,102...14,313»... 17,096.... 6,415
Renfrew........... 16t,09i«... 35,690... 8,987.... 12,344...* 7,841
Ross A ^TCtarty••• 82,707.... 22,862... 1,411 .... 20,237.... 630
Roxburgh 51,642.... 12,963... 2,3i2..., 2,730.... 6,163
Selkirk,.......... 9,609«««. 1,832... 260...* 422..,. 950
Stirling.........• 66,237.*.* 22,999... 6,907.3,748.,., 5,394
Sutherlauu.••*.••• 25,793.... 6,978... 255*.*. 6,723*.,.
Wigtown 43,369.... 6,699... 2,957.... 2,62?.... 2,004

***TOTALS 2,888,742 740,794 229,181 255,482 1 43,443

* The souroe of these statistics is the Census of Great Britain, 16-51
Worship and education, 1851, Lorsdon, 1654

** This survey gives the statistics of attendance at morning, afternoon
and evening services. Theso figures are only for the morning attendance.
481 or fourteen percent of the parishes in Scotland did not return census
reports. Thus in soaking to ascertain the total attendance in Scotland
the census takers attempted to estimate what the total church attendance
in Scotland by taking the average of those churches responding and. apply-"
ing that figure to those which did not respond. This procedure was very
advantageous to the Old Kirk. Thus it was estimated that of the 943,951
attending the corning services, 351 ,454 attended the Old Kirk, 292,308
the Free Kirk and 159,191 the United I resbyterian Church, It would seem
that the figures baaed simply on those churches returning reports is more
reliable than the rough estimate.
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1851 Census
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Church Attendance in Major Cities: 1 635, 1851 . 1 S6i•*

Church 1635 1851 188!
ABERDEEN Old Kirk 18,0/6 3,215 8,7a

Free Kirk 9,426 9,766
U.P. Irk 2,160 1,351 2,00?

AYR Old Kirk 1,350 AM 1,117 1,801
Ffc 1,417

Free Kirk AM 1,518 854
PM 870

U.P. Kirk 1,050 AM 1,401 703
PM 1,516

DUNDEE Old irk 7,625 AM 5,606 8,277
PM 6,334

Free Kirk AM 6,455 7,105
PM 7,452

U.P. Kirk 5,025 AM 3,492 4,0i4
PM 4»6l4

EDINBURGH Old Kirk 29,370 All 8,675 13,808
PM 6,687

Free Kirk AM 15,315 14,279
PM 15,922

U.P. Kirk 18,400 AM 12,792 10,367
PM 15,235

FALKIRK Old Kirk 1,300 AM 1 ,061 1,014
m 684

Free Kirk AM 915 407
FM 860

U.P. Kirk 2,690 AM 701 960
PM 635

GLASGOW Old Kirk 28,374 AM 13,953 29,716
PM 14,635

Free Kirk AM 15,651 30,695
PM 13,298

U.P. iirk 19,041 AM 15,080 29,961
PM 16,649

* The statistics for 1835 ere taken from the report of the Religious
Instruction Commission. The statistics for 1851 are from the
national census# The statistics for 1 fcfol are from Robert Howie,
The Churches And The Churchlesa In Gotland.
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city Churth 1651 18&1

&KKSNQCK 014 Kirk 5,195 2,263 3,758
Free Kirk 4,749 4,317
U.P. Kirk 4,061 2,668 2,711

HAMILTON Old Kirk 2,025 995
Pre# Kirk 700 634

U.P. Kirk 3,475 1 ,211 1,172

INVEEHESS Old Kirk 5,045 1,750 764

free Kirk 2,747 2,594
U.P. Kirk 760 794 263

PKRTH Old Kirk 5,425 2,435 2,475
free Kirk 2,951 2,076
U.P. Kirk 3,370 3,141 1,677

ST. ANDREAS Old Kirk 1,700 2,085 924

free Kirk 766 525

U.P. Kirk 570 300 26l

STIRLING Old Kirk 2,200 987 1,033
free Kirk 1,512 1 ,262
U.P. Kirk 2,450 986 776
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THE OLDER EVANGELICALS TEXTS**

Tne Old Testament

Genesis. 6
Exodus 7
Leviticus •••••••••.. 2
Numbers 1
Deuteronomy.. 4
Joshua.... 1
Judges..... . 3
Ruth 0
1 Sc. 2 Samuel.............. 4
1 & 2 Kings 10
1 & 2 Chronicles ••••• 3
Exra. 1
Nehemiah 0
Esther.................... 0
Job. 7
Psalms.93
Proverbs.... 12
Ecclesiastes. 3
Song of Solomon 9

Isaiah. 47
Jez-emiah.. 11
Lamentations1
Ezekiel.... 8
Daniel......... 4
Hosea........•••••••••.•••• 8
Joel. 0
Amos...... 0
Obadiah 0
Jonah... ••••••••••• 1
Micah...................... 1
Nahum. ».... 0
Habakkuk... 0
Zephaniah...... 1
Haggai 0
Zechariah.. 3
Malachi......... 4

TOTAL 257

The New Testament

Matthew47
Mark...... 20
Luke. 42
John... 88
The Acts 59
Romans. •••• 98
1 Corinthians............. 68
2 Corinthians.* 29
Galatians................. 11
Ephe sians 1 6
Philippians 8
Colossians 17
1 Thessalonians........... 6
2 Thessalonians.. 0

1 Timothy 8
2 Timothy... 7
Titus 2
Philemon 0
Hebrews.................... 48
James 9
1 Peter 15
2 Peter.......••••••• 8
1 John 12
2 John 0
3 John 0
Jude....... 3
Revelation 31

TOTAL 650

* The statistics of this chart include the sermons read of the following
men: Andrew A, Bonar, Horatious Bonar, John Brown of Broughton ELace
Presbyterian Church, John Cairns, Robert S. Candlish, Thomas Chalmers,
iVilliam Cunningham, John Duncan, Robert Gordon, John Kennedy of Dingwall,
Robert M. M'Cheyne, A. Moody Stuart, John Purves, Andrew Somerville,
Andrew Thomson, James Veitch.
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The Liberal Evangelicals Texts1'1

The Old Testament

Genesis................... 21
Exodus 7
Leviticus......... 1
Numbers4
Deuteronomy.. 1
Joshua..... 4
Judges 2
Ruth........•••••••.•••••• 0
1 & 2 Samuel.... 5
1 & 2 Kings.. 7
1 & 2 Chronicles.........• 3
Ezra.... 0
Nehemiah.................. 0
Esther.. 0
Job 4
Psalms ..•••••••••• 70
Proverbs..••••••.....*•••• 13
Ecclesiastes............•• 8
Song of Solomon..... 0

Isaiah.................... 21
Jeremiah.. 10
Lamentations.............. 1
Ezekiel 24
Daniel 1
Ho sea 8
Joel................ 0
Amos....... 1
Obadiah..... 0
Jonah2
Micah,. 1
Nahum...... 0
Habakkuk.................. 1
Zephaniah... 8
Haggai 0
Zeohariah 1
Malaehi 4

TOTAL 233

The New Testament

Matthew. ....••••122
Mark........ 23
Luke .........102
John......................111
The Acts... 27
Romans.. 31
1 Corinthians 34
2 Corinthians 19
Galatians 8
Ephesians. 24
Philippians 11
Colossians.. 32
1 Thessslonians. 9
2 The ssalonians 0

1 Timothy.. 9
2 Timothy 10
Titus..... 2
Philemon...... 1
Hebrews.. 34
James 24
1 Peter......... 12
2 Peter.. 2
1 John.. 6
2 John 0
3 John........ 1
Jude...................... 1
Revelation 28

TOTAL 689

* The statistics of this chart include the sermons read of the following
men: A.K.H. Boyd, John Caird, Marcus Dods, Henry Drummond, John Eadie,
Robert Flint, Thomas Guthrie, Edward Irving, John Ker, Norman MacLeod,
Robert Rainy, John Robertson, George Adam Smith, Walter C. Smith, R.H.
Story, John Tulloch, Alexander Whyte. I have also included the one
volume of Scotch Sermons. while all of Alexander /.byte's sermons were
read I have not included his sermons from either his series on Bunyan
Characters or his series on Bible Characters.
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COMPARATIVE CHART OF OLDER AND LIBERAL EVANGELICAL TEXTS
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